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Foreword

Eurasian cities, unique in the global spatial landscape, were part of
the world’s largest experiment in urban development. The challenges
they now face because of their history offer valuable lessons to urban
planners and policy makers across the world—from places that are
still urbanizing to those already urbanized.
More than three-quarters of the built environment in Eurasian
cities was developed after 1945 in a centralized fashion. Central planners could implement whatever they considered good practice planning solutions, and Eurasia’s cities became their drawing boards. The
central planners got a lot right—easy access to public transportation,
district heating networks, almost universal access to water systems,
and socially integrated neighborhoods. At the same time, they failed
to acknowledge the importance of markets and individual choice in
shaping sustainable and congenial places for people to live in.
From a spatial point of view, it became clear that many Eurasian
cities were developed in places where they should not have been. To
populate sparsely inhabited territory, Soviet planners pushed urban
development toward the heart of Siberia. Many of the resulting cities
had no rural hinterland to rely on for daily food needs and had to
depend on subsidized goods and services.
To be viable in a market economy, Eurasia’s urban structures have
to be rethought. This book builds on the insights in the World

xiii

xiv
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 evelopment Report 2009: Reshaping Economic Geography to inform this
D
rethinking.
From a planner’s perspective, land and housing markets were frequently mismanaged in the former Soviet Union. Although Eurasian
cities were largely spared the negative side effects of organic urban
growth such as sprawl, central planners were not the best judges of
how and where land should be developed. Indeed, large industrial
areas still occupy prime land in Eurasian cities, even when they
should be used for other purposes. Flat-panel concrete apartment
blocks, built quickly and cheaply to accommodate rapid urban
expansion, often had a short life—sometimes as few as 25 years—but
continue to be inhabited. In many cases, these apartment blocks have
not been upgraded since the end of communism.
The collapse of the Soviet economy weakened the connectivity
between Eurasian cities. Without subsidies for transporting goods
and services cheaply from one city to another, the more remote cities
are isolated from global markets and increasingly uncompetitive. Rail
networks are hard to run efficiently, even with the lowest electricity
prices in Europe. Road networks are expensive to maintain and
upgrade. And air infrastructure is becoming more and more important for connecting a landmass that spans nine time zones.
Many Eurasian cities face an overdeveloped public service infrastructure that is hard to maintain and upgrade. Facing an economic
downturn in the 1990s and lacking experience in decentralized
urban management, many local authorities struggled to run these
services. Public transport ridership fell in most cities, with more people commuting in private vehicles. Recycling networks disappeared,
and soaring consumption overwhelmed solid waste management
systems. District heating systems became large energy sieves—hard
to run and maintain without subsidies. Plaguing water systems are
large shares of nonrevenue water, and low tariffs do not ensure the
cost recovery needed for upgrades and repairs.
Finally, many Eurasian cities do not have the capacity to be selfsufficient financially. These cities depend largely on central government transfers, and progress in creating tools for generating more
local revenue (for example, strategically using municipal land) has
been slow. Moreover, a reluctance to charge market prices for public
services has led to the continuing deterioration of existing systems.
For example, heating tariffs, kept artificially low, not only encourage
people to squander energy, but also make it hard for district heating
systems to cover operating costs.
Eurasian cities have to find the right balance between markets and
institutions to become sustainable. Before the 1990s, institutions
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were strong, but markets were nonexistent. In the 1990s, many institutions crumbled, and markets did not develop as fast as has been
hoped. The 2000s were a decade of readjustment, with incipient
market principles making more headway in Eurasian cities and with
local institutions becoming stronger and more self-reliant. The future
should see Eurasian cities continually straddling a fine balance
between markets and institutions—a balance key to their sustainable
development.
This book discusses all five of these issues—rethinking, planning,
connecting, greening, and financing—in more detail. It seeks to analyze
the key challenges created by central planning, outline how these
challenges were addressed in the transition years, and identify some
steps Eurasian cities should take to chart a sustainable development
path for themselves. The book also shows how some of the most progressive cities in the region have been tackling these problems and, in
doing so, shedding the last vestiges of the socialist economy.
Philippe Le Houérou
Vice President
Europe and Central Asia

Indermit Gill
Chief Economist
Europe and Central Asia
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Overview

The World Development Report 2009: Reshaping Economic Geography
shows that agglomeration, migration, and specialization cause cities
to become the main driver of growth through the structural transformation from agriculture to industry to services (World Bank 2009).
This is true even in regions where the location of economic activities
is a political decision engineered and imposed from the top. Consider
the former Soviet Union, excluding the Baltic countries (Eurasia).
Before the breakup of the Soviet Union, the population was increasing, and cities were expanding (exhibit O.1). Estimated at 280 million in 1990, the population reached 283 million in 1993. By then,
the Soviet Union had disintegrated, inducing movements of people
across and beyond the newly established borders. The population
began to fall steadily and stabilized at below 277 million by 2007,
before climbing back to 280 million in 2011.
These population dynamics reflect tremendous changes in Eurasia: the breakup of the Soviet Union; the return of the market as the
driving force in society; and the emergence of regional powers such
as the European Union (EU), China, and India competing with the
Russian Federation over its former satellites. For centuries, burgeoning cities along the Silk Road traded goods between east and west,
including jewels, spices, glassware, medicines, musk and other
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EXHIBIT O.1

Size Distribution of Cities in the Soviet Union, 1939, 1959, 1974, and 1989
a. 1939

b. 1959
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EXHIBIT O.1
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 erfumes, and silk, satin, and other fine fabrics. During the Romanov
p
Dynasty and the Soviet era, a north-south trade axis overlay Eurasia,
with Moscow as the main hub. To face the postbreakup changes,
Eurasia needs to rethink its cities along the Silk Road.
First, urbanization has regained momentum in Eurasia, if at a
slower pace than in the rest of the world. The share of the people in
cities of more than 1 million rose from a plateau of 14 percent over
1990–94 to 15 percent in 2011, compared with a rise from 17 to
20 percent in the rest of the world. The share of Eurasians of working
age fell from 65 to 64 percent over 1990–94 before rising to 70 percent in 2011—fewer than half of them men. And the share of elderly
rose from 9 to 12 percent over 1990–2007 before falling to 11 percent
in 2011, with more than 90 percent of them women.
These population dynamics suggest that the function and form of
Eurasian cities have to change. Urban planning in a country with a
shrinking urban population is not the same as that in a country with
growing cities. Connecting cities in a country specializing in services
is not the same as that in a country strengthening its manufacturing
or agriculture. The livability of cities in an aging country implies a different design from that in a country striving to attract young
families.
Looking ahead, policy makers need to promote changes that will
make Eurasian cities the main drivers of growth. For this, they need
to identify the changes to be promoted or combated—and to explore
all the financing available to afford these changes. This book proposes
some ideas for rethinking Eurasian cities.

Eurasian Cities Are Reorganizing
Based on the population share of cities with more than 1 million people in a country’s total population, Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia
are urbanized, and the nine remaining Eurasian countries are urbanizing (figure O.1). After the breakup of the Soviet Union, the share of
the people in the capital city stabilized at 35 percent in Armenia and
25 percent in Georgia, while it has consistently declined in Azerbaijan, if still above the world trend. The growth of urban primacy in
Belarus, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Russia has been close to the world
trend, while Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Ukraine
trended 5 to 10 percent below it.
Due to agglomeration, some cities expanded while others shrank
(exhibit O.2). A diverse portfolio of places is emerging in Russia and
Ukraine, while the rest of Eurasia faces a simple consolidation of
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FIGURE O.1

Population Shares Living in Cities of 1 Million People or More,
1990–2010
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core-periphery differences between the capital city and the rest of the
country. Some regional hubs—Almaty, Astana, Kiev, Minsk,
St. Petersburg, and Tashkent—are also emerging, while Moscow
remains the only Eurasian city with the potential to become a global
city like London, New York, Paris, or Tokyo.1
This spatial reorganization is driven by renewed mobility in Eurasia. The early years of transition, with high cross-border migration
after the removal of Soviet restrictions on mobility, were followed by
the eruption of civil and transborder conflicts among the region’s
newly emergent countries. As conflict abated and economic reform
took root, economic motivations became the key driver of migratory
flows in former communist countries. People in the rest of Eurasia
migrated to their capital cities and to Russia and Ukraine, while those
in Russia and Ukraine migrated to Europe.
Accompanying these labor movements were changes in the
direction and composition of trade that reinforced labor mobility
and agglomeration in leading Eurasian cities. For instance, the
rapid diversification of the export products and trading partners of
Russia and Ukraine favored the emergence of secondary cities to
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EXHIBIT O.2

Population Trends in Eurasian Cities, 1992–2011
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c omplement Moscow—St. Petersburg and Kiev—while exports of
the rest of Eurasia remained concentrated on traditional products
and trading partners, reinforcing the largest cities’ role as production and transportation hubs.

Eurasian Cities Need Better Planning, Better Connectivity,
and Better Greening
In the post-Soviet era, the proximity to the EU market and the deeper
integration shaped the internal geography of Central and Eastern
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European countries, favoring the emergence of urban centers closer
to Western Europe while reinforcing economic diversification in their
capital cities. Agglomeration dynamics in Eurasia were attenuated
due to the long distances to leading world markets, which favored
the consolidation of capital cities and a few other leading cities such
as Almaty, Kazan, and Yekaterinburg. This is not a handicap.
Around the world, leading cities play a key role in production and
export by delivering a range of services, sustaining economic
activities, and driving the urbanization dynamics in the rest of the
country. Leading cities tend to be well connected domestically and
externally—and to offer the most diversified production. Leading
Eurasian cities in the former Soviet countries are no exception, and
they can drive the integration of the region into world markets. But
for this to happen, policy makers need to plan their cities better, connect them better internally and with key external hubs, and green
them to make them more attractive to young and talented workers.
Planning cities better means promoting policies to develop land
and housing markets and improve public service delivery. Policy
makers need to modernize and enforce land use regulations and
building codes, lower the costs of land transactions, use public infrastructure development to guide land development strategically and
sustainably, and build the institutional capacity to redevelop brownfields. In housing, policy makers need to unlock rental markets, revitalize homeowner associations, create and enforce rules for using
public spaces, and lower the costs of property transactions, such as
buying an apartment block. For public service infrastructure, policy
makers need to continually upgrade and maintain utility networks,
adjust tariffs to ensure system sustainability, encourage and enable
interjurisdictional cooperation to provide such services as regional
sewage and water management systems, and maintain and extend
public transit networks.
Connecting cities—with transport and telecommunications to
facilitate the movement of goods, people, and information across
cities and countries—requires new policies, institutions, and infrastructure. To foster interurban connectivity, policy makers need to
upgrade the transit system in large cities, improve the energy
efficiency of private vehicles by introducing market prices for gasoline, introduce or adjust gasoline taxes where needed, and encourage
walking and biking through the redesign of city centers. In addition
to leveraging the hub function of Moscow on air and rail connectivity, they need to devise and implement airline policies that increase
competition in air service and adopt open sky policies with other
strategic partners to substantially reduce the cost of transporting
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goods and people across and beyond Eurasia. And they need to
reinforce the connectivity of emerging regional hubs by developing
the institutional framework to support road transport and ensure
smooth cross-country connections. In addition, Eurasian cities need
to be anchored in the digital era by participating in regional and
global information and communications technology (ICT) initiatives.
Greening Eurasian cities means ensuring their sustainable development through strong markets and institutions that encourage the
efficient use of resources and deliver growth. To use resources efficiently, policy makers need to put in place adaptation and mitigation
measures. Policy makers need to scale up interventions to address
immediate pollution problems. They need to promote the planning
of greener cities in new developments and brownfield redevelopments, which will help Eurasian cities in the global competition for
investments and skilled labor. Indeed, cities offering a high quality of
life—through better air and water quality, less congestion, more
green space, and other amenities—will be better positioned to attract
skilled workers and innovative firms.

Eurasian Cities Need New Financing Mechanisms
The system for financing cities—and the infrastructure connections
among them—have transformed substantially since the breakup of
the Soviet Union. On subnational finance, policy makers first need to
improve the technical and economic efficiency of public utilities.
Only then will it make sense to explore ways of making people who
benefit from public service infrastructure pay by increasing taxes.
This could include increasing personal income tax rates in big cities;
taxing agglomeration rents; improving the administration of property
tax; and increasing tariffs and fees through enforcing the payment of
housing maintenance fees, raising water tariffs, expanding metering,
and raising public transport tariffs to at least cost-recovery levels.
Several Eurasian countries have been encouraging more private
sector investment in transport and other infrastructure investments,
reflecting the global trend that started in the 1990s. But private sector
investments have been limited because the financing of cross-country
infrastructure is affected by externalities and coordination failures.
Depending on the public good, policy makers could consider different
means of financing: purely private (some telecom infrastructure is
commercially viable); public-private partnerships using, say, tolls to
partly recover costs; richer or leading countries’ subsidies of infrastructure for poorer countries if this reinforces network externalities
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TABLE O.1

Issues That Cities Face in the Former Soviet Union and Ways Forward
Period

Planning

Connecting

Greening

Financing

Soviet past

Master plans instead of
zoning and central planners
instead of urban planners;
cities built around industrial
areas and land misallocated

Hierarchical structure
oriented toward Moscow,
with limited horizontal links
among lower order centers

Cost of externalities not
considered in public policies;
broad access to public
transport; high rates of
access to water and
sanitation; recycling
programs

System based on plan targets
and intraparty negotiations;
tariffs highly subsidized

Transitional present

High ownership rates and
weak rental markets, with
misallocated housing stock
and missing or poorly
enforced city planning
regulations

Institutions established to
manage connectivity
infrastructure and develop
sector plans, but progress
moving at different pace
across the region

Reduced pollution as firms
went bankrupt; collapse of
recycling systems;
deterioration of public transit

Move to modern subnational
finance with transparent
systems of revenue sharing and
equalization transfers, with
some countries moving faster
than others

Market future

Collaboration between local
and central government to
solve property issues,
modernize land use
regulations, and use public
infrastructure development
strategically

Promotion of a few cities
well connected to world
markets by road, rail, air, and
telecommunication links;
development of regional
institutions for corridor
management and interstate
cooperation on connectivity
issues

Preservation of positive
features of the former Soviet
Union; enforcement of
existing regulations;
improvement of livability by
building cities for people and
taking care of the
environment

Increase in personal income tax
rates; enforcement of payment
of housing maintenance fees;
increase in water tariffs;
expanding of metering and
raising of public transport
tariffs; for big cities, exploration
of public-private partnerships
for large connectivity projects

in their own country; contributions from a reputable regional development bank, leveraged with funds raised on international markets.
Planning, greening, and connecting Eurasian cities will require
scaling subnational finance as well as adopting instruments to facilitate cross-country finance and help these cities prepare for a sustainable future (table O.1).

Structure of the Book
This book responds to pressing questions for policy makers in Eurasian cities and national governments. Faced with changing economic circumstances and a reorientation of trade toward Europe and
Asia, will Eurasia’s cities be able to adjust? Will some cities be granted
the flexible regulations and supportive policies necessary for growth?
And will some be permitted to shrink and their people assisted in
finding prosperity elsewhere in the region?
According to the evidence in this book, some Eurasian cities and
countries have adjusted better than others. Economic activity is
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becoming concentrated in specific cities, reflecting the economic
advantages those places offer and a trend toward decentralization
and autonomy in setting regulations to exploit the advantages. But
even as Eurasian cities diverge, they face shared challenges. Policy
makers have a key role in assisting spatial restructuring, particularly
in addressing imperfect information and coordination failures.
The book has five chapters: Rethinking Cities; Planning Cities;
Connecting Cities; Greening Cities; and Financing Cities.
• “Rethinking Cities,” an overview from a regional vantage, traces the
historical origins of Eurasia’s urban structure, which evolved as a
function of the “Silk Road” linking Asia and Europe, and later as a
product of Soviet planning. Since the end of the Soviet Union, Eurasia’s economy has been reoriented spatially toward Europe in one
direction and Asia in the other. But Eurasia’s urban structure has not
yet fully responded to reflect these new economic realities, and
national policies have tended to be preoccupied with spatial equity.
• “Planning Cities” focuses on the structural changes in Eurasian cities, together with the regulatory and planning constraints they
face. Special attention is given to weak rental markets, misallocated housing stocks, and missing or poorly enforced city planning
regulations. These bottlenecks on efficient cities could be alleviated
through collaboration between local and central government to
resolve property issues, modernize land use regulations, and implement strategic public infrastructure. Cities must be able to respond
flexibly and dynamically to changing economic circumstances.
Land use planning should protect cultural heritage buildings and
provide social services and parkland—but where there is no clear
reason for government intervention, decisions on land use should
be left to land purchasers, without overly prescriptive zoning and
attempts to second-guess what is best for a city.
• “Connecting Cities” reviews the progressive changes in Eurasia’s
physical and ICT infrastructure, from a hierarchical structure oriented toward Moscow and to a more multipolar structure that
reflects the emergent economic importance of Europe and Asia in
Eurasia. It highlights the economic gains from better interstate
cooperation on transport corridor management, since borders and
bottlenecks hamper trade. Cities could better connect by introducing less restrictive international aviation policies, encouraging competition in air transport markets, and promoting ICT connectivity.
• “Greening Cities” shows how Eurasian cities have many of the
ingredients for sustainable urban development: extensive public
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transport systems, dense residential areas, and district power and
heating systems that carry economies of scale. But recycling systems have collapsed since the end of the Soviet Union, and public
transit has deteriorated amid rapidly increasing car ownership.
Despite some successes (in reducing greenhouse gas emissions
even while Eurasia’s economies have been growing), Eurasia is still
the world’s least energy-efficient region. Quality urban environments are integral to a city’s economic success because they contribute to competitiveness and facilitate economic activity.
• “Financing Cities” surveys how Eurasia is moving toward modern
subnational finance, with equalization transfers and transparent
systems of revenue sharing, and notes how some countries are
moving faster than others. It explores the room for local revenue
enhancement through increasing personal income tax rates,
enforcing the payment of housing maintenance fees, raising water
tariffs, expanding metering, and raising public transport tariffs. It
closes with an annex that looks at options to finance cross-country
connectivity infrastructure.

Note
1. Sassen (1991) identifies four new ways that global cities function: as
highly concentrated command points in the organization of the world
economy; as key locations for finance and specialized service firms, which
have replaced manufacturing as the leading economic sectors; as sites of
production, including the production of innovation, in these leading sectors; and as markets for the products and innovations produced.
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Chapter Summaries

Chapter 1
Rethinking Cities
For centuries, the Silk Road joined Asia and Europe through an
extensive network of overland and maritime trade routes, with cities
emerging at key locations. Later, during the Soviet era, central planners determined a city’s location based on transport efficiency, interregional equity, and defensive capacity. Some cities were created to
colonize empty territory. Today, this urban network does not fit Eurasia’s emerging economic profile. Eurasian cities must respond to
three big changes: the breakup of the Soviet Union, the return of the
market as the driving force of society, and the emergence of regional
powers such as the European Union, China, and India that are competing with the Russian Federation for markets and influence in its
former satellites.
Several methods of analysis indicate an imbalance across Eurasia,
implying a need to readjust Eurasia’s urban structure. For example,
Russia has fewer midsize cities than do Brazil or the United States. Its
population is still scattered, even though economic activity is concentrated in a few regions. Compared with similarly remote regions of
Canada, Siberia and the Far East may have about 18 million too
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many people. Between 1989 and 2004, almost all new firms chose
to locate near Moscow and St. Petersburg. Policy makers may need to
help Russia’s population to move to economic density as firms are
doing.
National policies in Eurasia are still preoccupied with spatial
equity. But the concentration of economic activity in large cities is fundamental to national competitive advantage: they foster innovation
through their diversity of industries—and reduce production costs
through their economies of scale.

Chapter 2
Planning Cities
Following the demise of communism in the early 1990s, many
countries reversed course, adapting systems in which the market
reigned supreme and planning played little or no role. With
almost complete laissez-faire approaches, dwindling budgets, and
minimal experience of decentralized city management, many
Eurasian urban centers struggled during the transition to a market economy.
Good planning is part of the basic toolkit of public interventions
for enhancing market efficiencies (business competition, access to
information) while mitigating market inefficiencies (pollution, congestion). This does not mean choosing one urban design that optimizes a city forever—impossible, since the configuration of economic
activity will change over time. Rather it means putting regulations
and institutions in place that allow a city to respond flexibly and
dynamically to economic circumstances. Land pricing and land regulations are important components of this system. Land pricing
ensures that not all people and businesses locate in just one city, since
people must pay more to be in the most successful cities. Individuals
and firms that do not need to be there will locate elsewhere. Within a
city, the same rationale applies. Land should be permitted to be
traded freely and transparently to respond to changing circumstances. Property rights should be guaranteed. And transaction costs
in land markets (say, the cost of finding the owner of a parcel of land)
should be reduced.
Eurasian cities are undergoing profound changes: population
densities in Moscow’s central city are rising, while densities at its
periphery are falling. But many cities still lack responsiveness to
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new circumstances. Some cities have an acute shortage of rental
housing, leading to disproportionately high rents. An apartment
in Almaty, Kiev, Moscow, or St. Petersburg is more expensive
than a similar apartment in Amsterdam; Berlin; Stockholm; or
Washington, DC. Bishkek and Dushanbe have housing shortages
measured in hundreds of thousands of units. Eurasian cities are
still underserved for retail space—in 2007, the Russian Federation
had 39 square meters of gross leasable shopping center space per
1,000 inhabitants, and Ukraine had 19, compared with 448 in the
Netherlands, 408 in Sweden, 266 in the United Kingdom, and
245 in France.
Policy makers must be willing to facilitate adjustments using land
and property regulations. This is already happening in some places—
of the 10 Russian cities sampled by the World Bank’s subnational
Doing Business Indicators, Kazan is far more competitive than
Moscow, thanks to reforms to its construction and property regulations. But Armenia, Georgia, and the Kyrgyz Republic beat even Russia’s most progressive cities: obtaining a construction permit in these
countries requires 10–20 procedures, compared with more than
20 in Kazan. Indeed, Georgia ranks first in the world in the ease of
registering property, and fourth in the ease of dealing with construction permits. But Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Ukraine, and
Uzbekistan have some way to go to meet these high standards. For
example, St. Petersburg’s land use regulations include 54 different
land use categories.
Some public interventions may be required, too. “Brownfield”
(formerly industrial) land is often in prime areas in central cities, but
it may require public funds to catalyze its redevelopment for residential or commercial uses, especially by helping to remove site contamination. Roads and parking spaces are underprovided and require
public investment.
Policy makers facing these recommendations may ask: Where
should the balance of government intervention lie? And when
should city planners intervene and when should they let land markets decide? Good planning helps ensure that socially valued outcomes take place and that individuals’ pursuit of well-being does not
unduly affect the well-being of others. Land use planning should
seek to protect cultural heritage buildings and provide social services
and parkland—but where government intervention lacks a clear
rationale, decisions on land use should be left to land purchasers,
without overly prescriptive zoning and attempts to second-guess
what is best for a city.
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Chapter 3
Connecting Cities
Potential trade between the former Soviet Union and the European
Union has been estimated at more than four times higher than the
actual volume of trade between the two regions at the time of the
Soviet Union’s collapse. Trade with Asia, which has been growing
over the past two decades, also has a large potential.
In recognition of this potential, there have been considerable
efforts to define and develop a network of land trade routes across
Eurasia, including through regional agreements and through programs and development projects—like the Central Asia Regional
Economic Cooperation corridors, the Transport Corridor EuropeCaucasus-Asia (TRACECA), and the Eurasian Economic Community.
New roads, railways, ports, and other transport are being built along
such corridors. Overall, more than 40 trade route initiatives link
more than 130 major cities across Eurasia.
But the sheer number of initiatives means there has been some
duplication and waste; more important, there have been problems,
such as border delays, an onerous bureaucracy, and informal payments, in harnessing these initiatives. Transit fees should be harmonized, taking into account the interests of both the transit country
and the landlocked country, along the lines of work ongoing under
TRACECA. Border procedures for road and rail should be harmonized across the former Soviet Union, and the Transit International
Routier (TIR) Convention should be adhered to, including abolishing customs escorts for normal, nonsuspicious cargo. Another
impetus for these improvements would be if participant countries
were to systematically monitor and assess the performance of transport corridors.
Commercial air networks have also changed considerably since
the Soviet era. Bottoming out a few years after the breakup of the
Soviet Union, air traffic rebounded impressively in the past 10 years.
Eurasian capital cities and other regional centers (especially Moscow) have expanded the number of available nonstop destinations,
while smaller cities have become less connected and increasingly
reliant on connecting flights through hubs (most notably Moscow).
Even so, connectivity varies greatly among Eurasian cities, depending on—among others—the extent of liberalization and competition
in air transport markets. In general, the sustainability and accessibility to air services could benefit from improving regulations and
strengthening the capacity of institutions governing this sector.
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Increased knowledge can enhance the role of Eurasian cities in the
global urban system.
A complete understanding of “connectivity” should also include
information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure
and links. Several recent studies suggest that the economic impacts
of broadband are substantial and robust, improving an economy’s
global integration and competitiveness. Indeed, a 10 percentage
point increase in broadband household penetration has been associated with a 1.3 percentage point increase in economic growth.
Broadband penetration remains fairly low in Eurasia (around
a quarter or less of the rates in the United States or Europe).
Improving this situation will require new investment and regional
cooperation—as with the Trans-Asia–Europe fiber-optic cable system and the Black Sea Fiber Optic Cable System. Additional
improvements could include constructing parallel emergency
lines, a prerequisite for successful competition in international
data transit markets.
Eurasia has thus seen a reorientation of land transport links and
emphasized concentration of air transport links on the old center of
Moscow and a few other large cities. ICT connectivity is more flexible, and Eurasian cities and countries have several evolving options
for regional and global connectivity.

Chapter 4
Greening Cities
The core challenge for city administrators is to enhance and encourage the positive aspects of urban development (for example, the connections between related industries), while mitigating the negative
side effects (such as pollution and congestion). This chapter focuses
on policies to mitigate these negative side effects. Such policies
include direct interventions, such as enforcing pollution regulations,
but they also involve longer term goals, such as developing urban
areas around transportation hubs to increase the efficiency of a city’s
public transport network and thus reduce people’s incentives to travel
by car and create congestion.
The first section of this chapter argues that the Soviet Union failed
to tackle environmental challenges adequately because, despite having strong government institutions, it had no market signals to
ensure that resources were used efficiently and no nonstate institutions to promote environmental causes.
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The second section reviews the environmental performance of
cities in the former Soviet Union during the transition. It argues that
the first half of the transition—from 1991 to the late 1990s—was
plagued by weak state and nonstate institutions, and by a lack of
well-functioning, formal markets. The transition provided some
environmental dividends, as the most inefficient industries went out
of business, but it also led to the widespread disintegration of the
infrastructure for environmental management. The second half of
the transition (until 2010) saw markets for goods and services emerge
and initial institutional support for environmental policies develop.
With diverging growth paths of countries in the former Soviet Union
came growing differences in the managerial and financial capacities
of cities.
The third section discusses why cities in the former Soviet Union
should improve environmental management—and how. It argues
that, for these cities to develop sustainably, they need both strong
markets that deliver growth and encourage resource efficiency and
strong institutions that ensure inclusive and sustainable growth.
Eurasian cities have inherited a number of problems from the
Soviet era—but also a number of benefits:
• Industrial concentration in some cities generated pollution on an
unprecedented scale. The Russian city of Norilsk, for example,
emitted more sulfur dioxide in 1989 than all of Italy. But this same
industrial concentration may make it easier to mitigate pollution,
and countries in the former Soviet Union have been among a select
group that have reduced their greenhouse gas emissions in the
1990s and 2000s while increasing economic growth.
• District heating plants were built with poorly insulated, low-quality
piping, leading to losses of heat and water. Heat is not always delivered when needed—such as on cold autumn days—and residents
cannot adjust the temperature to their needs, leading to phenomena like Siberian housing blocks with their windows flung wide
open in winter. But if these problems can be fixed, these plants are
potentially a cost-effective and environmentally friendly way of
delivering heat—as shown by their adoption in forward-looking
cities, like Copenhagen and Stockholm.
• Public transport networks in Eurasian cities are extensive but have
been allowed to deteriorate in recent years. Since 1993, car ownership rates have tripled in Belarus and Russia; have more than doubled in Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, and Moldova; and have almost
doubled in Turkmenistan and Ukraine. Traffic gridlocks, already a
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daily happening in Moscow, are considered one of the city’s most
pressing problems.
• Residential housing was similarly designed, with thin walls and large
windows, regardless of local climate conditions—in Ashgabat in
the Central Asian desert or in Norilsk above the Arctic Circle.
• Recycling networks in most cities in the former Soviet Union
disappeared during the 1990s. The networks had no funding, no
a dequate pricing, and no institutional oversight or proper
management.
Creative, cost-efficient solutions include charging people who
drive cars in the city for congestion, reserving parking spaces for
environmentally friendly cars, upgrading district heating networks,
and providing public information on the benefits of housing insulation. This chapter reviews a number of these problems and their
potential solutions.

Chapter 5
Financing Cities
Subnational governments in the former Soviet Union are responsible for a wide range of urban infrastructure services, such as
constructing and maintaining streets and operating the water supply, sewerage, district heating, and public transport systems. These
services are financed in large part through central government
transfers. Over the past 20 years, such transfers have become
increasingly transparent, objective, and predictable. Even so, cities
find themselves unable to raise additional revenues from the most
appropriate source: the consumers of urban services themselves.
This chapter reviews the subnational financing in several Eurasian
countries—and discusses the merits of alternative sources of tax
revenues and urban service charges. This chapter closes with an
annex that looks at options to finance cross-country connectivity
infrastructure.

CHAPTER 1

Rethinking Cities

Spotlight—Rethinking Kramatorsk, Ukraine
Like many Eurasian cities, Kramatorsk in Ukraine has lost
many inhabitants in the past two decades. Its population
shrank 15 percent between 1989 and 2010, from 198,000 to
167,850. Its main employer—a heavy machinery plant—was
one of the largest in the Soviet Union, but its workforce has
diminished from 40,000 to 14,000.
How is Kramatorsk responding to changed circumstances? First, it is capitalizing on its location: it is about
1.5 hours from the regional capital, Donetsk, and not too far
from the of the Russian Federation border. Kramatorsk’s
heavy machinery plant exports 40 percent of its production
to the European Union, Japan, Brazil, and elsewhere. Second, the city is modernizing its infrastructure. The machinery
plant has made its production line more competitive, and
the city is upgrading its urban infrastructure, such as district
heating networks, though expensive financing is hindering
this process greatly. Third, Kramatorsk is reorienting its economic profile. Some jobs lost from manufacturing have
1
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been taken up by an emergent jewelry industry, which now
produces about 10 percent of Ukraine’s jewelry output and
aims to reach 20 percent. The industry began with a family
business repairing earrings and necklaces, which then
evolved into a workshop to craft them from raw materials.
Now, it has large office buildings with jewelry exhibition
rooms, and the industry continues to grow.

Key Issues
• Eurasian cities evolved as a function of the Silk Road linking
Asia and Europe, and later as a product of Soviet planning.
• Since the end of the Soviet Union, Eurasia’s economy has
been reoriented spatially toward its edges—Europe in one
direction and Asia in the other.
• Policy makers need to accept the growth of some cities and
the shrinkage of others. Remote regions of Siberia and the
Far East may now have about 18 million too many people.

For centuries the Silk Road connected the Far East, the Middle East,
and Europe through an extensive network of overland and maritime trade routes. Transport costs were high, but long-distance trade
was an integrating dynamic in developing the great civilizations of
Arabia, China, Egypt, India, Persia, and Rome. Goods, transported
on an east-west axis, included jewels; glassware; spices; medicines;
musk and other perfumes; and silk, satin, and other fine fabrics,
which, because of high transport costs, were luxuries. In modern
times, trade in the former Soviet Union was mainly on a northsouth axis, with Moscow serving as the main hub.
Through most of the 20th century, Soviet planning controlled the
economies of many nations once located along the Silk Road. Since
the fall of the Soviet Union, transport costs have fallen. The transport
network for the 21st century aims to carry more diverse trade in
goods, services, capital, labor, and ideas and information. It encompasses air, rail, and road transportation and telecommunications.
When a new “Silk Road” emerges, it will have to be biaxial, in
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response to opportunities presented by the three most important
development stories in the past several decades:
• The fall of the Soviet Union. The failure of the Soviet economic model
opened the former Soviet Union to market-oriented reforms that
stimulated growth and integrated the region into the global economy. Within the region, production and intraregional trade can
expand in line with comparative advantage.
• The rise of the European Union (EU). Western Europe has risen in
prominence, purchasing power, and ease of access. Further, the
EU has adopted an explicit policy to deepen its economic ties with
Eastern European countries through the European Neighborhood
policy.
• The rise of Asia. China, Japan, and the Republic of Korea have
been the most dynamic growth stories of the past 50 years. They
will offer new trade opportunities as they continue to integrate
with the world economy. India joined them two decades ago
and is also reaping the growth benefits of reforms and new
investments.
This book focuses on the former Soviet Union (Eurasia), excluding the Baltic countries, and addresses two questions: How is the spatial structure of economic activity being reorganized in the face of
these changes? How will Eurasia’s economic landscape evolve as its
cities are reshaped by migration and trade with the EU and Asia
(exhibit 1.1)? These questions are fundamental, since cities are
engines of growth. Policy makers can influence the economic landscape over the next 20 years if they carefully rethink the form, function, and connectivity of cities.
The book provides a framework for rethinking Eurasian cities in
a way that supplements today’s main economic centers—Moscow
and St. Petersburg—with other vibrant cities along a 21st-century
“Silk Road.” It looks at how Eurasian cities can diversify by promoting trade, mobility, and scale economies. As a country moves
from low to medium to high income, it undergoes a structural
transformation from agriculture to industry to services. Traditional
agriculture tends to be replaced slowly as agriculture-related activities emerge in response to more demand from urban areas within
and outside the country (World Bank 2007a). In these activities—
such as storing, sorting, conditioning, packaging, transporting,
processing, distributing, and risk management services—internal
and external economies of scale drive productivity and the ability
to export.
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EXHIBIT 1.1

Population Trends in Eurasian Cities, 1992–2011
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Urbanization results from the spatial transformations accompanying this process (World Bank 2008). Enabling cities to support this
process is challenging, because cities have inertia built in by their
inherited geography and infrastructure. Mobility should increase
urbanization, and a more urbanized region will be a more integrated
region, trading domestically and externally. As this structural transformation occurs, cities tend to play an increasing role in production
and trade. Agriculture modernizes and requires fewer workers, freeing the surplus labor to migrate to cities and participate in the
advanced division of labor that is the essence of any city. Cities allow
the sharing of private and public production factors, the pooling of
labor markets, and the sharing of information.
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This process has a cumulative effect, making some cities global
players that shape the world economy. Global cities function in four
new ways (Sassen 1991):
• As highly concentrated command points in the organization of the
world economy
• As key locations for finance and specialized service firms, which
have replaced manufacturing as the leading economic sectors
• As sites of production, including the production of innovation, in
these leading industries
• As markets for the products and innovations.
Although not all cities can become global cities, the diversity of
Eurasian cities suggests that some may become lively nodes of a more
integrated region in a globalized world.
This chapter examines three key periods: the Soviet past, the
transitional present, and the market future. During the Soviet era,
the location and size of cities were centrally planned in Moscow to
fulfill the objectives of successive five-year plans. During the transition, market forces within former Soviet republics reinforced the
role of cities as drivers of productivity and diversification within the
newly established independent countries. While continuing to promote this internal dynamic, policy makers now need to connect
these cities through regional and global integration policies to
strengthen market forces and complete the transformation of
Eurasian cities sustained by a new biaxial Silk Road (north-south
and east-west).

The Effect of the Breakup of an Empire on the Region’s Cities
Cities have always been the driving forces of world civilizations. Niniveh was at the heart of the Assyrian civilization, and Babylon was the
symbol of the Babylonian civilization. When Peter the Great, third in
the Romanov Dynasty, became Russia’s ruler in 1696, the influence
of Moscow began to expand. Peter strengthened the rule of the tsar
and westernized Russia while at the same time making it a power in
Europe and greatly expanding its borders. By 1918, the year that saw
the end of the Romanov Dynasty, the Russian empire covered a vast
territory from Western Europe to China.
As Peter the Great and his successors strove to consolidate their
reign over this empire, major social, economic, cultural, and political
changes were in the making in the urban centers. Moscow led these
changes, followed by St. Petersburg, which was built as a gateway to
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filter and channel western civilization through the empire. By fostering diversification through connectivity, specialization, and scale
economies, these cities started the structural transformation of the
Russian empire away from depending on commodities and limited
markets in a way that more effectively served local demand (World
Bank 2008). Some of its city-based activities, such as literature and
art, became prominent, with the production of such literary masterpieces as Crime and Punishment and War and Peace and the painting
“Ivan the Terrible and the Death of his Son” by Ilya Repin. The Soviet
era altered this dynamic.

Framework of Spatial Location during the Soviet Era
Although market forces were inherently present during the Soviet
era, the state apparatus altered them through each five-year plan
(known as Gosplan), with the ownership structure biased toward an
almighty state. Three forms of ownership operated (table 1.1):
• Public ownership was vested in the government.
• Cooperative ownership was vested in cooperative associations,
whose members were either workers engaged in or consumers
patronizing the organization.
• Private ownership was also present.
In the early days of the Soviet Union, private producers contributed
nearly 20 percent of total production, mainly reflecting farmers’ contribution to the economy. The ownership of land, including mineral
deposits and forest reserves, became vested exclusively in the government, while individual farmers became inconsequential when the
government decided to collectivize wholesale activities in January
1930. This shift became irreversible as the five-year plans became the
major policy-making tool of the Soviet Union by 1957 (Bergson 1964).
TABLE 1.1

Industrial Production in the Former Soviet Union, by Ownership Type,
1928, 1937, 1950, and 1960
percentage of total industrial production
Ownership type

1928

1937

1950

1960

Public

69.4

90.3

91.8

97.0

Cooperative

13.0

9.5

8.2

3.0

Private

17.6

0.2

0

0

Source: Bergson 1964.
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Production was also organized spatially to consolidate the Soviet
Union. The underlying driver of this spatial organization was the
attempt to address the mismatch of factors of production in the
Soviet Union, in which raw material wealth was most plentiful in
Siberia, natural population growth was highest in Central Asia, and
industrial plant and skilled labor were most abundant in European
Russia. Schiffer (1989) describes Soviet decisions on spatial resource
allocation as based on efficiency, equity, and geopolitics.
The efficiency factor suggested that production should be close to
raw material and energy sources, that production of manufacturing
goods and services (intermediate and final) should be close to urban
centers, and that economic regions and administrative units should
specialize in producing goods in which they had a competitive advantage, while ensuring that local demand for basic consumer goods was
satisfied locally. The equity factor implied that economic activities
should be evenly distributed throughout the country to maximize
labor, infrastructure, and natural resources. The goal was to equalize
industrial development across republics and regions, providing the
population with comparable standards of living. Production was supposedly located in such a way as to eliminate the social and economic
differences between urban and rural areas. The geopolitics factor suggested that the choice of location for production units had to be consistent with the need to strengthen the defensive capacities of the
Soviet Union. In the mid-1960s, Soviet policy makers also adopted
the notion that economic activities should no longer be concentrated
in large cities. Later, territorial specialization was defined to include
the entire Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON).
But no planner can ensure that a city will be a successful place to
live and work—only the people who live there can do so. What is
within the planners’ purview is to make it easier for residents and
firms to choose among good alternatives, such as moving to a different city or building strong roots locally. Good planning helps
ensure that certain socially valued outcomes take place and that
individuals’ pursuit of well-being does not adversely affect the wellbeing of others. Good planning is a fundamental tool of efficient
local governance—a means of expressing and carrying out public
choices about the community’s growth and development.
During the Soviet era, almost all decisions were made centrally,
with almost no powers or major responsibilities devolved to local
authorities. Few levers or incentives promoted efficient local governance. Urban officials could not receive signals from the market, so
they used planning in a directive rather than corrective manner. The
physical development of cities was based not on zoning plans (which
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would guide development and indicate only what was not acceptable), but on master plans that dictated what was permitted. Land
markets were nonexistent (all land was publicly owned). Housing
markets were weak and inflexible (governed by the Propiska city permits system, a residence permit and migration recording tool whose
use was documented in local police registers—and designed and
developed by central authorities). Rental markets were mainly informal. And services and infrastructure were subsidized heavily and
coordinated from the center, primarily to serve production processes
and citizens as workers in the system.

Impact of the Plan on the Structure of Soviet Cities
The plan affected the spatial allocation of people and activities—at
the country level, by incentivizing people to places where markets
would not have led them, and at the city level, by neglecting the
externalities of urban growth. One of the defining features of the
Soviet city was that it was built around a factory. In most cases, cities
were developed as centers of production. Some cities were run by the
industrial enterprises around which they were built. After World War
II, Soviet planners pushed urban growth toward the colder areas, in
an effort to populate the country’s vast territory (exhibit 1.2). Markets
EXHIBIT 1.2

Mean Surface Temperature in the Soviet Union, January 1990
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certainly would have favored the growth of already established cities.
Several smaller cities in the heartland grew to more than 30 times
their original size (Hill and Gaddy 2003).
Within 50 years, many Soviet oblasts (second-tier administrative
subdivisions in the former Soviet Union) went from being mainly
rural to being at least 70 percent urban (Lewytzkyj 1979). Cities’
growth in these oblasts did not happen organically. Some people were
forcibly moved to cities, but most were induced to move by various
incentives. The transfers helped colonize empty territory, guard the
vast empire’s borders, and exploit rich mineral deposits. The “booming” cities in Siberia often had no rural hinterland and were poorly
connected to other urban centers. Food and service delivery were
heavily subsidized, and many cities were completely cut off from the
outside world in the harsh winter months. The pattern of city development and growth was the opposite of what the market would have
dictated—moving inward and away from density (exhibit 1.3).
In a market economy, market forces dictate the size and distribution of cities (World Bank 2008). People generally follow jobs and
other people. Quality of life issues (clement weather, good local services and infrastructure, affordable housing) also motivate people to
locate in one place or another. Successful cities (those able to deliver
productive employment and a good quality of life for residents) tend
to breed more success through circular and cumulative causation;
unsuccessful cities endure slow or even negative growth. In successful cities, the concentration of people creates a large market, which
will attract more businesses, more jobs, and more people.
The great differentiator in this equation (what ensures that not all
people and businesses end up in one city) is the price of land, which
tends to rise in successful cities as more people and firms move
there.1 As the price goes up, it tends to reach a threshold that blocks
entry for some people and firms, who relocate to cities that can meet
their needs at lower cost. But the falling values of land and property
in less successful cities deter potential developers who avoid Eurasian cities. These price signals profoundly influence both the distribution and the size of cities in a country. In a market-driven country
like the United States, the largest cities are trade outposts situated
along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts or on major lakes and rivers,
while the interior of the country is less populated.
Although Russia has a population less than half that of the United
States, it has about the same number of cities with populations of
500,000 or fewer (Hill and Gaddy 2003). But it has a much smaller
number of mid-size cities. Just 15.5 percent of the Russian population lives in cities of more than 1 million. By contrast, 51.9 percent of
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EXHIBIT 1.3

Size Distribution of Cities in the Soviet Union, 1939, 1959, 1974, and 1989
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b. 1959
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EXHIBIT 1.3
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the U.S. population lives in such cities. Comparisons with Brazil, a
country closer in population size and development level to Russia, are
also revealing. Both countries boast two large metropolises: Moscow
(10.1 million people) and St. Petersburg (4.7 million) in Russia and
São Paolo (10.3 million) and Rio de Janeiro (6.2 million) in Brazil.
But while Brazil has four cities with populations of about 2.5 million,
Russia has none in this middle range—St. Petersburg is followed, at
some distance, by cities of about 1 million people.

Back to the Market: New Realities for Cities since
the Breakup
After 1991 many of the industrial enterprises of the Soviet era found
themselves with overinflated rosters of workers. As people in industry started losing their jobs, many moved back to the rural areas they
originally had come from, eking out an existence by subsistence
farming. Capital cities were also preferred destinations for internal
migrants looking for job opportunities. But the most important flow
was across borders, with workers from Central Asia and the South
Caucasus choosing in large numbers to migrate to cities like Moscow
and St. Petersburg, and workers from these cities trying to reach
Western European cities. For former communist countries as a
whole, the share of world value added in manufacturing decreased
from 19.3 percent in 1980 to 8.9 percent in 1990 and 2.7 percent in
2001 (Teignier-Baqué 2010). Trade among them also collapsed due to
the drop in economic output; the erection of border controls and
trade barriers, including export controls; and complications arising
from the methods used to resolve payments as new currencies were
introduced. The Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) countries lost their preferential access to their former allies in Eastern
Europe, who reoriented their trade toward Western Europe. The loss
of these “captive” markets rendered many of the low-quality manufacturing goods produced in the former Soviet Union uncompetitive
and unmarketable on world markets.
The dissolution of the Soviet Union was followed by the integration
of the former communist countries into the world trading system. In
1998, the EU accepted applications from 13 of these countries; on
May 1, 2004, 8 joined the EU (the Czech Republic, Estonia, H
 ungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, the Slovak Republic, and Slovenia). Two
more, Bulgaria and Romania, joined on January 1, 2007. At the same
time, Russia remained the largest country in the world in area and the
largest natural gas producer, the second-most-powerful country in
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nuclear capabilities, and the world’s second-largest producer of crude
oil. Because of its dominance, it pulled Eurasian countries back into its
sphere of economic and political influence, though Georgia has been
demarcating itself. These two anchors, the EU and Russia, have been
driving the economic and spatial restructuring of Eurasia.
In the end, the dismantling of central planning made it possible for
the market to become the force driving the relocation of production
and people. As the new economic geography and new trade theory
suggest, the competitive advantage of leading markets depends
largely on how efficient urban centers are (Fujita, Krugman, and
Venables 2001). Given increasing returns to scale in production,
transport costs, and trade, large urban centers better connected to
domestic, regional, and global markets enjoy a self-sustaining
agglomeration of economic activities, making it easier to diversify
and expand production and exports.

New Realities of Agglomeration Economies
The new economic geography establishes that the internal geography
of a country is shaped by the “home market effect” according to
which leading production locales are more productive and thus
attract more economic activities, reinforcing the divergence between
leading and lagging areas (Fujita, Krugman, and Venables 2001).
Openness to trade reinforces this effect, though the impact on the
internal geography depends greatly on where the leading market is
located. For instance, integration with the United States has led to a
relocation of Mexican industry away from Mexico City and toward
states along the U.S. border with good access to the U.S. market
(Hanson 1996, 1997, 1998). Further, employment has grown more
in regions that have larger agglomerations of industries with buyersupplier relationships, suggesting that integration has made demand
and cost link important determinants of industrial location.
Closeness to the EU explains the difference in the agglomeration
dynamics observed between Central and Eastern European (CEE)
countries and the Eurasian countries. After the overthrow of their
socialist regimes in 1989–90, most CEE countries rapidly adopted
market-based economic systems and redirected their political and economic relations toward the EU. One of the main benefits of the EU
enlargement has been the boost in economic activity in both accession
countries and member states. Eurasian countries, at the other end of
the former communist empire, were exposed to weaker global trade
flows. Russia remained the major trading partner for Central Asia, the
South Caucasus, and other CIS countries, confining their exposure to
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the market forces of agglomeration, migration, and specialization to a
Russia-centric bloc (Broadman 2005; World Bank 2008).
All capitals and leading cities of Eurasia attracted labor-intensive
economic activities, but countries closer to the EU experienced the
emergence of specialized urban centers along the border region.
Cieślik (2004), looking at the difference in the attractiveness for foreign direct investment (FDI) of various Polish regions, found that
regions bordering Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine were less attractive
than regions along the European Union-15 (EU15) border of Poland.
And Traistaru, Nijkamp, and Longhi (2003) found similar results for
the geographic concentration of manufacturing in Bulgaria, Estonia,
Hungary, Romania, and Slovenia. They found that all things being
equal, industries with large economies of scale tended to locate close
to large urban centers while research-oriented industries were
attracted by regions closer to the EU15. Using regional data for 1996–
2000, Brülhart and Koenig-Soubeyran (2006) also found similar
results in their analysis of the structures of wage and employment
within the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, the Slovak Republic,
and Slovenia.
Entrepreneurs prefer to concentrate production when their activities generate increasing returns to scale. By contrast, public policy in
Eurasia is still concerned with spatial equity, even after the breakup
of the Soviet Union (World Bank 2009). The same concern is
expressed in Kazakhstan, as reflected in the country’s territorial
development strategy. Most Eurasian countries have designed or are
thinking about designing national strategies to facilitate the adoption
and coordination of policies for regional and spatial development.
Looking ahead, policy makers need to promote the changes that will
make Eurasian cities the main drivers of growth in their countries.
For this, they need to promote the policies that can unleash the positive externalities of agglomeration economies while containing negative externalities such as congestion and pollution.

New Realities of Migration
The early years of transition saw high levels of cross-border migration, as populations previously unable to move because of Soviet
restrictions relocated to their ethnic or cultural homelands (Mansoor
and Quillin 2006). These flows emerged simultaneously with refugee
movements resulting from erupting civil and transborder conflicts
among the region’s newly emergent countries. As conflicts abated
and economic reforms took root, economic motivations became the
main driver of migration in Eurasia. The result of these trends has
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been a broad biaxial pattern of migration among the transition economies, with one axis from the western part of the region to the EU
and another from the southern to the northern countries of Eurasia.
Although most migrants from the poorer Eurasian countries traveled
to middle-income Eurasian countries, many also moved west, toward
the EU and Turkey, seeking higher earnings. A number of Eurasian
migrants spent time in CEE countries or Turkey, hoping to move to
Western Europe.
The collapse of the Soviet Union provoked a large-scale repatriation, the most massive of which was that of Russians (table 1.2).
Between 1990 and 1994, 1.7 million Russians residing in non-Slavic
republics—14 percent of the total Russian population in those
areas—moved to Russia. The numbers moving from areas of armed
conflicts were substantially higher: 42 percent of Russian residents
left Tajikistan, and 37 percent left the Trans-Caucasian countries.

TABLE 1.2

Ethnic Composition of Net Migration from Eurasia (Excluding the
Russian Federation) and the Baltics to the Russian Federation, 1990–94
thousands of people
Ethnic group

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Armenians

16.1

10.5

23.6

42.7

60.7

Azerbaijanis

-3.9

-3.8

-2.9

4.7

13.1

Belarussians

19.4

-0.9

-10.6

-5.9

10.1

Estonians

0

-0.1

0.2

0.3

0.3

Georgians

-2.8

-3.1

0.4

6.1

12.5

Kazakhstanis

-2.9

-6.6

-10.8

-6.8

1.1

Kyrgyz

-1.5

-2.1

-2.1

-1.0

0.1

Latvians

-0.4

-0.3

—

0.3

0.3

Lithuanians

-0.8

-0.8

-0.1

0.2

0.4

Moldovans

-2.1

-2.0

-3.0

—

199.9

117.7

360.1

419.4

Tajiks

-0.4

-0.6

0.5

2.9

Turkmens

-0.5

-1.6

-2.1

-1.2

—

Ukrainians

22.0

-25.9

-64.3

11.0

79.2

Uzbeks

-3.2

-4.5

-2.9

0.3

3.7

Russians

3.2
612.4
3.9

Others

49.3

29.0

69.7

80.8

113.4

Total

288.3

104.9

355.7

553.8

914.6

Source: Zaionchkovskaya 1996.
Note: Net migration is the difference between the number of migrants leaving and entering the region. — = not available.
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Repatriations became the norm in the former Soviet Union and were
not limited to Russians. In the early 1990s, all titular nationalities
began to leave Russia for their homelands, though this pattern shifted
again in 1993 and 1994.
Labor migration to thriving cities is now the most dynamic and
large-scale migration flow in Eurasia. The interstate labor migration
in the region is estimated at about 6.5–7.0 million, with about 1.5–
2.0 million leaving Russia for jobs outside Eurasia, about 3 million
entering Russia from the other Eurasian countries, and about 2 million (not including Russians) migrating to other Eurasian countries
or outside Eurasia (Teignier-Baqué 2010). Nearly 1 of 3 families in
Armenia, Azerbaijan, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Moldova and 1 of 10
in Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine depend on migration-related
earnings and remittances by relatives (Teignier-Baqué 2010). In
2007, these remittances amounted to 46 percent of gross domestic
product (GDP) in Tajikistan, 34 percent in Moldova, 19 percent in the
Kyrgyz Republic, 9 percent in Armenia, and 4 percent in Azerbaijan
(Canagarajah and Kholmatov 2010).
Migration dynamics in Eurasian countries reinforced their connection with Russia’s booming regions and with a few other Eurasian
leading urban centers, mainly the capital cities. In the world’s most
dynamic economies, people move to maximize the returns to their
education and skills (World Bank 2008). But with their legacy of centrally planned factory-cities and their inefficient facilities, Eurasian
countries entered the post-Soviet era with an economic geography
that sapped growth (Kontorovich 2000). The location of human and
capital resources across regions and throughout the urban hierarchy
differed from the patterns in advanced market economies. The movement out of lagging regions has been small relative to the total Eurasian population. The estimated surplus population of Siberia and the
Far East remains high, at 17.6 million.2 Eurasia has considerable
scope for further internal migration to rebalance the location of economic activity and thus increase economic growth and improve
social welfare. The leading urban centers of the region are the ideal
candidates to attract these new workers.

New Realities of Trade Specialization
Trade among the former Soviet republics declined sharply after the
dissolution of the Soviet Union, largely reflecting the disruption in
production that the transition to a market mechanism caused, which
required changes in supply patterns and a shift in output to goods
demanded by the market (Havrylyshyn 1994). Another reason was
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the unnaturally high inward orientation of trade among the former
Soviet republics, which caused trade flows with regions outside the
COMECON to be much lower than they otherwise would have been.
With independence and market reforms, a reorientation of trade to
the rest of the world was to be expected. Indeed, seven years after
the start of the transition, trade statistics showed that countries in
Central Europe and the Baltics had trade-to-GDP ratios similar to
those of market economies with comparable size and development
levels (Havrylyshyn and Al-Atrash 1998). By contrast, many Eurasian countries appeared to be far less open and were unable to
increase the degree of geographical diversification of their exports—a
dichotomy confirmed by Broadman (2005).
Recent trade data show that the Russian-centric bloc identified by
Broadman (2005) seems to be slowly changing in Central Asia.
Indeed, in 2003 the top export destinations for nonnatural resource–
intensive products from the Central Asian countries were Europe
and Central Asia, including Russia and Turkey (32 percent); the
EU15 (27 percent); and China (20 percent; figure 1.1). By 2008, the
EU15 had taken the top spot (35 percent), followed by Europe and
Central Asia (34 percent) and China (13 percent). While overall
exports to Europe and Central Asia remained stable, exports to countries other than Russia and Turkey decreased from 15 percent to
9 percent. Exports within Central Asia remained low, at 1 percent.
The trade structure of Eurasian countries reveals much about their
ongoing structural changes. The top three groups of exports from
Central Asia countries during 2003–08 were mineral fuels, manufactured goods, and crude inedible materials (table 1.3). In 2008, mineral fuels represented 62 percent of exports from Central Asia, up
from 47 percent in 2003. This trade structure differs greatly from that
of Southeast Europe, where the top three exports were machinery
and transport equipment (25 percent), manufactured goods (24 percent), and textile products (19 percent).
Eurasian countries’ market potential was assessed by identifying
their neighbors’ access to the broader trade network through the
import and export of intermediate goods. For this estimation, the
neighbors of countries in Central Asia and the South Caucasus
were ranked according to a market potential proxy measured as the
neighbor’s total trade in intermediate goods, using average trade
data for 2003–07 from the United Nations Commodity Trade Statistics Database (COMTRADE). The difference in trade structure and
trade direction between CEE countries and Eurasian countries was
explained largely by the market potential of their respective
neighborhoods.
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FIGURE 1.1

Destination of Nonnatural Resource–Intensive Exports from the Central
Asian Countries, 2003 and 2008
percent
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Many Eurasian countries are landlocked, and their production
structure is skewed toward natural resource–intensive goods, making them less likely to attract substantial FDI outside these rent sectors. Diversification could start at the regional level if investors
(domestic or foreign) find it profitable to establish production and

Percentage of Total Exports, Unless Otherwise Indicated
trade structure, Central Asia and Southeast Europe, 2003 and 2008
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Note: Column headings reflect Standard International Trade Classification categories, revision 3.
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TABLE 1.3
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distribution networks through the import and export of goods and
services based on each country’s competitive advantage. The World
Development Report 2009: Reshaping Economic Geography proposes a
policy framework for unleashing these forces, recommending institutions that unite places, infrastructure that connects places, and
incentives that target places (World Bank 2008). Needed institutional reforms involve measures behind the border (macroeconomic
stability, business environment, and standards and conformity
issues), at the border (goods, services, people, and capital mobility
across borders), and between borders (trade and transport facilitation initiatives). And needed infrastructure investments include
productivity-enhancing infrastructure (information and communications technology, and research and development–related facilities),
mobility-enhancing infrastructure (education/training and research
centers), and connectivity-enhancing infrastructure (transportation
infrastructure, transport, and logistics facilities). Such improvements
can be made if urban centers are better connected to surrounding
markets.

Going Forward: Rethinking Eurasian Cities
Eurasian countries have been through three major changes: the
breakup of an empire, which transformed regions of the former
Soviet Union into independent countries with sometimes competing
interests and cumbersome border-crossing operations; the unleashing of market forces of agglomeration, migration, and specialization,
which affected the form and function of settlements within these
new countries; and the emergence of regional powers such as China,
the EU, India, and Russia, which affected the structure and direction
of trade of the new countries.
Looking ahead, the form and function of these cities need to be
rethought to take advantage of market forces. The main issues are
enhancing their connectivity to domestic and external markets to
take advantage of the new biaxial Silk Road—and changing how
they are financed to allow other Eurasian cities to complement
Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Kiev as the anchors of this region in
world markets.

Rethinking the Form and Function of Cities
After years of central planning, one of the main characteristics of
Eurasian cities is the misallocation of land. Land in and around Soviet
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cities had two major idiosyncratic characteristics: it was centrally
owned, thus preventing local stakeholders from responding flexibly
to local dynamics, and its value was not factored into city development decisions. Cities other than Moscow could not adjust to a sudden influx of migrants by building new housing, by virtue of the
Propiska system. Yet, people in the Soviet Union found their way to
regional centers, altering the equilibrium between urban infrastructure and city dwellers. As economic prospects in only a few Eurasian
cities continue to attract an increasing number of workers, it will be
important to rethink the form of cities by revisiting their planning.
Most Eurasian cities did not have suburbs—not necessarily a bad
thing, as compact development has benefits that far outweigh sprawl.
But older urban centers, with traditions of growing organically,
developed beyond the municipality itself. They tended to be surrounded by villages that provided some of the food needs of urban
dwellers. As cities grew, so did these satellite developments.
In contrast to most Eurasian cities, Baku followed an organic
growth pattern. In 1918, the city was fairly compact, with a population of 312,700 (exhibit 1.4). As it grew, satellite villages and towns
started to develop around it. Some of Baku’s rural communities have
been swallowed by the expansion of the city, and new ones have
formed farther out. This is how most cities, especially large ones,
develop. For most cities, there exists a close relationship and interdependence with adjacent rural areas that often goes beyond simple
trade. For example, rural land is often converted to allow city expansion, and the labor force in rural areas fills the demand in the city’s
growing economic base.
The planning of Eurasian cities should reflect this organic growth,
allowing land and housing markets and urban infrastructures to adequately respond to the migration of workers to economic densities as
countries move along the structural transformation from agriculture
to industry to services. For this to happen, strong local institutions
and supporting national institutions are needed, as Kazan, Russia,
illustrates (box 1.1).
Modern planning suggests that where no clear reason for government intervention exists, decisions on land use should be left to land
purchasers, with the government protecting some key locations,
such as parkland, cultural heritage buildings, and social service
provision centers. Local authorities should work with the central
government to solve all property issues in order to reduce the costs of
land transactions as much as possible. Land use regulations and
building codes also need to be modernized and enforced. Using public infrastructure strategically will guide land development in
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EXHIBIT 1.4

Development of Baku, 1918, 1940, 1960, and 1980
a. 1918
Pop: 312,700

b. 1940
Pop: 791,200

continued
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EXHIBIT 1.4
Continued
c. 1960
Pop: 967,700

d. 1980
Pop: 1,595,000

Source: Baku master plans.
Note: Black areas represent built-up urban areas.
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BOX 1.1
Local Institution Development in Kazan
Kazan scores best of the 10 Russian cities sampled by the World Bank’s subnational Doing Business Indicators. Construction permits involve 54 different procedures in Moscow but only 23 in
Kazan. Transferring property costs 0.35 percent of its value in Rostov-on-Don and only 0.15 percent in Kazan. These reforms were possible thanks to major governance changes, such as the
election of city officials instead of their appointment by the president of the Republic of Tatarstan
as before. The city administration now has greater incentive to serve the people with efficient
and transparent regulations.
But more can be done. Armenia, Georgia, and the Kyrgyz Republic easily beat even Russia’s
most progressive cities. Obtaining a construction permit in these countries requires only 10–20
procedures (though the cost of permits and property registration may sometimes be expensive
relative to per capita income). In Kazan, obtaining a construction permit still takes about 350
days, and the permit may be refused if the construction proposal is inconsistent with the city’s
master plan, which dictates what types of land use should take place where. These planning
decisions have been made with opinion polls of public and private organizations across the city,
thus they partly reflect the wishes of land users, not just the wishes of planners. But changing a
zoning decision is still convoluted and time-consuming: a proposal must be made to the city’s
department of architecture, then to the city’s land commission, and finally to the city
parliament.

response to market needs. To revitalize the housing market in booming Eurasian cities, it will be important to develop rental housing
markets, support homeowners associations, create and enforce rules
for the use of public spaces, and offer incentives for façade improvement and maintenance.
The functions of Eurasian cities also need to be rethought. The
rural settlements, towns, and cities of a country coexist, delivering
different services to firms and people. Rural settlements tend to
engage in agricultural activities. Towns engage in the nonfarm activities that increase the marketability of agricultural products in urban
areas and outside the country. Cities permit the sharing of private
and public factors of production, the pooling of labor markets, and
the sharing of information. The diversity of cities favors an advanced
division of labor allowing specialization in various activities.
The greening of cities is now an integral component of their
competitive advantage. As such, the authorities of Eurasian cities as
well as national authorities need to address city pollution appropriately (exhibit 1.5). Green spaces help cool air during summer, reduce
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EXHIBIT 1.5

Pollution in Former Soviet Union Cities, 1992 and 2004
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g reenhouse gas emissions and air pollution (they are one of the most
effective carbon sinks), conserve energy and reduce storm water
runoff, and add to quality of life. Safe, efficient, and environmentfriendly public transportation is also important for a city’s competitiveness. To compete with cities worldwide in attracting skilled
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workers—which cities must do as urban economies become the
driving force of production and trade—policy makers need to
improve the livability of Eurasian cities, at least the leading ones.
Protecting the stock of urban green space; reducing industrial pollution; making public services infrastructure more efficient; and reducing, reusing, and recycling waste are key investments for Eurasian
cities that can help the cities attract more sophisticated workers and
firms. This in turn will facilitate the structural transformation of Eurasia from an inward-looking region to one connected to global value
chains in key industry and service sectors.

Rethinking the Connectivity of Cities
By expanding to what was then called Turkestan (covering what are
now the five Central Asian countries) in the 19th century, the Russian
empire’s main goal was to solidify its positions in the south to stop
British expansion. Later the economic significance of the region
started to rise, with Turkestan becoming an important producer of cotton when the American Civil War started driving up the price of
cotton. The empire also implemented cotton industrial projects in the
region, including improvements in hard infrastructure. One of the key
improvements was the launch of the Trans-Caspian Railway in 1880,
from Krasnovodsk to Samarkand, which it reached in 1888, and on to
Tashkent. In 1906 another railway—the Trans-Aral Railway—started
to operate on the route from Orenburg to Tashkent.
Russia understood the strategic importance of linking an east-west
rail axis to the north-south connection. In March 1891, the future
Czar Nicholas II inaugurated the construction of the Far East segment
of the Trans-Siberian Railway, completed in 1916. Its main route
originated in St. Petersburg at Moskovsky Vokzal and ran through
Moscow, Chelyabinsk, Omsk, Novosibirsk, Irkutsk, Ulan-Ude, Chita,
and Khabarovsk to Vladivostok through southern Siberia. The Chinese
Eastern Railway was constructed as the Russo-Chinese part of the
Trans-Siberian Railway. It connected Russia with China and provided
a shorter route to Vladivostok.
The evolution of the national and regional transport and communications systems in the former Soviet Union countries was closely
linked to the geographic, economic, and political developments that
shaped the Soviet era. It led to a hierarchical network of cities that
were more evenly distributed by size than in other countries. In the
post-Soviet era, the proximity to the EU market and the increased
integration favored the emergence in CEE countries of urban centers
closer to Western Europe and reinforced economic diversification in
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the capital cities. By contrast, agglomeration dynamics in Eurasia
were attenuated by the long distance to leading world markets,
which favored the consolidation of capitals and a few other leading
cities, supported by the extension of public transportation. This
agglomeration is not a handicap. Around the world, leading cities
play a key role in production and trade by delivering a range of services, sustaining economic activities. Leading cities tend to be well
connected domestically and externally—and tend to offer the most
diversified production.
Small countries far from world markets, which make up part of
Eurasia, face the stiffest challenges to economic growth and need a
clear vision and strong commitment to cooperative solutions. These
countries need to join “natural” groupings in which all participants
support the objective of deep integration and adopt strategies for
institutional cooperation and regional infrastructure (World Bank
2010). Enhanced regional cooperation could create a policy environment conducive to connectivity infrastructures, such as road corridors and broadband networks. A regional connectivity network
depends on the functioning of the links and nodes in individual
countries. Regional cooperation is thus vital.
As Russia has reoriented its economy from plan to market, spatial
efficiency has improved. Between 1989 and 2004, almost all new
firms chose to locate near Moscow and St. Petersburg, the gateways
to international markets (Brown and others 2008). The sectoral composition of the economies of Moscow and St. Petersburg is more
diversified than that in other locations, and the two cities are better
positioned than others to lead Russia’s diversification. Russia took a
major step toward economic integration when it recently joined the
World Trade Organization (WTO). Although special economic zone
initiatives have failed to foster diversification, a new generation of
special economic zones could provide a better business environment
for foreign firms—if they are designed to promote agglomeration
economies, are less distortional, and are better planned to stimulate
investment in promising sectors.
By comparison, East Asian economies have become integrated
through a dense array of regional production networks. These supply
chains started with outsourcing by Japanese multinationals in the
1980s, as wages and land costs in the dense production area of Tokyo
grew prohibitive for competitive manufacturing (Gill and Kharas
2007). Economic congestion in Japan; Hong Kong SAR, China;
Korea; and Taiwan, China, has resulted in spillovers—first to middleincome countries in Southeast Asia and then to China, as the barriers
of economic ideology were reduced. Recently, supply chains have
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centered on China with its massive assembly operations in Guangdong and Shenzhen. As China has matured, it too has become an
exporter of intermediate goods and capital equipment. Because they
are landlocked, most Eurasian countries are at a large distance from
the booming Chinese eastern coast. But the Xinjiang Uygur region in
western China, with its nearly 21 million inhabitants, is an immediate gateway to China that is available particularly to leading cities in
Central Asia.
India’s rise is also an opportunity for Central Asian countries. With
its domestic market of more than 1 billion people, India is attracting
an increasing share of industrial and service activities that may have
some spillover effects in Eurasian countries if adequate regional and
global integration policies are pursued by both India and these countries. However, stormy relations in South Asia after the end of British
colonial rule in 1947 prevented the region from taking advantage of
its market size: more than a fifth of the world’s people. It took four
decades before trade volumes between India and Pakistan passed
those of the early 1950s (Nabi and Nasim 2001). In 2004, the two
countries engaged in a “composite dialog” on peace and security
issues, including terrorism and drug trafficking, confidence-building
measures, economic and commercial cooperation, and friendly
exchanges in various fields. On a broader regional basis, the South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation is a forum to discuss
development challenges, such as collaboration in energy production
and water basin management. The greatest challenge for India, the
largest country by far in South Asia, is to take the lead in promoting a
common agenda (World Bank 2007b).
The competitive advantage of neighborhoods with big countries
such as China, India, and Russia is the size of their markets, the
breadth of their human capital, and the volume of remittances they
receive. Economic activities generating substantial economies of scale
benefit from being concentrated in countries with leading areas that
have strong agglomerations and better market access (Antweiler and
Trefler 2002). This tendency creates tensions, as most investment will
go to these countries, usually the largest in the region. The challenges
are to balance political and economic concerns between leading and
lagging countries—and to ensure spillovers of direct and indirect
benefits to lagging areas. Facing these challenges of division and distance requires institutions that can ensure policies and governance
that promote trade, factor mobility, and regional growth and infrastructure. The result will be to connect lagging and leading countries,
link regional economic centers, and favor regional production networks that are better integrated with the global economy.
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Rethinking the Financing of Cities
Planning, connecting, and greening Eurasian cities will require finance
(see table 1.4). In the transition era, funding for infrastructure maintenance declined dramatically, affecting the availability and reliability of
services. The problem was heightened by the fact that the connective
infrastructures were designed to cater to several republics that are now
independent countries, sometimes with competing interests. The challenge is to find the resources to maintain, rehabilitate, and operate
these large infrastructures. Several countries and cities are trying to
develop cost-recovery mechanisms for the road transport sector. One
focus is on road tolling, though work is being done on road funds,
which have been instrumental in enhancing the sustainability of road
maintenance financing elsewhere, notably in Africa.
The system for financing cities—and the infrastructure connections among them—have undergone a substantial transformation
since the breakup of the Soviet Union. Although railroad transport
continues to be the backbone of the long-distance transport system
and to be largely self-financing, competition from trucks, buses, and

TABLE 1.4

Issues That Cities Face in the Former Soviet Union and Ways Forward
Period

Planning

Connecting

Soviet past

Master plans instead of
zoning and central planners
instead of urban planners;
cities built around industrial
areas and land misallocated

Hierarchical structure oriented
toward Moscow, with limited
horizontal links among lower
order centers

Cost of externalities not
System based on plan targets and
considered in public policies; intraparty negotiations; tariffs
broad access to public
highly subsidized
transport; high rates of
access to water and
sanitation; recycling
programs

Greening

Financing

Transitional
present

High ownership rates and
weak rental markets, with
misallocated housing stock
and missing or poorly
enforced city planning
regulations

Institutions established to
manage connectivity
infrastructure and develop
sector plans, but progress
moving at different pace
across the region

Reduced pollution as firms
went bankrupt; collapse of
recycling systems;
deterioration of public
transit

Move to modern subnational
finance with transparent systems
of revenue sharing and
equalization transfers, with some
countries moving faster than
others

Market future

Collaboration between local
and central government to
solve property issues,
modernize land use
regulations, and use public
infrastructure development
strategically

Promotion of a few cities well
connected to world markets by
road, rail, air, and
telecommunication links;
development of regional
institutions for corridor
management and interstate
cooperation on connectivity
issues

Preservation of positive
features of the former Soviet
Union; enforcement of
existing regulations;
improvement of livability by
building cities for people
and taking care of the
environment

Increase in personal income tax
rates; enforcement of payment of
housing maintenance fees;
increase in water tariffs;
expanding of metering and raising
of public transport tariffs; for big
cities, exploration of publicprivate partnerships for large
connectivity projects
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private automobiles is slowly eroding the market share of rail transport, reducing the scope for cross-subsidies to loss-making business
lines such as rail passenger transport. A large expansion in highway
traffic has increased pressure for funding road network upgrading
and maintenance. Private cell phone companies are now largely filling the gaps in the former landline-based telephone service.
Several Eurasian countries have encouraged more private sector
involvement in transport and other infrastructure investments,
reflecting the global trend that started in the 1990s. But private sector
investments have been largely concentrated in a few countries,
namely Armenia, Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan. Over
time, most investment has gone to Russia, though the single largest
project was for the railway concession in Armenia. Most private sector investment projects in transport have been in two sectors, airports and seaports. This is not surprising, as these are the modes
where most progress has been made in liberalization—and where
revenue streams are easier to capture.
Changes have also occurred in the systems used to finance infrastructure services within cities, including the urban road network,
water supply, sewerage, district heating, housing maintenance, and
public transport transit. These services are generally the responsibilities of subnational governments. In the Soviet era, funding levels for
subnational governments were determined largely through intraparty negotiations. In general, that system has been replaced by more
objective and mechanical systems of subnational finance, though
more so in some countries than in others. Even cities that have benefited from such reforms find themselves fiscally constrained, however, and unable to raise revenues from the most appropriate
source—the consumers of urban services themselves.
Big cities in Eurasia have access to broad-based personal income
taxes, but tax rates are low. These cities do not benefit from equalization transfers. And they bear enormous responsibilities in social
sectors such as education, health, and the social safety net. Because
an increase in central government transfers is not an option (given
more urgent needs in smaller cities), it is important to find ways to
make the people pay—through benefit taxes, tariffs, and fees—for
using some types of urban infrastructure. Given the low rate of personal income tax in the former Soviet Union, there is room to
increase these revenue sources to generate more funds for the needs
of larger cities. Property tax, supposed to be the largest tax source
for cities, could be revamped to simplify its administration and
broaden its base. And tariffs and fees could be increased to approach
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cost-recovery levels, particularly for water and public transportation
in large cities.
Looking ahead, three interrelated policy instruments are required
to ensure the full participation of Eurasian cities in world markets:
• Develop institutions to help integrate these cities into the world economy.
The most propitious change would be the accession to the WTO
of the Eurasian countries that are not yet members, not just for
the trade benefits but also for the related domestic economic and
judicial reforms. Beyond that are opportunities to build institutions to improve the investment climate, strengthen the rule of
law, and make national borders easier to penetrate by reducing
trade barriers.
• Improve infrastructure to connect to world markets. Eurasia’s trade facilities were built primarily around natural resource exports and
intraregional trade. With the reorientation of markets, imports and
exports can be facilitated by improving the infrastructure for integration with the EU, China, and India. Such improvements include
seaport and airport development, construction of roads to Western
Europe, and development of transshipment options through the
Black Sea and Far East.
• Concentrate incentives to attract capital and knowledge. Special economic
zones are a good starting point if they are designed to foster agglomeration economies and diversification rather than to provide rentseeking opportunities to well-connected businesspeople. They also
need to be more specifically targeted spatially so as to support the
reform agenda. Useful lessons can be drawn from countries that
successfully developed such zones, such as China, Malaysia, and
Mauritius. Their experience suggests that successful zones can
become strong catalysts for economywide change in just 15 years,
rapidly transforming the entire economy (Farole and Akinci 2011).
As the World Development Report 2009: Reshaping Economic Geography
illustrates, Eurasia (excluding Russia) is a 3D region—a region with
low density, long distance, and many divisions (World Bank 2008).
Securing accessibility to leading regional markets such as China, India,
and Russia is thus critical. All three policy instruments suggested
should be thoroughly applied: key institutions should be developed to
unite the countries, key connective infrastructures should be established between domestic and regional markets, and targeted interventions should be undertaken to compensate countries for short-term
losses from this deepened economic integration.
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Policy makers at the highest levels in these countries should put
accessibility at the top of their agendas. Indeed, the economic geography challenges facing 3D regions call for a bolder regional integration
agenda to overcome economic divisions between trading partners,
reduce the distance to major regional markets, and boost economic
density domestically. If integration succeeds, the “home market effect”
should help the region’s major cities capture most of the benefits of
agglomeration, thereby attracting increasing return to scale activities
from other leading cities in the short and medium terms. With the
largest cities in the region—outside of Moscow and St. Petersburg—
Kazakhstan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan should play a leading role in the
cross-country implementation to secure accessibility to regional markets, thus balancing the unevenness of short-term gains from regional
integration and securing long-term survival and success.

Notes
1. Other centrifugal forces (congestion, pollution, and crime) also influence
city growth, but they are to some extent determined by land availability
and values.
2. These are the “extra” people compared with population densities in
Canada’s remote frontier regions, where the economic geography has
been largely market driven (Mikhailova 2005).
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CHAPTER 2

Planning Cities

Spotlight—Planning Tbilisi, Georgia
Renewing a driving license used to take hours or even days in
Tbilisi, Georgia, with long waiting lines and onerous paperwork. Perhaps informal payments would be required, too. But
now the system is computerized, and residents report the
process takes only a few minutes. It’s a small part of daily life,
but small parts add up to a larger whole. How has institutional
change affected Eurasian cities, and what can be learned from
successes?
Similar institutional reforms in Georgia go beyond driving
licenses, improving key parts of Georgia’s urban system.
Urban land use regulations now include a “single window”
mechanism for planning applications. Documents need only
be submitted once, rather than in several places at several
times to several government agencies. The government is
then responsible for passing the application between relevant agencies. The new regulations also include a principle
that “silence is consent”: if an applicant for planning does
not hear back from the relevant administrative bodies in a
35
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set period, he or she is permitted to assume the answer is
positive. G
overnment officials from Georgia have been
invited to share their experiences with other Eurasian countries, including Armenia, Azerbaijan, the K
 yrgyz Republic,
Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, where there has been some
attempt to make similar institutional improvements.
Such reforms permit Georgia’s cities to evolve with market demand rather than the wishes of central planners. But
they also include safeguards to ensure that the needs of individuals and firms are balanced by some social values. For
example, to maintain the aesthetic value of its old city center,
Tbilisi limits the floor-area ratioa in some parts of the city to
2.2, even though more financial value could be derived from
taller buildings. Tbilisi suffers from a severe lack of Class A
office spaceb—its vacancy rates have effectively been zero
since 2005—but large skyscrapers will not become a feature
of 
Tbilisi’s city center, to preserve its spectacular historic
skyline.
The roles for city planning and institutional reform in
Eurasian cities are the subject of this chapter, which reviews
trends and recommends several priority measures.
a. The floor-area ratio is the limit imposed to the ratio of a building’s total floor area to the size of the parcel of
land upon which it is built.
b. According to Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA), Class A office buildings are prestigious
buildings competing for premier office users, have high quality standard finishes, state-of-the-art systems,
exceptional accessibility, and a definite market presence.

Key Issues
• Eurasia’s urban population has started shifting toward the
norms of other countries, driven by a move from planning to
the market. These changes are both within and between cities.
• But weak rental markets, misallocated housing stock, and
missing or poorly enforced city planning regulations hinder
the process.
• These bottlenecks in establishing efficient cities could be alleviated through collaboration between local and central governments to modernize land use regulations, solve property
issues, and implement strategic public infrastructure.
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In many circles in transition economies, planning continues to be a
bad word, tied to the failures of the communist systems. It is considered a remnant, a relic, a communist tool—something to be avoided.
Several Eurasian countries have been among the most vigorous
opponents of planning in the past two decades. Following the demise
of the communist systems in the early 1990s, many countries
reversed course, adapting systems in which the market reigned
supreme and planning played little or no role. With almost complete
laissez-faire approaches, dwindling budgets, and minimal experience
of decentralized city management, many Eurasian urban centers hit
on hard times during the transition to a market economy.
Leaders in these countries failed to acknowledge that planning
itself is not bad. Good planning is part of the basic toolkit of public
interventions (along with regulation and fiscal measures) to enhance
market efficiencies, while mitigating market inefficiencies. Urban
planning is a key to ensuring economically efficient, socially inclusive, and environmentally healthy cities—what the international
community increasingly refers to as “sustainable cities” (Suzuki and
others 2010).
Soviet-style planning was primarily about standardization and the
mitigation of inefficiencies in a system not run by market rules.1 In
dealing with market inefficiencies, the Soviets focused on markets’
inability to ensure some social welfare outcomes (such as a more
equal distribution of wealth), but paid little or no attention to issues
pertaining to public goods, economic inefficiency, or environmental
externalities.
This chapter describes the distortions created by central planning
in cities, how these distortions were amplified (or only partly corrected) in the transition years of the 1990s and 2000s, and what
needs to be done for more sustainable urban outcomes. By not letting cities develop based on market signals, central planning distorted
the growth and location of cities; within cities, Soviet-style planning
neglected the positive and negative externalities of urban growth.
Eurasian cities have to address both the distortions from Soviet centralized planning and the market inefficiencies that affect them today.
This chapter, looking at urban planning issues, identifies ways that
they could be addressed to produce more sustainable outcomes.

The Soviet Past: The Era of Soviet Planning
Understanding the Soviet past is important to comprehending what
happened in the transition years and solving problems and challenges. Most of the former Soviet Union countries underwent almost
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70 years of central planning (longer than other centrally planned systems). The aftereffects of Soviet policies are thus both more pronounced and harder to undo than in other former communist
countries. This section examines three key issues paramount to
healthy city development in market systems: land, housing, and
infrastructure and related public services.
Together with strong and clear property rights, the ability to
price land is a major tenet of a well-functioning market economy
(De Soto 2003). Urban spatial planning influences city development primarily through land and its price, location, ownership
structure, and so forth.
Land in and around Soviet cities had two major idiosyncratic
characteristics. It had no recognized value, in that Soviet planners
did not factor land value in their city development decisions. And it
was centrally owned, thus preventing local stakeholders from
responding flexibly to local dynamics. Housing, and city planning in
general, was defined by standardization, with a focus on quantity,
not quality. What Ford did for car manufacturing, the Soviet Glavmosstroy (house-building combine) did for housing development.
Public services were more widely available than in other countries
of the same development level (for instance, almost universal potable water coverage in urban areas), though, again, the focus was on
quantity, not quality, with poor maintenance, high subsidies, and
low or nonexistent tariffs (which often encouraged resource wastage) undermining efficiency.

Master Planning versus Zoning, Central Planners versus
Urban Planners
In the Soviet system, urban land was allocated at the whim of central
planners. Master plans were devised for nearly all cities, and neighborhoods were designed and constructed wholesale. Individual preferences played no role, and housing was often allocated based on
how close it was to the workplace.
One of the most striking misallocations of city land by Soviet planners was selecting prime areas for industrial uses. Newer cities and
their urban structures often formed around industries. The location of
industrial enterprises was often inefficient, with enterprises occupying land that could have yielded higher value from other uses. In
addition, the size of this land was seldom optimal. Proper planning
was not done for changing economic structures, increasing labor
costs, or benefiting from new technology. To accommodate the shift
from industrial production to services, flexible land markets in market
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economies have ensured a better reallocation of land for the most
productive uses, inducing factories to relocate to cheaper land away
from the center city, thus favoring more environmentally and economically sustainable land uses.
Whereas Soviet planners took a normative approach in designing
urban structure, urban planners in market economies understood
that cities cannot be optimally planned. As Bertaud (2010, 3) notes:
Because of the complexity of the changing factors influencing labor
mobility, it is not possible to design a city structure that would
permanently optimize the mobility of labor and goods. Darwinian
evolutionary forces are constantly putting pressure on urban spatial
structures. As technology and economic parameters change over time,
a city spatial structure would evolve toward increased efficiency only
when households and firms are able to make multiple tradeoffs between location, the mode of transport, and the consumption of land
and floor space. In a well-functioning market, the spatial distribution
of real estate prices would reflect multiple and competing consumers’
preferences. . . . To ensure that urban spatial structures stay efficient
governments have to allow real estate markets to work with as few
distortions as possible.

Land within a city should be allowed to be traded freely and
transparently. Property rights should be guaranteed, and transaction
costs within land markets (for example, the cost of identifying the
owner of a parcel of land) should be reduced. A balance is necessary
between publicly owned land (for parks and public spaces) and privately owned land (for the organic development of the city).
Urban planners try to enhance market efficiencies and reduce
market inefficiencies. In doing so, they need to be guided by the
political process, which reflects public choice regarding the balance
between public and private interests—for example, determining how
heavily to weigh protection of a city’s cultural heritage in its development. Thus, city spatial plans and zoning regulations should be developed and updated openly, with extensive public input and
communication, and plans and regulations should be monitored and
enforced transparently and fairly, according to the rule of law.
In addition, urban planners often mediate between disagreeing
parties within a city. They reduce transaction costs and increase
information flow where property rights alone cannot ensure a compromise. For example, people in communities next to an airport
might complain about airplane noise. City planners could work with
the airport authorities to reduce the noise level (say, by changing the
entry point for landing airplanes) or zone the land around the airport to prevent further housing construction.
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Housing: Quantity Over Quality
If land is a critical raw material for city development, housing is one
of the main products. Housing provides shelter for a city’s lifeblood—
its people. Ensuring the availability of good-quality housing is one of
the fundamental challenges of city management, central to the wellbeing and satisfaction of residents.
But housing quality did not rank high on Soviet planners’ agenda.
Housing had to be built cheaply and quickly to accommodate the rapidly growing population and the massive population movements from
rural to urban areas. As housing production technologies improved,
housing quality fell. In the 1950s and early 1960s, government-built
buildings had brick walls and were at most five stories, but with the
Glavmosstroy, housing construction shifted to high-rise, prefab buildings made of concrete.
That these buildings were inexpensive was one of their only
redeeming qualities—their shortcomings abounded. Most apartment blocks were built with a short planned life, some as little as
30 years. They were poorly insulated. The interiors looked shabby,
even when fairly new. There was no common space. The hallways,
staircases, and elevators were often unaesthetic and unsanitary.
And building maintenance was in most cases handled by large state
companies.
Housing Shortages
In former communist countries, one thing often remembered is that
the government provided housing for the people. Disenchanted
with the perceived impotence of the new democratically elected
governments, residents of former Soviet Union cities see the neighborhoods they live in as evidence of the Communist might. Many
fail to acknowledge that while Soviet cities were being built, capitalist cities were also growing—organically. In a capitalist city, land is
allocated based on private value and public choice, and market
demand guides housing development.2 The cities that grow vigorously are ones where people want to live. Neighborhoods in the
capitalist city tend to have some local character and a sense of place.3
Soviet neighborhoods, for the most part, looked alike. Even so, by
providing one of the most basic needs—shelter—Soviet planners left
a long-lasting legacy.
Because demand guides housing development in capitalist cities, it
is less likely that housing shortages plague urban development,
though affordability is still a problem. In Soviet cities, “market” signals
were readily ignored, and housing shortages were common—both in
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sought-after cities (those that the Propiska system was supposed to
keep at a manageable size) and in completely planned cities (where
housing was built only for the number of people that had to be
moved there).
A particularly evocative example was the Soviet Union’s most
sought-after city, Moscow. Moscow’s population grew steadily until
1989. Population losses caused by World War II were quickly made
up, and growth was sustained until the fall of the Soviet Union.
Attempts of central planners to halt and manage city growth
succeeded only for short periods in the mid-1950s and early 1960s.
Originally, Moscow’s population was to be kept at 2 million. By 2002,
it had ballooned to more than 10 million (Colton 1995).
To keep up with rapid population growth, planners built housing in
Moscow at a breakneck pace after World War II. From 1946 to 1961,
every year brought more square feet of housing than the previous
year, as the population grew from 2.5 to 5.0 million. After 1961, the
Propiska system was enforced more strictly, and housing construction
continued on an even keel. But the population kept growing—by
2 million in the 1960s and another 2 million between 1970 and
1989 (Colton 1995).
After 1973, the pace of new housing development slowed, with
fewer buildings erected than in the previous year. By 1988, almost
half of Moscow’s permanent residents were affected by citywide
housing shortages, and more than 55 percent of “young families”
(couples with the husband and wife ages 30 or younger) lived with
parents or another relative (Colton 1995).
Lack of Housing Variety
In addition to underproviding housing, Soviet planners failed to consider people’s inherent need for variety. Individual detached housing
was seldom constructed in urban centers, and few concessions were
made for housing space per individual—apartments were cramped,
unattractive, and uncomfortable.
The highest demand for housing (which in itself is a general market signal for the economy) was in the cities’ historic centers. In addition to providing access and prestige, such places offered a larger
variety of housing units. Despite the availability of fairly new housing in peripheral neighborhoods, people overwhelmingly preferred
housing close to the city center.
Housing units offered meager living spaces (table 2.1). In 1920,
Soviet leaders promised to secure 9 square meters of living space for
every citizen. By 1988, they were still some distance from fulfilling
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TABLE 2.1

Housing Conditions in Selected Cities in the Former Soviet Union, 1988
Average per capita living
space, square meters

Number of families and
single people on waiting
list, thousands

Percentage of all families
on waiting list

“List norm,” square meters

Almaty

8.9

49.7

15

6.0

Baku

7.9

68.7

26

5.0

Dnepropetrovsk

9.7

74.2

20

6.0

Kazan

9.2

112.9

34

7.0

Kharkiv

9.7

113.4

23

5.5

Kiev

9.6

208.4

26

5.0

Minsk

8.9

134.8

28

6.0

10.7

344.8

12

5.0

Novosibirsk

9.0

111.6

25

8.0

Odessa

8.5

80.4

23

4.0

Rostov-on-Don

10.0

74.1

23

6.0

St. Petersburg

10.6

282.9

20

5.5

Tashkent

8.2

60.1

12

7.0

Tbilisi

9.5

59.0

19

5.0

City

Moscow

Source: Pejovich 1990.

that promise. Overcrowding was common, with extended families
living in a single unit.
A series of hurdles prevented people from moving to bigger or better housing. Cities had a “list norm,” which dictated who was eligible
for rehousing. Only people who had a small enough living space (say,
6 square meters per person in Almaty in 1988) were allowed to put
their name on a waiting list for new housing.
The lack of variety in housing size was matched by a lack of variety in housing styles. Options were limited to similar-looking apartment units, most with fewer than four rooms. And apartments in
Soviet neighborhoods were not only small, but most were not constructed efficiently. Thus, standard layouts for apartments and for
buildings did not properly consider location and context. The same
building type would go up on sites with different topographies (on a
plain or at the bottom of a hill), in varying contexts (near the historic
center or the rural outskirts), and in different types of communities
(doctors and mechanical workers, professors and shop attendants).

Provision of Urban Infrastructure
The former Soviet Union was not the only country that took a normative approach to populating its vast territory. In Cadillac Desert,
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Reisner (1993) details how U.S. authorities started massive water
infrastructure projects to populate America’s arid heartland. But
Soviet central planners gave cities few levers for self-determination.
Even when local authorities were interested in improving their resident’s quality of life (which in a market system is stimulated by the
electoral process), efforts to secure necessary funds often encountered insurmountable transaction costs and bureaucratic bottlenecks.
A public participation process to gauge the needs, desires, and
preferences of people was lacking. Cities were allocated amenities
based not on what people wanted but on what central planners
thought they needed. The demographics of individual cities were
often not understood, with services provided based on arithmetic,
such as one hairdressing establishment per neighborhood.
Access Without Reliability to Communal Services
One of the communist mantras was that everyone should have access
to decent living conditions. Soviet planners fell short of meeting this
goal in at least two ways. First, they focused mainly on urban areas,
spending little or no energy on rural areas. Second, as they attempted
to provide services to all urban areas, they spread their efforts thin,
regardless of actual demand. Providing services in an undifferentiated way meant that quality had to suffer. And providing services in a
financially unsustainable way (through heavy subsidies) led to overall deterioration after the fall of communism.
District heating, one of the tenets of sustainable urban development in forward-looking cities like Copenhagen and Stockholm, was
the norm in most Soviet cities. Entire neighborhoods or groups of
apartment blocks were branched to district heating plants. Although
district heating was a cost-effective and environmentally friendly
way of delivering heat, it had four main shortfalls: the piping was
subject to heat and water losses; heat was not always delivered when
needed; households were not charged on the basis of actual heat
consumption, but of the floor area of their apartment (meaning that
some households ultimately subsidized other households, and all
households subsidized a system prone to losses); and people could
not adjust the temperature to their needs, receiving the level of
heating the district heating plant deemed appropriate for everyone.
Water and waste removal services were available to most urban
dwellers, but they were often delivered intermittently (people saved
water in bathtubs and in pots and pans) and they were of poor quality. Brown tap water was the norm after every water shortage. Pipes
burst in the cold winters. Power shortages were frequent. Solid waste
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management consisted largely of dumping waste in open landfills.
Recycling centers for paper and metals were available in most cities,
but they disappeared soon after the fall of the Soviet Union.
Where to Buy, What to Buy
If capitalist societies are consumerist, communist societies were the
opposite—private enterprises in the retail sector played a minimal
role (for example, subsistence farmers selling their extra yield), and
central planners dictated access to foodstuffs and consumer goods.
Supermarkets and retail stores, assigned proportionally to city districts, were severely undersupplied (in many cases only basic goods
were available).
In many Siberian cities, even the most basic goods were heavily
subsidized, as they had to be shipped over considerable distances. In
their haste to develop new housing districts, Soviet planners often
forgot to provide these areas with necessary amenities. And for the
most part, the historic centers of cities that had previously grown
organically had more retail space available than did the denser outskirts. In Moscow, central areas had three times more square feet of
food stores than some underserved peripheral areas, and almost six
times more square feet of consumer goods stores (exhibit 2.1). Soviet
cities outside Moscow were severely underserved, especially in the
1980s when residents had access to few quality goods and services,
and those available were of low quality.4
Public Transportation
Most urban dwellers had affordable public transit options. Soviet cities had good public transportation that still offers a good backbone
for further development and extension. The two main shortcomings
are its financial sustainability and its layout. Eurasian cities have public transportation networks that are often old and outmoded. These
networks were designed to connect to large industrial areas, and
many are no longer functional. Transit was designed to serve industrial enterprises, thus as cities shifted to a more service-based economy, many public transit lines ended up servicing dead zones.
However, infrastructure for private vehicles was undersupplied.
Soviet policy makers discouraged private vehicle use and encouraged
public transit. So, the urban and periurban infrastructure in the
Soviet Union was not built to handle the drastic increase in private
cars after 1991. Roads connecting to periurban areas were poor, as
communities there were small; parking spaces were underprovided
because car ownership was low. Thus, 10-story apartment blocks
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EXHIBIT 2.1

Floor Area of Food and Consumer Goods Stores in Moscow, 1989
(sq. meters per 1,000 people)
a. Food stores

184.5–150.6
148.9–117.0
112.4–103.1
100.0–84.4
84.3–58.6

b. Consumer goods stores

310.3–147.3
140.4–121.0
117.2–78.6
75.1–68.8
67.2–55.9

Source: Colton 1995.

often included parking spaces only in a small area around the building, and main roads in and out of cities often had no more than two
lanes. The quality of infrastructure was also poor: the road surface
was not built for large car loads, requiring frequent repairs.

The Transitional Present: Planning’s Fall from Grace
The fall of the Soviet Union triggered different development directions in its former republics and different approaches to the new realities. Some countries reversed course, repudiating the precepts of
central planning and trying to rely almost entirely on market systems. Others introduced elements of market systems but kept many
Soviet institutions. And some remained entrenched in the Sovietstyle planning system, not attempting to change.
One thing that all Eurasian countries had in common after 1991
was a direct or indirect adjustment to new market conditions. All former Soviet republics underwent an economic decline in the 1990s
(figure 2.1), and many registered population decreases.
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FIGURE 2.1

GDP per Capita in Selected Countries, 1990–2008
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Note: GDP = gross domestic product.

The economic downturn of the 1990s had two marked effects on
urban management and development. First, subsidies needed to efficiently run urban services were either cut or eliminated. Second, the
infrastructure could not be properly maintained with the dwindling
budgets, and it often fell into disrepair. These problems were not adequately addressed during the upswing of economic growth in the
2000s, and some deterioration continued.
As many of the key tenets of a functioning market system were
not in place (clear property rights; functioning land, housing, and
financial markets based on transparency and open to competition),
the first challenge was to create institutions that could enhance market efficiencies. As societies became gradually more open to public
opinion, and institutions for more democratic governance (news
media, elected local government) were introduced or liberalized, the
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need to correct market failures, previously ignored or little understood,
gained greater attention. In addition, as powers were increasingly
devolved to local authorities, questions of efficient urban management arose. Without a tradition of market-oriented urban planning or
a cadre of urban planners, most newly elected mayors and city councils learned how to run their cities through trial and error.

Land Markets Are Emerging
Private property was confiscated when the Communists came to
power, and for several generations the Soviet Union had no real land
market culture. Once countries switched to a market system, the lack
of land markets created substantial problems, the most important
being the lack of clear and irrevocable property rights.
After decades of public land ownership, it was difficult to establish
who the original owners of land were. Land titles were uncertain or
often missing. Many of the original owners had passed away. And
divergences and misunderstandings often existed among their heirs.
To further complicate matters, the land and property claimed by the
previous owners (or their relations) were now occupied by other
people and uses (such as schools, clinics, or administration buildings). Giving back these lands—even assuming all property title
issues were solved—would have severely affected the urban centers’
capacity to function efficiently. So much of the 1990s was plagued by
failed starts, few property transactions, and little development.
As property issues are resolved, and urban institutions get better at
reducing transaction costs, real estate markets have become more
dynamic and flexible. The World Bank’s Doing Business reports show
that Armenia and Georgia have made impressive progress, particularly in registering property and obtaining construction permits,
while Moldova, the Russian Federation, Tajikistan, Ukraine, and
Uzbekistan still have some way to go.
Dealing with Misallocated Land
In a market system, land is allocated and developed based on perceived value—ideally, as revealed through innumerable transactions among well-informed players. Areas of high value tend to be
developed more densely, while less valuable areas have lower densities. By contrast, in Soviet cities land was assigned no real market
value, and development followed design norms rather than market
norms. This approach skewed the density pattern in Eurasian cities,
with higher densities in peripheral areas than in central areas.
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In Western European cities, the density profile follows a more
organic pattern, with central areas denser and outskirts progressively
less dense (figure 2.2).5 Without functioning land markets, obsolete
or underused land is hard to redevelop, because demolishing buildings entails costs that cannot be offset by an increase in land value
and higher revenues from higher density redevelopments.
Transformation takes time, but the density profile of some cities
has already changed. Between 1992 and 2002, the density pattern
in Moscow (Eurasia’s most dynamic urban center) became more
similar to that of major cities in developed market economies
(Bertaud 2010).
Land Parcel Urbanism
Soviet neighborhoods were bereft of diversity; the neighborhoods of
the transition years became too diverse and eclectic. Many new
developments went up without proper construction permits. They
were constructed with poor materials and poor craftsmanship. And
they emerged before local authorities could respond. Municipalities
were thus often positioned to react to changes rather than guide and
anticipate them.
There was a lack of coordination between property rights and
building rights. Faced with a new house that did not have the proper
building permits, cities did not know how to respond. A built house
represents a form of private property, and private property was
becoming widely understood as the foundation of a market economy.

FIGURE 2.2

Density in Selected Cities and Their Peripheries, 1990
a. Berlin, London, and Paris

b. Moscow and St. Petersburg
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Local authorities were thus reluctant to demolish unlawful constructions. Once one unlawful building or construction went up, others
took it as a cue to do the same—perpetuating “land parcel urbanism.” This trend was supported by failures of governance—including
corruption—and an inadequate voice for citizens to protect their
interests in how the city developed for the general good.
The Challenge of Changing Land Use
Cities not only grow outward, but they also grow in place, recycling
used, underused, and abandoned land for new and more productive
purposes. Cities with strong property rights and dynamic land markets are in constant renewal. Office buildings take the place of housing units in busy central business districts. Higher density buildings
go up in sought-after neighborhoods. And new industries and services replace obsolete or aging ones.
Former industrial cities such as London and New York have shifted
to service industries, now with industrial areas that occupy less than
5 percent of their built area (figure 2.3). By contrast, large industrial
belts still dominate Moscow and St. Petersburg. Some of these industries are obsolete, and some are not working to their full capacity or
are on land that could be used more productively. Redeveloping
existing brownfields (including abandoned sites where soil is polluted from prior uses) is key to adding some dynamism to urban real
estate markets, especially in cities where idle land covers a large area
(World Bank 2010).
Redeveloping brownfields in Eurasian cities can be beneficial for
several reasons (exhibit 2.2). Brownfields are often in prime city
areas. They comprise large contiguous plots of land, which could
accommodate large-scale developments (such as a shopping mall).
FIGURE 2.3

Industrial Area as Percentage of Built-Up Area in Selected Cities, 2010
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EXHIBIT 2.2

Industrial and Similar Uses in Selected Cities in the Former Soviet Union, 2009
population
a. Chisinau: 574,000

b. L’viv: 735,000

c. Kiev: 2,740,000

d. Minsk: 1,764,000

Source: Corresponding city land use maps.
Note: The darker areas in this exhibit represent industrial or similar areas.

And they are already branched to urban infrastructure and often are
on public transportation routes.
Traditional industrial enterprises remain vital economic players
(sometimes even the only ones) at the local level, and their good economic performance should be encouraged. Where industrial hearts
are no longer beating or beating very slowly, new life should be
instilled by bringing in a mix of uses (housing, retail, entertainment,
office, and light industrial) that generate activity throughout the day
and yield higher productivity rates throughout the year.
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Rethinking Housing When Things Fall Apart
When the Soviet Union disbanded, many cities suffered from housing shortages. As the economy faltered, fewer resources could be
allocated for housing construction. In addition, as property began to
be privatized, housing construction moved from the public to the private realm. But after many years of central planning and development, no experienced private developers could take on large-scale
projects. Thus, housing construction declined dramatically in the
1990s, with projects mainly small in scale and financed with cash. As
private developers gained experience, and credit markets started to
mature, the number of new housing projects rose. New housing
went up disproportionately (mainly due to speculation), with the
major cities and regional growth centers taking the lion’s share of
new developments. In Armenia and Georgia, most new construction
took place in the capital cities (figure 2.4).
These patterns represent a market correction, with most new construction in cities where people want to be and little construction in
lagging cities. Construction in major cities rose rapidly even when
transaction costs were high. The market often finds ways around
some institutional rigidities, but others are more intractable. Developers will find creative ways to develop greenfields and abandoned
land whose ownership and use is not clearly defined. But they will
find it hard to redevelop land with (high-density) housing construction, where the title is likely to be disputed and possibilities for conversion are limited.

FIGURE 2.4
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The High Ownership Curse
If the market has found ways to realize new construction in soughtafter urban locations, it has been less adept at dealing with one of
communism’s most visible legacies: Soviet neighborhoods, which
have proven hard to redevelop or refurbish. After the fall of the
Soviet Union, the resulting states undertook wide-scale privatization of housing, selling individual housing units at low prices (or
outright giving away) to the people living there if they did not
already have ownership rights. The belief was that rapidly creating
private property would lay a foundation for an incipient market
economy.
After this privatization, these countries found themselves with
some of the world’s highest homeownership rates (table 2.2). Because
housing was one of the few forms of private property allowed under
communism, most Eurasians highly valued owning a house, which
gave them a sense of stability and certitude. Very high ownership creates market rigidities, however. It is harder to migrate if housing cannot readily be sold, and price differentials on housing are a substantial
barrier to mobility for people without financial means (selling an
apartment in Magadan could hardly generate the funds for buying a
similar apartment in Moscow).

TABLE 2.2

Homeownership Rates in Selected Countries, 2005
percent
Homeownership
rate

Urban
population

Share of urban
housing

Poverty rate

Uzbekistan

98

36

—

47

Kazakhstan

97

56

—

11

Kyrgyz Republic

97

34

39

63

Armenia

96

64

60

46

Georgia

95

52

—

39

Moldova

90

46

41

39

Tajikistan

90

24

42

72

Belarus

84

72

66

12

Azerbaijan

83

50

57

17

Turkmenistan

79

46

35

—

Ukraine

75

67

64

19

Russian Federation

70

73

53

19

Country

Source: Lipman 2010.
Note: — = not available.
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When the housing stock was privatized at the start of the transition, most units went to already established households, despite
widespread housing shortages—leaving young people out of the
equation. They did not have access to housing, and there was no
dynamic rental market (a standard feature of cities with market
economies). High ownership rates, combined with the continuing
inflexibility of the housing construction industry, discouraged a burgeoning rental market. So, most young people were tied to their families, continuing to live with parents and relatives until they could
afford to move out.
Another rigidity has to do with the Soviet apartment blocks
themselves. Because these buildings have many owners, they are
nearly impossible to tear down (one would have to persuade all
owners to move). They are also costly to redevelop because residents are rarely able to finance the work. In cities with market economies, the urban mass is in perpetual renewal and change. Market
forces are reshaping Eurasian cities, but the cities’ idiosyncratic legacy is not easy to change in a few decades.
Underdeveloped Rental Markets
Weak rental markets impede mobility. In developed market economies, rental markets enable young people to search for opportunities
in places they choose. People look for a congenial living place, and
cities look for people and firms that can ensure their sustainable
development.
Long-term economic growth is a product of human capital (Romer
1990). The most resilient cities are those that manage to attract and keep
the “creative class,” which pushes technological change and innovation. To attract skilled people, cities need to have flexible and
dynamic housing and rental markets, along with other amenities.
Rental markets allow people to move without incurring high upfront
costs. Sought-after cities will have higher rents due to higher
demand, but also a wide range of rental offers to accommodate
(almost) every budget.
In 2007, the monthly rent for a moderate one-bedroom furnished
apartment was higher in Moscow than in Amsterdam; Rome; Stockholm; and Washington, DC; the monthly rents for a moderately
priced three-bedroom apartment in Kiev, Moscow, or St. Petersburg
were higher than in every European city except London; that same
year, the average hourly cost of labor was more than 10 times higher
in western cities than in Eurasian cities. The 2008 Mercer Cost of Living Survey found that Moscow was the world’s most expensive city,
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thus putting it at a disadvantage for competing to recruit talent from
across the world.
Unless Eurasian rental markets become more flexible, cities could
price themselves out of the regional and global competition for talent. Rental market rigidities may be from land and housing market
rigidities that constrain supply and raise transaction costs. They also
may be from a lack of clear tenancy laws, prevailing tax regimes for
properties, or a lack of incentives for developers. In addition, it is
likely that a large share of rental activity is undocumented to evade
taxes and bureaucracy.
Dealing with Housing Shortages and Surpluses
Most Eurasian cities emerged from communism with strong local
demand for housing. The market demanded both more units and a
larger variety of housing options, with quantities varying greatly
across the region. In Eastern Europe (particularly Moldova, western
Russia, and Ukraine), demand for new housing was soon dampened
by widespread population declines caused by lower fertility rates,
higher mortality rates, out-migration, and reverse migration to rural
areas. In many areas, demand for low-quality and poorly located
apartments fell, and some cities (especially industrial cities with fledgling manufacturing) faced housing surpluses. By contrast, demand
for single-family detached homes rose in most places (Buckley and
Tsenkova 2001).
Meanwhile, some Central Asian cities (particularly major ones)
faced absolute housing shortages as their populations soared. In
Tajikistan, population rose 16.5 percent over 1998–2005, while the
housing stock grew only 9 percent. Rapid migration to Dushanbe led
to a housing deficit there of more than 100,000 units. In the Kyrgyz
Republic, the population grew from 4.4 million in 1990 to 5.3 million
in 2008, with Bishkek, which absorbed 200,000 migrants from rural
areas in recent years, suffering from acute housing shortages.
Without a government safety net, the transition to a market economy left many urban dwellers, especially those in vulnerable groups,
in a precarious economic situation. National and local authorities
need to think of efficient ways of creating social safety nets for the
cities’ poorest people. A lack of access to affordable housing can lead
to the proliferation of slums in cities with acute housing shortages
and sustained population growth. According to the United Nations
Human Settlements Programme, 56 percent of people in Tajikistan,
52 percent in the Kyrgyz Republic, and 51 percent in Uzbekistan
were in slums in 2007 (UN-HABITAT 2007).
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The Tragedy of the Commons: In and Around
the Apartment Block
People in Eurasian cities own the apartments they live in, but all
other elements of the apartment block, interior and exterior (including the land it is on), are in either common or public ownership. The
stairwells, hallways, roof, elevators, heating and electrical systems,
and surrounding land—common elements of the building affecting
its comfort, convenience, and value—are still owned and maintained
by local government entities or are in common ownership without a
formal binding commitment for action.
Because of the lack of formal binding commitment, it is unclear
who is responsible for maintaining and managing these elements. As
public goods, these areas are subject to the “tragedy of the commons.” Residents of apartment buildings do not always take it upon
themselves to maintain common areas. In addition, common areas,
such as grounds and attic spaces, are sometimes taken over by individuals for personal use. Without strong homeowner associations,
these buildings often fall into disrepair.
The legacy of the Soviet era makes it hard to form and sustain
homeowner associations. Because most apartment blocks house a
mix of social classes, some people are more able than others to pay
the needed building maintenance and improvement costs. In developed economies, the housing markets often sort residents based on
income—people who cannot live in a building or an area seek more
affordable options. Note, however, that even in developed markets,
disagreements over expenditures occur in condominiums. But condominiums in market economies generally tend to be governed by
clear rules and regulations.
The lack of strong planning rules to govern shared goods leads to
aesthetically distasteful outcomes and often to safety violations. City
regulations need to be reinforced by landlord-tenant contracts or
homeowner association rules that dictate what external and internal
modifications to the building can be made, how costs are to be
shared, and what the penalties are for noncompliance.
These norms follow more than just aesthetic considerations.
Landlords know that the value of their buildings will fall if the
buildings are not properly maintained. And city officials know that
they are likely to lose their tax base in a neighborhood where
housing is falling apart. Further, poor maintenance of a single
building can lead to property value losses for surrounding buildings, which can drive people out of the neighborhood, leading to
even more deterioration.
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The Challenges of Providing Urban Infrastructure
Providing urban infrastructure in Eurasian cities faces many challenges, including poorly developed amenities, clogged roads and a
shortage of parking spaces, aging utilities networks, and dramatic
demographic shifts. The persistent problem is the lack of zoning,
especially for mixed use in most cities. Moreover, without clear urban
development and minimal design standards, the resulting buildings
sometimes contribute to the already poor look of neighborhoods.
Basic incentives could be put in place to encourage builders to consult architects and professional designers before erecting a new structure or modifying a current one. The poor materials and appearance
may also reflect entrepreneurs’ unwillingness or hesitancy to invest
without greater certainty about the direction of the neighborhood,
given the absence of formal planning and zoning for mixed-use
development. Public information, oversight, and enforcement of
urban plans and basic development regulations could lead to more
coherence in newly developing areas without squelching initiative
and local color.
Poorly Developed Amenities
Soviet neighborhoods were not designed with many amenities.
Soviet planners designed most neighborhoods to be cost-effective
and to look good from above (aerial photos of Soviet neighborhoods
show “clinical” design patterns)—they were not built for comfort and
convenience. Thus, cities lacked many things that improve people’s
lives, from neighborhood shops to cafes, pubs, and other entertainment venues.
During the transition years, Soviet neighborhoods have been
transforming, responding more closely to residents’ needs and
desires. But these adjustments have had to be on already existing
urban infrastructure, which is hard to alter. Buildings were already in
place, with new amenities having to find a way to fit in.
In many apartment blocks, the first floor was converted into office,
retail, or entertainment space or a combination of these uses. Housing units became neighborhood supermarkets, barbershops, bars,
banks, insurance companies, pharmacies, and doctors’ offices. The
space around and between apartment blocks was often devoted to
new uses, from shops and private kindergartens to hotels and restaurants, sometimes curtailing ease of access for pedestrians, vehicles,
and green spaces.
Soviet neighborhoods were not built for cars. They were crisscrossed by good public transportation networks, but not designed
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to handle the dramatic increase in private car ownership since the
collapse of the Soviet Union (table 2.3; see table 2A.1). In many
former Soviet Union countries, the number of passenger cars per
1,000 people almost tripled over 1993–2007. This rapid growth in
motorization improved mobility for vehicle owners and their passengers, but caused or heightened traffic congestion, reduced road
safety, and substantially increased air pollution and the deterioration of public transport services in some cities. Traffic gridlocks
occur daily in Moscow and are considered one of its most pressing
problems (Gessen 2010).
The rapid increase in private car ownership and use, combined
with a sharp drop in financial support from central governments for
public transport systems, has posed considerable challenges for providing acceptable transport services. The private sector has provided
passenger transport in most places, but through substandard, small,
or old vehicles, typically uncomfortable and often overloaded and
unsafe.
The ownership structure of public transport providers is typically
fragmented, with many operators serving each urban area. Integrated
services, which allow passengers to transfer between operators, are
the exception rather than the rule. Publicly operated “electric transport” systems are often in a poor state of repair or are being considered for abandonment.

TABLE 2.3

Number of Passenger Cars, by Country, 1993 and 2007
per 1,000 people
Country

1993

2007

Belarus

76

240

Russian Federation

78

207

Kazakhstan

61

141

Ukraine

81

128

Armenia

84

96

Georgia

90

95

Moldova

38

92

Turkmenistan

54

81

Azerbaijan

35

72

Kyrgyz Republic

41

44

Uzbekistan

39

43

Tajikistan

36

29

Sources: World Bank 2011, United Nations Statistics Division.
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And the limited space around apartment blocks is choked with
garages and cars parked wherever a space is available. Makeshift
garage structures often fill already limited space between apartment
blocks—space that could be used for other purposes (such as
playgrounds).
Aging Utilities Networks
The Eurasian urban population has good access to key services.
Access to water in urban areas is close to universal, and the waste
water connection rate is nearly 95 percent in all countries. The Soviet
urban water policy was transformed into a system with some market
elements in Armenia, Moldova, and Russia as well as, to a lesser
extent, Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic. Water policy in Azerbaijan, Belarus, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and especially Turkmenistan
is resolving public health concerns, and their governments are willing to provide subsidized water and wastewater services.
Although access to water systems is high in all Eurasian countries, the performance of these systems is not impressive—and
sometimes it worsens. The major cities overwhelmingly provide
24-hour service, but service delivery in urban areas can be spotty,
especially in smaller cities and towns in Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Georgia, and Moldova (table 2.4).
Wastewater collection has not expanded in Eurasian countries.
Wastewater treatment is even getting worse, with only Russia having a fully operational system. Wastewater investment programs
have been completed or are ongoing in Bryansk, Moscow, Rostov,
St. Petersburg, Ufa, and a few other large Russian cities. In other
countries, wastewater treatment was discontinued (Armenia and
Georgia), reduced to mechanical treatment (Belarus, Kazakhstan,
and Ukraine), or never existed.
The poor operating status of utilities in Eurasia relates to their having been built around the same time (1960–80) and not having been
expanded or updated since. These systems were designed based on
population projections and norms of water use that overestimated
demand. Thus, utilities operate well below capacity, resulting in
excessive electricity use and asset depreciation, since rising costs
cannot be covered by reduced revenue flow. Declining population
adds to the problem in many cities.
There is also the problem of enterprise-run utilities. Many cities
were developed around industrial enterprises, which subsidized the
utilities. After 1991, some of these industrial monoliths became economically unviable and could not continue to offer financial and
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TABLE 2.4

Average Daily Hours of Operation of Water Services, by Country
Country (last year observed)

Average for country

Average for capital

Armenia (2008)

13.2

18.1

Azerbaijan (2009)

15.0

18.0

Belarus (2008)

24.0

24.0

Georgia (2008)

14.7

24.0

Kazakhstan (2008)

23.0

24.0

Kyrgyz Republic (2006)

23.6

24.0

Moldova (2009)

16.0

24.0

Russian Federation (2009)

23.9

24.0

Tajikistan (2005)

21.3

24.0

—

24.0

Ukraine (2007)

22.0

24.0

Uzbekistan (2007)

17.3

24.0

Turkmenistan (2009)

Source: IBNET database and World Bank staff.
Note: Data for the capitals of the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, and Ukraine are for 2009. — = not available.

technical assistance to sustain the systems. Even for profitable companies, city utilities tend to be a social component of their activity
that does not generate profit, because tariffs are kept artificially low.
Dramatic Demographic Shifts
The fall of the Soviet Union was followed not only by the widespread
deterioration of infrastructure and services, but also by dramatic
demographic shifts. These demographic changes will shape future
infrastructure and services.
One of the most important shifts is the imbalance between men
and women in some Eurasian regions. Because of the jobs the Soviets
created in the cold, harsh regions of Siberia, men mainly inhabit
these areas (in some cases, men account for more than 70 percent of
the population; exhibit 2.3). By contrast, women disproportionately
inhabit the more densely populated areas of the west and the center,
partly reflecting the internal migration of women, who are better
prepared than men to perform service and professional jobs in the
more dynamic cities in these regions.6
The aging of the population is another important demographic
shift. The populations of all Eurasian countries aged between 1991
and 2008 (figure 2.5). Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus fared worst,
with dwindling young populations and rising numbers of old people.7 As these countries prepare to handle the growing share of
retired people (by adjusting the pension system), their cities have to
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EXHIBIT 2.3

Distribution of Males in the Soviet Union, 1989

proporon
male populaon
0.5% – 45.1%
45.2% – 46.9%
47% – 48.7%
48.8% – 51.6%
51.7% – 71.9%

Source: Federal State Statistics Service 2009.

FIGURE 2.5

Young and Old People, by Country, 1991 and 2008
b. Population ages 65 and older
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change as well (by changing how they deliver services and infrastructure). Urban planners in Eurasian cities thus have to learn how
to plan for cities that are different in many ways from other urban
areas around the world.

A Sustainable Future: The Rebirth of Planning
In the transition years Eurasian cities experienced considerable
changes: birth rates fell (below the population replacement level);
out-migration rose (within and out of Eurasia); life expectancy at
birth for men dropped, particularly in urban areas; and reversemigration to rural areas accentuated the deurbanization. So the
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population of most cities, large and small, fell over 1989–2009, some
declining rapidly (5 percent a year), others just facing a stagnating
population.
It is hard to predict what will happen to these cities, but in the
short and medium term many cities have to plan for a shrinking population base. This prospect requires that local authorities think outside a growth paradigm. The way infrastructure is dimensioned and
maintained, and the way services are delivered and financed, has to
be adjusted based on new socioeconomic realities. Neighborhoods
have to be consolidated as the city as a whole loses density. Public
services, designed for a larger population, that end up running below
installed capacity have to be redimensioned. Abandoned houses and
apartment blocks have to be maintained or demolished to prevent
crime and disease.

Fostering Efficient Land Markets
Whether their populations are declining or growing, most Eurasian
cities will expand geographically. They have to make up for the
housing shortage and uniformity inherited from the Soviet era by
creating new spaces to host the new economy. Dynamic and efficient land markets can create an environment conducive to growth
by allocating land efficiently to its most productive use. Good urban
planning—such as encouraging in-fill development and discouraging sprawl—can ensure that land markets develop sustainably. At
the same time, attention should be paid to urban development practices that seem sustainable but may conflict with other sustainable
practices—such as with in-fill development in historical neighborhoods, which has happened in many Eurasian cities, such as Tbilisi
(Salukvadze 2009).
Land for city development is available both in and outside cities.
Redeveloping in-city land can take many forms, such as demolishing
old buildings and constructing new ones, making use of unused or
underused land, and converting land (such as old rail yards) to new
uses. Eurasian countries have started to redevelop from within, but
they face major challenges.
First, apartment blocks take up much of the prime real estate in
city centers. Designed primarily as dormitories, these apartment
blocks lack space for the amenities a functioning market economy
needs (such as large neighborhood supermarkets). Many dominate
areas that could benefit from a mix of functions (such as office and
retail space). Redeveloping these apartment blocks is difficult because
of the large number of owners that have to be persuaded to move
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somewhere else. In the meantime, new offices have to be built in
peripheral city areas, increasing commuter traffic and city congestion.
Converting apartment buildings to other uses is not always desirable,
as it can rob city centers of vitality and dynamism (like in many U.S.
cities). But mechanisms should be in place that enable more economic
activity to occur in prime locations without unduly affecting city life.
Second, brownfields—former industrial estates that are idle or
underused and suffer from real or perceived contamination—scar the
area that could be redeveloped. They often cover prime city locations
(in St. Petersburg, for example). They are already connected to the
urban infrastructure. And they are often large, allowing for complex
and large-scale redevelopments, including mixed-use complexes. But
site contamination is often difficult and expensive to remove, ownership is not always clear, and local expertise in dealing with brownfields is lacking (World Bank 2010).
If brownfields and Soviet-era apartment blocks are some of the main
obstacles to inward city expansion, overly fragmented or coagulated
periurban land (for example, large parcels of land that are either public
or private property) is one major barrier to outward city expansion.
Periurban land that is too fragmented creates high transaction costs and
spawns land parcel urbanism and scatter-pattern suburban development. Assembling land for larger projects is often difficult, forcing cities
to expand unsustainably. But land that is too coagulated introduces
land market rigidities and portends collusion and corruption.
Given that the population in most Eurasian cities is falling, many
cities, particularly the one-company monotowns, will also have to
deal with shrinking footprints. Just as some cities will have to learn
to expand sustainably, some will have to learn to contract sustainably. Land markets are likely to become weaker, and local authorities
will have to manage large tracts of idled urban land.
Reducing Transaction Costs in Land Markets
One of the most effective ways to foster more dynamic land markets
is to reduce the transaction costs buyers and sellers of land incur. A
first step is to reduce the need for intermediaries by transparently
making land information available. Croatia created an online “geoportal” that enhances people’s access to land information and
related services, already reducing the time it takes to register land by
90 percent. And Georgia, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Moldova have
similar geoportals.
The information available online varies. Ideally, all land information should be available in an online database. An investor interested
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in finding a land parcel for a new production facility should be able to
access a geographic information system database that shows not only
how the land is parceled, but also who owns the land, how the owners can be contacted, and possibly how much the owners are asking
(if they are interested in selling). In Tbilisi, such information, as well
as the master plan and zoning details pertaining to a specific plot, is
accessible through the city’s website.
Bringing more transparency and dynamism to local land markets
is obviously tied to a functioning institutional framework. The basics
of such a framework are clearly enforced property rights (and a
complete inventory of land and landowners), an absence or low
incidence of corruption, and clear urban planning regulations (what
can be constructed, where, and how). The last is important because
it will better guide where people buy land and for what purposes.
Modernizing and Enforcing Land Use Regulations
The challenge in modernizing land use regulations is to mitigate negative externalities efficiently without being overly restrictive. Master
plans and detailed regulatory plans, witnessing a resurgence in many
Eurasian cities, are trying to catch up with the realities of urban
development (both institutionally and legislatively). These plans
have to make way for clear land use regulations that guide city development rather than prescribe it. Land use regulations should be flexible, dynamic, and not overly restrictive, allowing cities to develop
sustainably with minimal distortional effects.
Bertaud (2010), comparing the land use regulations in St. Petersburg and Perm, Russia, finds regulations in St. Petersburg to be more
detailed than needed, with 54 land use categories and fairly rigid
floor-to-area ratios. By contrast, Perm has only 34 land use categories, and its floor-to-area restrictions are more lax.
International experience shows that if land use regulations are
overly specific (stating, for example, that a plot of land can be
occupied only by a school rather than zoning it generally for

services), land development is likely to be slow and costly, delaying
the supply response and raising the cost of housing and real estate.
Moreover, as cities become dynamic, rigid land use regulations go out
of date and prevent land from being allocated to its most productive
use or the uses the community values most.
Every city that develops organically needs clear, flexible, and
dynamic land use regulations. The lack of such regulations can lead
to a surge in illegal construction and squatter settlements, contribute
to the persistence of land parcel urbanism, or both.
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Encouraging Citizen Participation in the
Planning Process
In most developed countries, citizen participation is inherent in planning. Good urban planning is about facilitating the myriad individual
plans crafted by a city’s people, businesses, and organizations (Jacobs
1961). Engaging citizens is beneficial not only from a political standpoint, but also from an economic one, as an engaged citizenry takes a
stake in the city’s future, providing creative and novel ideas for problems the city is facing.
But Soviet planning discouraged citizen participation. Since the
transition, most Eurasian countries have undergone a tenuous
learning process to determine how best to engage citizens. Some
countries have progressed in the area, but others have actually
regressed. In Russia, regulations have been changed to encourage
more transparency in urban planning. In addition, three key avenues for citizen participation have been created: public hearings on
draft master plans (local governments are responsible for specifying
the rules for civic engagement in their charters); public hearings on
land use regulations and zoning requirements; and public hearings
on land subdivision and building requirements. Draft master plans
need to be available for public scrutiny in accessible places, and local
authorities and design agencies are encouraged to use multiple
media sources for official presentations of these plans.
Yet, citizen participation in master plan development for Russian
cities remains limited. So far, it includes only very rudimentary consultations, largely for informing the citizenry. Most local government managers believe that no special skills are required to facilitate
public hearings and obtain constructive feedback from citizens, rendering these forums far less useful than they could be.
At the same time, there is no culture of civic engagement and participation among the citizenry of Eurasian cities. Many talk about
mentalities that are hard to change. But Eastern European countries
show that when local authorities engage people, they can help shape
a dynamic civil society.
Encouraging In-Fill Development while Preserving
Historical Heritage
Eurasian cities have large tracts of misallocated land—some are now
abandoned, some are underused, and most are not used productively. In-fill development can allow cities to develop sustainably by
“deepening” inward rather than expanding outward.
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St. Petersburg’s historic core is surrounded by an industrial belt,
separating it from its housing neighborhoods. This industrial belt not
only acts as a buffer between people and the urban core, but also represents prime real estate often not used to its potential. Much of this
land is being redeveloped with high-density, mixed-use buildings
(Bertaud 2010). Where such sites have been polluted or otherwise
degraded, redevelopment often requires partnerships between local
government and private investors, as well as support from central or
regional governments.8
In-fill development should not come at the price of destroying historical heritage (including industrial heritage), regardless of how
run-down a building might be. In Russia, more than 400 designated
historical cities face the challenge of safeguarding their historical
neighborhoods from encroaching development.
Preservation strategies vary widely across municipalities, but without clear preservation laws (and a roster of historic buildings to be
protected), buildings disappear in a city’s development and redevelopment (Myers 2003). Citizen engagement in projects undertaken in
historical areas should support strong preservation regulation, especially if some of the buildings designated to be redeveloped are not
among a country’s historical monuments but are of great importance
to the communities surrounding them.
Managing Urban Sprawl or Decline
In-fill development is key for preventing sprawl, but outward city
growth is inevitable. Development in periurban areas can be guided
by strategic infrastructure and efficient taxation and regulation.
Local authorities have to be careful to choose the least distortional
tools that will have the greatest expected impact. Highly normative
approaches, such as the growth boundary established in Portland,
Oregon, in the United States, have proven suboptimal in the long
term because they do not prevent “leap-frog” development outside
the boundary.
Whenever possible, local authorities should try to integrate infrastructure investments and service provision with planning regulations and with land and property taxation to achieve consistent
urban sustainability objectives, such as facilitating density and
reducing congestion. For example, the planning of urban public
transport routes and services can help reduce private vehicle traffic
by commuters, and housing developers can be obligated to finance
the extension of secondary infrastructure networks in new neighborhoods. In effect, local authorities should provide infrastructure in
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areas where more development would be desirable (such as brownfields or areas around public transit hubs) and offload the responsibility on the developers when new developments are planned in less
desirable areas (such as suburbs).
By contrast, some Eurasian cities face a double challenge posed,
first, by population decline (from demographic shifts) and population
loss (from economic shifts, particularly the loss of manufacturing
jobs), and second, by the declining quality of life. This shrinking city
phenomenon affects not only the monotowns, but also cities with
fairly dynamic economic bases. A smaller population inevitably leads
to a smaller urban footprint, as parcels of land once occupied by businesses and people become vacant or underused. So, local authorities
have to switch from a paradigm of planning for growth to one that
considers urban decline and stagnation. Such a shift requires thinking about ways to consolidate housing and infrastructure and better
manage city land.
The possibility that a city will stagnate or even decline in the short
to medium term has to be reflected accurately in city development
strategies. A clear grasp of current and future perspectives is more
likely to generate sustainable solutions to complex challenges. Three
of the most important issues are dealing with urban land that
becomes idle or is underused; consolidating neighborhoods and
urban cores (for example, offering incentives for relocation from
sparse peripheral areas into denser central neighborhoods); and scaling down infrastructure to reflect reduced demand.
Managing City-Owned Land
Local authorities are not always clear about what they own, and they
often fail to lease or sell properties strategically (to influence the shape
and character of the city), even when they have the authority to do so.
Former owners of publicly owned land sometimes claim property titles,
and the central government often owns and manages local public land.
Local governments should inventory and manage their own property assets, to facilitate local economic development and mobilize
municipal revenues. Land owned by local authorities can be used for
key local investments, or it can be rented to generate revenues for
the local budget.
This situation is better illustrated by the Kyrgyz Republic case. To
spur better municipal property asset management, the Kyrgyz Republic government adopted a new land code in 1999 (revised in 2001),
mandating that all land not owned privately or publicly be transferred
into municipal ownership. As part of decentralization, it also transferred an array of centrally owned properties (schools, kindergartens,
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clinics, cultural centers, and city halls) and municipal service facilities
(water and sewage, solid waste management, and street cleaning)
into municipal ownership.
Initially, this move had ambiguous results, as local governments
were new to the concept of asset management and fairly weak, given
their limited experience of self-government. In addition, municipal
land management faced many issues common to most former Soviet
Union countries:
• Unclear institutional competencies (three different agencies had
the right to allocate land rights for new construction)
• Unreliable land information (no one had a clear picture of the
number or location of sites in municipal ownership)
• Dubious land transactions (for example, allocation of parkland for
private development)
• Corruption (for example, allocation of municipal property to private interests at below market values)
• A lack of proactive land management (local governments were
poorly motivated to excel in this area)
To unlock some of these municipal land market rigidities, a U.S.
Agency for International Development project set out to inventory
all municipal land in major Kyrgyz cities and propose policy solutions
based on actual landholdings (Kaganova, Akmatov, and Undeland
2007). The study found that estimates by central agencies often differed substantially from actual numbers. It also found that not all cities can rely on municipal land as a valuable asset. For instance,
Karakol owns 20 percent of the land within its boundaries (most of it
vacant), whereas Osh owns just 0.4 percent.

Creating Livable Spaces and Neighborhoods
A city’s success is tied to how well it creates good living conditions for
its people and improves the overall quality of life. If people have
access to good quality and affordable housing, they are more likely to
be happy about where they live and to be more productive.
At the beginning of the transition, most Eurasian cities had an
undersupply of housing, and Soviet planners could not keep up with
demand. The 1990s did not bring an upswing in housing offerings—
indeed, quite the opposite happened. The fall of communism led to
the dismantling of many institutions responsible for housing design
and construction. And market enterprises slowly took their place.
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Thus, new housing development declined in most cities. Only the
principal cities with very high housing demand managed to sustain
more dynamic housing markets.
As markets started to mature, construction booms began in more
cities. Many new developments emulated what people in the region
were accustomed to—high-density apartment buildings. More
recently, with increasingly dynamic housing markets, developers
started to respond to a wider range of tastes. More people have
started to ask for the housing type they could not access during the
Soviet era, such as detached homes with custom designs and floor
space. Most of these homes went up in peripheral areas with available land. And many were constructed in areas with no or poorly
enforced building guidelines, leading to land parcel urbanism. Thus,
the suburbs of many Eurasian cities developed in a checkered and
unsustainable pattern, requiring higher energy costs for service delivery (water, sewage, transport, solid waste management) and generating more congestion and pollution.
By unlocking land markets, local authorities can ensure that housing markets become more dynamic. By encouraging strategic infrastructure investments (in, say, public transit lines), they can help
guide sustainable new developments. In addition to unlocking housing markets, local authorities should unlock and formalize rental
markets, which make city-to-city migration easier and allow a
broader spectrum of people to find housing (including people who
lack the means to buy).
Revitalizing Homeowner Associations
Many households in Soviet-era apartments own their homes. By contrast, common spaces and property (land around apartment blocks,
stairwells, elevators, roofs, water systems, and electrical mainframes)
have uncertain ownership. Municipal maintenance companies (Zheks)
often continue to manage these shared spaces and utilities, but they
do so inefficiently and without direct accountability to homeowners
(they rely on state transfers and subsidies to operate).
In the developed world, homeowner associations efficiently maintain and improve multifamily housing units with individually owned
dwellings. Homeowner associations not only ensure improved and
more cost-efficient service provision, but also enable access to municipal and other sources of funding and encourage businesses geared
toward building maintenance, management, and ancillary services.
Eurasian countries have attempted to encourage homeowner
associations, with uneven results (table 2.5). One main problem is
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TABLE 2.5

Reported Numbers of Homeowner Associations in the Former Soviet
Union, by Country, 2010
Country

Reported number of homeowner associations

Armenia

700 (two-thirds of multifamily buildings), many from mergers of buildings without
consent of owners; associations are not true homeowner associations, however—
they have no clear role in dealing with Zheks

Azerbaijan

Almost none; no legislative basis for their formation

Belarus

566, most in new, privately constructed apartment houses; about half in Minsk

Georgia

2,600 in Tbilisi

Kyrgyz Republic

500 (18 percent of all multifamily housing, about 25 percent of units in cities)

Kazakhstan

10,133

Moldova

Less than 20 percent of multifamily housing in Chisinau

Russian Federation

66,933

Tajikistan

100

Ukraine

(6 percent of multifamily housing)

Uzbekistan

4,969

Sources: Lipman 2010; national statistical agencies.
Note: No information was available on Turkmenistan.

the mix of households found in these apartment blocks, where
households of widely different incomes live side by side, and betteroff families often subsidize capital repairs and maintenance for lower
income families. The sheer size of these apartment blocks and the
transaction costs required to get all residents to agree can be daunting. Thus, repairing a roof leak can turn into a drawn-out war
between residents on the upper and lower floors.
Facilitating Property Sales and (Re)Development
In incipient real estate markets, many people struggle to come up
with enough money to buy or refurbish a home. In booming urban
centers, outside investors often distort the real estate market (with
speculators buying housing units with the intention of reselling
them at higher prices), making housing prices much higher than
what average local salaries would permit. The housing market is the
first to be affected in an economic downturn. It is also important to a
vibrant and healthy urban economy. In Tbilisi, the Georgian
Developers Association came up with an innovative way of instilling
some dynamism in a construction sector hard hit by the global
financial crisis (box 2.1).
In incipient real estate markets, where development capital is
often difficult to access and housing tends to be undersupplied, local
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BOX 2.1
Housing Swap Scheme in Georgia
The global financial crisis left many development companies with unfinished and unsold buildings and large bank credits (in mid-2008, developers accounted for 35 percent of banks’ loan
portfolio), severely affecting Tbilisi’s economy. More than 7 percent of Georgians and many businesses depended directly or indirectly on construction (most concentrated in the capital). To
avoid an economic standstill, the Georgian Developers Association proposed a housing swap
scheme, offering people from the historical part of Tbilisi (more than 50,000 families in badly
maintained and overcrowded historical housing) the chance to move to newly constructed housing. For its part, the municipality offered to cover the developers’ debts to banks (both old debt
and new loans required to finish buildings) in return for the full cadastral units cleared by the
people who moved to new developments. The historical buildings acquired by the city were put
out to tender for developers to refurbish and sell. Since the program started, more than 2,000
families have moved to newly finished apartments.
Source: Shavishvili 2010.

authorities can facilitate an organized framework for bartering
between landowners and developers. This second-best approach can
be a solution where land sales are constrained legally. Such bartering
can help transform informal settlements into formal ones, using sites
better by improving housing quality and making housing denser
(World Bank 2007). In this approach, informally developed land
(without proper building permits, for example) is offered to developers, who in exchange offer the residents apartments in a new building on the same site. So, the developer avoids overly high upfront
costs for land purchase (or, if purchase is not yet possible, land acquisition). The informal residents benefit from improved and formalized
housing in new apartments. And the city can resolve the previously
unmonitored land parcel urbanism. But such arrangements can be
problematic if developers do not live up to the agreement.
Local authorities can also promote densification through zoning regulations and incentives. In Copenhagen, high-density developments
are approved only within a 600-meter radius of a public transportation hub. This measure curbs the reliance on private vehicles and
encourages public transportation, thereby reducing congestion,
improving air quality, and creating a more pedestrian-friendly environment (transit-oriented developments also encourage walking and
biking, which promote health). Such measures help provide more
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ridership for the public transportation network, and they offer more
people easy access to affordable transportation. But in their attempts
to gain efficiency from higher density, local authorities should not fall
into the trap that Soviet planners fell into. Density is good—but not at
any cost. Very dense areas can lead to congestion, pollution, and a
lower quality of life.
Improving Public Spaces and Building Façades
Strong urban design guidelines should outline the changes that people can make to the exterior and interior of apartment buildings and
shared spaces. Without such rules, neighborhoods will be subject to
continued deterioration. Indeed, private property has a public component. Apartments and housing units do not exist in a vacuum;
they influence the way neighborhoods around them develop. In
France, local authorities require that building façades be repainted
every five years.9 In New York City, dealing with the “broken window syndrome” (removing graffiti and repairing abandoned or rundown buildings) formed part of a strategy that reduced the city’s
crime rate over a very short time.
The deterioration of the exterior of Soviet-era apartment buildings
worsens every year, gradually reducing the quality of life of the people in these neighborhoods. By offering the right incentives, local
authorities and central governments can transform such neighborhoods. A program proven successful throughout Eastern Europe is
the thermal insulation of buildings. It is particularly well received by
residents, because insulating their apartments both reduces their
heating bills and improves the visual aspect of the neighborhood.
For example, Romania started its thermal insulation program in
2009, which offered grants to homeowner associations to improve
the thermal performance of their buildings. The central government
covered 50 percent of final costs, local authorities 30 percent, and
end beneficiaries 20 percent. Initially, the program met a muted
response because people were reluctant to try an unfamiliar program. But after the first pilots, more people bought into the program.
Eventually, waiting lists got so long that many households performed
the thermal insulation work on their own, without any public assistance. In Cluj-Napoca, for example, a quarter of the city’s apartments
(20,047 of 83,779) were thermally insulated from March 2009 to
June 2011. Of these, 4,848 were insulated with the help of public
funding, and the rest were rehabilitated with fully private funding.
The program infused life into a construction sector hit hard by the
economic crisis, with 14 construction companies being involved in
thermal insulation work.
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Unlocking Rental Markets
Eurasian countries have very high homeownership rates and fairly
rigid rental markets. The private sector is moving to create more
rental spaces, but the pace is slow, and a large share of rental activity
takes place outside formal channels (to avoid income taxation).
The real estate market is geared toward ownership rather than
renting, for several reasons. A finished unit can garner high returns
on investment (much higher than in mature western markets), the
costs of owning an apartment or house are low (because property
taxes are low), and people in the region prefer to own rather than
rent (a remnant of Soviet times). But not everyone has the capital to
buy a new home. Young people are most affected, with many continuing to live with parents well into their 30s (Robila 2004).
Local authorities have to take an active role in unlocking rental
markets. One way is to require that private developers building on
publicly owned land set aside units with affordable rents, which can
be rented to individuals and families in a particular income bracket.
Such measures can complement more widespread subsidies and
grants for affordable homeownership. In turn, local authorities can
put in place tenancy laws that protect renters and provide incentives
for developers to invest in rental housing.
Providing Affordable Urban Services Efficiently
In truly sustainable cities, efficient and affordable urban services are
paramount. Efficiency translates into economic viability and environmental consciousness. And affordability takes the social aspect
into consideration, ensuring that all people in the city, regardless of
income, have access to quality services. Improving infrastructure
access can include the assessment of demand for specific services,
understanding of the market structure (feasibility of competition and
natural monopolies with price regulation implications), choice of
regulatory framework (pricing rules and legal framework), and ownership options.
The transition has taken its toll on city infrastructure and the
quality of urban services. Improving this infrastructure and these
services needs to be accompanied by improved local or regional selfgovernment (with less reliance on subsidies and transfers from the
central government) and higher accountability to citizens. Service
providers should have the tools for recovering costs, both from
charges paid by users who are well served and from governments for
service that is a public good or delivered to users unable to pay.
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Ensuring Sustainable Water and Sanitation Services
Offering quality municipal services comes at a price. During the
Soviet era, services were heavily subsidized. This method of financing
municipal services carried over to recent times.
In the long run, depending excessively on public subsidies can
contribute to deteriorating service quality (World Bank 2004). Running utilities sustainably requires balancing economic and social efficiency. Ideally, utilities should be able to recuperate operating costs
through a viable tariff structure and ensure that everyone has access
to quality services. Service providers should be accountable to their
customers, who are also represented by the municipal owners. This
role of local government as an agent should be separated from undue
(short-term) political influence.
Low tariffs are an important element of social policy in Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Tajikistan, Ukraine, and especially Turkmenistan (where
communal services are free) and Uzbekistan (where water tariffs
have not changed since 2002; table 2.6). Local authorities argue that
low tariffs help keep services affordable, but given the development
situation in the region, these authorities lack the resources to provide
good services. Moreover, doing so would be an inefficient use of government resources. The United Nations Development Programme

TABLE 2.6

Water Tariffs and Cross-Subsidy Rates in Regions’ Capital Cities, 2010
Posted residential tariff, dollars
per cubic meter

Cross-subsidy rate, ratio

Chisinau, Moldova

0.74

1.41

Moscow, Russian Federation

0.54

1.31

Yerevan, Armenia

0.35

1.00

Baku, Azerbaijan

0.19

4.67

Kiev, Ukraine

0.16

2.11

Astana, Kazakhstan

0.15

1.81

Tbilisi, Georgia

0.14

3.75

Minsk, Belarus

0.13

2.23

Bishkek, Kyrgyz Republic

0.10

1.77

b

Dushanbe, Tajikistan

0.08

5.07

Tashkent, Uzbekistan

0.04

2.09

Capital city

a

Source: IBNET database.
Note: Data on Ashgabat, Turkmenistan are not available.
a. Tariff set on a per capita basis of GEL 2.40 per cubic meter and a consumption norm of 350 liters per capita per day.
b. Tariff set on a per capita basis of SM 2.47 per cubic meter with a consumption norm of 250 liters per capita per day.
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office in Kazakhstan reported that water tariffs were just 25–33 percent of affordability level, encouraging the wasting of water. Not
much has changed since 2004, when the report was published, with
tariffs changing only symbolically, despite inflation and rising energy
costs.
This state of affairs poses a financial paradox. Almost all utilities
receive subsidies (either subsidies for operations or transfers for
investments) and provide services below costs, by running down
their assets and accumulating debt. Many utilities find this approach
simpler than taking measures to introduce better management practices, since they are confident that local governments will not allow
services to be suspended. So, water service quality is declining, and
utilities may be unsustainable without substantial reforms in tariff
policy and a financing mechanism for municipal infrastructure.
Encouraging Intermunicipal Cooperation
Municipalities often run services in a vacuum, focusing mainly
on their constituents. But many public services are much better
organized regionally, where the benefits of economies of scale
can be reaped. For instance, solid waste management systems
could be run more efficiently if they were organized regionally,
by having one major landfill close to the major regional center
and transfer stations close to smaller cities, rather than having
each city served by its own landfill. Higher efficiency can also
translate into higher profitability and more participation from the
private sector.
Rethinking District Heating System
District heating was the norm in most Soviet cities. If these systems
were run efficiently in the transition years, they could have continued to be a reliable and environmentally friendly means of delivering
heat and hot water to households. But a lack of care and investment
(because of poor cost recovery and little accountability to consumers)
led to the deterioration of networks, thus increasing costs. Water
losses registered because of bad piping are transferred to households,
which have become increasingly resistant to paying for water and
heat they did not receive and for bad service (heat levels often cannot
be adjusted, and heat is delivered regardless of need).
Thus, many people have disconnected themselves from the system
and installed individual heating units. In Armenia, most of the district heating systems stopped service in 1992. The few that remained
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were taken out of service in 2003, when the government stopped
subsidizing them. Many Armenians have switched to individual gasoperated heating units or local solutions, such as boilers that serve an
apartment building or entire block. Low-income households, and
many public institutions, that could not afford individual heating
units have been literally left out in the cold.
To address this issue, Armenia’s government, with the World Bank
and the Global Partnership on Output-Based Aid, put together a
grant scheme that offers incentives for adopting cost-effective heating. By 2009, more than 10,000 poor urban households, and several
schools, had benefited from this program, receiving heat and hot
water efficiently.
In other situations, district heating could become viable again.
Forward-looking cities, such as Copenhagen and Stockholm, have
widely adopted district heating as a way of shrinking their carbon
footprint. But these cities can afford to charge higher tariffs. Many
former Soviet Union cities house vulnerable groups, which are very
sensitive to tariff fluctuations. For these groups, as well as for the
middle class, individual heating solutions may prove more effective.
Local authorities should weigh social, economic, and environmental
considerations and decide what options are best in the long term.
Extending Services to Peripheral Areas
Peripheral areas are underserved in many Eurasian cities, and urban
infrastructure extension often does not keep pace with land developments, forcing new developments on the outskirts of towns—
particularly single-family detached homes—to provide their own
infrastructure. Lacking water and sewerage pipes, many people have
drilled their own wells and constructed individual septic tanks. And
lacking organized trash collection, many people simply throw their
garbage into nearby waterways or dump it into makeshift landfills.
In some instances, slums have formed in those peripheral areas.
This is not a safe or sustainable way for a city to develop. Local
authorities should monitor all new developments, ensuring that zoning regulations are respected and that builders have the necessary
permits. The infrastructure network can be extended appropriately,
based on actual requirements. To some extent, the municipality can
anticipate infrastructure extension needs by putting clear zoning
regulations in place. Thus, if an undeveloped area is zoned for lowdensity, single-family detached homes, new infrastructure requirements will be more modest than what a high-density neighborhood
would require.
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Annex 2A
TABLE 2A.1

Car Registration in the Former Soviet Union, by Country

Country
Russian Federation
Kazakhstan

Population, 2007,
millions

Percent urban, 2008

142.1

73.4

Base year of
registration

Number of
vehicles in base car
registration year

End year of
registration

Number of
vehicles in end car
registration year

Annual vehicle
registration growth
between base year
and end year,
percent

11,832

1993

11,518,900

2007

29,405,000

6.9

GDP per capita,
2008 dollars

57.9

8,513

1993

995,873

2007

2,183,131

6.3

9.7

73.5

6,230

1993

773,582

2007

2,329,450

8.2

Azerbaijan

8.6

51.9

5,315

1993

263,315

2007

616,853

6.3

Ukraine

46.5

68.0

3,899

1993

4,235,700

2007

5,939,244

2.4

Armenia

3.0

63.9

3,873

1993

282,448

2007

296,877

0.4

Turkmenistan

4.9

48.6

3,039

1993

214,100

2007

404,015

4.6

Georgia

4.4

52.7

2,970

1993

468,763

2007

416,106

–0.8

Moldova

3.7

41.8

1,694

1993

166,440

2007

338,944

5.2

26.9

36.8

1,023

1993

861,000

1994

971,800

12.9

Kyrgyz Republic

5.2

36.3

958

1993

188,200

2007

229,807

1.5

Tajikistan

6.7

26.5

751

1993

200,700

2007

192,403

–0.3

Uzbekistan

Sources: World Bank 2011, United Nations Statistics Division.
Note: GDP = gross domestic product.
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Belarus
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Improving Transit Infrastructure and Services
The dramatic changes in urban transport conditions in Eurasian
countries resulted in many issues that governments have not fully
addressed at either the national or local governmental levels. Government actions will be particularly important in addressing the lack
of appropriate laws and regulations, which impedes effective
responses to improve urban transport conditions. Part of the problem
is that cities need changes in national legislation, which is out of their
control, to act as needed. For example, charging for on-street parking
is illegal in some countries. Where it is legal, the fees charged or fines
levied are restricted in some cases, making viable parking programs
difficult to administer. Another example: there are too many exemptions for various classes of public transit riders, which are not
matched with compensation from the central governments to the cities that operate the systems.
The urban infrastructure from the Soviet era was not designed to
handle the current car load and use, and it has to be completely
revamped. Today, a disproportionate amount of urban transit expenditure in former Soviet Union cities goes to new road development, often
at the expense of current infrastructure, which is left to deteriorate.
Additional traffic also creates congestion. Most large Eurasian cities face traffic congestion–related issues—some can be solved through
strategic and efficient traffic management, but others require targeted
policies. London tackled its congestion problems by introducing
charges for all vehicles entering the urban core.
To rid cities of unsightly makeshift garages built on public land
around apartment blocks, policy makers should encourage privately
managed underground or above-ground neighborhood parking
garages, which would remove cars from street curbs.
Eurasian cities are fairly well served by public transit, though there
is a need to increase efficiency and financial sustainability. Moscow’s
metro is one of the most heavily used systems in the world. And several other Eurasian cities also have working metro systems or are in
the process of building them (see table 2A.2). The performance and
efficiency of public transport services can be improved by consolidating the number of bus service providers (to encourage economies of
scale and reduce the complexity of system integration); lengthening
and making other alterations to concession agreements (to encourage or require that private operators invest in better vehicles and provide better services); engaging in better route planning, extending
service, and integrating modes of transit; and selectively increasing
fares and reducing passenger exemptions (to improve cost recovery
of service providers).
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TABLE 2A.2

Length and Capacity of Metro Systems in the Former Soviet Union, by City, 2010

City

Population

Moscow, Russian
Federation

10,509,592

2,573

292.2

St. Petersburg, Russian
Federation

4,502,991

878

Kiev, Ukraine

2,740,312

642

Kharkiv, Ukraine

1,459,908

Baku, Azerbaijan

1,202,258

Tbilisi, Georgia

1,140,408

Minsk, Belarus

1,763,899

252

30.3

Nizhny Novgorod,
Russian Federation

1,256,488

33

15.3

2.16

26.2

Yerevan, Armenia

1,091,235

17

13.4

1.27

15.6

Kazan, Russian
Federation

1,120,320

7

8.0

0.88

n.a.

Tashkent, Uzbekistan

2,194,272

164

37.5

4.4

57.9

Novosibirsk, Russian
Federation

1,372,332

70

14.3

4.9

55.4

Samara, Russian
Federation

1,143,346

27

10.2

3.5

23.2

Yekaterinburg, Russian
Federation

1,308,441

20

8.6

3.9

22.1

Dnipropetrovsk, Ukraine

1,044,770

15

7.8

2.1

14.3

Almaty, Kazakhstan

1,372,660

Under construction

8.6a

n.a.

n.a.

750,000

Construction of elevated
light rail system planned
for 2010

35

n.a.

n.a.

1,123,395

Under construction; 69
million passengers
annually projected

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

987,453

Under construction

70.0

n.a.

n.a.

Chelyabinsk, Russian
Federation

1,089,328

Under construction

6.7

n.a.

n.a.

Krasnoyarsk, Russian
Federation

931,536

Under construction

8.5

n.a.

n.a.

Sochi, Russian
Federation

330,156

Under construction

86.4

n.a.

n.a.

1,044,852

Planned

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Astana, Kazakhstan

Omsk, Russian
Federation
Donetsk, Ukraine

Rostov-on-Don, Russian
Federation

System length,
kilometers

Annual number of
passengers per
kilometer, millions

Annual number of
passengers, millions

Annual metro trips
per capita

8.81

244.8

110.2

7.97

195.0

59.9

10.72

234.3

278

35.4

7.85

190.4

176

32

5.5

146.4

26.4

3.48

80.5

91.8

11.5

142.8

continued
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TABLE 2A.2

Continued

City
Krasnodar, Russian
Federation

Annual number of passengers, millions

System length,
kilometers

Annual number of
passengers per
kilometer, millions

702,427

Planned

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

975,150

Existing metro tram
serves 50 million
passengers a year

13.5

3.7

n.a.

730,739

Existing metro tram

17.7

n.a.

n.a.

Population

Volgograd, Russian
Federation
Kryvyi Rih, Ukraine

Annual metro trips
per capita

Sources: World Gazetteer, http://world-gazetteer.com/MetroSoyuza, www.metrosoyuza.net/; individual websites of transit authorities in selected former Soviet
Union cities.
Note: n.a. = not applicable.
a. There is a big construction project underway that will bring the length to 45 kilometers.

Notes
1. Indeed, Soviet planners worked under the assumption that the market
was inherently incapable of generating the right outcomes for the economy and society.
2. Housing markets are subject to market inefficiencies in capitalist systems.
Where people cannot afford housing, public measures, such as housing
subsidies, are needed. Land allocation by planners for public purposes,
such as parks and infrastructure, considers land values but balances the
demand for profitable uses against the public need.
3. One could argue that many mass housing (tract) developments in capitalist city suburbs are no more appealing than Soviet neighborhoods—and
sometimes even worse, in the costs of extending infrastructure networks
and encouraging private cars.
4. In 2007, after years of market development, former Soviet Union countries were still far behind Western European countries in available retail
space. Russia had 39 square meters of gross leasable shopping center
space per 1,000 inhabitants, and Ukraine just 19 square meters. These
figures are an order of magnitude lower than in the Netherlands (448
square meters), Sweden (408), the United Kingdom (266), or France
(245) (see Dijkman 2009).
5. This density pattern is not equally strong in all developed cities. Many
factors affect the way land is valued. In the United States, cars and low
fuel costs have often made land more valuable in suburban areas, leaving
central cities devoid of people and flattening the density profile across the
city radius, as low transport costs encourage higher consumption of land
in the periphery.
6. For a discussion of a similar phenomenon in Germany in the 1990s, see
World Bank (2009). This dichotomy between what planners wanted and
what people wanted is well illustrated by events in Germany after reunification. The Federal Republic of Germany was in the midst of developing
a service-based economy, while the former German Democratic Republic
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remained heavily industrialized. Over a short time, women—who adapt
much more rapidly to a service-based economy than men do—migrated
from the former German Democratic Republic to the Federal Republic of
Germany, leaving a largely male population behind.
7. In Russia, there is also a large gap in life expectancy at birth between men
and women: during the transition years, women lived on average
12 years longer than men.
8. The World Bank prepared a guidance note—The Management of Brownfields
Redevelopment (World Bank 2010)—for cities in Eastern Europe and Central Asia, highlighting the benefits, issues, and procedures of reusing
already developed land.
9. Such a policy for apartment buildings assumes that some entity (such as a
homeowner association) takes responsibility for the exterior and that the
cost can be funded by the residents collectively.
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CHAPTER 3

Connecting Cities

Spotlight—Connecting Tajikistan
The whistle of a gentle breeze, and the faint buzzing of a bee
in the sky. It was a sunny day at the border post between
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, but there wasn’t much action. The
large metal gate across the road was locked, and the border
post seemingly deserted. We began banging a brick on the
gate to get someone’s attention. The Uzbek border guards
were inside their hut watching football.
This was certainly not the thriving border crossing one
might expect from its location between Tajikistan’s second
largest city (Khujand; population 193,800) and the prosperous
Uzbek cities in the Ferghana Valley (Andijon, Fergana, Kokand,
Margilon, and Namangan; combined population 1.3 million).
The reason appears to be political rather than physical: the
border is “thick” with time-consuming paperwork, procedures, and arbitrary delays. Traders in the Tajik marketplace in
Khujand source their fruit juice from the Kyrgyz Republic and
their figs from Afghanistan, but avoid Uzbek imports wherever possible. Our simple journey on foot—two people with
83
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one small suitcase each—entailed more than 90 minutes of
waiting while paperwork was filled out and processed and
documents checked. The contrast to the border between
Tajikistan and the Kyrgyz Republic a few miles away was striking: several cars and a small truck passed through in quick
succession, and the whole process took 10–15 minutes. But
in Tajikistan’s cities, industries are visibly constrained by thick
international borders.
Compare this situation with the fluid passenger and
cargo movements taking place in the world’s more economically dynamic regions. In the Pearl River Delta, one
can “work in Hong Kong and live in Macao; live in Hong
Kong and trade in Shenzhen; live in Zhuhai and work in
Zhongshan; work in Foshan and live in Guangzhou; live and
work any place at all, yet still have a weekend residence in
Nansha” (Gutierrez and Portefaix 2005). In the Ferghana
Valley, why can one not work in Kokand and live in Khujand;
live in Kokand and trade in Batken; live in Isfara and work in
Ferghana; work in Margilon and live in Osh? Why cannot
the cement and brick factories on the Tajik side of the border expand their production by selling to Uzbekistan, and
why cannot the UzDaewoo car parts production lines in
Asaka and Andijan benefit from selling more of their
speedy and efficient cars to Tajikistan and the Kyrgyz
Republic? These cities are mostly connected by good
roads, but separated merely by bureaucratic boundaries.
Indeed, Tajiks now need a visa to cross into Uzbekistan.
Cities and countries elsewhere in Eurasia also face connectivity challenges, especially because of the complex issues
that need to be worked on regionally. For example, the economic impact of Georgia’s new highway to its Black Sea
ports, or a new railway to Turkey, will be constrained unless its
neighbor Azerbaijan also mirrors its border reforms and transport investments and unless Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan
unblock their congested monopoly on Caspian Sea ferry
transport. Georgia will be hoping that its successes are strong
enough to demonstrate economic benefits to its neighbors.
The power of connectivity to bring economic benefits is
demonstrated within countries, too. In Kazakhstan the population of Karaganda shrank dramatically from 614,000 in 1989
to 436,000 in 1999, but has now turned around, rising to
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460,000 in 2009. It shrank because of the rapidly declining
demand for steel, coal, copper, and machinery from Karaganda (and neighboring Temirtau). Its renaissance—with
higher real wages and grand city plans for a new sports hall
and leisure facilities—has been prompted by a new road with
two lanes in each direction to Astana, the capital (reducing
the journey from 4 to 2 hours), and its place on the country’s
new express train line, which links Karaganda to Almaty
(Kazakhstan’s largest city) and Astana.

Key Issues
• Eurasia’s physical infrastructure is gradually shifting from a
hierarchical structure oriented toward Moscow, to a more
multipolar structure reflecting the emerging economic
importance of Europe and Asia.
• Big gains could come from better interstate cooperation on
land transport corridor management, as borders and bottlenecks hamper trade. Cities could better connect by introducing less restrictive international aviation policies, encouraging
competition in air transport markets, and promoting information and communications technology (ICT) connectivity.
• Institutions have been established to develop, manage, and
regulate connectivity infrastructure and services, but progress is slow in some countries.

Soviet planners did not figure the “cost of distance” in their decisions.
They created large industrial towns in remote areas to serve single
industries or in locations with multiple industries. Output and plan
fulfillment dominated the system, with little regard to the cost of a
particular region. Because transport costs were subsidized, Soviet
enterprises were located in remote regions regardless of their
distance from input sources and potential markets.
The result: a system with too many dispersed cities that underexploited agglomeration economies, along with excessive trade volumes among the Soviet republics. The 1989 census for the Soviet
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Union reports more than 2,500 towns with fewer than 5,000 residents. Trade within the Soviet Union exceeded its trade potential by
about 43 times, if potential is taken as proportional to the gross
domestic products (GDPs) of the trading countries and the distance
between them (Fidrmuc and Fidrmuc 2000).
This chapter explores the factors that shaped interurban and international connectivity between cities in Eurasia and beyond. It
emphasizes the policy and institutional dimensions of transport and
telecommunications as the connecting systems that ease the movement of goods, people, and information across cities and countries.

The Soviet Past: Connecting to a Preeminent Center
Two main forces affected the development of transport systems
between cities in the Soviet Union: a state-driven dispersive force,
which sought to distribute urban life across the country to eradicate
inequality across regions—and a central bureaucracy, which channeled power and subordination along the administrative chain of
command. The interaction of these forces led to a hierarchical network of cities that were more evenly distributed by size than in other
countries. And relations between the cities were governed by this
hierarchy. Governments of lower level cities were constrained by and
dependent on cities at the next level in the political hierarchy for
planning. Interactions, and thus transport links, were designed and
centered on this geographical chain, creating hierarchical pyramids
that lacked or had very limited horizontal links.
The massive size of the Soviet Union influenced its transport system. The Russian Federation alone is the largest country in the world
(17 million square kilometers), with almost 40,000 kilometers of
coastline and long distances between the eastern and western
extremities (almost 10,000 kilometers separate Vladivostok and
St. Petersburg). Moreover, Central Asia has the second-highest concentration of landlocked countries after Africa, and one of the most
difficult terrains on Earth. Some 70 percent of Turkmenistan and
large portions of Kazakhstan (the world’s ninth-largest country and
its largest landlocked country) and Uzbekistan are deserts, and their
border areas are mountainous. Long distances and lack of accessibility created substantial transport challenges.
Railways were the most important transport mode in Soviet times,
carrying some 89 percent of freight volume before World War II (Khachaturov 1945). Waterborne transport came next, carrying only
8 percent, a very low figure explained partly by the limited access to
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the region’s frozen waterways during wintertime. To worsen matters,
international sea trade was limited to specific commodities (petroleum, coal, wood, and grain) and a handful of partner countries—and
handled by a monopolistic freight forwarding agency. Road freight
services were used as feeders for railways and in short-haul distribution, comprising only 3 percent of the total freight volume. The
remaining freight was transported by air, though marginal at the time.
As the average length of freight hauls grew (due to greater regional
specialization and the depletion of nearby deposits of raw materials)
and transport costs rose (due to inefficiencies in transport management), savings had to be achieved through higher efficiency in operations, disagglomeration, higher regional self-sufficiency, and
alternative transport modes, such as the underused system of inland
waterways. The attempted diversion of a large portion of the rail
trade between Central Asia and European Russia to Caspian Sea
routes increased inland navigation, with new route operations and
vessels (such as train ferries from Krasnovodsk to Baku). Also, the
completion of the Trans-Kazakh line linking the Karagandy coal
reserves to the Urals and western Siberia—and its connection in 1953
to the Turkestan-Siberia line—reduced the average regional length of
haul by strengthening interdependence between Central Asia and
Kazakhstan (Taaffe 1962).

Railways Throughout the Empire
Connectivity during Soviet times was largely about railways. Partly
due to the dispersion of production across a vast territory, the transportation of cargo in the Soviet economy represented a larger share
of GDP than in western economies (Raballand 2004; Strong and
others 1996). In western Russia, cities sprung up where they did for
the same reasons they did elsewhere in Europe: to insulate the capital from military threat, and because of their proximity to waterways. In the east and elsewhere, railways were the most influential
factor behind cities’ expansion.1 Cities were created along railway
lines either to support the national economy by extracting resources
or to promote the socialist ideology. The railway network in the
western part of the empire had the densest structure and radiated
from M
 oscow, but in the east and elsewhere, its configuration was
mainly linear. The system became so extensive that most cities were
within 10 kilometers of a railway line (Iyer 2003).
Soon after World War II, vast stretches of the Soviet railway
system were electrified to increase efficiency and industrial potential.
This allowed the railways to use more locally generated energy and
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avoid petroleum products, which had to be hauled over long distances (Wohl 1945). The lines chosen for electrification were those
that carried high volumes of traffic, passed through mountainous
areas, or traversed deserts, where steam locomotives were inadequate. Electrification also extended to urban commuter systems.
Cities—mainly in Russia and the western part of Eurasia—saw their
systems electrified first.
By 1990, the Soviet railway system was one of the world’s most
extensive and complex transport systems. It comprised 151,000 kilometers of industrial or “own account” railways (such as industrial
conglomerates operating their own trains and wagons), integrating
operations across 11 time zones. Its 60,000 locomotives managed
almost 1.5 million freight wagons and more than 50,000 passenger
cars, carrying half the world’s freight traffic. Russia had the largest
share, with almost 60 percent of tracks and 68 percent of tonkilometers. Ukraine accounted for about 16 percent of tracks and
13 percent of ton-kilometers, and Kazakhstan for 10 percent of
tracks and 11 percent of ton-kilometers.

The Role of Trucking
Long distances, heavy cargoes, and the government’s reluctance to
invest in highway transport meant that trucking was less effective
than rail transport. Even so, before the breakup of the Soviet Union,
about 3.2 million trucks were engaged in commercial road transport
activities, most assigned to a few giant, vertically integrated organizations operating as monopolies within each republic. Agroprom—the
second-largest operator, with more than 700,000 trucks, for the
roughly 26,000 state and collective farms—hauled agricultural products among farms and to food-processing plants; its trucks were also
used in some intercity transport. For-hire trucking, overseen by
Rosavtotrans, transported 18 percent of all tonnage moved by truck
in Russia.2 Its constituent organizations were trucking associations
that operated 30–40 enterprises, which collectively owned an average of 200 trucks and enjoyed a commodity-specific or geographic
monopoly within the oblast.

Air Transport Behind the Curtain
By the time of the breakup of the Soviet Union, air transport was one
of the most popular transport modes (Sagers and Maraffa 1990). As
with other transport modes, geography was a key driver behind the
expansion of Aeroflot, the Soviet centrally planned airline. Given the
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enormous distances in the former Soviet Union, time savings from
air travel were larger than those from other transport. Technological
advances made aviation even more attractive for passengers when
scheduled jet services became available in the 1950s. Moreover, climatic conditions barred physical infrastructure beyond the permafrost line, leaving a large part of Eurasia isolated during wintertime
(Porch 1964). Thus, capital expenditures to develop airport and air
navigation infrastructure were deemed minimal compared with
those for other transport.
Another factor contributing to air travel’s popularity was its lower
cost for domestic services (Kish 1958). Land and air transport fares
were set to curb congestion in trunk railway lines by diverting longhaul passenger rail traffic to airplanes. For example, Aeroflot fares
between cities with a railway connection were discounted 40 percent
(Jenkins 1963; MacDonald 1975).
In the early 1950s, Eurasia was isolated from international commercial air transport. Only a few western airlines introduced services
to Eurasia after 1954, and in each case, Aeroflot flew a parallel service
to the corresponding capital on a strict reciprocal basis.3 As part of the
Soviet policy to minimize foreign penetration, all airlines from nonEurasian or satellite republics were restricted to “gateway points” near
its borders. And they were not permitted to cross any major portion of
Soviet territory, much less to continue to third countries (Heymann
1958). Even so, Aeroflot introduced interline agreements to facilitate
flight connections with western carriers at specific points to ease luggage check-in and ticketing at the origin point for the entire trip.
Until the early 1960s, air transport planners favored expanding
direct services from Moscow to the Soviet capitals and many major
cities. Air services were divided into two kinds. “All-Union” air services comprised trunk routes from Moscow to the capitals of the 14
other republics and more than 100 regional administrative centers
(accounting for 60 percent of passenger traffic in 1973). These services
were operated according to Aeroflot’s central timetable, presumably
after extensive research by the Ministry of Civil Aviation. “Local” air
services had scheduled regional and local flights within the boundaries of a republic, region, or district. From local administrative centers,
29 different Aeroflot directorates had regular services to about 3,500
towns and villages throughout Eurasia, accounting for a large share of
feeder traffic onto trunk “all-Union” routes (MacDonald 1975).
As for cargo, Aeroflot established regular freight services interlinking up to 44 cities in the early 1960s, using mostly turboprop aircraft
based in Moscow. Seasonal requirements for carrying perishables
from main producing areas of southern Eurasia to central and
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 orthern Eurasia were counterbalanced by fish products and seafood
n
flying the opposite way. Air freight services were essential in Eurasia’s
most isolated regions (such as Siberia), providing necessary services
during wintertime and performing air-bridge (rail or sea to air) operations from nodal points along the Trans-Siberian railway line, ports
in the Okhotsk Sea, and northern parts of the former Soviet Union
(MacDonald 1975).
By 1990, air transport comprised almost 35 percent of all intercity
passenger travel. The staggeringly low fares and huge popularity of
air travel transformed Aeroflot into the world’s largest airline, with
more than 130 million passengers a year. After the breakup of the
Soviet Union, regional Civil Aviation Directorates that had served
under Moscow were separated. Aircrafts, airports, and air traffic control facilities were allocated to each directorate in different geographical locations, where air passenger operations were later resumed
under newly created airlines (“Baby-flots”) in different Eurasian
republics (World Bank 1993).

Government Control over Communications
Like other infrastructure in the Soviet Union, communications systems were controlled by the government, primarily from transmit
decisions affecting the economy, national security, and administrative functions throughout Eurasia. The Ministry of Communications
was responsible for telegraph and telephone transmissions, communications satellites, and the postal service. Postal and telegraph infrastructure was spread widely across the country.
The Soviet Union was a world leader in developing advanced
communications technologies. In 1965, it inaugurated the Molniya
satellite communications system, linking Moscow to towns and military installations throughout the country. The system enabled
retransmission of radio and television broadcasts originating in
Moscow. Several other satellite communications systems were also
launched in the 1970s and 1980s. Since the breakup, the republics
have struggled, facing huge costs to replace Soviet-era systems.

The Transitional Present: Living in a Multihub World
The aftermath of the breakup was marked by a series of challenges.
Among the most important was the absence or weakness of
institutions for managing transport, aggravated by the abrupt

changes in traffic and transport use that followed. However, the
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Soviet Union’s fragmentation as a whole had immediate consequences. While most operations had been centralized, the multiplication of intervening entities quickly highlighted the lack of an
alternative mechanism for coproducing policies with neighboring
countries. Difficulties with funding, maintaining, and improving
transport and communications systems also emerged.

Establishing New National Institutions and Policies
One of the immediate legacies of the breakup was that the centralized bodies no longer available could guide policy formulation and
implementation. As in other sectors, a vacuum was left in institutions
responsible for planning and managing transport. And filling the
institutional and planning gaps remains one of the more important
challenges Eurasian countries face as they seek to better manage
their transport both locally and nationally.
Institutional development took two forms: establishing ministries
and agencies responsible for the transport sector—and designing
strategic plans for its development. Several Eurasian countries had to
establish ministries for transport. Countries started with—and still
have—different capacities, and they reformed at different paces.
Azerbaijan, for example, established a ministry of transport in 1998
and has progressed substantially since then to encourage the private
sector to provide transport services.
Before the ministry, the Cabinet of Azerbaijan handled all transport matters. The government also separated the regulatory and operational responsibilities of state agencies in the transport sector.
Azeravtonagliyyat, the former parastatal, now handles regulatory
activities, acting as a de facto ministry in the road sector. Since a presidential decree in 2000, the former Caspian Shipping has been vested
with all shipping authorities of the Ministry of Transport, even though
it continues to act as an operator in the sector. Policy for the transport
sector comprises laws, decrees, and regulations, including the Law
on Transport, Law on Communication, Law on Road Traffic, and Law
on Roads. The sector’s institutional fragmentation hinders coordination across modes and strategic management. There has been some
privatization, with most road transport operations now run commercially and most road haulage firms run by private operators.

The Changing Face of Land Transport
Rail transport dominated passenger and freight transport during the
Soviet era. Its continued importance depended on the long distances
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between centers and the fact that the commodities carried were
largely bulk, such as raw materials. In addition, countries were likely
to continue to favor railway transport for strategic reasons. It is not
surprising, then, that this sector suffered the most after the breakup.
But new trade patterns greatly increased the demand for road freight
services, creating new challenges to provide adequate infrastructure
and regulation for the sector.
Organizing, Downsizing, and Redirecting Railways
In 1992, the railway system was disbanded and succeeded by 19
regionally autonomous railway administrations. Whereas a single
management team previously ran the railways, 19 teams now run
individual national systems, complicating coordination. Moreover,
controls at new international borders forced trains to stop to change
crews and locomotives. To prevent the total disintegration of rail
operations, a Railway Transport Council was established early in
1992 to coordinate functions (World Bank 1993). It reflected the
realization very early on that railway transport would continue to be
important to most of the newly independent republics.
Railway performance since 1992 has varied across the region.
Output and incomes declined dramatically through the 1990s, causing demand for railway services to decline (figure 3.1). The railways
of Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Russia rebounded quickly, however: by
about 2007, output in these systems had returned to 1992 levels. In
other countries, notably Azerbaijan and the Kyrgyz Republic, volumes recovered much more slowly, now accounting for less than
half of what they were before the breakup. The different recovery
paces reveal the extent to which capacity was overdesigned in
places, leaving some railway systems with excessively large workforces and massive underused infrastructure that are costly to
maintain.
Until the late 1980s, the bulk of Eurasia’s rail traffic went to or
through Moscow, reflecting not only a by-product of the capital’s
influence, but also the lack of connecting links with bordering economies to the east and west. Since the early 1990s, some trade volumes
have been redirected and new connections developed—such as
between the Turkmen and Iranian networks in 1996—driven by
both economic imperatives and geopolitical considerations. In general, there has been growing emphasis on Central Asia. Kazakhstan,
and Almaty in particular, has become an important node in the
continental railway system. New lines wholly within Russia run
between the east and St. Petersburg.
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FIGURE 3.1

Railway Traffic Volumes in the Soviet Union and Successor Countries,
1985–2007
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Meeting the Growing Demands on Roads
Changes in transport patterns reflect changes in the volumes, directions, and types of trade flows within Eurasia. Most Eurasian countries export bulk commodities and import manufactured products
from Western Europe—the latter better suited for road transport. So,
one of the most important trends has been the rapid growth of road
transport, affecting individual cities, entry points, and expenditures.
Negatively, the increase in road transport has reduced road safety in
most countries (box 3.1).
Although rail transport still comprises a large share of traffic in
ton-kilometers, road traffic has grown rapidly. However, Eurasian
roads were designed to carry a maximum single-axle load limit of
10 tons, and many roads were even designed for axle loads of only
6 tons. These limits are well below the international standards in
Europe, where the gross vehicle mass is about 40 tons. This situation
has led to a rapid deterioration of roads in nearly all Eurasian countries, raising the demand for funding for road rehabilitation and
maintenance.
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BOX 3.1
Declining Road Safety
As road transport has grown, road safety has declined. Countries enjoying rapid economic
growth since the breakup (such as Kazakhstan and Russia) have increased motorization
rapidly—without adequate infrastructure. Over 1990–2003, the number of cars per 1,000 people grew 120 percent in the Commonwealth of Independent States (World Bank 2009b).
Most vehicles in former Soviet Union countries are old, with substandard safety features. For
this and other reasons, road safety is dire. The average mortality rate from road traffic accidents in
the former Soviet Union is 21.8 per 100,000—nearly three times that of major Western European
countries (7.9 per 100,000). Kazakhstan has the highest mortality rate (30.6 per 100,000), followed by Russia (25.2) and the Kyrgyz Republic (22.8). Russia led the world in deaths from road
accidents, at more than 33,000 in 2007. The vast majority of fatalities are suffered by urban
pedestrians, according to the World Bank (2009b). This study attributes the deteriorating road
safety environment to three main risk factors:
• Road design features, including those that expose pedestrians to vehicles.
• Lack of effective regulation and enforcement of laws about vehicle condition, risky behavior,
and driver education and training.
• Driver behavior, including speeding; driving recklessly; drinking and driving; not using seatbelts, helmets, and other protective equipment; and using mobile phones, especially for
texting.
Source: World Bank 2009b.

Although after the breakup the central government had no formal
price-setting mechanism for motor freight tariffs, there was some de
facto regulation of rates at the municipal level and oblast in for-hire
trucking. But as countries became more connected to Western
Europe, they were exposed to more developed and sophisticated
transport services—and adhered to international conventions. For
instance, all Eurasian countries have ratified the Convention on the
Contract for the International Carriage of Goods by Road of 1956,
and all but Uzbekistan have ratified the Convention on Road Traffic
of 1968 as well as the Convention on International Transport of
Goods under Cover of Transit International Routier Carnets (TIR
Convention) of 1975. Considerable road transport operations now
take place through Turkey, for example.
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Constraints on Water Transport
Given the limited extent of navigable rivers, most of the river transport system remained under Russian ownership following the
breakup. Government policy in river shipping fostered the free negotiation of contracts, the removal of regulated tariffs, infrastructure
financing through user fees rather than subsidies, and the spinoff of
shipping companies from other enterprises, among other features
(Strong and others 1996; World Bank 1993).
Eurasia depends on only a few seaports for external trade. The old
maritime shipping system was organized under specialization, with
each carrier and port developed to manage a specific part of Soviet
trade, leaving disjointed water transport and infrastructure assets. Each
shipping company in the merchant marine fleet was assigned ports to
serve, with little overlap or competition (the shipping lines owned the
ships). Russia’s major seaports were owned by the regionally based
national ship carriers. The central authorities determined the ships and
cargo that went to each port. As a result, most ports became highly
specialized (Strong and others 1996; World Bank 1993).
Water transport was already losing traffic before the breakup. And
by 1992, the international ocean, national sabotage, and river transport’s share of total freight tonnage had fallen to only 2.6 percent,
down from 8.0 percent during World War II.
The disruption of seaborne trade links has been minimal, mainly
because many Eurasian countries are landlocked, forcing them to rely
on their coastal neighbors for sea access. The largest port remains
St. Petersburg, which handled about 1.3 million 20-foot equivalent
units in 2009 (table 3.1). The other major ports and port cities are also
in Russia, though the ports in the Caucasus provide the shortest route
between Central Asia and Europe. Batumi and Poti on the Black Sea
in Georgia, Baku and Dyubendi in Azerbaijan, and Ilyichevski in
Ukraine are critical for the landlocked republics. Eurasian countries
also use ports in the Islamic Republic of Iran and Turkey, and some
major regional trade corridors have been designed to promote these
trade routes.

Opening Air Transport
Air traffic in the former republics fell sharply after the breakup. Passenger flows across the former Soviet Union declined to about onesixth of the volumes prior to the collapse. But airfreight and passenger
demand have grown rapidly since 2001. According to different estimates, air traffic will almost triple within the Commonwealth of
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TABLE 3.1

Maritime Port Volumes in the Former Soviet Union, 2009
20-foot equivalent units
Port

Volume

St. Petersburg, Russian Federation

1,341,850

Novorossiysk, Russian Federation

307,188

Ilyichevsk, Ukraine

256,825

Odessa, Ukraine

255,461

Vladivostok, Russian Federation

227,978

Poti, Georgia

172,800

Kaliningrad, Russian Federation

94,516

Vanino, Russian Federation

22,991

Batumi, Georgia

8,813

Mariupol, Ukraine

4,412

Source: Containerization International. http://www.ci-online.co.uk/.
Note: Table shows volumes of largest ports only.

Independent States in the next 20 years (Boeing Commercial Airplanes 2011). A major source for this projected growth is the expansion of Russia—Eurasia’s most diverse and wealthy market. Russian
aeronautical infrastructure and related activities range from state-ofthe-art airports moving more than 20 million passengers annually, to
local airfields in isolated regions with limited access to air services
and faulty airside facilities. Russia is also where market dynamics are
most vibrant: more carriers compete, and more carriers go out of
business while others enter the market. In the rest of Eurasia, aviation markets are mainly concentrated in the capital’s airport, and one
or two major cities at best. In some cases, their flag carriers are still
the descendants of the Aeroflot Regional Directorate fleets, which
were spun off and later reabsorbed by the newly created republics.
After the breakup, institutions had to be rebuilt (sometimes with
limited material and human resources), including bilateral agreements
to govern international air travel. While some countries chose to
adhere to international standards and market principles, others continued with centralized planning and state monopolies for air transport.
With such diverging patterns of development in air transport, cities
across the region also endured radically different access to air services.
Moscow’s Everlasting Centrality
Since the deregulation of aviation markets in the 1970s, researchers
have applied elements of graph theory and social network analysis to
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airline schedules to measure the interconnectedness of cities and
their main airports (Bowen 2002). This approach often focused solely
on the geographical aspects of connectivity (the number of cities covered by air services, clustering within a specific region).4 Regulatory
regimes were also studied because they defined the terms under
which carriers could provide cross-border air services. But the rising
importance of global hubs for connecting passengers and cargo has
led to further study from a temporal perspective in the past 15 years
(Burghouwt 2004).
Node centrality, one of the most popular concepts for evaluating
air transport connectivity, is a measure of the average “distance” (not
geographical, but in number of flights) between cities within a network—the closer the distance with other elements, the more central
a point is (table 3.2).5 As such, Moscow remains the most dominant
and central city in Eurasia’s aviation network, followed by Kiev,
St. Petersburg, and Tashkent, consistent with previous empirical
evidence (Derudder, Devriendt, and Witlox 2007).6 This also reflects
disparities in air transport development among the different Soviet
republics since the breakup, not only in traffic generation (seat
capacity departing from all capital cities accounts for only half of that
in Moscow), but also in infrastructure, technology, human capital,
and regulatory and institutional capacities.
As in any transition, demographics and the concentration of economic, political, and government functions influence market reorganization. This was true in the reconfiguration of airline routes in
the past 10 years, especially in Central Russia, where networks lost
considerable density after the domestic was deregulated. Most
notably, routes flying astride Moscow that connected cities in the
Southern and Central districts with the North-Western, Ural, and
Volga Federal Districts were affected. A plausible explanation is that
regional carriers offering nonstop services between second- and
third-tier cities faced growing competition from the larger carriers’
connecting flights through Moscow, which offered more flexibility
and more destinations. The introduction of narrow bodies has also
extended the range of operations (and the catchment area of major
hubs), raising the number of aircraft turnarounds compared with
turboprops and the number of available flights a week. As these
point-to-point routes ceased, available seat capacity at these cities
was lost, replaced by major airlines’ flights to their own hubs or
taken over by other regional carriers that were part of the major
airlines’ networks.7
Airline networks in the region have become increasingly concentrated in space and time (see table 3A.1). Seat and belly-hold capacity
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TABLE 3.2

Centrality Indicators for Capital Cities in Eurasian Aviation Network

Number of destinations served, degreea
City

Closeness centrality
(0 = min; 1 = max)

Weekly
outbound seat
capacity,
thousands

Reachable
network cities
with direct
flight, percent

Main destinations percentage of total seats

2000

2011

1958

2011

2011

2011

2011

Yerevan

3

37

44

0.21

0.50

18.4

15

Moscow (40), Dubai (6)

Baku

8

34

50

0.25

0.48

31.1

9

Moscow (24), Istanbul (20)

Minsk

7

20

30

0.29

0.48

14.9

6

Moscow (23), Vienna (10)

Tbilisi

5

25

34

0.24

0.46

14.3

3

Istanbul (24), Kiev (13)

Almaty

6

32

43

0.24

0.47

44.5

4

Astana (19), Moscow (9)

Chisinau

3

24

22

0.28

0.48

12.6

7

Moscow (21), Istanbul (17)

Bishkek

5

19

16

0.25

0.47

12.1

5

Osh (30), Moscow/Istanbul (13)

b

Moscow

26

177

243

0.38

0.85

601.8

83

Dushanbe

3

3

31

0.24

0.47

15.3

7

Moscow (16), St. Petersburg (9)

Ashkhabad

4

15

21

0.25

0.48

21.0

6

Dashoguz (19), Turkmenabad (15)

11

50

93

0.29

0.54

81.3

28

Moscow (11), Tel Aviv (4)

9

57

59

0.31

0.48

38.5

10

Moscow (11), Istanbul (5)

Kiev
Tashkent

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Data In Intelligence Out (DIIO) data on combined passenger/cargo services, March 2011.
a. Number of links or nonrepeated connections that a particular city has.
b. Accounts for Sheremetyevo, Domodedovo, and Vnukovo airports.

St. Petersburg (14)
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is thus more unevenly distributed across cities, and the time gap
between arrivals and departures is smaller. From the perspective of
the largest cities near major airline hubs, concentration can have benefits through wider network coverage and greater flight availability.
But evidence indicates that smaller, more remote cities do not always
benefit from concentration. Indeed, smaller airports in the United
States and Europe endured substantial losses in the number of destinations and frequency of service (mostly to other small airports) from
the deregulation and intensification of “hubbing” practices (GAO
1997; Graham 1995, 1998; Reynolds-Feighan 1995). Yet, even when
the number of direct destinations or flight frequencies (direct connectivity) declines for smaller airports, available connections (indirect
connectivity) through major hubs may rise.
About a quarter of the cities in Eurasia’s aviation network suffered
a net loss of scheduled air services in both destinations and flight frequency in the past 10 years (see table 3A.2). Still, 80 percent of them
have gained connections at other hubs and traffic stations, while only
a few small airports have lost both direct and indirect connectivity.
But 95 percent of the increase in smaller airports’ indirect connections became available through Moscow’s three airports. In other
words, for the possible peripheralization of smaller cities in response
to changes in network structure, some counterbalancing forces come
into play. Even so, relying more on a few central transfer points or
hubs can have inherent costs for travelers, through delays and higher
hub premiums (Evans and Kessides 1993; Holloway 2007). Indeed,
one of the most debated subjects in air transport relates to the degree
of market fragmentation (nonstop hub bypass routes) that may
develop due to congestion and passenger preferences.
Do All Flights Lead to Moscow?
Hubs add a temporal dimension to airline networks concentrated in a
single traffic station or a few. They exist not only as a virtue of network design, but also as a result of scheduling decisions by the carriers
themselves (Holloway 2007). Major airlines developed hubs by scheduling integrated “waves” or peaks of incoming and departing flights to
maximize the volume of connecting traffic. While a connection with a
wait of several hours may be less attractive for the business travel segment (not necessarily for the leisure segment), shorter connecting
times may not be long enough for passengers and cargo to transfer to
connecting flights.
The number and quality of onward connections at an airport
depend on several factors. They are not only determined by the hub’s
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“wave” system, the frequency of inbound and outbound services,
and the availability of conveniently timed arrivals (or landing slots),
but also by other operational aspects, such as interline agreements to
allow seamless connections.8 Although some Eurasian capitals are
served by local and major airlines offering flexible schedules to major
airport hubs (for example, Baku to Istanbul), other cities have limited access to these transfer points. This is because flights from these
locations are either operated infrequently—sometimes thanks to
restrictive aviation policies—or are performed by local carriers without agreements to interline or code-share with other airlines, as with
Dushanbe.9
Major hubs like Frankfurt, Istanbul, and Moscow account for half of
the onward connections available for the 10 selected Eurasian capital
cities (table 3.3).10 These hubs compete for transit traffic in different
submarkets, where patterns of geographical specialization emerge
depending on the hub and origin city. Frankfurt, Istanbul, and Moscow are best scheduled to connect the selected cities with major markets in Western Europe, European Russia, and the United States (see
table 3A.3). And alternative markets are best served through Istanbul
and the Emirates’ hubs in Dubai or Abu Dhabi to reach African and
Middle Eastern networks—and through Bangkok; Dubai; Hong Kong
SAR, China; or Seoul to connect with Asia and the Pacific.
The notion of connecting traffic is not restricted to hubs in
Europe or the Middle East. Given its geographical centrality, the
region has locational advantages for transit passengers and cargo. In
theory, these airports can increasingly become switching points for
connecting passengers to the extent that carriers establish more definite hub-type operations, when combining 3rd and 4th freedoms
of the air on short-, medium-, and long-haul routes.11 In addition to
the hub’s geographical centrality, other factors contribute to its
quality, including (Holloway 2007):
• The “feed” strength of inbound services (regional and long-haul
from alliance partners, as well as intermodal flows of passengers or
cargo), sometimes limited by restrictive aviation policies.
• The volume of “local” traffic originating or finishing its journey at
the hub (origin and destination traffic).
• Its efficiency for connecting traffic (speedy ground handling and
short terminal transfers).
• Its attractiveness for passengers (geographic scope and scheduling
of connections, availability and quality of facilities, and convenience of transportation to the city’s center).

Number of Weekly Direct Services and Indirect Connections at Main Hubs
Moscow
Domodedovo

Sheremetyevo

Dubai

Frankfurt

Others

Total

Hub

WC

DS

WC

DS

WC

DS

DS

WC

DS

WC

DS

WC

DS

Almaty

121 (1)

14 (1)

196

14 (1)

—

—

795a

17 (1)

225

11 (1)

1,212

287

2,549

343

47

7 (2)

—

—

41

2 (2)

182

1 (2)

314

14 (2)

298

120

882

149

188

30 (4)

177

14 (1)

306

23 (3)

137

3 (1)

552

39 (3)

1,032

142

2,392

251

Ashkhabad
Baku

WC

Istanbul

Bishkek

50

6 (2)

181

10 (1)

26

2 (2)

—

—

187

9 (2)

308

91

752

118

Chisinau

237

19 (2)

—

—

—

—

178

5 (1)

217

14 (2)

838

85

1,470

123

3

7 (1)

—

—

17

2 (1)

104

2 (1)

61

4 (2)

178

116

363

131

Minsk

135

21 (1)

111

14 (1)

—

—

416

9 (2)

91

7 (2)

1,383

121

2,136

172

Tashkent

127

17 (2)

52

5 (1)

22

2 (1)

90

2 (1)

190

10 (2)

1,071

229

1,552

265

40

8 (2)

—

—

31

2 (1)

119

3 (2)

227

23 (2)

908

106

1,326

142

209

25 (2)

208

21 (1)

67

8 (2)

—

—

0

1 (1)

636

91

1,120

146

1,157

154

925

78

511

43

2,021

45

2,064

132

7,864

1,388

14,542

1,840

Dushanbe

Tbilisi
Yerevan
Total

Source: Authors.
Note: Based on schedule of first week of March 2010. Number of carriers in parentheses. WC = (weighted) indirect connections, DS = weekly number of direct flights, — = not available.
a. About 60 percent of the indirect connections can be explained by dedicated freight services of Lufthansa Cargo from Almaty to Frankfurt, about 20 percent corresponds to available connections of dedicated cargo services, and the rest is for
passenger and cargo services.
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TABLE 3.3
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By computing the number of available connections at each city,
we can classify them by stage length—a measure of flown distance
by departure (see table 3A.4).12 Some airlines in the region can offer
suitable connections that mimic the “hinterland” or “regional” hub
model.13 The “hinterland” model feeds short-haul traffic to international or long-haul trunk routes (and vice versa) departing in different geographical directions. And the “regional” model mainly offers
short-haul to short-haul connections in all directions. Note, however, that connections between the nonalliance, non-code-share
services of two or more airlines are increasingly infrequent. Instead,
they rely more on alliance partners and the hub carriers themselves
(such as Aeroflot at Moscow) that exploit “natural 6th freedom”
rights.
Thus, airlines based in the smaller capitals may have limited
opportunities to provide long-haul directional connections
between the Western Hemisphere and Asia. Although some of the
smaller carriers offer these connections, sometimes they are not
marketed through traditional distribution channels. Instead, they
appeal to lower booking-class segments willing to sacrifice service
attributes (in-flight services, shorter waiting times, convenient
routing) for discounted fares. Even so, there is evidence that Ashgabat and Tashkent serve as gateways for long-haul international
markets (Derudder, Devriendt, and Witlox 2007).
Moscow’s airports—especially Sheremetyevo—are natural
“all-around” hubs, providing international connections with

major Eurasian cities and with different continents. A main reason for Moscow’s dominance as a transfer point is that 6th freedom traffic is generally less vulnerable to competition when
supported by a high level of 3rd and 4th freedom traffic (and thus
high quality of service). Moscow not only depends on hub carriers’ online connections, but also on the feed strength provided by
their alliance and regional airline partners.14 But Muscovite airports face competition for transit or through-traffic in the same
markets (though with different route overlays) from other European hubs. For traffic originating in Europe or the United States,
Moscow competes against all Star Alliance’s connections to Central Asia through Istanbul (continuing with the Turkish Airlines’
routes to Dushanbe, Ashgabat, and Tashkent), Frankfurt or
Munich, among others.15 It also competes for directional traffic to
Oceania or East Asia with the Middle Eastern and Asian “hourglass” hubs and their carriers, such as Emirates and Singapore
Airlines (Hanlon 2007).
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Access Barriers to Air Services
The vertical integration of airports and air carriers may give way to
anticompetitive practices to displace entrant airlines at an airport
(Serebrisky 2003). During the Soviet era, airports and airlines were
fully integrated. This vertical integration was also common during
the postbreakup transition and still exists in some Eurasian countries,
despite regulatory reforms to separate airlines from airports, most
notably in Russia (Lukyanov, Tissen, and Kislyak 2009; World Bank
1998, 2005).16 Other forms of integration—for instance, among the
policy-making, regulatory, and oversight functions of the government in civil aviation—were also frequent in the region’s smaller
countries, creating blatant conflicts of interest and posing operational
safety hazards. State presence in air transport is still common in Eurasia. About 40 airlines in Russia had some form of national, state, or
municipal government participation until recently—a number that
grows to 75 when including the rest of Eurasian countries.17
Regulations can limit the entry of new operators to the market in
many ways besides including single designation provisions in bilateral
agreements, such as when exclusive traffic rights are provided to a single operator on a “long-term exclusive basis.”18 In other countries, antitrust and competition policies have not been fully enforced to ensure
the equal access of carriers to airports. This seems to be more problematic in smaller regional airports with strong vertical links to local airlines
that usually deny access to new carriers based on technical regulations
or an alleged lack of proper infrastructure and human resources. Even
so, there have been some advances to accommodate new airlines, with
a noticeable impact in the number of carriers per route.19 For instance,
in Russia, 43 percent of the seat capacity in 2011 is allocated to routes
operated by three or more carriers, compared with 11 percent in 2000.
In other cases, more definite reforms dissolved state monopolies on aviation, as in Tajikistan (World Bank 2005).
Airlines in the region operate one of the oldest fleets in service,
where rapidly aging Russian-built aircraft are very much present
(Embraer Commercial Jets 2009). This poses not only environmental
concerns through lower fuel efficiency, higher emissions, and more
noise pollution, but also safety concerns.20 While the largest carriers
in Russia have successfully passed the International Air Transport
Association’s (IATA) Operational Safety Audit, “safety concerns
remain with the continued operation of some Russian-built equipment that does not comply with ICAO [International Civil Aviation
Organization] standards” (IATA 2011).
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Further, a large number of operators have been banned from the
European Union (EU) skies altogether or limited to using specific aircraft types within their fleets.21 The particular situation of technical regulators—those bodies responsible for observing the safety standards in
air transport and complying with internationally accepted regulations—
is quite heterogeneous. For instance, in the Caucasus region, Armenia
shows fair levels of compliance based on ICAO’s Universal Safety Oversight Audit Programme and the European Aviation Safety Agency’s
Safety Assessment of Foreign Aircraft, while Azerbaijan and Georgia are
lagging. But they are far from some Central Asian countries (such as the
Kyrgyz Republic), which still do not conform with the minimal safety
regulations for international air travel.22
Although many airports are managed by corporatized operators or
have been fully privatized, competition in infrastructure services can
be limited. For ground handling services, charges in the region can be
up to four times higher than in comparable European airports.23
Monopolistic practices in airside services such as airport fuel provision
are common, possibly representing a large source of savings for air carriers if more competitive mechanisms were introduced.24 Moreover,
foreign operators can be charged up to 25 percent more than domestic
carriers through “commercial handling” fees for no apparent reason.
Aeronautical charges in the capitals’ airports also appear to be
above international benchmarks (see table 3A.5).25 Based on total
turnaround cost computations, Baku and Yerevan stand out as the
most expensive airports in the region (with charges between 50 and
100 percent higher than the average of those in Istanbul, Dubai,
and Frankfurt), followed by Tashkent, Almaty, Ashgabat, and Tbilisi.
These charges are not exclusively borne by air carriers—they are
largely transferred to passengers. Research is needed to determine
why aeronautical charges in most capitals—except Moscow—seem
to be at comparable or higher levels than those in selected major
hubs. Particular questions requiring investigation include the extent
of the cost-recovery mechanisms used and the prospects for regulating airport charges on congestion and other externalities (such as
noise and emissions) and service quality. The last aspect is one of
the most contentious issues for users transiting through the smaller
capitals, because the quality of services and infrastructure in some
airports is still far from the minimum IATA level of service standards
for comfort and convenience (World Bank 2005).26
The expansion and modernization of infrastructure will continue
to play a central part in developing the sector, because of the varying
needs of the different countries. Some countries have already started
a major overhaul of their main airport terminals, runways, and airside
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facilities, but others are still struggling with years of neglect and
immediate priorities that public funding cannot entirely cover.27
Good practices can be replicated to encourage private capital participation in infrastructure funding, as with St. Petersburg’s Pulkovo
airport. But hard infrastructure is not a sufficient condition for the
complete modernization of the sector. “Soft” components like the
regulatory framework for airport operators, institutional reform of
civil aviation bodies (especially in regard to safety), and streamlining
of procedures (e-freight paperless systems for cargo) are still lagging
in some Eurasian countries.

A Sustainable Future: Moving toward Better Integration
The foregoing review of connectivity in Eurasian cities points to a distinct pattern of leading cities well connected nationally, regionally,
and internationally—and a large number cities connected only
through the leading cities. If the core cities offer poor service, it will
burden all the other centers. This section provides some options for
improving the city connectivity with international markets and with
leading Eurasian cities.

The Future of Transport Connectivity
Funding for infrastructure maintenance declined dramatically during
the transition, adversely affecting service reliability and availability.
The infrastructure itself, which tended to be large and designed to
serve several republics rather than individual countries, heightened
the funding problem. The challenge was to find the resources to
maintain, rehabilitate, and operate assets.
Several countries and cities are trying to develop cost-recovery
mechanisms for road transport, though the prospects seem limited
due to continuing low traffic volume on key roads. Many are focusing on road tolls, though some work is happening on road funds,
which have been instrumental in putting road maintenance financing on a more sustainable footing elsewhere, notably in Africa.
Meanwhile, other countries have been encouraging more private
sector investment in transport and other infrastructure investments,
as part of a global trend that started in the 1990s. But private sector
investment has been largely in Armenia, Kazakhstan, Russia,
Ukraine, and Uzbekistan, with most investment going to Russia
(though the single largest project was the railway in Armenia). Most
private sector investment projects for transport have been in airports
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and seaports, the modes that have been liberalized most and in which
revenue streams are easiest to capture.
Strong institutions and coordination mechanisms—critical in fostering collaboration between countries—are missing in Eurasia.
Although numerous regional initiatives link the main economic centers, no institutions based in the region drive this effort, nearly all
initiatives are coordinated from the outside. Evidence from Africa
suggests that institutions are needed to coordinate the various players instrumental to improving services within trade corridors (Arvis
and others 2011). In other regions—and several Eurasian countries—
national committees play this role, but most are not effective. Corridorlevel management and engagement across countries needs to be
strengthened to address trade constraints.
Measures have been taken to address some of the problems, especially with funding road transport and services. So far, the private
sector has shown little willingness to finance road and rail infrastructure, preferring instead to develop seaports and airports. Initiatives
on road tolling and other mechanisms for cost-recovery that could
improve the quality of connecting infrastructure are increasingly
common, though they still remain limited in some countries, such as
Russia. The challenge is greatest in countries that have not reformed
fast enough and may continue to have poor infrastructure. The
whole region may suffer because many economies depend on their
neighbors for access to export markets.
Funding mechanisms to tackle the growing menace of road traffic
accidents are needed. Some of the measures policy makers could
consider include the following:
• Improve road design standards to protect vulnerable road users
when mixing with traffic (most fatalities are pedestrians).
• Develop and enforce regulations for vehicle condition, driver education and training, and risky behaviors.
• Improve driver training to curb speeding, recklessness, drinking
and driving, and use of mobile phones, especially texting while
driving—and to increase the use of seatbelts, helmets, and other
protective equipment.
Looking ahead, the most promising transport appears to be road
and air.
Establishing New Trade Routes
Eurasia has an intricate network of trade routes linking major economic centers—a legacy of the past as well as a reflection of a new
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equilibrium among trade flow dynamics, demographics, and economic growth. The dismantling of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance, which governed trade with the rest of the world and
between the Soviet republics, left a void in coordinating foreign trade
policy and heightened the general policy and institutional vacuum in
Eurasian countries. Filling this institutional vacuum is critical, especially for the landlocked countries, which depend on their neighbors
for infrastructure and border facilities for trade.
Some countries have political difficulties that affect transport connectivity. Uzbekistan cannot use links through some of its neighbors,
with whom relations are not cordial. Armenia’s border with Turkey is
closed, forcing the two countries to use transport links in Georgia.
Conflict in the border region of Moldova hampers its access to
Ukraine. The 2008 Georgia-Russia conflict resulted in the elimination of direct airline connections between Tbilisi and Moscow, though
this activated daily connections between Tbilisi and Kiev.
Despite these problems, there have been considerable efforts to
define and develop a network of trade routes across Eurasia. Several
routes have been formalized through regional agreements, programs,
and development projects, supported by governments and bilateral
and multilateral development agencies. Prominent initiatives include
efforts by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE) and the United Nations Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) to enhance Euro-Asian transport
links; the International Road Union’s New Eurasian Land Transport
Initiative (NELTI); the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation
(CAREC) corridors, coordinated by the Asian Development Bank; the
EU’s Transport Corridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia (TRACECA) initiative; and the EurAsian Economic Community transport corridors
program. More than 40 trade route initiatives link more than 130
major cities across Eurasia. The numerous trade routes give countries
alternatives, which remain important because some countries have
unfriendly relations with others. But the multiplicity of initiatives
portends duplication and waste (Pomfret 2010).
Some countries have extended their transport infrastructure. In
1997, China, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Uzbekistan agreed to develop
road and rail links connecting the centers of Ardijan, Osh, and Kashgar.
And although Kazakhstan and China share more than 1,600 miles of
borders, the Kazakh railway network was only connected to the
Chinese network in the late 1980s, because of the dispute between
Moscow and Beijing. But the connection is now a significant interface
between the Chinese and Eurasian railway networks.
To reintegrate the region, Eurasian countries have worked through
several bodies, including the Eurasian Economic Community (formerly
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the Commonwealth of Independent States [CIS] Customs Union), the
Central Asian Cooperation Organization, the Economic Cooperation
Organization, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, and GUUAM
(Georgia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, and Moldova).
The former Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON) Organization for Railways Cooperation—which included all
former Soviet Union countries and several others interested in rail
traffic between Europe and Asia—is using the system known as the
Agreement on International Railway Freight Communications for
an integrated movement. At border points separating neighboring
railway organizations that are part of the agreement, the waybill
was rewritten from one format to the other. Recognizing the harmful impact of this arrangement on the efficiency of international rail
movements, railway operators have sought ways to harmonize the
procedures. Russia has spearheaded efforts to define a new transit
document, the GPBRT bill of lading, for container block-trains
between Germany and Russia. The services run through Belarus
and Poland under the Ostwind container services between Berlin
and Moscow (ESCAP 2001). Such an arrangement could also benefit the rail container movements of other countries in the region.
Various initiatives have been taken to cooperate subnationally, especially between border regions in neighboring countries. But such initiatives continue to be governed by bilateral agreements between states
rather than subregions (Kaminski and others 2010). A World Bank study
(2011a) shows that promoting a corridor management institution for the
north-south corridor linking Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, and
Tajikistan along the Petropavlosk-Astana-Almaty-Bishkek-Osh-BatkenIsfara-Khujand-Dushanbe-Nijny Pjanj roads connection could boost
intraregional trade and agribusiness exports to Russia, China, and India.
Improvements in transport infrastructure across Eurasia have
highlighted problems at the border, especially regarding road transport. New international borders have added considerable delays and
additional costs to land transport (figure 3.2). The latter largely reflect
informal payments as well as frequent stops and checks by authorities in different countries.
Delays and monetary costs could be avoided at least partly by
adhering to and implementing the TIR Convention—and abolishing
customs escorts of normal, nonsuspicious cargo. Harmonizing border
procedures on roads and railways across countries and transit fees
could increase predictability by considering the interests of the transit
country as well as the landlocked country, along the lines of the work
under the TRACECA initiative. But these reforms would not be possible without enhancing trust building and public-private dialogue
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FIGURE 3.2

Time, Cost, and Distance of Transport along the Almaty-Berlin Trade
Route, circa 2003
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and cooperation—and, equally important, without systematically
monitoring the main international transport corridors.
Liberalizing Air Services and Connectivity
Provisions in bilateral air service agreements (ASAs) can affect connectivity in many ways.28 One provision is the customary use of airport designation under the ASA negotiating framework, in which both
signatory parties may determine the number of entry and exit points
in each country.29 Connectivity can also be affected by restricting frequency and capacity allocation in general or for particular routes, limiting the number of airlines allowed to operate (single or multiple
designation), and restricting the extent to which parties can access
extended networks by reciprocally granting traffic rights beyond the
3rd or 4th freedoms.30 Other provisions that may affect connectivity
and traffic flows include nationality clauses in ownership, tariff-setting
mechanisms, and the possibility of entering into cooperation agreements between designated airlines (such as code-sharing).
The World Trade Organization’s Air Liberalization Index is based on
a scorecard system that ranks ASAs according to their provisions, with
a higher score indicating a more liberal bilateral regime. According to
the index, bilateral agreements in Eurasia are among the most restrictive compared with those in other regions.31 Single airline designation,
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substantial ownership and control provisions, and double approval of
tariffs are common features in bilateral agreements negotiated by most
countries in this region.
Most ASAs for Eurasian countries include capacity predetermination clauses, with only a few very liberal “Open Skies” agreements
(for example, Armenia and Uzbekistan with the United States).32
Due to historic migration flows, and its size and higher purchasing
power, the Russian market—and especially the routes to Moscow—
attracts considerable business and “Visiting Friends and Relatives”
traffic from other Eurasian countries. Even so, bilateral agreements
with Russia usually include capacity restrictions in terms of frequencies (table 3.4).
Smaller countries often show less interest in relaxing the capacity
restrictions of agreements (or negotiating new ones) to protect their
national carriers from increased competition, especially when they
face financial distress (World Bank 2011b). These restrictions can
burden passengers with higher airfares, limit the number and availability of connections, and diminish the opportunities for airlines to
build commercially profitable traffic levels—especially in business
class, where time flexibility is central. Restrictive aviation policies can
also hinder the prospects for the smaller countries’ airlines to carry
6th freedom traffic through their own hubs.33 A notable exception is
Georgia, which fully liberalized its air transport market in 2005, with
sizeable impacts on traffic growth.
In general, the negotiation of 5th freedom rights has been protracted in international aviation bilateral agreements (Hanlon 2007).
There are fewer Eurasian carriers flying passenger intra-regional
routes with full 5th freedom rights than in other parts of the world.
Third-country airlines that fly scheduled 5th freedom sectors within
Eurasia are also quite rare, apart from a few cases.34 And to a lesser
extent, the same occurs for Eurasian carriers flying 5th freedom sectors outside the region.35 But 5th freedoms are much more common
in other regions (such as Africa), where liberalization has advanced
further. Up to 43 percent of the routes African carriers fly in the continent are 5th freedom flights, though with wide variations by the
Regional Economic Community (Schlumberger 2010).
Some carriers in the scheduled dedicated cargo segment exploit a
network of 5th full freedom rights to schedule multistop “ring”
routes. Since airfreight flow imbalances in Europe-China trade generate excess capacity on eastbound operations, carriers have added
more stops in the Middle East and Caspian Sea regions—for example,
Cargolux’s “5th freedom hub” in Baku—to increase load factors on
the routes to Asia.36 Meanwhile, other scheduled cargo operators use

TABLE 3.4
Capacity, percentage of total seats
Country

Provisions

Russian Federation

Moscow

Use of capacity
restriction, percent

Armenia

Agreement has multiple designations (the Russian Federation has designated Aeroflot and Siberia
Airlines; Armavia on the Armenian side) with capacity limitation to 42 flights a week on the YerevanMoscow route, and no more than two carriers per city-pair. Russia may operate Yerevan, Gyumri,
Stepanovan, and two other points in Armenia.

64.7

41.9
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Azerbaijan

Agreement limits Baku-Moscow services to 32 flights a week, Moscow-Ganja to 12, and St. PetersburgBaku and St. Petersburg-Baku to 4 for each country’s carrier. No limits are on the number of carriers.

39.3

78.5

71a

Kazakhstan

The Almaty-Moscow route is limited by the bilateral agreement to 14 flights a week for each country’s
airlines (two for freight transport). Similar restrictions apply for Astana (seven a week), Aktau (three),
Shymkent (two), and Karaganda (three) to Moscow. St. Petersburg has a maximum of two daily flights
from most cities in Kazakhstan.

11.3

8.6

100a

Tajikistan

Tajik airlines may go to four points in Russia (Moscow, Novosibirsk, Ekaterinburg, and one more TBD),
from any point in Tajikistan. Airlines designated by Russia can fly from any point in Russia to Dushanbe,
Khujand, and one more point TBD. The Dushanbe-Moscow route is treated separately, limited to
14 flights a week, with aircraft not bigger than TU-154M, according to World Bank (2005).

66.3

23.8

100a

Ukraine

The parties agreed to increase the number of air carriers to 4 a week and flights to 49 a week between
Moscow and Kiev by June 2011—and to have 10 flights a week on a contract between Moscow and
Odessa, for each of the parties. Previous restrictions limited to 35 flights a week and three designated
carriers for Kiev-Moscow on the Russian side. For other points from Russia, except Moscow, there were
to be 20 designated points by Ukraine and 4 TBD by Russia, limited to two designated carriers on a pair of
cities per side, with no other restriction.

17.7

15.1

100b

Kyrgyz Republic

Limitations are imposed on Moscow-Bishkek route of 10 flights a week.

20.5

15.0

110a

Uzbekistan

Designated points include intermediate points, and Tashkent, Samarkand, Bukhara, Ferghana, Andijan,
Namangan, Urgench, Nukus, Termez, and Karshi, Kokand, and Navoi for Russia. Moscow and St.
Petersburg are limited to 14 and 2 flights a week for each party, respectively. Moscow-Bukhara is limited
to three flights a week.

33.1

18.1

100a

Moldova

Moscow-Chisinau route is restricted to 14 flights a week, with a maximum of two carriers per side. Points
in Moldova include Chisinau, Balti, Cahul, and additional points. Beyond points include items in Africa,
Asia, Europe, and the Middle East. For the rest of the routes, no more than one carrier per city-pair.

22.8

22.8

71a

Source: Authors, based on Rosaviatsiya, Russian Federal Air Transport Agency, www.favt.ru/favt_new/?Q=dejatelnost/mezhdunarodnaja_dejatelnost/dvustoronnie_dogovorennosti.
Note: All 5th freedom routes are subject to a separate agreement between the aeronautical authorities of the contracting parties. TBD = to be decided.
a. Moscow routes.
b. Includes code-share flights marketed by Aerosvit and operated by Aeroflot.
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Selected Bilateral Agreements with the Russian Federation
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the region’s geographical centrality to combine 3rd and 4th freedoms
to bridge cargo between Europe and the Far East.37
For Russian cargo carriers, routes from Moscow to Beijing are
restricted to 21 flights a week, Shanghai to 28, and Tianjin to 14. For
“triangular” services, points are restricted to Almaty, Asia, Africa, the
Middle East, the Far East, and North America, with seven flights a week
without full 5th freedoms and three with full traffic rights.38 Some
extra-regional cargo carriers use Almaty and Krasnoyarsk or Karaganda
as en route technical stops to Asia (Osaka; Tianjin; Shanghai; Hong
Kong SAR, China; Guangzhou) and on the way back to Moscow or
Europe. For airports, this involves higher revenues from flight operations and aircraft handling, as well as air traffic control fee collection
from overflights.

Improving ICT Connectivity
Efficient information and communications technology (ICT) leads to
substantial productivity gains, and such ICT is critical to economic
growth and international competitiveness. Continuing deficiencies in
the telecommunications infrastructure, especially the lack of broadband connectivity, will prevent Eurasia from fully exploiting ICT to
improve productivity, foster sustainable development, and link its
landlocked countries with the world.
ICT development and productivity
The benefits ICT can have for individuals, businesses, cities, and
countries depend on the availability of broadband.39 Eurasian
networks—designed for traditional telecom services, not broadband
communications—may not be able to accommodate the growing
needs for reliable, robust, and reasonably priced broadband
connectivity.
Across the region, Internet access continues to be provided largely
as a dial-up service, at speeds very low by global standards. Since the
breakup of the Soviet Union, Central Asian countries have particularly struggled with poor telecommunications infrastructure and
ineffective regulatory systems. Access to ICT services in these
countries lags the rest of Eurasia. In 2010, Internet penetration was
39.3 percent in the Kyrgyz Republic, 34.1 percent in Kazakhstan,
26.8 percent in Uzbekistan, 9.2 percent in Tajikistan, and just
1.6 percent in Turkmenistan (figure 3.3).
Broadband access is even lower (figure 3.4). Broadband subscribers comprise only a small proportion of total Internet users. In
Uzbekistan, 83 percent of Internet connections in 2010 were in the
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FIGURE 3.3

Internet Penetration Rates in Selected Countries, 2010
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Source: Internet World Stats, www.internetworldstats.com.
Note: Internet penetration is computed as the number of Internet users as a percentage of total inhabitants. An Internet
user is defined as someone age 2 and older who went online in the past 30 days.

FIGURE 3.4

Share of Broadband Subscribers per Capita in Selected Countries, 2009
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narrowband range (Akamai 2010). By the end of 2008, the region as
a whole had reached a 4.6 percent fixed and 0.9 percent mobile
broadband penetration, a long way from Europe, where both fixed
and mobile penetration exceed 20 percent (figure 3.5).
Several studies document the importance of broadband penetration for economic growth. A World Bank (2009b) report finds that a
10 percentage point increase in broadband penetration is correlated
with a 1.3 percentage point increase in economic growth. Similarly,
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FIGURE 3.5

Number of Fixed Broadband Connections in the Former Soviet Union
and the World, 2000–08
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Buttkereit and others (2009) find that a 10 percent increase in broadband household penetration leads to an increase in gross domestic
product (GDP) of 0.1–1.4 percent. And Friedrich and others (2009)
find that a 10 percent increase in broadband penetration is correlated
with 1.5 percent higher labor productivity over the following five years.
A key factor inhibiting broadband connectivity in many Central
Asian and Trans-Caucasian republics is the lack of competition in
regional backbone networks. Although telecommunications services in
these countries have been formally opened to competition, significant
market dominance is still present. For example, Kyrgyztelecom dominates the fixed segment of the market in the Kyrgyz Republic, with a
96 percent share and unequalled territorial coverage. And Ukrtelecom
dominates the fixed-line sector in Ukraine.
Policy and regulatory impediments and other constraints on competitive service provision (for example, slow licensing) have inhibited
domestic backbone networks. Potential fixed-line infrastructure providers continue to face barriers to entry. In the Kyrgyz Republic, only
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two companies (Saima-Telecom and Sapatcom) other than Kyrgyztelecom operate in the national market, despite that some 44 licenses
have been issued (ITU 2009).
On paper, countries in the region have progressed considerably in
overhauling the archaic post-Soviet legal system and establishing the
institutional requirements for effective, independent regulation. But
in no country is the regulatory agency free from political interference
or able to meet its responsibilities given the financial and human
resources. Telecommunications reform has been blocked by wellorganized interest groups. The political elite and segments of the
business elite have worked together to preserve the monopolies of
government-controlled telecommunications industries and delay
their competitive restructuring and privatization (Ure 2005).
Incumbent operators whose business has been historically dominated by traditional telecommunications services have resisted the
regional push and demand for broadband services. Their opposition
is understandable, given the threat that expanding and rolling out
broadband access poses to traditional voice and data revenue
streams and investment in legacy infrastructure. But international
experience reveals that it is not possible to fight the powerful forces
of technological convergence. The region is thus at a turning point.
As its Internet service provider markets are deregulated and new
competitors and a strong demand for high-speed Internet services
emerge, incumbent operators are under pressure to rethink and
revise their strategies.
Secondary Internet hubs have emerged in Asia to complement the
larger global hubs of North America and Europe. Many less developed countries and transitional economies can benefit from this huband-spoke architecture through bilateral and regional cooperation.
Indeed, the very character and essence of the Internet require such
cooperation among countries (especially neighboring countries) to
improve ICT effectiveness and efficiency through communication
networks. The effectiveness of enhancing the capacity of national
networks is sensitive to regional and international cooperation. The
efficient development of regional broadband networks also depends
on integrated and harmonized development of national networks in
individual countries.
Enhanced regional cooperation is critical because it can create a
policy environment that fosters the development of broadband networks, expedites the financing and implementation of ICT projects,
identifies pressing needs and priority objectives, and creates a solid
foundation for mutually beneficial relations. The performance of a
regional network consisting of links and nodes in different countries
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depends on how well the links and nodes function. Indeed, one of
the salient features of a network is that any missing links or malperformance of individual nodes can affect its overall efficiency. Thus,
regional cooperation is vital.
After the breakup of the Soviet Union, the Central Asian and
Trans-Caucasian republics inherited outmoded telecommunications
infrastructure with failing wire and cable systems. Upgrading this
backbone telecommunications infrastructure requires substantial
new investment, difficult to find due to the constrained fiscal space
in most countries of the region and deteriorating global financial
conditions. In addition, governments continue to fail to commit
credibly to specific regulatory and other sectoral policies. Even given
the right policies, these countries still may not attract large-scale foreign investment because of the smaller size of their telecommunications systems. Regionalization could help these countries overcome
some or most of these problems.
An important driver of cooperation in telecommunications in
post-Soviet countries is the Regional Commonwealth in the field of
Communications (RCC), formed in December 1991 in Moscow by
the heads of national telecommunications administrations. As a
regional body, it implements International Telecommunications
Union policy. The RCC comprises Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus,
Georgia, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, Russia,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan.
The RCC’s main goals are to develop a strategy for cooperation
among its member countries and to integrate the region into the
global information community. The action plan for regional ICT
development and cooperation includes the following components:
• Establishing a favorable environment for cooperation in ICT
• Harmonizing laws and developing regulations and standards
• Developing new ICT segments
• Developing the ICT sector
• Enhancing information security and implementing measures for
preventing cybercrime and cyberterrorism
Projects being implemented include the following:
• Creating a network for an information and marketing center for
promoting products and services to national markets in the region
• Establishing compatible remote medical consulting and diagnostic
systems
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• Developing information technology parks to help diversify the
economy, boost its innovative development, and address pressing
social issues, such as employment and high-skill job creation
• Providing information security for newly created public systems
and resources, especially information and telecommunications systems used for interstate data exchange
The Silk Road was the information superhighway of its age. It
served as a conduit for goods as well as for the transmission of knowledge and ideas between east and west. Merchants and others traversed this ancient trading link between Asia and Europe, carrying
with them culture, art, philosophy, beliefs, and ideas. More than 2,000
years later, projects have been launched that seek to create a “virtual
silk highway” to connect Eurasia to the global information economy.
The Trans-Asia–Europe Line
The Trans-Asia–Europe (TAE) fiber-optic cable system, the world’s
longest overland fiber-optic system (27,000 kilometers), connects
Asia and Europe with modern telecommunications facilities along
the ancient Silk Road (exhibit 3.1). The TAE was designed to carry
voice telephony and data traffic with a 155 megabits per second
(Mbps) capacity.
Construction of the TAE system was initiated in 1992 by China’s
Ministry of Posts and Communication. In 1993, China, Germany,
Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Poland, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan
signed the agreement, committing each country to the construction
of its own TAE segment. In January 1994, the Islamic Republic of
Iran and Turkmenistan joined the agreement, followed by Afghanistan, Austria, Belarus, Hungary, Pakistan, and Romania in 1995.
TAE’s international traffic service was inaugurated at the end of
1998, transmitting the entire range of telecoms for hundreds of cities
along its route and carrying voice telephony and data traffic with a
155 Mbps capacity (equivalent to between 13,000 and 15,000 simultaneous telephone calls) at an estimated cost of about $560 million.
The Black Sea Fiber Optic Cable System
When it came online in September 2001, the Black Sea Fiber Optic
Cable System (BSFOCS) became one of two new multigigabit submarine cables providing high-quality connectivity in the Black Sea
region (the other is the Georgia-Russian system, or Geo-Russ).
BSFOCS connects Bulgaria (Varna), Russia (Novorossiysk), and
Ukraine (Odessa). The system’s landing points (where the cable
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EXHIBIT 3.1

The Trans-Asia–Europe Optical Fiber Cable Network
IBRD 39225
AUGUST 2012

Source: http://www.taeint.net/en/network/

Source: Trans-Asia–Europe Optical Fiber Cable Network, www.taeint.net/en/network/.
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This map was produced by the Map Design Unit of
The World Bank. The boundaries, colors, denominations
and any other information shown on this map do not
imply, on the part of The World Bank Group, any
judgment on the legal status of any territory, or any
endorsement or acceptance of such boundaries.
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makes landfall) provide direct access to Georgia-Russia (Geo-Russ),
Karadeniz Fiber Optik Sistemi (KAFOS), Italy-Turkey-UkraineRussia (ITUR) and other destinations in northern Europe, the
former Soviet Union, and Asia. In 2001, TAE’s segments in Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Georgia were brought online. At Poti, Georgia, the
TAE cable connects to the undersea Geo-Russ system KAFOS, which
then connects to BSFOCS. TAE’s interconnection with BSFOCS and
Geo-Russ allow the transmission of international traffic from Europe
to the Caucasian countries and Asia.
The explosive growth of Internet applications led to rapid growth
in the volume of international data traffic on TAE. This growing
demand outpaced the network’s bandwidth. In particular, there
was a lack of spare capacity at cross-borders. Thus, many countries
the TAE covers launched major network upgrading and expansion
programs. In 2005, they started upgrading cross-border equipment
from Synchronous Transport Module (STM)-4 to STM-16 and
converting the national networks to Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (DWDM) technology.40
The TAE has enhanced Eurasia’s backbone infrastructure substantially. But it suffers from some disadvantages (Klyueva and Volkova
2008):
• It runs through many countries, complicating traffic control and
increasing costs.
• Some of the countries (Afghanistan, Georgia, Tajikistan) are politically unstable.
• Most of its Asian section lacks parallel emergency lines, a prerequisite for successful competition in the transit market.
The SilkSat Project
In 2000, leaders from the countries (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia,
Kazakhstan, Moldova, Romania, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan) that span
the ancient Silk Road met in New York to commit to a new form of
regional cooperation. A key objective of the plan was to enhance the
telecommunications infrastructure of the participating countries by
introducing and integrating fiber-optic, wireless, and small communications satellite technologies throughout the region.
The proposed SilkSat project will reconstruct the ancient Silk Road
by replacing the physical road with a communications highway.
Given the project’s large scale and its huge financing needs, the plan
envisaged forging partnerships among governments, private investors
and corporations, and international organizations—and using experts
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and infrastructure in the countries. By facilitating greater communication and informational flows, the Silk Road broadband highway could
reduce misunderstanding and discord between countries. Experience
in regional cooperation gained through SilkSat could also further
regional cooperation in other areas (Berger 2001).
The SilkSat system contains a network of ground stations and terrestrial sites that connect satellites to local telecommunications networks. It employs a Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSAT) system to
connect the National Research and Engineering Networks in Central
Asian and Caucasus countries and Afghanistan to the Internet. The
first satellite dish was installed in Tashkent in August 2002; the last
hookup, to Ashgabat, was completed in August 2003. The hub of the
VSAT system is in DESY at Hamburg, Germany.
A New Silk Road Broadband Highway
With the growing importance of broadband technologies, ESCAP
organized a regional workshop “Broadband and ICT Development for
Improved Communication in Central Asia” in Tashkent in July 2007.
More than 100 ICT experts from Central Asia and other countries
attended the meeting, which raised awareness among participants of
the limits and inadequacies of the regional telecommunications
infrastructure (at the time of the conference, the route from Asia to
Europe and the countries in the Middle East depended on submarine
cables and the TAE system).
The TAE system was not designed for high-speed broadband connectivity. It comprises a single route, with route diversity provided
only locally. Its reliability is thus questionable. Given the rapid
growth in Internet traffic in Eurasia and TAE’s acknowledged limits,
the New Silk Road Broadband Highway was proposed during the
workshop.
This broadband highway would provide a key reliable route from
Europe through Central Asia to East Asian countries. It would have
enough spare capacity and provide route diversification with fiberoptic cables to reduce network vulnerabilities and enhance reliability.
Moreover, it would use next-generation networks, thus providing end
users with a more complete set of applications. The next generation
network platform would allow for the fast formulation of new ICT services without introducing new infrastructure. ESCAP decided to
undertake national feasibility studies in four countries to examine
whether a regional broadband network would fit into an overall
development of the ICT sector.
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The Trans-Eurasian Information Superhighway
The Trans-Eurasian Information Superhighway (TASIM) initiative was
proposed by Azerbaijan in 2008 to give Eurasian countries low-cost,
high-speed access to the Internet and bridge the digital divide between
east and west. The TASIM will link Eastern European countries, the
former Soviet Union, Central Asia, Turkey, the Islamic Republic of
Iran, Afghanistan, and Pakistan with an outlet to China and India. It is
expected to reach more than half of the Eurasian population. In
December 2009, the UN General Assembly endorsed the TASIM.
The TASIM will provide countries on its route with access to the
Internet, telecommunication systems, and information resources.
And most Eurasian countries will enjoy low rates for international
traffic. The new network is expected to deliver substantial regional
macroeconomic benefits by supporting regional economic connectivity and improving regional e-commerce.
The RCC characterizes the TASIM project as an interstate initiative. Unlike some existing trunk line networks, which are essentially a product of commercial cooperation, TASIM modernizes
telecommunications, especially in segments where current networks fail to support actual or forecast traffic volume. The project
also provides a technical basis for the RCC policy on enhancing the
availability of a wide range of telecommunications services to the
public (EDB 2010).
The Black Sea Interconnection Project
The Black Sea Interconnection project, launched in March 2008, was
implemented under the Seventh Framework Program of the European
Commission and the Istanbul-based Black Sea Economic Council.
The project developed a high-speed backbone linking the national
research and education networks of the South Caucasus countries
and facilitated connectivity to the pan-European research network
GEANT2. This flagship project—the largest of its kind in the region—
will allow Caucasian research communities to participate effectively
in joint research and educational activities with the rest of Europe.
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Annex 3A
TABLE 3A.1

Air Carriers’ Networks, 2000–11
Spatial concentration, Freeman Index
2011
Carrier

Hub

Aeroflot
Transaero Airlines

Time concentration

Cities served

2000

2011

2000

2011

2000

Code-share

No code-share

No code-share

No code-share

No code-share

No code-share

No code-share

Moscow

0.92

0.98

0.98

0.90

0.81

98

122

Moscow

0.96

0.96

0.94

0.79

0.43

69

18

Uzbekistan Airways

Tashkent

0.96

0.96

0.97

0.78

0.67

54

48

Siberia Airlines-S7

Moscow

0.89

0.84

0.94

0.69

0.23

70

33

Rossiya Airlines

St. Petersburg

0.96

0.99

0.97a

0.77

0.57

57

54

c

b

Almaty

0.70

0.70

0.52

0.63

0.50

33

2

Aerosvit Airlines

Kiev

0.93

0.91

0.89

0.78

0.40

45

14

Ural Airlines

Yekat’burg

—

0.71

0.97

0.44

0

32

3

Vladivostok Air

Vladivostok

0.60

0.61

0.98

0.49

0.15

25

11

UTair

Moscow

0.77

0.77

0.59c

0.58

0.53

59

52

Turkmenistan Airlines

Ashgabat

—

0.99

1.00

0.69

0.33

18

13

Aircompany Yakutia

Yakutsk

0.38

0.40

—

0.32

—

31

—

Avianova

Moscow

—

0.95

—

0.25

—

16

—

VIM Airlines

Moscow

—

1.00

—

—

0.34

20

—

AZAL

Baku

0.99

0.94

0.71

0.41

0.06

20

14

Arkhangelsk

0.72

0.73

0.90

0.37

0.31

24

8

d

Nordavia

c

Tajikair

Dushanbe

—

0.80

0.73

0.39

0.06

19

12

Donavia

Rostov

—

0.88

0.82

0.39

0.24

19

22
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Air Astana

2011
Carrier

Hub

Cities served

2000

2011

2000

2011

2000

No code-share

No code-share

No code-share

No code-share

No code-share

No code-share

—

0.62

0.53c

0.41

0.40

27

21

Minsk

1.00

1.00

0.94

0.69

0.41

29

22

Air Moldova

Chisinau

0.99

0.98

1.00

0.52

0.14

18

10

Aircompany Kyrg’tan

Bishkek

—

0.92

0.83a

0.35

0.20

10

9

1.00

a

0.43

0.11

25

25

a

PLL Scat Aircompany

Shimkent

Belavia

Armavia

Yerevan

Code-share

Time concentration

1.00

1.00

Tatarstan Airlines

Kazan

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.21

0.14

15

10

Avia Traffic Company

Bishkek

0.68

0.66

—

0.40

—

7

—

Georgian Airlines

Tbilisi

—

0.90

1.00

0.25

0.08

15

7

Somon Air

Dushanbe

—

0.68

—

0.19

—

16

—

Georgian International Airlines

Tbilisi

—

0.90

—

0.37

—

13

26

Source: Authors’ calculations based on DIIO data.
Notes: The Freeman network centralization expresses the degree of inequality or variance in the network as a percentage of a perfect star network of the same size. This measure takes 1 for a star (pure HS configuration) and 0 for a complete
graph (pure PP configuration). Time concentration is computed as the ratio between indirectly connected city-pairs (IC) through a specific airport, and the sum of IC and the number of direct connections from the same airport (see Nijkamp and
others 2007). — = not available.
a. 2005 data.
b. Also operates from Astana.
c. 2008 data.
d. Also based in Sheremetyevo Airport.
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Spatial concentration, Freeman Index
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TABLE 3A.2

Peripheralization of Eurasian Cities
percentage of cities in the air network

Airport size,
tiers

Available
connections at
hubs

Same

Tier 2

Increase

0.6

13.3

7.0

20.9

20.3

0.6

20.9

Increase

5.7

20.3

10.1

36.0

0.6

31.0

4.4

36.1

Decrease

0.6

0.6

1.2

0.6

—

0.6

1.3

Subtotal

6.3

10.8

37.3

1.3

31.0

5.0

37.3

Same

0.6

2.5

Increase

3.8

22.2

4.4

Decrease

1.3

1.3

Subtotal

6.3

25.9

Tier 4
(smallest)

Increase

—
20.3

Decrease

—

Subtotal

Change in number of flight frequencies, 2002–10
Same
—

Increase

Decrease

—

Subtotal

3.1

0.6

2.5

30.4

0.6

23.4

6.3

3.2

3.2

5.7

0.6

2.5

2.5

5.7

7.6

39.3

1.9

28.5

8.9

39.4

30.4

Source: Authors, based on Burghouwt 2004.
Note: Tier 1 includes airports with more than 700 average daily connections, which include all main hubs in the region (Moscow, Kiev, St. Petersburg); tier 2 airports have between 50 and 700 connections (biggest capital cities
and prominent regional centers: Almaty, Minsk, Astana, Baku, Rostov, Krasnoyarsk); tier 3 airports have between 5 and 50 connections (smaller capitals and cities having medium population density); and tier 4 airports are in the
smallest cities with low population density and fewer than 5 connections. — = not available.
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Tier 3

Change in number of destinations with direct services, 2002–10

Onward Connectivity: Number of Available Indirectly Connected City Pairs, by Origin City, Hub, and Destination
Connection hub and destination, region

Origin city

Europe and Eurasia

Dubai total

Africa and Middle East

Americas

Asia and Pacific

Europe and Eurasia

Frankfurt total

Africa and Middle East

Americas

Asia and Pacific

Europe and Eurasia

Istanbul total

Africa and Middle East

Americas

Asia and Pacific

Europe and Eurasia

Moscow total

Moscow

Asia and Pacific

Istanbul

Americas

Frankfurt

Africa and Middle East

Dubai

All hubs

Almaty

—

—

—

—

—

10

31

—

87

128

11

5

—

56

72

1

7

—

48

56

437

Ashgabat

28

—

22

6

56

6

31

—

62

99

6

7

—

60

73

—

5

1

37

43

321

Baku

24

4

34

—

62

3

23

—

47

73

10

2

3

55

70

—

7

11

69

87

412

Bishkek

22

1

4

3

30

—

—

—

—

—

6

7

—

57

70

1

9

—

62

72

231

Chisinau

—

—

—

—

—

9

37

7

53

106

33

5

10

43

91

1

5

5

49

60

335

Dushanbe

12

2

10

7

31

1

5

—

56

62

5

3

—

44

52

—

—

—

10

10

239

Minsk

—

—

—

—

—

4

10

12

55

81

20

2

4

22

48

7

5

7

37

56

415

Tashkent

18

—

1

3

22

7

20

54

81

9

7

—

64

80

—

6

—

30

36

477

Tbilisi

12

2

29

—

43

3

23

1

74

101

7

7

1

48

63

—

4

5

21

30

296

Yerevan

13

—

18

—

31

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

11

13

69

93

319

Source: World Bank data.
Note: — = not available.

—
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TABLE 3A.4

“Hub” Connectivity: Number of Connected City-Pairs via Selected
Airports

Domestic-domestic

Regional-domestic

Domestic-regional

Int’l-domestic

Domestic-int’l

Regional-regional

Int’l-regional

Regional-int’l

Int’l-int’l

Relative stage-length

Almaty

8

24

15

41

61

12

20

39

29

249

Ashkhabad

2

7

5

14

19

1

2

7

17

74

Baku

0

1

3

2

6

12

33

44

66

167

Bishkek

0

3

5

1

2

5

2

3

0

21

Chisinau

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

14

31

56

Dushanbe

0

7

8

4

5

15

10

12

5

66

Minsk

0

0

0

0

0

14

34

44

22

114

Airport

Total
city-pairs

All carriers

Moscow

1,229

435

484

1,675

2,460

131

434

782

1,581

9,211

Kiev

21

43

43

147

187

47

193

254

505

1,440

Tashkent

16

26

27

21

45

19

33

47

71

305

Tbilisi

0

0

0

1

0

9

15

15

17

57

Yerevan

0

0

0

0

0

4

12

14

14

44

Only hub carriers and alliance partners’ online connections
Almaty

3

11

6

16

19

1

6

12

10

84

Ashkhabad

2

5

5

10

19

0

0

5

13

59

Baku

0

0

0

0

2

2

5

3

26

38

Bishkek

0

3

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

Chisinau

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

15

25

Dushanbe

0

2

3

0

1

2

2

4

1

15

Minsk

0

0

0

0

0

14

24

36

5

79

Moscow

301

81

103

484

780

21

97

243

848

2,958

Kiev

15

3

1

19

20

14

64

80

190

406

Tashkent

16

14

18

15

38

4

18

36

61

220

Tbilisi

0

0

0

0

0

6

1

6

4

17

Yerevan

0

0

0

0

0

1

4

5

7

17

Source: World Bank data.
Note: Regional refers to Eurasian countries and international (int’l) refers to non-Eurasian countries. Belarus and Yerevan
do not have scheduled domestic flights according to the March 2011 schedule.

Total Turnaround Costs for Selected Cities
dollars
City or
airport

Take-off and
landing charge

Charge for ensuring
aviation safety

Charge for using the
terminal building

St. Petersburg

709.80

696.00

1,305.00

106.50

2,817.30

Domodedovo

819.00

730.80

974.40

81.90

2,524.20

Sheremetyevo

819.00

730.80

974.40

32.80

2,557.00

Kiev

819.00

Almaty

1,385.00

Security charge 207.70

Tashkent

1,067.00

Transport security 106.70

2,505.60

Dushanbe

780.00

Pax service charge

Other

Parking charges

Total turnaround costs

1,972.00

Security charge 464.00

3,255.00

2,494.00

Marshalling charge 156.00

4,242.70

DCS + Baggage (20 kg/pax) 1,236.10

Security charges 501.10

5,416.60

1,044.00

78.00

1,902.00

Bishkek

1,067.10

160.10

780.00

797.20

Boarding bridge charge 146.60

2,951.00

Chisinau

943.50

33.70

Pax security charge 417.60

1,035.60

Modernization fee 1,503.40

3,933.80

Minsk

709.80

Yerevan

651.50

Security charge 334.10

Tbilisi

585.00

Aircraft seurity charge 168.50

Baku

232.00

Security charge 142.00

3,354.70

Pushback + Bridge + Bus 279.20

4,619.50

Pax security charge 618.00

2,552.00

Baggage. handling + SITA 336.40

4,259.90

1,123.20

3,340.80

Civil aviation tax 167.00

1,010.90

300.70

Ashgabat

858.00

85.80

2,900.00

Frankfurt

373.00

835.20

140.40

Istanbul

507.00

Safety charge 241.90

1,740.00

Loading bridge charge 146.90

Dubai

296.50

2,370.60

Aerobridge charge 204.40

Source: Authors based on ICAO 2010.
Note: DCS = departure control system; kg = kilogram.

156.20

1,083.80

5,942.60
214.50

3,843.80
1,348.60
2,635.80

53.20

2,871.40
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Notes
1. According to Stalin, “The Soviet Union would be inconceivable as a
state without first-class railway transport linking its many regions and
areas into one whole” (Khachaturov 1945, 220).
2. Rosavtotrans is the Russian successor to what was called Soyuuvtotrans
in the Soviet Union, with 260,000 trucks in operation.
3. SAS linked the Scandinavian capitals with Moscow, while Finnair operated between Helsinki and Moscow, KLM between Amsterdam and
Moscow, Sabena between Brussels and Moscow, and Air France
between Paris and Moscow.
4. For instance, using rank-degree analysis (Bagler 2008; Li and Cai
2004).
5. In mathematics, closeness is one of the basic concepts in a topological
space. Intuitively we say two sets are close if they are arbitrarily near
each other. The concept can be defined naturally in a metric space
where a notion of distance between elements of the space is defined. In
graph theory, closeness is a centrality measure of a vertex within a
graph. Vertices that are “shallow” or “close” to other vertices—those
that tend to have short geodesic distances to other vertices within the
graph—have higher closeness.
6. This includes all cities in the region and all cities outside the region
linked to them with a nonstop or direct flight. And the analysis of current aviation networks in Eurasia reveals that, compared with Aeroflot’s
flight schedule in the 1950s, a hierarchical hub structure is still prevalent. A hierarchical architecture implies that sparsely connected nodes
are part of highly clustered areas, with communication between the different highly clustered neighborhoods being maintained by a few hubs
(Barabási and Oltvai 2004). But changes in the configuration of airline
operations in the region—and worldwide—have altered some of its
structural features, the most important being the average shortest path.
Accordingly, the expected number of flights to connect any two cities in
the region has been reduced by half to little over a single connection
(from 4.5 to 2.2 flights) in the last five decades.
7. For instance, this is the case with Arkhangelsk Airlines, acquired in
2004 by Aeroflot and renamed Aeroflot Nord.
8. Interline agreements allow ticketing and luggage checking at the
departure airport for the entire journey. It is important for smaller capital cities that depend on interline connections (a continuing flight
with another airline, usually from a different alliance, too). Although
interline connections are increasingly less frequent, they are still
important for cities without daily or regular services to every major
hub—especially if they are underserved by the hub carrier itself (for
example, low frequencies on the Dushanbe-Istanbul sector flown by
Turkish Airlines), since they would depend also on the local carrier
(Tajik Air) for the inbound flight, and thus on interline connections.
Indeed, Tajik carriers do not have interline agreements with any other
carriers. By contrast, the rest of the capitals with outbound nonstop
services to Istanbul and Frankfurt have at least 70 percent of the flight
frequencies covered by interline agreements.
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9. Under a code-sharing agreement, the airline that operates the flight (the
one providing the plane, the crew, and the ground handling services) is
called the operating carrier. The company or companies that sell tickets
for that flight but do not actually operate it are called marketing carriers
or validating carriers. For connecting flights, this allows a customer to
book travel from point A to point C through point B under one carrier’s
code, instead of a customer booking from point A to point B under one
code, and from point B to point C under another code. Under this agreement, cooperating airlines also attempt to synchronize their schedules
and coordinate luggage handling.
10. So far, most models used to measure the time dimension of connectivity
are based on matching inbound and outbound flight schedules at a specific transfer point, within established minimum and maximum connecting times (Bootsma 1997). We followed Danesi (2006) for the
methodology to compute indirect connections, which defines a minimum connecting time between flights of 45 minutes for outbound continental flights and 60 minutes for intercontinental departures. In turn,
ideal connecting times are 90 and 120 minutes, respectively, and
120 and 180 minutes for maximum connecting times. A routing factor
consisting of the ratio between the direct and indirect flight distance
through the hub is calculated; all connections involving a routing factor
higher than 1.25 are discarded to avoid “artificial” connections or excessive back-tracking (for example, London-Moscow-New York). Thus, a
system of weights is set up for each connection, depending on the connection waiting time (quality of the connection) and distance, provided
minimum and maximum connecting times are met. But the scarcity of
demand information (real origin-destination counts) in international air
transport poses a challenge to researchers, who have to rely on supplyside information (airline scheduling) to calculate the competitive position of hubs for connecting traffic.
11. See http://legacy.icao.int/icao/en/trivia/freedoms_air.htm for a description of the freedoms of the air.
12. The methodology is analogous to the one applied to onward connections in third-country hubs, but the unit of analysis when adding the
number of connections is the city itself. See Nijkamp and others (2007)
for an extensive discussion of the methodology replicated here.
13. See Dennis (1994, 1998) and Graham (1995) for a full description of the
hub models.
14. Skyteam’s Aeroflot at Sheremetyevo (Moscow) and Oneworld’s Siberian
Airlines at Domodedovo (Moscow).
15. Anecdotal evidence indicates that load factors in the Istanbul-DushanbeIstanbul, Istanbul-Ashgabat-Istanbul, and Istanbul-Almaty-Istanbul
routes have exceeded 90 percent in past years.
16. For instance, up to 11 Uzbek airports are still managed by the national
airline (Uzbekistan Airways), the only provider of scheduled domestic
air services. Six of these airports are international, including Tashkent’s
(Yuzhny) Airport. Another example is Aeroflot’s majority stake in OJSC
Terminal (operates terminal D in Sheremetyevo). Other terminals
within the Sheremetyevo territory are managed by the state-owned
company International Airport Sheremetyevo (IAS).
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17. For instance, the Russian government had a controlling stake in Aeroflot, full ownership in Rossiya Airlines and Pulkovo Aviation, and a
minority stake in S7 Airlines as of July 2008.
18. For instance, the Armenian state has granted all traffic rights until 2013
to a single provider (Armavia), including “first refusal” rights to any
new bilateral agreements signed by the government (ADB 2008; World
Bank 2007).
19. According to FAS (Federal Antimonopoly Service), Russia’s Antitrust
Agency, No. 397 Resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation of 23.06.2007, “On Licensing carriage of passengers and goods by
air, and on improving state regulation of air carriers,” incorporates FAS
Russia’s proposals on abolishing the requirements that tie up licensees
to a particular airport or route, which have long restrained competition
of air carriers on the routes. The effective implementation of the resolution could not be verified independently.
20. According to the recent figures, Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent States countries had an accident rate of 7.15 hull losses per
million sectors in 2010, which is almost three times the world rate.
21. For instance, more than 20 Kyrgyz and 30 Kazakh operators have been
banned from the EU, only allowing western-built aircraft operations in
the case of Air Astana, the Kazakh main carrier (http://ec.europa.eu
/transport/air-ban/doc/list_en.pdf).
22. TRACECA. 2009. http://www.traceca-org.org/en/traceca/.
23. For example, Moscow’s Pulkovo airport may charge up to €3700 per
aircraft (based on Airbus 320’s maximum takeoff weight), but Frankfurt
would charge €1118 for the same aircraft.
24. Aeroflot actually launched competition in the fuel supply business in
Sheremetyevo airport and now enjoys better pricing than most of its
domestic and international competitors, saving around 37 million rubles
on fuel last year as a result of competitive tenders among jet fuel
suppliers.
25. We use an Airbus 320-200 with 70 percent load factor and 2 hours of
daytime parking, based on the assumption that the flight is international. Fees include landing and parking fees, and security, passenger
facility, and boarding bridge charges (or their equivalents). Other taxes
and fees (like navigation services fees) are not included. Computed fees
are expressed in current dollars and were extracted from ICAO’s Tariffs
for Airports and Air Navigation Services (2010).
26. While Ashgabat airport charges a fee of $25 per passenger, Dushanbe’s
published fee is only $9 per person. Other comparators are Dubai
($20.40), Istanbul (US$15), Tashkent ($27), Almaty ($21.50), Bishkek
($7), Yerevan ($32), Moscow Domodedovo ($13), and St. Petersburg
($11.25).
27. For instance, according to the Russian Federal Air Transport Agency, of
the 329 operational airports in the country, only 62 percent have an
artificial surface (runway), and 35 percent are not even equipped with
lighting. Immediate reconstruction is required on 50 percent of the runways, and 18 percent of the runways with unpaved surfaces require
major repairs.
28. See http://legacy.icao.int/icao/en/trivia/freedoms_air.htm.
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29. International air travel is regulated by bilateral ASAs that govern the
number of gateways served, the number and nationality of the carriers
offering services, and the frequency, capacity, and even price (Condie
2005). Given their relevance for air transport flows, the effects of air
services liberalization and bilateral agreements on air traffic have been
the subject of many empirical studies, although little has been written
from the perspective of connectivity. In this respect, an inherent problem with the country-level empirical work is the exclusion of airportlevel provisions commonly found in bilateral agreements, with the use
of scorecard approaches to estimate the restrictiveness of ASAs being
favored. For further work on ASAs and their impact, see Hummels and
Cristea (2011), Gönenç and Nicoletti (2000), Grosso (2008), Micco and
Serebrisky (2004), WTO (2006), and Piermartini and Rousova (2008).
30. In general, negotiations on 5th freedom rights have often been very
protracted, partly because they involve at least three parties or more,
and also because potential grantor states have regarded 5th freedoms as
encroachments upon their 3rd or 4th freedoms (Hanlon 2007).
31. But the prevalence of “orphan services” is still quite high, where up to
1,100 country pairs with direct air services do not have a corresponding
codified ASA, representing up to 12 percent of worldwide passenger
traffic (Carzaniga and Latrille 2010). In practice, traffic rights and capacity determination in bilateral agreements remain undisclosed and are
only in the form of confidential memoranda. It should be noted that the
ASA registration with ICAO is done on a voluntary basis by member
countries. For an extensive discussion of the provisions and contents of
the ASAs, see WTO (2006), and for the Air Liberalization Index see
WTO’s QUASAR database (http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_
e/serv_e/transport_e/review2_e.htm#quasar).
32. We reviewed more than 50 bilateral agreements available at ICAO’s
WASA database, and national sources, especially Rosaviatsiya, the
Russian Federal Air Transport Agency. Other forms of restrictions to the
full liberalization of traffic still exist, such as the fees charged by Russia
on the Trans-Siberian routes.
33. For instance, in Tajikistan a World Bank study found that restrictive
provisions and limited competition resulted in an equivalent tax of
7 percent in the migrant workers’ payroll, one of the world’s poorest
(World Bank 2005).
34. For example, Lufthansa’s Frankfurt-Baku-Ashgabat beyond sector.
35. Eurasia-based airlines operating 5th freedom traffic rights between two
extra-regional countries are rare, but examples exist, such as Uzbekistan
Airways, operating the Riga-New York-Riga sector (from/to Tashkent).
36. By scheduling multiple stops, carriers increase capacity use “as they go”
to mitigate the mismatch between inbound and outbound load factors.
For instance, the imbalance of exported air cargo between Europe and
China was 1:3.4 (for every ton exported, 3.4 were imported) in recent
years, while that between Europe and the Middle East was 6.4:1. As a
result, several European haulers established hubs and incorporated
additional stops in the Middle East, Central Asia, or South Asia to
increase capacity use on eastbound flights to Asia. Return legs, however,
operate with higher load factors carrying mostly electronic products or
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“economically perishable goods” such as garments and fashion items.
Carriers with similar network design usually base their business model
on the extensive use of 5th freedom rights. This is the case with Cargolux, which established its Caspian cargo operations in Baku,
Azerbaijan. This hub serves two main purposes for the Luxembourgbased company: as a transshipment point for Caspian and South Asian
destinations served by interline partners (Azal Cargo), and as a “5th
freedom hub” with full traffic rights to East Asia and back. Some of the
typical routes for the European carrier are Luxembourg-Baku-Shanghai-Baku-Luxembourg, and Luxembourg-Baku-Singapore-Kuala Lumpur-Madras-Baku-Luxembourg on B747Fs.
37. An example of such a strategy is Aeroflot, which serves a few destinations in Europe (Hahn, Helsinki) and East Asia (Tokyo; Seoul; Hong
Kong SAR, China; Shanghai) by way of Moscow and Novosibirsk.
Since great circle distances between European destinations and East
Asia are in excess of 5,500 miles, cargo haulers operating along the
Trans-Siberian route have typically scheduled technical stops in Russia
(Krasnoyarsk, Sverdlovsk) or Kazakhstan (Almaty, Karaganda) given
the range limitations of freighter aircraft when load factors are high.
For Aeroflot, Novosibirsk is the entry point for eastbound operations to
Tokyo, and in the return leg from Shanghai, which is probably operated at higher load factors. But return trips from Hong Kong SAR,
China, and Seoul use Karaganda as an intermediate and commercial
stop, which serves a number of different airlines.
			 Another example is Airbridge Cargo (ABC), one of the largest providers of scheduled air cargo services in the region with bases in Moscow
and Krasnoyarsk. Today, capacity is mostly allocated in European and
Asian routes to Moscow (Amsterdam; Frankfurt; Hong Kong SAR,
China; Shanghai) and in direct services between Europe and Asia. Given
their current fleet composition, nonstop services between Europe and
Shanghai or Hong Kong SAR, China are not attainable due to the maximum operational range of the B747-400F aircraft in use. Accordingly,
technical stops are scheduled in Krasnoyarsk, where up to 95 percent of
ABC’s cargo throughput consists of goods in transit. Even so, a minor
percentage of freight volumes are either local traffic or transshipments
to interline partners and road feeder services.
38. Confidential Memorandum of Understanding between the Aeronautical
Authorities of China and the Russian Federation, July 2011.
39. The term “broadband” has no generally accepted definition. According
to the International Telecommunications Union definition, broadband
refers to an Internet connection speed of 256 kilobits per second (kbps)
or higher. But definitions based on data transfer speed do not consider
the very fast evolution in technologies and uses. Is a bandwidth of 256
kbps a broadband connection? Or should the limit be set at 1 Mbps?
There is no definitive answer, as the bandwidth required to run Internet
applications is continuously increasing, and infrastructure standards are
continuously improving to meet the growing demand. Such a definition
can only be relative to a particular moment in time in a particular country (Fornefeld and others 2008).
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40. The STM-4 (Synchronous Transport Module) is an SDH ITU-T fiberoptic network transmission standard. It has a bit rate of 622.08 Mbps.
The STM-16 has a bit rate of 2,488.32 Mbps.
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CHAPTER 4

Greening Cities

Spotlight—Greening Kazan, the Russian Federation
Parasols, beach towels, and high spirits. Outdoor cafes and
swimwear. We might be on Eurasia’s glamorous Black Sea
coast, but we are actually 1,000 kilometers inland, on the riverside “riviera” in the city of Kazan, the Russian Federation.
In the words of a participant in the 2010 G20 Summit, part
of a city’s success comes from being “a city that wives want
to live in.” This does not just mean showcase attractions—it
also means incremental improvements in the many environmental aspects of a city that contribute to quality of life.
Some of these aspects are mundane, but they help keep a
city competitive. Efficient urban transport is one example.
The “riviera” city, Kazan, has installed a new fleet of city
buses, operated by private firms that bid for the right to operate on specific routes. It is also installing high-speed trams
on major routes—like the large ring-road around the city and
several trunk roads. This is similar to an indigenous version of
Bus Rapid Transit technology, which has proved popular in
cities around the world. These trams can run on the existing
137
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tramway infrastructure, but they have their own dedicated
lanes amid a six-lane road. Average speeds have jumped from
16 kilometers an hour to around 26, and the trams can reach
80 kilometers an hour. One advantage the trams have over
Bus Rapid Transit is that they run on electricity—not on combustion engines—and are thus more environmentally
friendly.
This chapter examines issues concerning the side effects
of urban growth and the need to maintain “green” cities.

Key Issues
• The Soviet era left a mixed environmental legacy—widespread industrial pollution, inefficient use of energy, and often
poorly performing public services—but it also left compact cities, and efficient recycling, and high use of public transport.
• Since the transition, many inefficient, polluting industries
have disappeared, and market mechanisms have slowly
begun to encourage greater energy efficiency. At the same
time, more market-oriented, consumerist economies have
led to urban sprawl, a greater use of private cars, and a
collapse of recycling systems.
• During the initial transition, urban governments rightfully
focused on economic and social priorities—and dealt with
many of them. Going forward, cities will need to tackle environmental issues more forcefully—not only to improve the
welfare of today’s residents, but also to be better able to compete for investments and for the skilled and knowledge
workers who will drive tomorrow’s economies.

The development of cities is shaped by more than people’s needs
and desires for food, water, shelter, or companionship. War, for
example, has defined the development of cities through much of
human history. The dense, compact design of medieval walled cities
sprang from the need for protection against outside aggressors. In
more recent history, industrialization and globalization have defined
city development. With rapid urbanization and economic growth
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have come environmental challenges that many believe will define
city development for generations to come.
These environmental challenges are both global (for example, climate change) and local (for example, soil and groundwater pollution).
As cities develop, they generate positive and negative side effects, or
externalities. Positive externalities, which include such benefits of
agglomeration as a larger and more diverse customer and labor base,
draw people and businesses into cities. Negative externalities—like
pollution and congestion—push them out. The more a city develops,
the more externalities it generates.
The challenge for local authorities is to enhance and encourage
positive externalities while mitigating negative ones. For instance,
the larger a city is, the more viable public transportation becomes.
But growth can also congest the city with private vehicles. By
encouraging dense development around the main transportation
hubs, urban planners can mitigate congestion and air pollution from
cars and make public transportation more efficient (through
increased ridership).
Negative environmental externalities have economic costs that are
hard to quantify but often significant. Direct impacts on human
health reduce productivity and impose treatment costs. Local pollution and the loss of natural amenities make a city less attractive to
high-skilled and high-knowledge workers, inhibiting potential
economic transformation through industrial and specialized

manufacturing and services. Emissions that contribute to long-term
climate change require costly adaptation. Inefficient resource
use—encouraged by price distortions—imposes other economic costs
related to environmental quality.
In addition to being a drag on urban competitiveness, climate
change and pollution are two of the world’s most pressing environmental challenges. Cities are central to combating both. To
improve the global environment, all cities must become better
environmental performers. No mechanism can force global actors
to move in a common direction, however. And many developing
countries and transition economies feel entitled to pollute on their
way to higher growth, just as developed countries did for more
than a century.
Without a global effort to reduce pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions, everyone will eventually be worse off—the classic “tragedy of the commons” situation. The challenge for Eurasian cities is
thus to encourage economic growth while minimizing negative
environmental externalities. Mitigating climate change and reducing pollution can make cities both better global environmental
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stewards and more competitive in their quest for talent and
investment.

The Soviet Past: Institutions Without Markets
The Soviet Union failed to combat environmental challenges
adequately because—despite having strong (albeit unequally strong)
institutions—it had no functioning markets to ensure the efficiency
and sustainability of various measures, including the provision of
quality public transportation and district heating as populations were
increasing and cities were expanding.
In much of the developed world, strong institutions are crucial in
reducing market inefficiencies. The Soviet Union had strong institutions, and it did a good job of reducing many of these inefficiencies,
such as the poor’s lack of access to housing. Yet, environmental institutions did not rank high in that hierarchy. Environmental concerns
rarely played a pivotal role in development decisions; Soviet planners
tended to take an anthropocentric view of the world, in which n
 atural
resources were to meet human needs, particularly through industrialization. Industrial plants went up at breakneck speed, and urban areas
were created from scratch. Unprecedented levels of p
 ollution followed, most of it generated in cities, particularly industrial cities.
Central planning—not market principles—guided industrial development, so that industrial facilities were often oversized and over
clustered. Industrial managers chose such development patterns
because clustering allowed economies of scale and vertical integration reduced transaction and transportation costs. And large plants,
more visible and impressive than small ones, gave a greater sense of
Soviet “might.” They facilitated the allocation and disbursement of
funds—it is easier to allocate funds to one large company than to several small ones—and they streamlined the management of an
increasingly complex system.
Industrial concentration made economic sense, but it generated an
unprecedented amount of pollution in a compact area. Toward the
end of the 1980s, Eurasian cities had become some of the world’s most
polluted places. The Russian city of Norilsk, for example, e mitted more
sulfur dioxide than all of Italy. A 1989 air quality study in 534 Soviet
cities found that virtually all of them exceeded established norms in
the concentration of suspended particulate matter. Because their air
pollution was so severe, 130 of those cities were put on a black list for
further government investigation (Peterson 1993). Although transport contributed a large share of urban air emissions—despite a fairly
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low car ownership rate—most pollution came from stationary sources,
such as industry and power plants (table 4.1).
Industrial pollution was exacerbated by the propensity of managers to overuse resources and allow plants to fall into decay.
Because there were no price mechanisms to guide trade and
investment (all prices were artificially set at the center) and the
state’s focus was on production and measurable outcomes, managers had no incentives to run their plants efficiently. It was more
profitable—and looked better on paper—to invest in more production capacity than to retrofit and upgrade existing technology, as
modernizing existing facilities meant halting production and thus
risking the possibility of not meeting production quotas. By contrast, building a new facility won praise, and it came at a derisory
cost in an economy in which 1,000 kilograms of steel could be
bought for the price of 20 kilograms of apples, and a barrel of oil
could be bought for the price of a liter of vodka.
As the state was both the polluter and the regulator, there was no
checks and balances mechanism to monitor pollution and enforce
pollution standards. Environmental plans set lofty goals, but few
managers considered them. Most preferred to pay repeated environmental sanctions—when they were enforced at all—than to stop production and install pollution-abatement technologies.
A lack of decentralization made for poor environmental monitoring in most cities. Sometimes, local governments issued sanctions against particularly bad polluters, but powerful central
ministries protected most polluters, so that little came of official
efforts. In most cases, local authorities did not meddle with the
activity of the industrial plants (they had nothing to gain from
doing so and everything to lose), apart from monitoring whether
they met their production quotas.
Pollution went largely unabated in most cities, and few environmental improvements were made. Change usually came only when
a high-ranking official became aware of environmental degradation.
In 1960, for example, Nikita Khrushchev was entertaining a foreign
delegation in Moscow when a cloud of toxic air blew over from a
nearby paint and dye factory. Caught in the moment, he ordered that
the factory be converted to plastics production and that 83 of the
most polluting plants be moved outside the city (Colton 1995). But
such measures were the exception, not the norm.
Soviet planners remained oblivious—or rather immune—to the
environmental and social impacts of rapid urbanization and industrialization.1 Championing the environment brought no gains. Instead,
it risked igniting the wrath of central leaders. And, as the system was
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TABLE 4.1

Atmospheric Pollution Emissions in Selected Cities, 1987
Level of emissions
City, country

Source of emission, percent

Population, thousands

Metric tons, thousands

Metric tons per capita

Transport

Stationary

Norilsk, Russian Federation

175

2,426

13.89

1

99

Krivoi Rog, Ukraine

713

1,369

1.92

6

94

8,769

1,211

0.14

70

30

Temirtau, Kazakhstan

214

1,018

4.76

2

98

Novokuznetsk, Russian Federation

600

949

1.58

6

94

Magnitogorsk, Russian Federation

440

900

2.04

3

97

1,022

788

0.77

38

62

Former Soviet Union

Moscow, Russian Federation

Nizhnii Tagil, Russian Federation

439

712

1.62

4

96

St. Petersburg, Russian Federation

4,461

626

0.14

59

41

Chelyabinsk, Russian Federation

1,144

534

0.47

16

84

Angarsk, Russian Federation

266

482

1.81

3

97

Ufa, Russian Federation

1,082

475

0.44

27

73

Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine

1,178

444

0.38

28

72

913

400

0.44

27

73

Krasnoyarsk, Russian Federation
Volgograd, Russian Federation

999

396

0.40

29

71

Tashkent, Uzbekistan

1,780

362

0.20

86

14

Donetsk, Ukraine

1,109

328

0.30

41

59
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Baku, Azerbaijan

City, country

Population, thousands

Metric tons, thousands

Kiev, Ukraine

2,588

327

Tbilisi, Georgia

1,243

Yerevan, Armenia

1,199

Minsk, Belarus
Almaty, Kazakhstan

Source of emission, percent

Metric tons per capita

Transport

Stationary

0.13

71

29

312

0.25

87

13

248

0.21

71

29

1,276

235

0.18

53

47

1,072

213

0.20

77

23

Sterlitamak, Russian Federation

247

201

0.81

9

91

Bishkek, Kyrgyz Republic

627

163

0.26

46

54

Irkutsk, Russian Federation

626

152

0.24

41

59

Chisinau, Moldova

665

133

0.20

68

32

Arkhangelsk, Russian Federation

416

116

0.28

28

72

Dushanbe, Tajikistan

604

114

0.19

67

33

Ashkhabad, Turkmenistan

402

46

0.11

87

13

Mexico City, Mexico

8,300

5,027

0.61

80

20

Los Angeles, United States (1982)

3,300

3,391

1.03

87

13

São Paolo, Brazil

9,200

2,110

0.23

86

14

London, United Kingdom (1978)

6,500

1,200

0.18

86

14

772

394

0.51

59

41

1,185

213

0.18

27

73

Cities outside the region

Athens, Greece (1976)
Munich, Germany (1974/75)

Source: Peterson 1993, authors’ calculations.
Note: Figures for all cities are for 1987, except where otherwise indicated in parentheses.
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highly centralized and tightly controlled, local governments had no
incentives to make their cities more environmentally friendly.
In the west, citizens had a voice and many demanded change.
They also could vote. And if the status quo remained, many voted
with their feet—by moving elsewhere. Soviet citizens had none of
these options.
With all their faults, however, Eurasian cities did do some things
that would be considered “green” today. They provided broad access
to public transportation, had high rates of access to water and sanitation, operated recycling programs, used district heating, and combined heat and power systems. But with no markets, there were no
viable price mechanisms to promote efficiency.

Inefficient Use of Energy
Eurasia urbanized very quickly, generating multiple environmental
externalities that are typical of cities and urban growth. As millions
of people moved from rural areas to electrified urban apartments,
thousands of industrial and power chimneys went up to accommodate them. People moved to urban, often colder areas on an unprecedented scale.
The Soviet Union had the world’s largest absolute number of people living in areas with low temperatures (see table 4A.1). Of the
world’s 25 coldest cities with more than 500,000 people in 2001, 23
were in Russia (and home to 19 million people). The population rises
substantially when including smaller cities and towns (Hill and
Gaddy 2003).
Maintaining people in frigid climates placed a huge demand on
Eurasia’s energy production, as cities had to be heated. The Soviet
Union’s power production, rising rapidly, kept up with Western
Europe’s (figure 4.1). But Western Europe enjoyed higher and more
consistent economic growth.
Soviet planners did not consider the temperature when building
cities in colder areas. Buildings and infrastructure were seldom
adapted to atmospheric conditions. Whether in Ashgabat in the Central Asian desert or in Norilsk above the Arctic Circle, apartment
blocks were all designed the same, forcing northern residents to
brave Arctic winters with thin walls and large windows.
Energy efficiency was not exactly a staple of Soviet building
design. Concrete is six times more thermally conductive than brick,
and seven times more conductive than wood (the material traditionally used for buildings in Siberia). Concrete also ages faster than does
brick or wood. To make matters worse, people were oblivious to the
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FIGURE 4.1
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true cost of heating an apartment in a cold area. And fossil fuels were
delivered to power plants and district heating units at artificial prices.
To meet these high energy demands, Soviet planners relied initially on cheaper, dirtier energy sources, such as thermal electric
plants that burned coal, oil, and gas. But so did Western countries at
the time (see figure 4.2). As technologies improved, many countries
shifted toward cleaner energy sources. The switch from coal was
much more pronounced in Eurasia than in the rest of the world, and
reflected the region’s discovery of abundant sources of oil and gas.
Indeed, when the 1973 oil crisis hit, the Soviet Union responded by
increasing domestic supply rather than increasing energy efficiency.
The Soviet Union’s vast fossil fuel reserves made it energy independent, but they also discouraged investing in cleaner, more efficient
technologies.

Fairly Efficient Public Transportation
To move people in ever-growing cities, Soviet planners built extensive public transportation systems. This was one thing Soviet cities
did markedly better than many other cities in the world. However,
like most public transportation systems, the Soviet systems relied on
subsidies, and no legitimate attempts were made to increase costrecovery. On the contrary, Moscow and Tashkent, for example, built
their metro systems with lavish designs and ornaments to impress
and please the average citizen. Beautifying these facilities is commendable, but the maintenance costs were often substantial.
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FIGURE 4.2

Production of Primary Energy in the Soviet Union and Elsewhere, 1950s–80s
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Car ownership and use were much lower than in Western cities,
as people had more public transportation options and less purchasing
power. In addition, the state controlled the formal vehicle market—
there were virtually no car imports—and second-hand markets were
usually word-of-mouth affairs that relied on friendships and social
networks. The transport sector was nevertheless a substantial source
of air pollution in most Soviet cities. In 1988, despite having just a
tenth of the United States’s car fleet and only half of its truck freight,
Soviet transport generated two-thirds as much atmospheric pollution
(Feshbach and Friendly 1992). In 1960, the Soviet Union produced a
small fraction of the number of cars produced in the United States,
France, the United Kingdom, or the Federal Republic of Germany—
but produced only slightly fewer than Japan (table 4.2). By 1986,
Soviet production had risen above the United Kingdom’s but was
only a seventh of Japan’s.
Because of an “artificial” market for trucks and buses (that is,
competition among state-owned industries and organizations), more
were produced. Indeed, until the early 1970s, the Soviet Union produced more buses and trucks than passenger cars. In 1986, the
Soviet Union produced more buses and trucks than France, the
United Kingdom, and the Federal Republic of Germany combined,
though just a small fraction of those countries’ combined passenger
vehicle output.
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TABLE 4.2

Vehicle Production in the Soviet Union and Selected Countries, 1960–86
1,000 units
1960

1970

1980

1986

Passenger
cars

Buses and
trucks

Passenger
cars

Buses and
trucks

Passenger
cars

Buses and
trucks

Passenger
cars

Buses and
trucks

139

385

344

572

1,327

872

1,326

918

Federal Republic
of Germany

1,817

238

3,528

318

3,512

380

4,273

179

France

1,136

234

2,458

292

3,487

505

2,732

462

Country
Soviet Union

Japan

165

595

3,179

2,126

7,038

4,006

7,811

4,458

United Kingdom

1,353

458

1,641

458

924

389

1,019

229

United States

6,675

1,194

6,547

1,692

6,400

1,667

7,516

3,393

Source: Pollard 1990.

With more cars on the road came more car pollution. Most
wealthier cities (particularly Eurasian capitals) had more cars per
capita and higher pollution from transport (see table 4.1). Most of the
cities with the highest share of pollution from transport are historic,
clustered around the western and southern borders of the Soviet
Union (exhibit 4.1). This geographic pattern had several causes. First,
historic cities were already fairly well developed by the time of the
aggressive industrialization wave and thus did not always accommodate large industrial plants. Second, with World War II, the Soviets
developed more industrial capabilities inland, away from the borders
and potential enemy attack. Third, most industrial development
went to areas with solid Russian or pro-Russian majorities. Moldova’s capital, for example, had virtually no major industry by the time
the Soviet Union collapsed. The same was true of other capitals in the
Caucasus and Central Asia.

Rudimentary Waste Management
The Soviet Union was not a consumerist society; it generated much
less waste than did Western countries. Its lack of markets translated
into a lack of diversity in goods and packaging. Cities surrounded by
active rural communities often relied on regional produce for their
daily food needs. People in these cities bought local meat from the
butcher (or cut the meat themselves, if they had relatives in the
countryside) instead of buying prepackaged cuts from the supermarket; received milk delivery in returnable glass bottles, not in cartons
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EXHIBIT 4.1

Air Pollution from Transport in the Soviet Union, 1988

Transport pollution in 1988,
percentage of all pollution
1.1 – 50.0
50.1 – 75.0
75.1 – 100.0
Source: Feshbach and Friendly 1992.

or plastic bottles; and bought most of their vegetables at the local
market. Soviet households generated less waste than did Western
households.2 In addition, most cities had recycling networks for
paper, glass, and metal.
Many newer cities and those in cold regions relied too much on
food shipments from other areas of the Soviet Union, however. These
shipments were not only taxing on the environment—a tomato
transported from the Caucasus to Irkutsk leaves a fairly large environmental footprint—but also heavily subsidized. In addition, industrial soil pollution went unchecked in most industrial cities. Heavy
metals, construction materials, pharmaceuticals, and exhausted fuels
and oils were often just dumped on site or in dumps in wild areas on
the outskirts of cities.
Environmental regulations were poorly enforced, and even when
they were enforced, the fines to encourage better behavior were
minimal. Almost 90 percent of the waste generated by industries was
not safely disposed of (table 4.3).
The situation was little better when waste was discarded in stateoperated landfills, which were usually nothing more than open pits
in periurban areas. Many smaller cities and towns did not even have
access to solid waste infrastructure, dumping their trash in make
shift dumpsites. Most operating landfills had no provisions to protect
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TABLE 4.3

Generation and Disposal of Toxic Waste in the Soviet Union, by
Sector, 1990
Sector
Ferrous and nonferrous metals
Construction materials

Volume generated,
1,000 metric tons

Recovered and safely
disposed of, percent

241,500

9.8

11,100

4.5

Fertilizer

7,200

9.5

Chemicals and petrochemicals

5,900

32.3

Energy

5,300

33.5

Automobiles and farm equipment

3,800

17.2

Lathes and instruments

1,600

7.3

Electronics

400

3.8

Pharmaceuticals

400

25.0

Coal

300

30.0

Heavy machinery

200

20.0

Other

22,583

26.5

Total

302,083

11.85

Source: Peterson 1993.

against waste leachates into the soil and groundwater, and methane
emissions from decomposing organic waste were not captured. As
disposing waste was fairly cheap, smaller cities and towns had no
incentive to upgrade facilities.
Western countries were not much better in their solid waste management. For example, the Federal Republic of Germany, one of the
countries most innovative in solid waste management, did not take a
proactive stance on it until the mid-1960s, when the economic and
consumption boom led to a waste avalanche. Up to that point, it discarded much of its waste in some 50,000 open garbage dumps. There
were only 130 sanitary landfills, 16 composting plants, and 30 incinerators. After the country passed its Waste Disposal Act in 1972, most
open dumps closed, and national solid waste management consolidated around fewer large sanitary landfills and incinerators. By 1984,
385 sanitary landfills were handling about 70 percent of the country’s municipal waste (Bilitewski, Härdtle, and Marek 1997).

Good Utilities Coverage, Inefficient Delivery
Access to water and sanitation in Soviet urban areas was generally
good, with larger cities usually having full coverage. Some cities were
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underserviced (especially in the Caucasus and Central Asia), but
overall the Soviet Union provided services at a level higher than even
some developed Western countries.
In 1988, 87 percent of cities and 53 percent of towns were served
by some form of sewerage system (Peterson 1993). The quality of
wastewater treatment technology in the Soviet Union—which several
Western cities, such as Milan, lacked entirely—was fairly high. But a
lack of incentives for workers and managers often translated into
poorly constructed, badly maintained, and loosely monitored systems.
In addition, the need to meet plan and production quotas (measured,
for example, in tons of effluent treated) was a strong disincentive for
interrupting operations for repairs, improvements, or upgrades.
Just 25 percent of the Soviet Union’s wastewater was treated in
compliance with norms, and 24 percent went untreated altogether
(table 4.4). There were, however, high performers, such as Belarus
and the Kyrgyz Republic, the latter of which was responsible for the

TABLE 4.4

Performance of Water and Wastewater Sector in the Former Soviet Union, 1989
percent, except where otherwise indicated
Noncompliance with drinking water
standards in municipal water supply
systems

Wastewater

Republic

Requiring
treatment,
millions of cubic
meters

Treated in
compliance with
norm

Treated but not in
compliance with
norm

Untreated

Chemical
indicators

Bacteriological
indicators

Armenia

557

55

1

44

5.3

10.9

Azerbaijan

597

51

12

37

31.4

21.8

Belarus

994

93

7

0

29.5

9.0

Georgia

626

49

9

42

7.9

14.7

Kazakhstan

591

43

48

9

12.7

7.4

Kyrgyz Republic

180

78

17

6

3.7

14.1

Moldova

298

37

48

39

14.5

8.6

30,633

11

61

28

20.5

11.7

286

62

35

3

21.5

21.7

Russian Federation
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Ukraine
Uzbekistan
Soviet Union
Source: Peterson 1993.
Note: — = not available.

—

—

—

—

27.5

23.4

6,706

57

36

7

13.1

9.9

762

65

8

27

25.9

14.7

43,564

25

51

24

18.5

11.3
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quality of water in much of Central Asia, as the region’s two major
rivers pass through it.
The quality of drinking water suffered because of industrial discharge and seepage from sewer lines. Chemical indicators were particularly high in the water systems of Azerbaijan, Belarus, and
Turkmenistan. Households often had brown tap water, especially
after service shutdowns. Groundwater sources in Central Asian cities
were also heavily contaminated, as fertilizers were used heavily in
mass agriculture.
Industrial plants were especially bad water managers, using huge
quantities and returning it to the system full of toxins and contaminants. Households also consumed excessive amounts of water. As a
result, the processing capacity of water and wastewater systems had
to be continually adjusted upward (ADB 1998).
As water and wastewater systems expanded, few paid attention to
the systems as they were. Indeed, the focus was on producing more,
not on maintaining what was already there. Not surprisingly, most
water and wastewater systems leaked, wasting a precious resource
and raising the energy requirement for delivery, processing, and
disposal.

Many Green Areas, but Decaying
Soviet planners made good provisions for urban green space. Central planners usually made ample space for green infrastructure in
their city designs. Exhibit 4.2 shows what early planners had in
mind for Moscow in the 1930s and how much green space is left
now. As cities expanded, green space gave way to new neighborhoods and factories.
Although the number of urban green spaces was impressive, the
quality was not. Green spaces were not tended with sound landscape
principles. Nor were they designed to enhance the visitor experience.
They were instead simply put there to be there. And for all their
green, Soviet cities had one color that sprang to visitors’ minds—gray.
Trees, buildings, and infrastructure were covered with a blanket of
soot, the result of air pollution, lack of maintenance, and the neutralization of the carbon-sink capacity of urban forests in some highemission cities.
Most cities had a shortage of trees and parks that could act as
urban lungs. Most of Moscow’s green space, for example, was beyond
the city’s outer rings. Thus, people in Moscow had 29 percent less
green space per capita than the Soviet norm, and the deficit in the
city center was almost 80 percent (Feshbach and Friendly 1992).
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EXHIBIT 4.2

Moscow Green Areas
b. Moscow, 2011

a. Moscow reconstruction plan in the 1930s
Roads, railroads, and borders based on situation 2011
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Source: Adapted from Colton (1995) and Moscow Masterplan.

The Transitional Present: Weak Institutions and
Weak Markets
The dissolution of institutions and the continued absence of markets
plagued the first half of the transition. This first half created some
environmental dividends, as many industries folded or scaled down,
but it also led to the widespread disintegration of the environmental
infrastructure. The second half of the transition saw the emergence
of markets but a slower recovery of institutional support.
The transition affected Eurasian countries at varying levels of
both development and environmental degradation. On the whole,
resource-rich, industrialized countries (Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia,
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and Ukraine) were poorer environmental performers than were
smaller, less developed countries. There were, however, at least five
idiosyncratic challenges that all countries shared: inefficient and
wasteful industries, a large environmental infrastructure that was falling apart and expensive to operate, a culture of centralized environmental management with inactive local governments and a weak civil
society, poorly enforced regulations, and a general lack of political
interest in the environment. The Soviets built extensive public services infrastructure—more than did other countries at their development level—but they did not have the mechanisms in place (such as a
proper tariff structure) to ensure the sustainability of the infrastructure. Without the subsidies from the central government that they
had enjoyed before, much of this infrastructure fell into disrepair.
With the economic downturn of the 1990s came a drop in pollution
from industrial facilities and power plants. And with the fall of the
Communist system, many industrial facilities were producing without
real markets to serve. These facilities had relied on artificial pricing for
fuel, energy, and raw material purchases, “employing” people who just
stood around and did nothing. When the system fell, it fell with all its
might, and so did pollution. It was not a call to arms for the environment but an adjustment to “real” production and pollution levels.
Before 1991, an oversized industry produced an oversized amount
of pollution. But after 1991, production contracted and pollution fell
dramatically. Every Eurasian country emitted less carbon dioxide
after the Soviet Union broke up—and shortly before (figure 4.3).
In the industrial giants, the adjustment was huge. But even the
smaller, less developed countries saw an environmental dividend
from deindustrialization. Three heavy hitters—Kazakhstan, Russia,
and Ukraine—each belched more carbon dioxide per capita in the
heyday of Communism than did the average high-income country in
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD). The other Eurasian countries, except for Armenia, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Turkmenistan, generated more carbon dioxide per
capita than the world average.
The transition saw the world’s pollution levels stay in step with
those of the OECD, but it marked a large downward adjustment for
Eurasian countries. As Eurasian economies began adjusting to markets, pollution began growing again. But the growth has been much
less pronounced than the initial downward trend, and except for
Kazakhstan—which greatly expanded its resource exploitation—no
Eurasian country has risen above the OECD average. Azerbaijan,
Moldova, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan dropped their carbon dioxide
emissions below the world average and kept them there.
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FIGURE 4.3

Carbon Dioxide Emissions in Selected Countries, 1989–2007
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This decline in atmospheric pollution is clearly good for both the
global climate and the quality of life in cities in the former Soviet
Union. However, normalizing carbon dioxide emissions for GDP output reveals that, despite polluting less, Eurasian countries are still big
polluters (figure 4.4).
Eurasian factories thus polluted less but still averaged more pollution per unit of output than did the world and the OECD. In 1990,
almost all Eurasian countries polluted more per unit of output than
did the average OECD country. Uzbekistan polluted six times as
much, and Kazakhstan five times as much. Still, E
 urasian countries
were among a select group that reduced greenhouse gas emissions
in the 1990s and 2000s while increasing economic growth.
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FIGURE 4.4

Carbon Dioxide Emissions in Selected Countries, 1990 and 2007
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On the flip side, lower budgets, weakened institutions, a lack of
price mechanisms and efficient markets, and few environmental
priorities led to the deterioration of the environmental i nfrastructure.
Problems included leaking and underperforming water and
wastewater networks, overwhelmed landfills, collapsed recycling

networks, poor transportation systems, and green areas under attack
from new developments.
Eurasian countries came out of Communism with an environmental infrastructure that was, in many respects, beyond their level
of development. Many Eurasian cities have thus failed to maintain
and operate their infrastructure properly. Higher tariffs and better
collection rates were needed to finance the repairs and upgrades, but
achieving these changes proved difficult because of low household
incomes and poorly managed utilities companies.
Civil society continued to play a marginal role in a system that
was shaken by the collapse of Communism but that was still
unwilling to cede power and decentralize. Most Eurasian countries
continued to garner bad civil society ratings well into 2010 (Mootz
2010). Although the situation improved dramatically in Hungary,
Poland, and Romania, many Eurasian countries neither allowed a
functional market system to develop nor provided institutions
strong enough to tackle the worst market inefficiencies. Even
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when the strong institutions were there, the political will was often
missing.

Energy Consumption
With many outdated, inefficient industrial facilities folding during
the transition, energy demand declined in most of Eurasia. A declining population also contributed to this fall in demand, though only
modestly. Energy consumption patterns followed economic
performance (figure 4.5). Less energy demand meant less energy

FIGURE 4.5

Electric Power Consumption in Selected Countries, 1990–2007
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production, and less energy production translated into less pollution
from thermal power plants—the chief emitter of greenhouse gases.
As the economy began to recover, so did energy production. But by
2007, no Eurasian country had returned to its 1990 level. All the Eurasian countries consumed less energy per capita than the OECD countries, and eight (the smaller, less industrialized countries in Eurasia) fell
below world averages at the onset of the transition and stayed there.
All in all, Eurasian countries has performed rather well environmentally. And even better, very few of them rely substantially on
energy generated from coal—only Kazakhstan is above the world
average in coal-generated energy—and several rely substantially on
low-emission sources like hydroelectricity and nuclear power. Some
countries’ large fluctuations from 1990 to 2007 (figure 4.6) can be
explained by their reliance on energy imports—Moldova, for example,
imports almost all its energy—and on the discovery of new and more
cheaply exploitable energy sources (such as natural gas in Azerbaijan).
Still, Europe and Central Asia is the world’s least energy-efficient
region, accounting for 10 percent of global energy demand but
generating only 5 percent of global gross domestic product (GDP)
(World Bank 2010). The low GDP per unit of energy use in Eurasian countries can be attributed to old, poorly maintained energy
facilities (80 percent were installed before 1980). In addition,
energy tariffs and prices are below production costs, leading to a
skewed economic structure and inefficient energy use. Some countries, like Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, consume less energy per
FIGURE 4.6
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capita than the global average, but they still manage to emit more
energy-related carbon dioxide (Zoi Environment Network 2009).
Most Eurasian cities do not control energy production directly, so
they cannot play a direct role in reducing energy emissions from the
source. This task is for national and regional stakeholders. Eurasian
cities can, however, play a big role in increasing local energy efficiency—for example, by offering incentives for the thermal insulation of buildings and educating citizens to turn off appliances when
they are not in use. Eurasian cities can also strive for greater energy
independence.
Even without local government intervention—and most local Eurasian authorities have not been tackling environmental issues proactively—urban greenhouse gas emissions and pollution fell during the
transition, thanks largely to declining industrial output. Air pollution
dropped in nearly every major Russian city between 1992 and 2009,
and in several cities, pollution fell more than 75 percent (exhibit 4.3).
EXHIBIT 4.3

Air Pollution from Stationary Sources in Cities in the Russian Federation, 1992 and 2009
a. Air polluon from staonary sources in 1992, tons per capita

0.03–0.2
0.3–0.4

0.5–0.8
0.9–2

3–10

b. Changes in staonary air polluon levels from 1992 to 2009, percent

–24–0.7
–50.3–24.1
Source: Rosstat 2010.

–62.5–50.4
–74.1–62.6

–88.8–74.2
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The situation is similar in other Eurasian countries. In Belarus,
pollution from stationary sources fell in all major cities, though
some (such as Minsk and Mogilev) continue to be big polluters
(Belarus National Statistics Committee 2009). In Ukraine, air pollution from stationary sources fell 63 percent from 1985 to 2000. It
has increased since 2000, however, and many of the country’s big
industrial centers—Donetsk, Kryviy Rih, Luhansk, Mariupol, and
Zaporizhzhya—continue to be big polluters (Ukraine State Statistics
Committee 2001, 2009).
High concentrations of pollutants still threaten more than 30 million urban dwellers in Russia. And similar problems persist in other
Eurasian countries. High levels of pollution are found in Almaty,
Kazakhstan (formaldehyde); Ashgabat, Turkmenistan (formaldehyde
and particulates); Bishkek, Kyrgyz Republic (carbon monoxide,
nitrogen oxides, and particulates); Chisinau, Moldova (nitrogen
oxides); Dushanbe, Tajikistan (sulfur dioxide and particulates); Kiev,
Ukraine (nitrogen oxides); Tbilisi, Georgia (sulfur dioxide and particulates); and Yerevan, Armenia (nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, carbon monoxide, and particulates) (ADB 1998; OECD 2005).

Rapid Increase of Private Cars
Eurasia’s economy took more than a decade to adjust to new market
realities, but its use of private vehicles rose almost instantly. Every
year brought more cars to city streets, generating more pollution and
greenhouse gas emissions (OECD 2005). A large share of new cars
did not have a catalytic converter to curtail emissions, and many
were old, second-hand cars with even poorer environmental performance, exacerbating the already-high transport emissions.
Gasoline consumption rose in most Eurasian countries, more
than doubling between 2000 and 2008 in Azerbaijan, the Kyrgyz
Republic, and Moldova (figure 4.7). Over the same period, world
consumption leveled off, actually falling in OECD countries.
Nonetheless, most Eurasian countries consume less motor gasoline
per capita than the world average, and the countries that consume
more are oil rich and have substantial motor oil subsidies (particularly Turkmenistan). OECD countries consumed more gasoline
than did Eurasia, though with cleaner-burning cars.
In 2008, France, Germany, Italy, and Sweden had two to three times
more registered vehicles per 1,000 people than did countries in the former Soviet Union. And the United States had more than four times as
many registered vehicles per 1,000 people than did every Eurasian
country except Russia and Belarus (World Health Organization [WHO]
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FIGURE 4.7

Motor Gasoline Consumption in Selected Countries, 2000 and 2008
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online database). This discrepancy shows that Eurasian countries have
the potential for better environmental performance in transport, but if
they are not careful, their emissions could reach OECD levels.
This onslaught of private vehicles has increased congestion in Eurasian cities in recent years, and public transportation networks have
had a hard time keeping up. In many situations, an institutional vacuum and a lack of market pricing have led to a continued deterioration of transit lines (exhibit 4.4). In addition, urban sprawl and
increasing disposable incomes have increased people’s reliance on
and appetite for private vehicles. Extensions of public transportation
have not kept up with extensions of the urban mass, and some cities
(such as in Dushanbe, L’viv, and Tashkent) have abandoned dedicated transit lines, particularly tram lines. A lack of investment in
rolling stock and in upkeep of public transport infrastructure has
made public transportation less reliable, less comfortable, and slower
than private cars.
Nonetheless, people in Eurasian cities rely much more on environmentally friendly modes of commuting than do people in more
developed cities. Eurasian city dwellers overwhelmingly take trains,
trams, or buses, and many, especially in smaller cities, walk or bike.
Former Communist cities in other countries— like Katowice, Poznań,
and Prague—have quickly become dependent on private vehicles
(table 4.5). These cities offer a glimpse of what might happen in cities
in the former Soviet Union if public transit networks are not properly
maintained and supported.
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EXHIBIT 4.4

Developments in Public Transport in Selected Eurasian Cities

Public transportation
Developments in public transportation
Metro: recently opened or planned
(Kazan 2007, Almaty 2011)

Tram: service terminated

Tram: planned new service

Tram: service terminated, to be revitalized

Passengers 2005, millions; Metro, Tram, Trolleybus, Citybus

Trolleybus: service terminated

Change in public transportation usage between 1990 and 2005, in percent*
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* Bratsk: change of citybus usage between 1999 and 2005; Ekatarinburg: change of metro usage between 1995 and 2005;
Krasnoyarsk: change of citybus usage between 1999 and 2005; Moscow: change of citybus usage between 2003 and 2005;
Saint Petersburg: change of citybus usage between 2003 and 2005
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TABLE 4.5

Commuter Statistics in Selected Cities, 1998
City

Country

Population,
thousands

Travel time per
work-trip, minutes

Private motorized,
percent

Train or tram,
percent

Bus or minibus,
percent

Bicycle, walking, or
other, percent

Russian Federation

8,537.8

62

15.00

63.70

21.00

0.30

Nizhny Novgorod

Russian Federation

1,326.9

35

17.00

37.30

41.70

4.00

Yerevan

Armenia

1,250.0

30

2.00

11.50

72.50

14.00

Omsk

Russian Federation

1,158.4

43

9.50

16.50

69.00

5.00

Bishkek

Kyrgyz Republic

762.3

35

5.00

35.36

59.61

0.03

Chisinau

Moldova

664.2

23

15.00

0

80.00

5.00

Astrakhan

Russian Federation

484.7

35

16.00

31.00

35.00

18.00

Astana

Kazakhstan

318.2

27

30.00

28.00

34.00

8.00

Kostroma

Russian Federation

288.5

20

5.00

19.50

48.00

27.50

Surgut

Russian Federation

277.8

57

1.50

0

81.00

17.50

Veliky Novgorod

Russian Federation

230.9

30

9.50

0

75.00

15.50

Novomoscovsk

Russian Federation

139.7

25

5.00

22.50

38.90

33.60

Pushkin

Russian Federation

92.2

15

6.00

0

60.20

33.80

Singapore

Singapore

3,163.5

30

25.10

14.50

38.70

21.70

Prague

Czech Republic

1,193.0

22

33.00

0

54.50

12.50

Birmingham

United Kingdom

1,013.0

20

73.90

1.40

9.10

15.60

Stockholm

Sweden

736.0

28

35.10

34.50

13.80

16.60

Poznań

Poland

579.3

25

33.00

30.00

21.00

16.00

Gdansk

Poland

459.0

20

43.00

32.90

23.42

0.68

Edinburgh

United Kingdom

450.0

20

69.90

2.40

13.00

14.70

Manchester

United Kingdom

430.0

19

71.80

1.90

8.10

18.00

Cardiff

United Kingdom

321.0

20

81.00

0.30

5.70

13.00

Katowice

Poland

308.7

36

46.15

9.35

19.90

24.60

Source: UN-Habitat Global Urban Indicators Database.
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In another worrisome sign, the share of people in large Eurasian
cities who walk and bike has fallen. Indeed, both walking and biking
have fallen out of fashion. Car ownership is a status symbol, a way of
showing off wealth. As household incomes grow, so will people’s
desire for private cars, and local authorities will have to counter with
effective policies, incentives, and investments in environmentally
friendly transport options. A lack of walking and biking translates
into more urban pollution—even public transportation emits some
toxins—and leads to adverse health conditions such as obesity, the
incidence of which has increased throughout Eurasia (WHO online
database).

New Mountains of Waste
Over 1991–2008, consumption rose in most Eurasian countries, as
people’s thirst to buy “stuff” grew faster than their actual incomes
(figure 4.8). And as incomes increased, so did people’s predisposition to buy throwaway goods, such as plastic cups, plates, and
bags, as well as goods with throwaway packaging. What once was
milk in returnable glass bottles is now milk in cartons. What once
was meat from the butcher or family farm is now prepackaged
and vacuum sealed. And what once were reusable seltzer bottles
are now plastic bottles of juice and water. The Communist queues
for the most basic consumer goods have been replaced by
supermarkets.
Consumption is one way that people define themselves. In many
countries, it has also become a form of recreation. Unfortunately,
more consumption translates into more waste, and more waste has
to be disposed of. The Soviet Union’s landfills were not designed to
handle the surge in waste after its dissolution in 1991.
There are no uniform data tracking how much waste individual
cities generate. Methodologies, when they exist, vary widely across
countries, and many landfills lack the technology to accurately
measure the amount of waste hauled in. It is known, however, that
more than 90 percent of waste is landfilled—usually improperly
(table 4.6). Because dumping sites were not designed for such a surge
in municipal waste, and owing also to a lack of institutional oversight, many disposal sites are overloaded, improperly operated and
maintained, and in violation of environmental and human health
regulations (OECD 2005). Most municipalities cannot afford to invest
in sustainable solid waste management facilities, and they lack levers
for pooling resources and cooperating across jurisdiction lines (for
example, to establish regional landfills).
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FIGURE 4.8

Household Consumption per Capita in the Former Soviet Union, by
Country, 1991–2008
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Most waste generated in Eurasian cities is disposed of in their
many open dumps, from which leachates often contaminate soil
and groundwater and methane emissions spew freely into the air.
Little waste is recycled. The recycling networks that were operational in most Eurasian cities disappeared as quickly as consumption rose—there were no funds to keep them going, no adequate
pricing to make recycling economical, and no institutional oversight or proper management to ensure the functioning of the system. Some small recycling initiatives still operate, taking advantage
of the old recycling infrastructure put in place during the Soviet
years. In Tashkent, for example, a plant collects paper and recycles
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TABLE 4.6

Waste Disposal Methods in Selected Cities, 1998
percent, except where otherwise indicated
City

Population,
thousands

Sanitary
landfill

Incinerated

Open
dump

Recycled

Burned
openly

0

0

86.4

13.6

0

Former Soviet Union
Astrakhan, Russian Federation
Bishkek, Kyrgyz Republic

484.7
762.3

0

0

100.0

0

0

Minsk, Belarus

1,728.9

100.0

0

0

0

0

Moscow, Russian Federation

8,537.8

66.2

1.2

24.0

8.0

0.6

Nizhny Novgorod, Russian Federation

1,326.9

0

0

90.2

9.8

0

Omsk, Russian Federation

1,158.4

0

0

100.0

0

0

Pushkin, Russian Federation

92.2

0

0

90.0

10.0

0

Surgut, Russian Federation

277.8

0

0

100.0

0

0

Veliky Novgorod, Russian Federation

230.9

2.0

0

97.0

1.0

0

1,250.0

0

0

35.0

0

65.0

Yerevan, Armenia
Western Europe
Amal, Sweden

13.0

71.0

0

0

29.0

0

169.0

27.0

58.0

0

15.0

0

1,013.0

43.0

53.0

0

4.0

0

Cardiff, United Kingdom

321.0

95.0

0

0

5.0

0

London, United Kingdom

7,187.0

72.0

23.0

0

5.0

0

430.0

92.0

0

0

3.0

0

Basel, Switzerland
Birmingham, United Kingdom

Manchester, United Kingdom
Pamplona, Spain

262.5

82.0

1.8

0

16.2

0

3,163.5

33.7

66.3

0

0

0

Stockholm, Sweden

736.0

1.0

74.0

0

25.0

0

Umea, Sweden

103.5

1.0

78.0

0

21.0

0

Singapore

Source: UN-Habitat Global Urban Indicators Database.

it in return for household goods, such as soap and shampoo. Two
other city plants recycle glass and aluminum. These efforts are marginal, however.
Although urban dwellers in Eurasian cities as a whole generate
less waste per capita than do their Western counterparts, Belarus,
the Kyrgyz Republic, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan generate much more
hazardous waste per capita than many Western countries (UNEP
2004). A legacy of industrial pollution in cities is present, with many
polluted brownfield sites. Virtually every industrial city in Eurasia
has some sort of soil pollution issue. For example, Shymkent and
Ust-Kamenogorsk in Kazakhstan have registered soil concentrations
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of contaminants (lead, copper, cadmium, zinc, and other components of heavy and nonferrous metals) well in excess of legal levels.
In the Kyrgyz Republic, more than 28.5 million cubic meters of
industrial waste polluted the soil in and around production facilities
(ADB 1998).
Most industrial facilities dispose of their own waste, often on site,
with few considerations for their potential pollution. Local and
national environmental authorities are weak. Disposal practices are
poorly monitored, and environmental regulations are poorly
enforced. A lack of civic engagement leads to households littering
and dumping construction rubble in random places.

Crumbling Utilities Networks
Most Eurasian urban dwellers have access to water services and
sanitation—to a greater extent than world averages. However, a
lack of institutional oversight, heavily subsidized tariffs, and a lack
of clear accountability to end-consumers have led to the deterioration of many utilities networks.
Pipes are leaking, service is poor, and increasingly poor quality
water has led to a higher incidence of waterborne diseases. Many
utilities networks are too large for their cities’ level of development.
They were not designed for effective cost-recovery, and many of their
customers cannot afford the higher tariffs needed to support the networks. Urban shrinkage has forced some utilities networks to operate
under capacity. Others are old and obsolete and have a hard time
meeting demand.
Worldwide, about 70 percent of used freshwater goes to irrigation,
22 percent goes to industry, and only 8 percent goes to municipal use
(UNESCO WWAP). On the whole, Eurasian countries use proportionally less municipal water than some developed countries. Central
Asian countries use a large share of the water they draw for agriculture, especially irrigation. Heavily industrialized countries like
Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine use huge quantities of water in industrial processes (figure 4.9).
What is striking in looking at municipal water use is that Eurasian
countries’ consumption appears to be comparable to that of developed
countries (figure 4.10). This has to do with both the way water is priced
and poor efficiency. Much of the water pumped in Eurasian cities gets
lost along the way. A lack of funds for maintenance and improvements
leaves many urban water systems running at suboptimal levels.
Poor utilities networks have led to a higher incidence of waterborne diseases. Many Eurasian cities have waste treatment plants,
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Throughout Eurasia, the discharge of untreated sewage and the
suboptimal operation of sewage treatment installations contaminate
drinking water. Most urban water and wastewater systems, many
completed before the 1980s, have not been repaired or upgraded
since. A study by the Kyrgyz Ministry of Health shows a direct correlation between the incidence of hepatitis and the age of the water
supply system in some urban areas (ADB 1998).
Because Eurasia is fairly flat, its water systems require fairly little
energy. Nonetheless, huge aqueduct systems have been built to tap
fresh sources of water for cities that are large, in water-scarce areas,
or on polluted streams with undrinkable water. For example, Nukus
(Uzbekistan), a city of 260,000 that sits at the mouth of a river,
draws its drinking water from 100 kilometers away. It cannot draw
water from the Amu Darya River because the water is polluted from
agricultural and industrial use upstream and is not fit even for
irrigation.

Disappearing Urban Green Space
In many Eurasian cities, green areas have fallen victim to rapacious
urban development. Since the Soviet Union dissolved, more urban
green land has probably been lost than created.
No uniform database tracks city-level changes in urban green
space. Such data are hard to collect, because city boundaries often
change (for instance, to incorporate new jurisdictions and potentially new green areas); new developments eat away unprotected
green areas; and added trees and shrubbery are not always easy to
track, as they are often planted by individual households or homeowners associations. And in many cities, heavy urban pollution is
responsible for a large share of the loss of urban green space.
Norilsk’s soil, for example, is so contaminated with chemicals that
trees can spontaneously ignite. Trees well adapted to the harsh winter cold and permafrost conditions have not been able to withstand
human pollution.
Green areas are crucial for the ecology of cities because they act as
carbon sinks, mitigating local pollution. They are also important drivers of the quality of life, offering recreational opportunities and helping reduce the incidence of respiratory diseases, which is usually
associated with air pollution in Eurasian countries and is about as
high as in some developed countries (figure 4.11).3
As cities compete for human capital in the global economy, a good
quality of life becomes even more important. A successful city is a
city where people want to be.
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FIGURE 4.11

Respiratory Diseases per 1,000 People in Selected Countries, 2004
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A Sustainable Future: Strong Institutions and Strong Markets
Greening cities will become more important as they become wealthier
and citizens begin to demand a better environment after other needs
are satisfied. Environmental quality will become more and more important for attracting knowledge-intensive businesses and highly qualified
people. Eurasia will also feel the effects of global warming and have to
play its part in adaptation and mitigation efforts (figure 4.12).
Eurasian cities need a healthy balance between strong institutions
and strong markets. They should preserve their positive features,
such as compact design and extensive public transportation networks, and combat the rise in private vehicle use and ownership.
Regulations should be more strictly enforced, and new measures
should be created for handling negative environmental externalities
and enhancing the efficiency of environmental networks.
Eurasian cities should be open to learning from the best practices
around the world while staying attuned to their own idiosyncrasies.
What works in one place does not necessarily work in another. Sustainable development offers plenty of low-hanging fruit, but local
authorities must be careful not to pick lemons. The range of options
for tackling similar environmental challenges should be considered
carefully for each country and each city.
First and foremost, Eurasian cities must have strong markets in
place. Often, though not always, strong markets help solve a broad
range of problems. When dealing with negative environmental
externalities, public institutions think about how to mitigate them
most efficiently. But far too often they ignore the indirect distortional
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FIGURE 4.12

Indexes of Exposure to Climate Change and Adaptive Capacity to Climate Change in the Former
Soviet Union, by Country
a. Index of exposure to climate change

b. Index of adaptive capacity to climate change
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effects these measures may have, such as a loss of business revenue,
bankruptcy, loss of investment, and so on. Nobel Prize winner Ronald Coase cautions:
The usual treatment of [externality] problems … proceeds in terms of
a comparison between a state of laissez faire and some kind of ideal
world. … A better approach would seem to be to start our analysis
with a situation about that which actually exists, to examine the effects of proposed policy change and to attempt to decide whether the
new situation would be, in total, better or worse than the original one.
In this way, conclusions for policy would have some relevance to the
actual situation. (Coase 1960, p. 43)

Coase argues that when property rights are well defined and
protected (for example, when people can easily seek justice if
someone infringes on their property rights, say, by polluting their
land); when transaction costs are low (such as when not too many
parties are involved in a dispute); and when information is symmetrical (as when all involved parties know what the costs of an
externality are), the market can usually find better solutions than
the public sector.
Strong markets can help green Eurasian cities by properly pricing
delivered goods and services to include adaptation and mitigation
costs, by encouraging voluntary actions, and by taking advantage of
bargaining mechanisms (for example, a polluting industrial plant
could compensate the people affected by the pollution rather than be
subjected to a more costly pollution tax or regulation).
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Mixed market-government solutions to negative environmental
externalities stem from the tradition of Alfred Pigou (Pigou 1920).
This type of solution involves the pricing of externalities by the public sector and is usually sought when transaction costs are high (for
example, when too many parties are involved, which would make
bargaining to reach a mutually agreeable solution difficult) and information is symmetrical. They can include taxing and pricing (carbon
taxes and congestion charges), tradable points systems (cap and
trade), incentives (subsidies to the private sector), and public-private
partnership investments (brownfield redevelopment with public and
private participation).
Pure government solutions are usually sought when transaction
costs are high, when information is asymmetrical (for example, many
people might not be aware of the effect air pollution has on them),
and when market imperfections discourage the private sector or
households from taking action on their own. The public sector has an
arsenal of measures at its disposal, including information (publicly
revealing the worst polluters in a city), disclosure (requiring private
firms to disclose what goes into their products), standards (capping
how much carbon dioxide a factory can emit), public investments
(developing public parks), and regulation (requiring that all cars have
catalytic converters).
The optimal solution—the solution most efficient in mitigating the
negative externality and that creates the weakest distortional
effects—will depend on local circumstances (city size, level of decentralization, market strength, and so on). As a rule, pure market solutions are the least distortional (because they are self-serving). Pure
government solutions by contrast, are the most distortional (because
they affect a wide range of actors; box 4.1).
The following sections identify ways to tackle some of the challenges highlighted in this chapter. Local authorities in Eurasian cities
should be mindful that not all of these solutions will have universal
application—some may work in one place and fail in another. These
solutions can help Eurasian cities identify goals they would like to
achieve, each of which can be met with the measures that best fit the
local context.

Improving the Environmental Performance of Energy Use
Eurasian cities have two main avenues to improve the environmental performance of the energy sector: increasing energy efficiency
from current sources and becoming more energy independent
through alternative sources (for example, solar panels on buildings).
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BOX 4.1
What Is the Best Way to Reduce Emissions from a Taxi Fleet?
A local authority looking to reduce emissions from a city’s taxi fleet could do one or several of
the following:
• Directly discuss with taxi companies the possibility of having their fleets equipped with
catalytic converters and encourage them to buy and install them.
• Introduce a tax on taxis not equipped with catalytic converters.
• Create a tradable points system that allows polluting taxis to drive a certain number of
kilometers, after which they can buy “polluting rights” from taxis that drive less or are
equipped with catalytic converters.
• Offer subsidies to taxi drivers to equip their cars with pollution-reducing devices.
• Establish, with private participation, designated and reserved parking spaces for
environmentally friendly taxicabs in key spots, such as airports, railway stations, and major
hotels.
• Publicize the names of the taxi companies with the worst-polluting fleets, so that
environmentally conscious people can avoid riding with them.
• Cap how many kilometers polluting taxis can drive or how polluting a car can be.
• Enact a local regulation that requires all taxis to run with catalytic converters.

Energy efficiency—which can be dealt with on both the demand
side and the supply side—should be the highest priority because of
its double dividend: cost and carbon savings. Developing alternative
energy sources requires large initial investments, but doing so can
yield important cost savings down the road, often very quickly.
Increasing Energy Efficiency
Markets and institutions should complement each other in making
cities better energy performers. Table 4.7 summarizes some possible
solutions.
Local efforts can be particularly effective in three areas: buildings,
appliances, and street lighting. Buildings are among the most important energy users in cities. Indeed, 30–40 percent of carbon dioxide
emissions worldwide come from heating, cooling, and lighting
buildings. Street lighting has been identified as a target for one of

Market, Mixed, and Government Solutions to Increasing Energy Efficiency
Energy user

Market

Mixed

Government

Buildings

• Price electricity at market prices.
• Raise the price of energy during peak daytime
hours and reduce it at night.
• Pass on cost savings to individual households and
private enterprises by making more buildings more
energy-efficient.
• Draw in a larger clientele that is environmentally
conscious by advertising the energy performance
of buildings.

• Apply progressive block tariffs (lower tariffs for
consumers who consume below a certain
threshold).
• Reduce local taxes on energy-efficient buildings.
• Provide incentives for the thermal insulation of
buildings.

• Make public buildings more energy-efficient (for example, through thermal insulation,
thermopane windows, and modernized central heating systems).
• Use zoning to encourage dense development.
• Inform the public about private companies and household associations that are efficient
energy users.
• Use public systems to monitor energy use in public buildings (for example, by using ambient
orbs that turn red when energy use is high and green when energy use is low).
• Establish greenhouse gas and pollution inventories of the worst-performing buildings.
• Use energy-efficiency certification systems (for example, the LEED system in the United
States) to encourage private companies to be better environmental stewards.
• Use building construction standards that favor energy efficiency.
• Convert district heating plants to heat-and-power plants and use cleaner heating fuels.

Appliances

• Price electricity at market prices.
• Offer incentives for switching to energy-efficient
• Provide marketing incentives (selling appliances
appliances (such as cash-for-clunker programs).
that will save people money).
• Offer local tax breaks for companies that invest in
• Take advantage of better and more environmentally
energy-saving equipment (for example, combined
friendly technologies.
heat and power units, more efficient lighting and
• Solicit voluntary commitments to environmental
refrigeration).
stewardship (for example, General Electric has
committed to producing more energy-efficient
appliances).
• Offer cash and price incentives to clients that turn
in old appliances and buy new, more energyefficient ones (an appliance chain in Romania has
implemented this measure with great success).

Street lighting
Note: LED = light-emitting diode; LEED = Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design.

• Switch to energy-efficient appliances in public buildings (for example, lights and cooling units
that shut off when no one is in the room).
• Inform and educate citizens on their energy use.
• Use energy-efficiency certification systems (such as EnergyStar in the United States).

• Invest in energy-efficient LED light bulbs.
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the quickest wins for local governments, producing a return on
investment almost immediately (WB-IEG 2010).
To reduce the negative externalities associated with overconsumption, local authorities could track the consumption patterns of all
public users and encourage them to reduce their energy use. Ambient orbs (a ball that glows red when energy use is high and green
when energy use is modest) could be placed outside all public buildings, so that the public could track use patterns. Such a system would
increase incentives for public institutions to present themselves to
their citizens as users of sustainable practices. And equipping all public offices with a card system that allows employees to turn light and
air conditioning on and off and that provides them access their offices
could strengthen this measure.
The private sector can encourage energy savings, as documented
by Howarth, Haddad, and Paton (2000). Green Lights, an information program started by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
follows a voluntary memorandum of understanding with private
enterprises and nonprofit organizations (for example, hospitals, universities, and state and local governments) throughout the United
States. The program sought to reduce pollution from industrial and
commercial lighting, which accounts for 13 percent of U.S. electricity
demand. Participating organizations agreed to survey their energy
consumption and systematically adopt energy-saving lighting
improvements. In exchange, the EPA offered information, software,
and technical assistance. The program’s six-year run was recognized
as a great success, saving participants more than $440 million and
reducing harmful emissions (carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides)
and pollution from energy production.
Developing Alternative Energy Sources
Cities rarely generate their own electricity, but many realize substantial benefits from having some degree of energy independence. After
the Soviet Union dissolved, several Eurasian countries found themselves part of electricity grids they could not control—and thus without any capacity to generate energy (figure 4.13).
Energy independence has become an imperative. Russia’s and
Ukraine’s recent energy crises prompted them to think strongly about
how they could generate more of their own energy.
As Eurasian countries move toward greater energy independence,
they should think about how they can tap renewable resources (sun,
water, wind, geothermal) rather than create a power grid that
depends on fossil fuels. Relying less on fossil fuels can also protect
countries against price fluctuations and global shortages (figure 4.14).
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FIGURE 4.13

Net Energy Imports in the Former Soviet Union, by Country, 2007
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FIGURE 4.14

Real Prices of Coal, Gas, and Oil on World Market, 1991–2008
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Cities can play a crucial role in the quest for energy independence,
as they do not require a national electricity grid and can eliminate
burdensome distribution and intermediary costs. Local energy producers can sell directly to local end-consumers, and surplus energy
can be sent to the national grid. For example, local authorities in
Cluj-Napoca (Romania) provided city land to a private developer on
the condition that it build a certain number of affordable units. When
the financial crisis hit, the developer could no longer complete the
project and make a profit. So it decided instead to turn the site into a
photovoltaic farm. In exchange for use of the city’s land, the developer offered to cover 30 percent of energy needs in public buildings.
The use of building roofs to capture solar power is a popular and
efficient way of using photovoltaic energy. In Germany and Japan,
buildings equipped with photovoltaic roofing material have two-way
meters. The building owners sell energy to the grid when they produce more than they need and buy from the grid when solar cells are
not enough.
The new energy economy is already shifting from centralized systems to decentralized small-scale power sources. Photovoltaic plants
and wind farms require less downtime than coal plants, and they are
much more flexible. When an individual wind or solar device is not
working properly, only a small fraction of the energy produced is
affected. When a coal plant goes offline, it severely affects energy
generation.
A big challenge for alternative energy sources, however, is intermittency. The sun does not always shine, and wind does not always
blow in a given location. But mixing in more reliable and steady
sources of alternative energy, such as hydro and geothermal, is one
way to solve the problem. Geothermal energy is everywhere, representing the world’s annual energy use 280,000 times over (Gore
2009). It can be tapped by individual buildings and groups of buildings for heating and cooling. Researchers in California have proposed
a scheme for generating all of California’s energy needs from alternative sources (figure 4.15).
Cities that depend on private energy providers for electricity can
work together to demand cleaner, more efficient energy. Service
delivery can be cumbersome and expensive, especially in smaller
jurisdictions, which are often at the mercy of private service providers that charge monopoly prices.
To overcome such challenges, small jurisdictions throughout the
southern United States formed compacts—legally binding agreements without a lot of bite—that allow them to achieve economies of
scale and drive down service delivery prices. Electricity co-ops, for
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FIGURE 4.15

Proposed Clean Energy Mix for California
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example—which afford groups of jurisdictions more leverage in their
bargaining with regional electricity monopolies—take their business
elsewhere if their demands are not met.
Cities could also retrofit their thermal power plants and district
heating systems into combined heat and power plants. Russia is a
leader in the use of combined heat and power. Many Russian cities
have district heat systems that receive water from power plants, and
more than 30 percent of the country’s power is generated by combined heat and power systems (Gore 2009).
Eurasian cities cannot shift to alternative energy sources overnight. The costs can be prohibitive, so many planners will wait until
cheaper, more advanced technologies arrive. Also, many Eurasian
countries—Russia and Azerbaijan, for example—have access to vast
fossil fuel reserves and so are unlikely to invest in alternative energy
for the time being. Similarly, Kazakhstan taps its coal and oil reserves
to generate energy and has done little to exploit its great potential for
wind and geothermal energy (ADB 1998).
Cities can find creative ways to finance sustainable development
projects. For example, they could allow builders to add floors to highrises, using the money generated from the extra units to finance
building retrofits (thermal insulation, solar panels, more efficient
boilers, and so on).

More Walking, Biking, and Public Transportation
Greening the transport sector is one of the main challenges facing
Eurasian cities. Action is critical—particularly as pollution from
transport is likely to get worse before it gets better in most countries.
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Eurasian cities still have fewer cars than Western cities, and millions
of people in Eurasia want the independence a private vehicle offers.
To reduce emissions and pollution from transport, local authorities
must simultaneously promote a more efficient vehicle fleet and
encourage environmentally friendly modes of transport.
Increasing the Energy Efficiency of Private Vehicles
The transport challenge can be tackled in many ways—and the benefits can be immediate. Introducing market pricing of gasoline is a first
step. Taxing gasoline, how most countries price the environmental
and social costs of transport pollution, is the next. Eurasian cities will
not have the executive levers to impose such measures, but they can
pressure policy makers to do so, as most of the negative externalities
of transport are felt in urban areas.
All Eurasian countries are rather good performers on the transport
front (figure 4.16). Except for Turkmenistan, which has very high
subsidies for oil, all Eurasian countries charge more per liter of gasoline than the United States. Uzbekistan and Belarus charge more for
gasoline than Spain, which has the lowest gasoline prices in Europe.
Besides taxing gasoline, many countries have used cash-forclunkers programs—another mixed market-government solution—
to renew their vehicle fleets. People who trade in their old cars
when buying a new, environmentally friendly car (for example, a
hybrid, electric car, or one equipped with a catalytic converter)
receive a premium (€2,500 in Germany). Cash-for-clunkers programs aim to put more fuel-efficient cars on the road and to swap
energy-inefficient cars (in which 80 percent of the energy generated by burning gasoline is wasted as heat) for energy-efficient ones
FIGURE 4.16
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(just 15 percent of energy is wasted as heat in an electric car; Jacobson and Delucchi 2009).
Local governments have tools to reduce emissions from private
vehicles, such as congestion charges—a mixed market-government
solution—and restrictions on parking in city centers—a pure government solution. Congestion charges were successfully introduced in
London and have been adopted by cities the world over. Before the
congestion charge, a car’s average speed in London’s city center was
no faster than that of a horse-drawn carriage a century earlier
(Brown 2001). But after the congestion charge was introduced, the
number of vehicles coming into the city center dropped 34 percent,
the number of buses fell 21 percent, and the number of bicycles fell
28 percent. With the proceeds from the congestion charge, local governments can finance improvements to the public transportation
system.
Using Alternative Modes of Transport
Local authorities can also encourage people to use their cars less.
Eurasian cities have an advantage in this respect, as they are more
compact and have strong public transportation infrastructure. However, their infrastructure is slowly falling apart. As public transport
suffers from a lack of investment, cities invest more and more in
building new roads to fight congestion. More roads are costly, and
building them often leads to even more cars in the city, further
increasing urban congestion and pollution.
Instead of allocating money for new roads, Eurasian cities should
think about how these funds could be used to encourage people to
use alternative modes of transportation more often—in particular,
walking, biking, and public transit. In some European cities, transport investments are almost exclusively sustainable development
projects. Copenhagen, for example, plans to increase its share of
commuters who bike to work to 50 percent. To that end, it has
invested earnestly in its bicycle network and introduced a system
(the “green wave”) that times green lights at intersections so that
bicyclists can have more seamless rides.
Walking and biking paths should be connected to public transportation routes, and local authorities should make it easier for bicyclists
and pedestrians to connect to public transit hubs (for example, by
having secure parking lots for bicycles). If walking or biking is unfeasible, as in exurbs areas, public transit stations should have adequate
parking for people who commute to work—to reduce driving times
and decongest the city center.
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Proper care and investment can encourage a virtuous cycle in
public transportation. A good transportation system encourages
dense urban development, especially around the transit hubs. Dense
urban development means more customers for the transit network,
more customers equal higher revenues, higher revenues can be used
to continually improve the system and keep it performing at a high
level, and a well-performing public transit system attracts even more
people around transit hubs. The cycle then starts over. Both the public and private sector can support this virtuous cycle. See chapter 2
for ways that local authorities can encourage dense development
patterns.
In addition, local banks can reward buyers or renovators of
buildings close to transportation hubs with “location-efficient”
mortgages (for example, by providing loan guarantees that allow
them access to larger loans). Investments in the maintenance and
extension of the existing system should be accompanied by investments in new transit infrastructure, where warranted. Bus Rapid
Transit systems, with dedicated lanes separated from the rest of the
traffic, have proven effective in cities across the world. They make
bus traffic faster, more fluid, and more efficient. Mexico City’s new
Bus Rapid Transit system has had an 81 percent economic return
and has helped reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 10 kilograms
for every $1 spent (WB-IEG 2010).

Reduce-Reuse-Recycle
To reduce negative environmental externalities from solid waste
management, local authorities should encourage reduce-reuserecycle programs, limit the amount of waste, and improve disposal
systems.
Reducing the Amount of Disposed Waste
Recycling requires upfront investments and an efficient infrastructure (collection points, distribution systems, and processing plants).
Eurasia had this infrastructure, but it quickly fell apart during the
transition. Even if cities had the resources to establish collection
points for recyclables, they would need regional processing centers to
turn recyclables into valuable material. Cities could spearhead a
national recycling pledge to get the system running.
Until such systems are revived or put in place, however, Eurasian
cities can reduce their amount of waste. Education and information
programs are efficient if they are part of school curricula or have
media support. Information campaigns can be run fairly cheaply if
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they piggyback on existing programs. The virtues of recycling can be
stressed in environmental classes or embedded in newspaper articles
or television shows, too (Jensen and Oster 2009).
The disclosure of information can also be used to curtail pollution
by private enterprises. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency set
up its Toxic Release Inventory—a public database that gathers information on the environment (concerning, for example, chemical
releases and waste management activities) from industries and federal facilities and reports it annually. This name-and-shame technique is highly effective, as negative media coverage and public
pressure ease enforcement (Fung and O’Rourke 2000).
Indonesia has a similar initiative. Environmental authorities
developed an effective disclosure program to improve the environmental performance of large enterprises. Companies were colorcoded based on a series of national and world standards, and the
color codes were displayed outside the firm for everyone to see. The
resulting peer pressure and social stigma helped improve sustainability practices among Indonesian companies (Zinnes 2009).
Improving Waste Disposal
A good first step in improving waste disposal is to establish close
cooperation between neighboring municipalities—to create regional
solid waste management systems (with, for example, conforming
landfills close to large urban centers and transfer stations around
smaller cities and towns). Such an arrangement can ensure economies of scale, allowing private operators to earn a profit while keeping service charges low.
A second important step is to close old landfills (especially
dumpsites in wild areas) and build larger, better ones—landfills
equipped with capture devices that keep methane from seeping
into the soil. Sanitary landfills need to be carefully engineered and
constructed. Environmental safeguards should minimize seepage of
contaminants into the ground and methane emissions into the air.4
Wealthier cities can also consider establishing waste-to-energy
incinerator facilities.

Efficient and Safe Utilities
To improve the environmental performance of their utilities networks, Eurasian cities should encourage end-consumers to use less
water while improving water delivery and wastewater treatment
technologies. Such measures should target both consumers and service providers.
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Many of the solutions aimed at reducing water use can be derived
from the recommendations above. For example, local authorities can
offer incentives to encourage households to buy showerheads, toilets, and water faucets that use less water. Most public toilets in
Europe have two flush buttons—one that releases less water (to flush
urine) and one that releases more water (for feces). Requiring such
toilets in Eurasian countries could save substantial amounts of water.
But Eurasian countries can save even more by fixing broken toilets.
A broken toilet that allows water to run continuously can waste up
to a liter of water per minute. This translates into nearly 1,500 liters a
day, or a staggering 500,000 liters per year—the equivalent of 25
swimming pools or a small lake.
Local authorities can also provide incentives for “blackwater” and
“graywater” systems. Blackwater systems capture and treat sanitary
wastewater from buildings and recycle it for nonpotable use. Graywater systems capture used water from washing machines, showers,
and dishwashers and recycle it as toilet water or water for other nonpotable uses. Buildings that have such systems in place could reduce
their water and sewerage bills.
Changes at the source would involve better upkeep of distribution
systems (for example, fixing leaking piping), improving wastewater
treatment plants, and adjusting systems to the changing urban layout
(for example, by installing larger pipes in high-density neighborhoods
and smaller pipes in low-density neighborhoods). Water should be
sourced locally when possible but not by exhausting groundwater
reserves. Freshwater sources should be protected by limiting pollution. Wastewater plants should be properly maintained and upgraded,
and new ones should be created where they are missing.
In Copenhagen, the wastewater treatment system is so good that
discharged water is safe enough to swim in. In fact, the city’s inner
harbor is opened up for public swimming in the summer. Of course,
such measures come at a price: Copenhagen has the highest water and
wastewater tariffs in the world—three times the amount charged in
Moscow and nine times that in Kiev (Global Water Intelligence 2009).
To avoid a “tragedy of the commons” situations—in which everyone pollutes a shared resource because others are doing so—and to
better manage resources, municipalities situated on the same water
body should cooperate for better resource exploitation.

Greener Cities
In Eco-Economy, Lester Brown points out that the ratio of parks to
parking lots may be the best indicator of a city’s livability. He argues
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that urban greenery has a positive effect on the psyche of a city’s citizens. Brown (2001) shows that hospital patients who stayed in
rooms with a “green” view recovered much more rapidly than
patients whose rooms overlooked a parking lot. Protecting the stock
of urban green and extending and enhancing it are some of the best
investments Eurasian cities can make. An impressive body of
research shows that urban greenery is an asset to a city’s economic,
social, and environmental health. Green spaces conserve energy and
reduce summer air temperatures, storm water runoff, greenhouse
gas emissions, and air pollution. They are one of the most effective
carbon sinks. They also add tremendously to citizens’ quality of life.
People in Eurasian cities are generally fond of green spaces, and
investments in urban greenery are usually not capital-intensive; they
can often be done with the participation of civil society and nongovernmental organizations through, for example, tree-planting days.
Local authorities should thus consider increasing the amount of
green space wherever possible. One way would be to create a zoning
regulation that requires all new parking lots to have a certain number of trees—to absorb storm water runoff (parking lots tend to be
large impervious urban spaces) and to beautify these urban deserts.
Green cities are more livable, and they are a primary way that
voters assess the industriousness and quality of their local governments. Recognizing this, Copenhagen plans to make parks or
beaches accessible to all residents within a 15-minute walk. In
Stockholm, 90 percent of people live less than 300 meters from a
park, natural reserve, or body of water. With a little ingenuity, all
Eurasian cities can ensure that their citizens have access to adequate green space.

Annex 4A
TABLE 4A.1

The 25 Coldest Cities in the Russian Federation and North America with about 500,000
People, 2001
Rank by
temperature

City

Country

Mean January temperature,
degree Celsius

2001 population,
thousands

1

Khabarovsk

Russian Federation

–22.0

604

2

Irkutsk

Russian Federation

–21.0

587

a

3

Novosibirsk

Russian Federation

–19.0

1,393

4

a

Omsk

Russian Federation

–19.0

1,138

5

Tomsk

Russian Federation

–19.0

483

6

Winnipeg

Canada

–18.6

686

continued
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TABLE 4A.1
Continued
Rank by
temperature

City

Country

Mean January temperature,
degree Celsius

2001 population,
thousands

7

Barnaul

Russian Federation

–18.0

573

8

Novokuznetsk

Russian Federation

–18.0

565

9

Kemerovo

Russian Federation

–18.0

487

10

Krasnoyarsk

Russian Federation

–17.0

876

a

11

Yekaterinburg

Russian Federation

–16.0

1,257

12

Tyumen

Russian Federation

–16.0

500

13

Edmonton

Canada

–15.3

967

a

14

Chelyabinsk

Russian Federation

–15.0

1,081

15

Perma

Russian Federation

–15.0

1,005

16

Orenburg

Russian Federation

–15.0

517

a

17

Samara

Russian Federation

–14.0

1,146

18

Ufaa

Russian Federation

–14.0

1,089

19

Tolyati

Russian Federation

–14.0

724

20

Ulyanovsk

Russian Federation

–14.0

662

21

Izhevsk

Russian Federation

–14.0

650

22

Vladivostok

Russian Federation

–14.0

599

23

Naberezhnyye Chelny

Russian Federation

–14.0

518

a

24

Kazan

Russian Federation

–13.0

1,090

25

Nizhniy Novgoroda

Russian Federation

–12.0

1,343

Source: Hill and Gaddy 2003.
a. Among the world’s coldest 10 cities with more than 1 million people.

Notes
1. In December 1952, smog from industrial pollution and soot from more
than 1 million coal-heated households rolled over London and immersed
the city in a toxic blanket for five days straight. Some 12,000 people died,
and the city’s citizens were outraged. In 1956, the British Parliament
introduced the Clean Air Act, outlawing the burning of coal in openhearth fires and establishing incentives for switching from coal in energy
production.
2. In the 1980s, the Soviet Union produced an average of about 195 kilograms of waste per capita, much less than the 655 kilograms per capita
generated over the same period in the United States (Peterson 1993).
3. The Russian Statistical Office finds that respiratory diseases are among the
most common diseases in Russia. See Rosstat, Statistical Yearbooks of the
Russian Federation: 1991–2009.
4. Even the most sophisticated multibarrier landfill systems cannot be
guaranteed to prevent contamination fully. For example, the Georgswerder sanitary landfill in Hamburg, Germany, closed in 1979, and soil
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contamination was discovered as early as 1983. Removing the discovered leachate from the soil required hundreds of millions of dollars (Bilitewski, Härdtle, and Marek 1997).
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CHAPTER 5

Financing Cities

Spotlight—Financing Uzgen, the Kyrgyz Republic
“I could not sleep all night, so impressed I was with what I
saw.” That was the reaction of the head of a municipality in the
Kyrgyz Republic, after watching an educational film on municipal land auctions.1 His reaction was provoked by the power of
land auctions to generate large revenues from dormant
assets. In Uzgen, for example, a town of 50,000 between Osh
and Jalal-Abad, a vacant site of 1.3 square kilometers sold for
almost five times the estimated market value—more than
$26,000. In Jalal-Abad, Kara-Balta, and Karakol land auction
sale prices exceeded starting prices by between 32 and
84 percent. Comparing another method of selling municipal
assets—“direct land sales” with prices determined by professional appraisers—Osh found that revenues were on average
two to three times lower than the prices obtained through
land auctions, even though the sites for direct sales were in
better areas than the auctioned sites.
These auctions succeeded due to a careful methodology and
advertising campaign. Land was “packaged” with documents
189
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that minimized contractual uncertainties for investors. Limitations on land use were removed. A clear bidding process was
established. And the auction was well advertised. For the
Uzgen auction, for example, billboards about the site and auction were placed in the eight most populated areas across the
city. Notices in three languages were broadcast on mass media
and placed in the central marketplace and neighborhood community centers. At the time of this writing, a mixed-use building
(a supermarket and hotel) had almost been completed.

Key Issues
• Eurasia is moving toward modern subnational finance, with
transparent systems of revenue sharing, and equalization
transfers—though some countries are moving faster than
others.
• Increased spending on urban services could be financed
through increases in local taxes (particularly the local share
of the personal income tax) and in housing maintenance fees
and charges for water, heating, and public transport.
• Efforts to do so are hampered by central government
regulations and local administrative constraints.

The previous chapters of this book have discussed the ways Eurasian
cities can adapt to the market-oriented economies that they find
themselves in—ways they can become engines of economic growth
as well as more livable and environmentally sustainable. Many of
these changes involve policy decisions, such as international agreements on cross-border trade and improvements in land use and
housing policies. But others involve public expenditure. The recent
increases in intercity traffic have generated pressure to expand and
rehabilitate the highway network. Growing metropolitan areas
require investments in public transit. Collapsing or inefficient public
utilities require rehabilitation or replacement. Major investments in
pollution control are needed to bring Eurasian cities up to international environmental standards.
Consumers can bear, to an extent, the costs of these investments.
As noted in earlier chapters, there is a strong economic case for
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financing many infrastructure services through user charges. Raising tariffs to reflect the economic costs of services can ration demand
to efficient levels. But tariffs are not the only answer. Direct costrecovery in some sectors, such as road maintenance, is often impractical. Government subsidies may be needed to reflect the positive
externalities some services, such as public transit, generate—or to
achieve social objectives, such as lifeline subsidies for public utilities.
And government intervention may also be needed to ensure the
timely construction of large, long-lived infrastructure. Few Eurasian
countries have large, well-regulated private capital markets. Fewer
still have an encouraging record of subnational borrowing. Until
such market mechanisms are in place, central government financing
will be needed to ensure that projects with high economic rates of
return are built promptly.
The system for financing cities has undergone substantial transformation since the breakup of the Soviet Union.2 With rising competition from highway-based transport, some state railroads are struggling
to cover costs through operating revenues. Changes have also
occurred in the systems to finance infrastructure services within cities, including the urban road network, the water supply, sewerage,
district heating, housing maintenance, and public transport—services
usually the responsibility of subnational governments. Under the
Soviet system, they tended to be heavily subsidized. Recurrent costs,
as well as costs of capital investments, were typically financed through
a complex system of tax sharing and intergovernmental transfers,
which was adjusted often because of intraparty negotiations.
The system for financing subnational tiers of government has
changed, however. During the Soviet era, the resources allocated
to subnational governments were based largely on plan targets and
closed-door intraparty negotiations. Utility services were subsidized as a matter of policy. Since the breakup, the successor governments have moved toward more transparent and mechanical
systems for financing the lowest tier of government. They have
also raised tariffs for infrastructure services. But not all Eurasian
countries have advanced equally along this path. And even those
that have now find themselves without the tools to fully exploit
their growing tax bases.

Intergovernmental Financing in the Soviet Union
The Soviet Union had a complex, hierarchical structure of government. Each of the 15 nominally sovereign republics was divided into
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several subordinate tiers of administration. The larger republics—
including the Russian Federation and Ukraine—had three such tiers
(table 5.1).3 In Russia, the largest of the top-tier units of subnational
administration was divided into districts (rayons), which were
divided into settlements. In urban areas, the tiers of subnational
administration were consolidated. Major regional cities—“Cities of
Oblast Subordination”—performed the functions of rayons and settlements. The two largest cities (Moscow and Leningrad) performed
the roles of all three tiers of subnational government.
The lowest tier of administration (cities and settlements) normally
provided primary health care and primary and secondary education.
Enterprises attached to key urban infrastructure services normally
provided water supply, heating, and public transport. These services
were, to varying degrees, financed by tariffs, deliberately kept far
below cost-recovery levels. Thus, water, heating, and transport companies typically depended on financial support from their municipal
owners both to subsidize operating costs and to finance capital investment. Subnational governments’ ability to finance these companies,
in turn, depended on the resources allocated to them through the
budget process.
The budget process comprised a complex system of negotiations
among party officials representing different tiers of government and
the various economic enterprises attached to them (box 5.1). The
negotiations revolved around the projected expenditure needs and
revenues of each governmental unit. Expenditure needs were based
on norms for various services (there was, for example, a norm for
the number of maternity hospital beds per 1,000 women living in a
jurisdiction). The revenue sources that negotiations focused on
comprised shares of various taxes administered by the state, with
the most important being taxes on the profits of state enterprises, a
turnover tax (on consumer goods, foods, and some extractive and
light industries), and the personal income tax. In principle, if a
jurisdiction’s revenues were projected to fall short of its projected
expenditures, it was allowed to retain a larger percentage of shared
TABLE 5.1

Structure of Subnational Government in the Soviet Union
Tier
First
Second
Third
Source: Authors.

Unit
Cities of Republican
Subordination

Oblasts
Cities of Oblast
Subordination

Rayons
Settlements
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BOX 5.1
The Communist Party and the Soviet Political Structure
The Soviet political structure had some of the trappings of Western democracies. At the republic level, legislative bodies (congresses of people’s deputies) were elected by universal adult
suffrage. As these congresses met infrequently, each republic also had a smaller standing legislature, whose chair functioned as head of state and oversaw the council of ministers, which
acted as the government’s executive branch.
A parallel structure existed at each subnational level. Each unit had its own council, elected
by universal suffrage. Like their counterparts at the republic level, these councils met infrequently. Between sessions, each council delegated its authority to an executive committee,
whose chair acted as chief executive and oversaw the functioning of the various administrative
departments.
Actual political power was wielded by the Communist Party, which had branches at each
level of subnational administration. In theory, the leadership of a local branch of the Party was
chosen by local Party members. In practice, the Party leadership designated the people who
would be put on the ballot to elect it. In the classic characterization, the Party set policy, and the
government implemented it.
The relationship between the Party and the government was, in practice, more intimate. The
Party determined which candidates would be on the ballot for local councils and appointed the
key officials of the administration. Management controls reflected the spirit of democratic centralism, with sector managers at the local level subordinate to both their local executive and
their sector counterpart at the central level.
Source: Authors.

taxes, and if necessary, a subsidy would also be provided. If a jurisdiction’s revenues were projected to exceed its expenditures needs,
its portion of shared taxes could be reduced.
Despite the appearance of objectivity, the process was subject to
strategic behavior by all parts of government: subordinate units exaggerated expenditure needs and understated potential revenue yields,
and officials responsible for setting shares and allocating subsidies
understated expenditures and exaggerated revenues. In the final
analysis, the resources available to a given jurisdiction were largely
determined by the previous year’s budget, though they could rise or
fall depending on whether a local Party secretary remained on good
terms with the Party bosses at higher levels and with the managers of
state farms or factories.
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Intergovernmental Financing during the Transition
Two fundamental changes followed the breakup of the Soviet Union:
first, the end of the Communist Party’s monopoly on political power,
and second, the privatization of the economy.

The Move to Multiparty Democracy
In 1989, President Gorbachev allowed other political associations
(de facto political parties) to coexist with the Communist Party. The
first nominally multiparty elections (for the Congress of People’s
Deputies) were held in 1989. In February 1990, the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union formally agreed
to give up its constitutional mandate as the “leading and guiding
force” of Soviet society.
After the breakup, some form of multiparty democracy was
enshrined in most of the constitutions of the successor republics.
Many also adopted systems of nominally independent local governments with separately elected local officials. But the extent that the
former monolithic political decision-making process has disappeared
varies. A single dominant party remains in control in most Eurasian
countries—in some cases headed by a long-standing executive from
the Soviet era.
A Wide Range of Multiparty Democracy
Four Eurasian countries are characteristic of the wide range of multiparty democracy: Georgia, Russia, Tajikistan, and Ukraine. They will
be used throughout this chapter to illustrate variations in intergovernmental finance.
Georgia has the constitutional attributes of a multiparty, multitier democracy. Its constitution defines the country as a democratic
republic and affirms “the commitment of the Georgian people to a
democratic social order and the right of citizens to form and join
political parties.” According to the constitution, both the parliament
and the president are to be elected through secret ballots through
universal, equal, and direct suffrage. Since the Rose Revolution of
late 2003, however, the United National Movement party has dominated politics both nationally and locally, garnering 79 percent of
the 150 seats in the May 2008 elections, ensuring its ability to pass
legislation.
Russia’s 1993 constitution declares the country to be a democratic,
federative state. During the initial transition years, de facto power
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was highly dispersed, with the federal government forced to sign
“bilateral pacts” with resource-rich regions to fend off demands for
secession (or at least to persuade them to contribute tax revenues to
the federal treasury). The subsequent years have seen a strong executive emerge at the federal level. A single political party—United
Russia—has established political hegemony throughout the country,
winning 70 percent of the votes in the 2008 presidential elections,
though the results of the 2011 legislative election indicate an erosion
of the party’s dominance.
Tajikistan is dominated not only by a single party, but also by a
single individual. The country’s postindependence (1994) constitution declares the country to be a democratic state and guarantees all
adult citizens the right to vote through universal, direct, and secret
suffrage. But after the 1992–97 civil war, Tajikistan emerged as a centralized unitary state with the president exercising strong control.
The constitution names the president head of state and government,
supreme commander, and head of the security council. The president
appoints members of the upper house of parliament, and most members of the lower house belong to his party.
Ukraine is one of the few Eurasian countries where partisan
political competition at the central level occurs in the manner it
does in Western European countries. Its constitution—adopted in
1996, amended in 2004 and 2006, and returned to its 1996 form in
2010—stipulates a de facto semipresidential system granting parliament the power to initiate legislation and consent to the person the
president appoints as prime minister. The constitution leaves the
president with strong executive powers, such as appointing cabinet
ministers. Since independence in 1991, Ukraine has held five presidential elections and five parliamentary elections, with power shifting from one party to another, often with one party holding the
presidency while another controls the parliament. But Ukraine is
an outlier. The Russian model of single party dominance of a nominally multiparty, multitiered democracy is more characteristic of
Eurasian countries.
Local multiparty politics exists de jure, if not de facto, at the lowest
tier of subnational government in most Eurasian countries. While
central governments continue to appoint the executives of the top-tier
subnational governments, local democracy—through constituents,
directly or indirectly, electing executives—is typical at the lowest tier
of subnational government. In Russia, local democracy extends to the
second and third tiers of subnational government.4 And in Ukraine,
the two upper tiers of subnational government (oblasts and rayons)
are headed by executives that the government appoints. Provisions
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for local elections apply only to the lowest tier: the village, settlement,
and city. Opposition candidates can and do win local elections. For
example, the mayor of Kiev won reelection in 2008 despite the opposition of both government parties. In Georgia, local executives are
elected, albeit indirectly. The mayors (gamgebeli) of the cities and districts are elected by local councils (sakrebulo), which in turn are
directly elected by the voters.5 By contrast, in Tajikistan executive
power at all levels of local government is exercised by political appointees of the president. Chairs of oblasts, rayons, and towns serve at the
pleasure of the president, who may dismiss them at any time or reappoint them for unlimited terms. Each level of local government has its
own legislative branch, but local legislatures exert little control over
the executive.6
The increasing power of regional interests, combined with the end
of the Communist Party’s political monopoly, forced a change in the
arrangements for allocating public resources. The old methods of
allocating resources—through top-down, closed-door intraparty
meetings—proved unworkable. With competing political powers—
both nationally and subnationally—more transparent and mechanical methods of dividing resources became necessary.
Privatization of the Economy
Privatization of the economy occurred at different speeds across the
region. Shortly after the breakup, Russia implemented the largest and
fastest privatization program ever. Quantitatively, the results of the
program, launched in mid-1992, were impressive—within 2 years,
most state-owned firms were transferred to private ownership. Thus,
by September 1994 there were 100,000 privatized firms in Russia
(outside of agriculture), accounting for more than 80 percent of the
industrial workforce. Most small enterprises had been privatized, and
of the 24,000 medium and large enterprises, most had been corporatized and more than 15,000 privatized by the end of 1994.
Privatization then lost momentum to some extent, continuing
much more slowly in subsequent years. After 1996, privatization was
increasingly on a case-by-case basis, with most transactions prepared
with a known buyer in mind. Even so, by the end of the decade the
main goal of separating the business sector from the state had at least
formally been achieved (Hare and Muravyev 2003).
In Georgia and Tajikistan, privatization proceeded more rapidly
with smaller enterprises than with larger ones. Nevertheless, by the
end of the transition’s second decade most firms in the manufacturing, services, and agricultural sectors were in private hands.
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The pace of privatization was considerably slower in Ukraine.
Although the state had privatized more than 80 percent of all enterprises (accounting for more than 60 percent of output) by early
1999, controlling shares in many privatized enterprises remained in
government hands. Privatization intensified in 2003–04, but it was
marred by controversy, particularly over the terms that large enterprises were sold on.
Privatization had two important implications for subnational government finance. First, it eliminated an important auxiliary provider
of public services. Under the Soviet system, state enterprises had built
and supported hospitals, constructed and maintained housing, built
and run kindergartens and preschools, and made donations toward
public transportation. With privatization, this role was curtailed.
Second, privatization drastically altered taxation, as profits from
government-owned enterprises ceased to be a major revenue source.
As central governments revised their tax structures to capture revenues from the growing private sector, the basis for intergovernmental
tax sharing had to be altered.
Democratization and privatization affected some Eurasian countries more than others. Change has been most radical in the Baltic
countries and, arguably, Georgia. It has been less pronounced in
the Central Asian countries. Whatever the pace of change, all
countries in the region operate differently from the way they did
before the breakup.

Intergovernmental Financing Today
With few exceptions, the structure of subnational government in
Eurasian countries has not changed much since the Soviet era. But
the distribution of functions among the various tiers has shifted.

What Do Different Government Levels Do?
The responsibility for urban infrastructure generally remains at the
lowest tier of subnational government, but the responsibility for
social spending has been centralized, either to higher tiers of subnational government or to the central government.
Georgia
Georgia has centralized all social services (social assistance, education,
and health). Before the 2006 consolidation, subnational governments
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at both the first and the second tiers were the main providers of primary education. They also played an important role in health care
and social assistance. The central government now performs these
functions, including paying salaries, operating costs, and facilities
maintenance expenses. The responsibilities of subnational governments consist principally of providing urban public utilities (water
supply and district heating) and public transportation and maintaining
housing and intrasettlement roads.
Russia
The responsibility for service provision in Russia is divided among the
three tiers of subnational government. First-tier subnational governments are the main providers of social services. They directly pay
child allowances, social assistance for poor people, and medical insurance for the unemployed. They finance preprimary, primary, and secondary education. And they build and maintain regional roads and
intercity transportation.
Second-tier subnational governments are responsible for delivering education and health services. They provide preprimary, primary,
and secondary education and most hospital care. Funding for education is provided by the first tier of subnational government; funding
for hospital care is provided partly by regional health insurance funds
and partly from each jurisdiction’s own revenues. Second-tier subnational governments are also responsible for building and maintaining
intrasettlement roads. The lowest tier (settlements) is responsible for
maintaining housing and providing urban public utilities and public
transport.
Larger cities subsume the roles of multiple tiers of subnational
government. Thus, Cities of Oblast Subordination are responsible for
the functions assigned to both the second and third tiers of subnational government. And Cities of Republican Subordination (Moscow and St. Petersburg) are responsible for these functions and those
of first-tier subnational governments.
Tajikistan
The Law on Local Self-Management (1991, amended in 1992 and
1993) assigns a broad range of responsibilities to subnational governments in Tajikistan (rayons, Cities of Oblast Subordination, and
Dushanbe). The responsibilities include education, health, and social
assistance (the local role in pensions is limited to helping unpaid pensioners contact the appropriate government authorities). Second-tier
subnational governments are responsible for preschools and schools
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covering grades 1–11 (the Ministry of Education is directly responsible for specialized secondary schools and universities). Except for
some specialized hospitals in Dushanbe and policlinics operated by
large factories and enterprises, local administrations manage almost
all public health care and finance it through their budgets. Oblasts
perform a largely administrative and supervisory role.
Responsibility for urban utilities and housing in Tajikistan remains
centralized. Although subnational governments bear nominal responsibility for these functions, in most urban areas they are performed
by units of the State Unitary Enterprise-Kojagii Naziliyu Kommunali, a large undertaking that operates 32 water supply and sewerage enterprises, five heating enterprises, and various companies
responsible for building maintenance. In eight cities (including
Dushanbe, Khujand, and Tursunzade) and two rayons (Varzob and
Shahrinav), communal service enterprises subordinate to their
local governments provide these functions (Kudosova 2007; Urban
Institute 2007).
Ukraine
The responsibility for social services is more decentralized in Ukraine.
Following major reforms in 2001, the responsibilities of first-tier subnational governments have been limited largely to administering the
national system of social assistance to low-income families. Secondtier subnational governments are responsible for paying child allowances, benefits to war veterans, and various consumption subsidies
(for rent, utility, public transport, and so forth). The lowest tier of
subnational government is responsible for financing and operating
schools and health care facilities. The 2001 budget law specifically
requires third-tier subnational governments to provide preschool
education, primary and secondary education, primary medical and
sanitary aid, and outpatient and inpatient medical care (through district hospitals, ambulatory centers, first-aid and obstetrics centers,
and first-aid stations).7

Who Finances What—and How?
During the transition, most Eurasian countries moved from a reliance on intraparty negotiations toward a more stable division of
taxing powers and a transparent system of intergovernmental
transfers (except Tajikistan, which still has a Soviet-style model).
Eurasian countries devised various mechanisms to finance their
expenditures.
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Georgia
Georgia spent much of the 1990s making marginal adjustments to
the structure of subnational financing it inherited from the Soviet
Union. Early on, the government abolished the system based on
negotiated shares of central government taxes, replacing it with a
system in which local governments were assigned all of the revenue
from the centrally administered personal income tax, as well as a
centrally administered property tax. At the time, there were two tiers
of subnational government but no fixed rules governing the relationship between the two. In late 2005, Georgia abolished the lower tier
of subnational government and centralized education and health
(box 5.2). The 2009 budget code reassigned the personal income tax
exclusively to the central government, leaving local governments to
rely on a newly created equalization transfer, along with the property
tax, fees, charges, and income from the rent, lease, or sale of their
own real estate.
Georgia’s equalization transfer has gone through several major
modifications. Under the Law on the Budgets of Local SelfGovernment Units (which took effect January 1, 2007), the transfer

BOX 5.2
Territorial Reform in Georgia
Georgia is one of the few former Soviet republics (excluding the Baltics, which are outside this
book’s scope) that fundamentally changed the structure of its subnational governments following
the collapse of the Soviet Union. Before reform, Georgia’s territory was divided into 60 districts
(rayons), which in turn were divided into about 1,100 second-tier subnational governments, consisting of towns, settlements, and villages. Four cities, as well as Tbilisi, were directly subordinate
to the central government. The division of functions between the first and second tiers of subnational governments was poorly defined. Neither level had a stable source of revenues, instead
deriving revenues from annually negotiated shares of nationally administered taxes.
The new organic law of December 2005 eliminated the second tier of subnational governments, consolidating them into their respective rayons. Cities that were directly subordinate to
the central government were given the same status as the former rayons—and thus remain
directly subordinate to the central government. The reform reduced the number of local governments from 1,105 to 65. Municipal elections were successfully conducted based on the
new territorial arrangements in October 2006. And new municipal councils were in place by
January 1, 2007.
Source: Authors.
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would have provided funding to first-tier subnational governments
with per capita revenues below the national average. (At the time,
subnational revenues included both the personal income tax and the
property tax.) Specifically, the equalization transfer compensated
each local government for 70 percent of the difference between what
it was expected to raise from the personal income tax, the property
tax, and other local revenues—and what it would have raised if its
revenues from these sources were equal to the national average per
capita. (Tbilisi was excluded from the calculation of the national
averages.)
With the centralization of the personal income tax and of the
responsibility for education and health, the formula has been radically revised, and thus considerably more complicated. Under the
new system, every year the Ministry of Finance determines the
total amount of the transfer in advance.8 The distribution of
the transfer is based on the difference between each jurisdiction’s
expenditure needs and projected revenues.9 Expenditure needs are
based on each jurisdiction’s total population, as well as the number
of children and adolescents, the number of people below the poverty level, its land area, the length of its local roads, its status (town
versus municipality), and certain unspecified “equalization coefficients.” Revenues exclude grants and thus largely reflect property
tax revenues.
Russia
The breakup of the Soviet Union was followed by economic decline
throughout its former republics, as the once close connections among
their economies were severed. Russia’s gross domestic product (GDP)
shrank by nearly half between 1989 and 1998, with tax revenues
and state enterprise profits declining accordingly (figure 5.1). At the
same time, the weakened authority of the central government
prompted resource-rich regions to refuse to remit the central government’s portion of shared taxes. The central government was thus
forced to sign bilateral agreements with these regions.
Attempts to create order from chaos began in the mid-1990s,
when a series of tax reforms was enacted to permit the government
to capture revenues from the growing private sector. A value added
tax (VAT) was introduced in 1992. In 2001, the personal and corporate income tax systems were simplified (exemptions were reduced,
rates made uniform). The turnover tax was abolished in 2003.
These measures accompanied efforts to put the financial relationship between the federal government and subnational governments
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FIGURE 5.1

GDP in the Russian Federation, 1989–2009
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on a regular footing. In 1994, the rates for federal shared taxes were
made uniform (previously, they had varied from year to year and
place to place). After that, shortfalls between revenues and expenditures were to be met through a new Federal Fund for the Financial
Support of Regions (FFFSR). As in the previous system based on
varying tax shares, the allocation of FFFSR funds was intended to
reflect variations in expenditure needs and revenue potential. But
unlike the previous system, allocations were to be based on a formula rather than case-by-case negotiations. The formula was further
refined in 2001 (though parliament retained the power to change the
formula annually). In 2005, federal legislation called for the formulabased allocation system to be extended to second- and third-tier subnational governments.10
The general budgets of all three tiers of subnational government
are now financed from taxes (assigned in whole or in part to each
tier), intergovernmental transfers, and various fees and service
charges. Taxes are the largest single source (table 5.2 lists the taxes
assigned to each subnational tier, along with the share of each tax
that each tier is allowed to retain).11 The central government administers all subnational taxes through the federal tax service, and taxes
are paid into branches of the federal treasury. The federal government sets all tax rates, except for minor regional and local taxes and
the regional share of the enterprise profit tax.
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TABLE 5.2

Distribution of Tax Instruments across Subnational Tiers of
Government in the Russian Federation, 2009
Share retained by each tier
Tax

Federal

Regional

Rayon

Settlement

Enterprise profit tax

27

73

0

0

Personal income tax

0

70

20

10

Excise on alcohol

50

50

0

0

Excise on gasoline

40

60

0

0

Special tax on imputed income

10

0

90

0

Special tax on small businesses

10

90

0

0

Special agriculture enterprises tax

10

30

30

30

0

100

0

0

0

0

0

100

Federally controlled taxes

Regionally controlled taxes
Taxes on transport, gambling, and
enterprise assets
Locally controlled taxes
Individual property and land taxes

Source: Government of Russia 2010.
Note: The federal government defines the bases and administers all taxes. Regional governments set the regionally controlled taxes, and local governments set the locally controlled taxes.

In 2009, subnational governments derived about two-thirds of
their income from taxes. The personal income tax was the single
largest source of revenue, accounting for 28 percent of total revenues. The corporate income tax contributed 18 percent, the property
tax 10 percent (nearly all of it from enterprises), and excise taxes and
various “simplified” taxes 7 percent. Of total revenues, 27 percent
were derived from intergovernmental transfers. And much of the
remaining 10 percent came from charges for services and the use of
property, enterprise income, and the sale of assets (Government of
Russia 2010).
The principal transfer from the federal government to first-tier
subnational government remains a gap-filling equalization grant, to
reduce disparities in per capita tax revenues. All first-tier subnational
governments that collect less than 60 percent of the national per capita average (a calculation that excludes the richest and poorest
10 percent) receive a transfer covering 85 percent of the gap. (The
taxes to be equalized include the personal income tax, the corporate
income tax, taxes on imputed income, property taxes, excise taxes,
and taxes on mineral extraction.) Over time, the formula has been
modified to reflect regional variations in the costs of providing public
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services. The 2010 formula includes factors reflecting federally determined variations in wage rates, indicators of remoteness, and variations in living costs. It also includes a bonus subsidy for regional
governments that reduces their arrears.
In principle, the total amount of the equalization transfer is determined endogenously: the federal government is required to contribute whatever sum is needed to meet the equalization target. But
under the system of multiyear budgeting, the amount is fixed 3 years
in advance. In addition to the equalization grant, transfers compensate for federal mandates such as rent subsidies for veterans and the
costs of operating civil registration offices, capital transfers, and some
cofinancing for social expenditures.
The system of transfers from first-tier subnational governments to
their subordinate tiers varies across jurisdictions, though it is subject
to general guidelines specified in the federal budget code. The code
authorizes first-tier subnational governments to use two instruments
to provide general budget support (as opposed to earmarked funding
for such functions as education) to subordinate tiers. First, they may
assign fixed shares of their own taxes (for example, transport, gambling, and enterprise property taxes). These shares must be uniform
for all jurisdictions. Second, they may establish formula-based equalization transfers. The code envisions that these transfers will be allocated based on tax capacity and cost drivers (say, the climate and the
socioeconomic status and age profile of the population). It also allows
for negative transfers. If a subordinate jurisdiction’s per capita revenues are more than twice the region’s average, the regional government is permitted to take up to 50 percent of the excess and reallocate
it to poorer jurisdictions.
So, the revenues available to a third-tier subnational government
in Russia are the product of cascading events and decisions at higher
levels of government, beginning with the level of personal income
tax and corporate income tax revenues collected and retained by its
oblast, and its oblast’s share of federal equalization transfers. Oblasts
pool these revenues, allocate some to finance their own expenditures, and transfer some to their rayons. Rayons then pool these revenues with their own shares of the personal income tax, along with
receipts from the agriculture tax and smaller taxes; allocate some to
finance their own expenditures; and transfer some to their settlements. The resources available to a settlement are the sum of these
transfers, its own share of the personal income tax, and receipts from
property taxes and other local fees and charges. Some of this revenue
is used to finance the settlement’s own expenditures, and some goes
toward recurrent subsidies or capital investments undertaken by
their enterprises.
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Tajikistan
Unlike Georgia, Russia, or Ukraine, Tajikistan still adheres to the
Soviet model of subnational government finance, based on negotiated calculations of expenditure gaps at each tier of government. The
formal process of estimating expenditures begins with the Ministry of
Finance’s distribution of budget directives. Expenditure estimates
are, in theory, based on centrally determined expenditure norms that
specify “expenditure drivers” in various sectors (say, the number of
schools, teachers, and students at various education levels).12 These
estimates are then multiplied by expenditure norms to estimate
expenditures for the year to come.
There is evidence that the norm-based approach is no longer
observed—if it ever was. Spending per pupil on primary and secondary education varies widely across jurisdictions, in a manner that the
official norms cannot entirely explain. Expenditure estimates appear
to be based on each rayon’s budget for the previous year, modified to
consider expected changes in major cost items (caused by inflation or
changes in the budget parameters the central government controls,
such as wage rates for various civil service grades, allowable staffing
levels across grades, and tariffs for certain public utilities and communal services).
While the rayons develop the expenditure side of the local budgets,
local representatives of the national tax committee work with local
finance departments to project tax revenues. Article 41 of the Law on
Local Self-Management assigns two categories of taxes to local administrations. The larger category—“regulated taxes”—includes a large
share of the VAT (on domestic transactions) and the corporate and
personal income taxes. In addition, local governments are permitted
to impose some “nonregulated” taxes. According to the tax code, local
governments may impose a retail sales tax and a tax on immovable
property owned by individuals (table 5.3). These taxes are imposed at
governmental fixed rates.
With this estimate of expenditures and revenues, the negotiating
process begins. The chair of the rayon or town first presents the
expenditure estimate to the oblast governor (or directly to the Ministry of Finance, for Dushanbe and Rayons of Republican Subordination). Negotiations between the oblast governor and individual
rayon chairs then ensue. These talks may reduce some spending proposals or add other items, for which the oblast executive is expected
to contribute supplementary funding. After completing similar budget negotiations with departments and enterprises of the oblast itself,
the oblast chair packages a consolidated budget and submits it to the
Ministry of Finance, which reconciles the spending proposals of all
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TABLE 5.3

Distribution of Shared Taxes in Tajikistan, 2009
percent
Type of tax

Republic

Subnational

Shared taxesa
Domestic value added tax

55

45

Corporate income tax

40

60

Personal income tax

25

75

Retail sales tax

0

100

Property tax

0

100

Local taxes

Source: Dillinger 2011.
a. Shares vary across subnational jurisdictions.

first-tier subnational administrations with the overall availability of
resources and the demands of the other government ministries and
agencies. An ad hoc budget commission—typically consisting of the
minister and deputy minister of finance, the tax committee, the statistical office, the customs service, and other sectoral ministries, as
required—advises the Ministry of Finance.
Once the aggregate level of subnational funding is determined, the
Ministry of Finance determines the budget ceiling for each first-tier
subnational administration. A second round of budget negotiations
then ensues, in which the oblast governor (or the Ministry of Finance,
for Dushanbe and the Rayons of Republican Subordination) negotiates a substantially reduced budget ceiling with the city and rayon
executive in his jurisdiction. The budget law precludes cuts to a specific set of “protected items,” including wages, pensions, stipends, and
utility payments. Cuts to local spending are thus concentrated in areas
such as capital investment, purchases of supplies, and low-priority
items such as travel. Once the local government receives the disaggregated “control figures” from the oblast, the funding reflected in those
figures is not subject to change. The local council must officially
approve the budget, but its approval is largely a formality.
Ukraine
Ukraine’s system of subnational finance is similar to Russia’s, with
the main difference being that its systems achieve greater functional
decentralization.
Like Russia, Ukraine suffered an economic disaster after the breakup
of the Soviet Union. And it also attempted feebly to reorganize its
system of subnational finance during the 1990s. In 1996, it made an
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initial effort to define the division of functions among tiers of government and the structure of intergovernmental fiscal relations. A 1997
law on local self-government set out minimum spending standards
(based on per capita norms) for various local government functions
and the basic principles of an equalization mechanism. The equalization mechanism called for subsidies to jurisdictions lacking enough
revenue to meet the spending norms and for “negative transfers”
from jurisdictions with surpluses.13 In practice, the calculation of the
expenditure needs of each jurisdiction continued to be based on the
costs of maintaining the facilities assigned to it rather than its legally
assigned functions. The level of transfers was based largely on caseby-case negotiations conducted during budget preparations. In the
course of these negotiations, the list of taxes assigned to subnational
governments and their respective shares varied from year to year
(Reminga and others 2003).
Ukraine’s system of subnational finance is the result of a major
rewrite of the budget code in 2001. As in Russia, the budgets of all
three tiers of subnational government are now financed from a combination of centrally controlled taxes (with shares assigned to each
tier), intergovernmental transfers, and various minor taxes and fees
that subnational governments exercise some control over. Only two
taxes are subject to sharing: the personal income tax and the land tax
(table 5.4). Shares of the personal income tax are divided among
oblasts, rayons, and villages on a 25/50/25 basis. The land tax is
divided on a 25/15/60 basis. As in Russia, cities are entitled to the
revenues of multiple tiers of subnational government. Cities of Oblast
Subordination receive 75 percent of the personal income tax and the
land tax. Kiev and Sevastopol receive all of both.
Ukraine’s system of tax sharing is simpler than Russia’s, but its
system of equalization transfers is far more complicated. As defined
in the 2001 budget code, transfers from the central government to
first-tier subnational governments are based on expenditure gaps
TABLE 5.4

Distribution of Shared Taxes in Ukraine, 2009
Government level

Personal income tax

Land tax

Oblast

25

25

Rayon

50

15

Village and City of Rayon Subordination

25

60

City of Oblast Subordination

75

75

100

100

Kiev and Sevastopol
Source: Government of Ukraine 2004.
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(the difference between each jurisdiction’s expenditure needs and
its revenue potential). For this purpose, expenditure needs are calculated for six functions: administration, health, education, culture, sports, and social protection. At the time the system was
formulated, it was expected that a single indicator would be used
for each function (a standard per capita amount for public administration, health care, culture, and social programs; a standard per
student amount for education; and a standard per eligible recipient
amount for social protection). The budget code does not define the
formula, however. Rather, it states that the calculation of expenditure needs to consider “budget sufficiency, population, numbers of
recipients, and other factors.”
Dozens of factors have been added since the 2001 reform, undermining transparency and encouraging local governments to lobby
for including factors favorable to their own situations. As of 2007,
the number of factors and adjustment coefficients used to determine the nominal spending needs of rayons was 32 in education
and 23 in the health sector; 12–15 factors were used for oblasts
(Order No. 33 Ministry of Health). As discussed in box 5.3, even
this abundance of coefficients fails to compensate local governments for the cost of centrally imposed norms.
BOX 5.3
Norms, Inefficiencies, and Unfunded Mandates in Ukraine
In preparing their budgets, subnational governments are still required to follow norms that come
from the Soviet system. These norms dictate staffing levels and other cost-drivers based on
facilities. For example, rayon hospitals are required to employ one obstetrician per 20 beds;
health facilities must employ one cook per 30 beds. In both education and health, more staff
members are employed than are actually needed. But local governments are not allowed to
shrink staffs or facilities to match demand, and Article 49 of the Constitution forbids any level of
government from closing hospitals.
Who pays for this inefficiency? If the calculation of expenditure needs used in the equalization transfer were based literally on these norms, the central government would have to finance
expenditures. But if the calculation of expenditure needs was based on demand indicators
(numbers of students or patients), local governments would have to. In practice, responsibility
lies somewhere in between. Although the equalization formula has an adjustment coefficient
for jurisdictions with high wage bills, it does not literally compensate local governments for the
costs imposed by the norms. As a result, local governments, not the central government, are
forced to finance the inefficiencies imposed by the norms.
Source: Saavedra 2008.
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The system for determining the revenue potential of each jurisdiction is more straightforward. In 1998, 1999, and the first 10 months
of 2000, the amounts were based on actual revenues from shared
taxes in each jurisdiction. Since then, revenue potential has been
based on actual collections the preceding 3 years.
The total amount of the transfer to each first-tier subnational government is, in principle, equal to its expenditure gap—the difference
between its estimated expenditure needs (including the needs of its
subordinate jurisdictions) and its historical revenues (including the
revenues of its subordinate jurisdictions). For a first-tier subnational
government whose revenues exceed its estimated expenditure needs,
the law requires a negative transfer—such jurisdictions are required
to transfer 80–100 percent of the surplus to the central budget. The
2001 law suggests, but does not require, that transfers from first-tier
subnational governments to second-tier subnational governments
use the same methodology.
As in Russia, the law also authorizes various other transfers from
the central government, including transfers to finance functions performed on behalf of the state (such as education and health care) and
funds to finance subsidies for electric power, natural gas, and housing
and communal services. The extent of local taxing powers is limited.
Subnational governments are permitted to retain the corporate profits tax from their own enterprises.

Mobilizing Additional Finance for Cities
The rules governing the assignment of functions and revenues to
subnational governments apply to all subnational jurisdictions—
urban and rural, large and small. But the structure of subnational
governments allows for distinctions among large cities, smaller cities,
and rural settlements. Major regional cities—generally called Cities of
Oblast Subordination—perform the functions and receive the revenues of both second- and third-tier subnational governments.
Big Versus Small Cities
The largest cities—generally called Cities of Republic Subordination—
perform the functions and receive the revenues of all three tiers. This
distinction has two important implications.
First, it means that larger cities enjoy considerably greater access
to local tax bases than do smaller jurisdictions. In Russia, Moscow
and St. Petersburg are entitled to all of the personal income taxes and
property taxes collected within their boundaries, 73 percent of the
corporate income tax, and roughly half of the excise taxes on alcohol
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and fuels. By contrast, Cities of Oblast Subordination are entitled to
just 20 percent of personal income tax and none of the enterprise
profit or excise taxes collected. In Ukraine, Kiev and Sevastopol
retain all of the personal income and land taxes, while Cities of Oblast
Subordination are entitled to only 75 percent of the two taxes, and
Cities of Rayon Subordination to only 25 percent of the personal
income tax and 60 percent of the land tax.
Second, it means that larger cities have considerably broader
expenditure responsibilities than do smaller jurisdictions. Moscow
and St. Petersburg are responsible not only for a wide array of infrastructure services, but also for financing primary and secondary education and health services.
These distinctions have an important implication for the financing
of urban infrastructure services: although big cities are rich, most of
their money goes elsewhere, because the tax advantage big cities
enjoy is offset considerably by equalization transfers and other intergovernmental grants that favor smaller jurisdictions.
The results are evident in St. Petersburg’s budget, which derives
nearly 70 percent of its revenues from taxes. The personal and
corporate income tax each contribute just under 30 percent of
total revenues, rents and other income from the use of municipal
property 9 percent, property taxes about 8 percent, receipts from
business activities (which includes reimbursements from the
regional health insurance funds as well as income from municipal
enterprises and proceeds from the sale of their assets) about 8 percent, and excise taxes about 4 percent (figure 5.2).14 Intergovernmental transfers contribute 10 percent, but most of this consists of
federal cofinancing of capital works, with the rest including compensation for various federally mandated programs, such as utility
subsidies, unemployment benefits, and social housing for World
War II veterans.15
Spending on social services—education, health, and social
assistance—consumed roughly half of St. Petersburg’s budget in
2010 (figure 5.3). Spending on infrastructure services (largely
transportation and energy) consumed less than 20 percent, with
spending on housing (including water supply) consuming another
17 percent.16
More detailed data on the sectoral composition of the city’s
recent expenditures are not available. A detailed breakdown of the
city’s future spending in key infrastructure sectors is provided,
however, by the 2010 budget’s breakdown of expenditures by organizational unit. According to the 2010 budget, spending on road
construction and maintenance (including traffic management) was
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FIGURE 5.2

Revenue Composition in St. Petersburg, 2005–09
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Note: CIT = corporate income tax; PIT = personal income tax.

FIGURE 5.3

Expenditure Composition in St. Petersburg, 2010
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projected to consume 9 percent of total expenditures. Spending on
transport (including recurrent subsidies and capital investments)
was allocated another 7 percent, while spending on energy (including subsidies to the city’s gas company and related investments)
also accounted for 7 percent.
According to the 2010 budget, the vast majority of spending on
these sectors was to be devoted to capital investment. Most spending on roads, for example, consisted of capital spending rather
than maintenance. Recurrent subsidies to the bus, trolley, and
subway companies accounted for 24 percent of spending in the
transport sector, while capital investment accounted for 65 percent.
Two-thirds of spending in the energy sector consisted of capital
investments, with recurrent subsidies to the gas company and
expenditures on street lighting consuming much of the rest. Targeted
subsidies for housing and utilities accounted for about 2 percent of
the budget.17
Kiev is financed largely from its total share of the personal income
and land taxes. Over 2007–09, personal income tax contributed half
the city’s revenues, with the land tax contributing another 7 percent
(figure 5.4). Other taxes, including a tax on small business, contributed 4 percent, with ad hoc subsidies and capital transfers accounting
for much of the remainder.

FIGURE 5.4

Revenue Composition in Kiev, 2007–09
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Like St. Petersburg, Kiev has a strong local tax base that provides
revenues that exceed its expenditures. Under Ukraine’s equalization
formula, it must contribute part of the difference to the treasury. In
2009, payments from Kiev to the treasury were equal to about
35 percent of the city’s revenues. Kiev spends half its budget on social
sectors (figure 5.5).18 It allocates just 16 percent of its regular budget
to infrastructure services (housing and communal services and transport). This spending is supplemented by spending that a “special
fund” finances, most of which consists of urban infrastructure investments.19 Kiev owns various enterprises providing communal services
and transport. It is a majority shareowner of a water company and a
gas distribution company,20 and it owns two public transport companies (KievPasTransit, which operates buses, trams, trolleys, and the
funicular railway, and KievMetroPoliten, which operates the subway), a construction company, and numerous smaller enterprises.
Expenditures shown in the budget include subsidies to these enterprises (including spending on capital works relevant to them), but
they do not include expenditures financed from tariffs.

FIGURE 5.5

Municipal Expenditure Composition in Kiev, 2009
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In Tbilisi, most of the budget is allocated to urban infrastructure
services rather than social services. Spending on social sectors—
which consists largely of preschool and social assistance (education is
a central government expense)—consumes only 20 percent of the
budget. Transport, housing, communal services, and the environment consume the rest (figure 5.6).
In the smaller Eurasian cities, one would expect somewhat different expenditure patterns, reflecting the narrower scope of their functional responsibilities. Social assistance is the responsibility of oblasts
in Russia and rayons in Ukraine. Still, even Cities of Oblast Subordination have to manage education in Russia, Tajikistan, and Ukraine.
(In Ukraine, Cities of Rayon Subordination are also responsible for
education.) Thus, demands for increased spending on infrastructure
services have to compete with demands for more social spending
throughout Eurasia.

Options for Increasing Revenues
Revenues of large Eurasian cities could be increased by increasing
the aggregate level of central government taxes or by reallocating
central government expenditures from other budget users. Neither

FIGURE 5.6
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option is particularly promising. The aggregate tax burden in most
Eurasian countries is already fairly high, except in the oil-producing
countries, ranging from 13 percent in Kazakhstan to 25 percent in
Belarus (figure 5.7).21
It is also not obvious that increased transfers to large cities should
be paid for by reducing transfers to smaller and poorer jurisdictions.
The large proportion of direct central government taxes collected in
large cities and the high level of transfer dependence of smaller and
poorer jurisdictions suggest that large cities are, indeed, subsidizing
their smaller and poorer counterparts. But this is not necessarily
undesirable. Because lower tiers of government provide services with
important distributional implications (education, health), a considerable degree of revenue redistribution is worthwhile. The quality of
education provided to a Ukrainian child should not depend on the
strength of the tax base where the child resides. Taxes generated in
large cities should help out.
The alternative route is to increase taxes on taxpayers and feepayers who live in big cities, since there is a wide dispersion of aggregate tax burdens in Eurasia (see figure 5.7). Doing so would not
imply that such revenue sources must be locally administered or that
subnational governments must control their rates. It merely requires
that the burden of such revenue sources fall on the people who benefit from the services they finance—that is, that they function as
benefit taxes.22

FIGURE 5.7

Aggregate Tax Burden in the Former Soviet Union, by Country, 2009
tax revenue as percentage of 2009 GDP
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Raising Personal Income Taxes
The most promising vehicle for increasing revenues in almost all Eurasian countries is the personal income tax, which is well positioned
to serve as a benefit tax (box 5.4). Personal income taxes have a geographically defined incidence. Unlike a corporate income tax or VAT,
their incidence is not shifted across jurisdictional boundaries. The
personal income tax also has a broad base (unlike excise taxes or
taxes on motor vehicle ownership). From a practical standpoint, it
can be cheap to administer, at least in countries with mainly formal
economies. Although the personal income tax is extremely difficult
to impose on the self-employed or people working in the informal
sector, it is readily imposed on formal sector employees through payroll deductions.

BOX 5.4
Choosing among Local Benefit Taxes
Local taxes are an appropriate means of financing urban services whose benefits cannot be
confined to individual consumers but do not extend beyond the municipal boundaries. Local
taxes are the collective analogue of user charges—just as user charges are the way that individuals can express their demand for services whose benefits are largely private, and local taxes
are the way that taxpayers within a community can express their demand for services consumed collectively. Benefit taxes also provide a degree of geographical equity to the financing
of municipal services, imposing the costs of municipal services on the people who benefit from
them.

Property Taxes
The property tax is the most common tax assigned to local governments worldwide. In theory,
it performs well as a local benefit tax. The incidence of the tax (at least its residential component) is geographically confined, and its coverage is broad enough to reach most beneficiaries.
But the property tax is difficult to administer, because there are many tax-paying units, property
values must be imputed (based on assessments) rather than observed from actual transactions,
and the base must be revalued annually to maintain its buoyancy.
Conditions in developing countries and transition economies make the property tax particularly difficult to administer, because the basic market data that property assessments are based
on are inaccessible or unreliable. In addition, there are political costs associated with the property tax: as a direct tax, its burden is particularly visible, and as a tax on wealth, its burden falls
disproportionately on groups with political influence.
continued
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BOX 5.4 continued

Income and Payroll Taxes
Local income and payroll taxes are an attractive alternative to the property tax. They are used
widely in Europe. Personal income taxes have the geographically defined incidence sought in a
benefit tax and, where imposed with a national income tax, are inexpensive to administer.
The constraint on income taxes in developing countries is their narrow coverage. The personal income tax is very difficult to impose on the self-employed or people working in the informal sector. Most personal income tax revenues are thus derived through payroll deductions,
which fall on only a small share of the population. High personal income taxes can also drive up
formal sector labor costs, encouraging firms to remain unregistered. In Western and Central
Europe, as well as in the more developed countries of the former Soviet Union, the administrative constraints on the personal income tax are less binding. Fixed shares of the personal
income tax are the most important source of local revenues in Eastern Europe. Even so, few
national governments are willing to allow the tax to be imposed at high rates.

Utility Taxes
Local taxes are often imposed on utility bills, particularly those for electricity. In principle, such
taxes have localized incidence and, given the ubiquity of electric service, broad coverage. Costs
of administration are low, as the tax can be tacked on to electricity bills. The extent that an electricity surcharge can be relied on exclusively is limited, however, by the base of assessment. If
the tax is imposed ad valorem, it distorts the price of power. If it is imposed as a flat fee, it fails
to capture variations in ability to pay and is thus limited by the tax-paying ability of the poorest
electricity consumers.

Automobile Taxes
Local automobile taxes—recurrent taxes on automobile ownership and one-time taxes on purchase—are a substantial auxiliary source of revenue. Except in multijurisdictional metropolitan
areas, the incidence of such taxes is easy to confine, and such taxes are easier to administer
and enforce. However, potential yields are limited.
Source: Authors.

Not surprisingly, the personal income tax is already a large revenue source in most Eurasian countries. To varying degrees, it has the
added practical advantage of already being assigned to subnational
governments.23 In Tajikistan, part of revenue from the personal
income tax is shared with the subnational jurisdiction where it was
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collected (the share varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and year
to year).
Yields of the personal income tax in Eurasian countries are constrained by the modest rates at which the tax is imposed. Most former Soviet Union countries impose the personal income tax at a
flat rate, varying from 10 percent in Kazakhstan to 22 percent in
Uzbekistan—Azerbaijan is an outlier, with a tax rate of 30 percent
(table 5.5). Armenia, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Moldova have
graduated tax rates, with a maximum tax bracket of no more than
20 percent.24
So, the yield of the personal income tax in Eurasian countries is
generally lower than in Western European comparators. Personal
income tax revenues range from 1.5 percent of GDP in Armenia to
7.6 percent in Georgia, with most countries falling in the 2–5 percent
range (figure 5.8). By contrast, in Western Europe, where the personal income tax is a principal source of central government revenues
and is imposed at fairly steep and progressive rates, revenues represent 8–10 percent of GDP. In Eastern Europe, the personal income tax
is assigned mainly to subnational governments and imposed at fairly
low, flat rates.
Raising the personal income tax to the levels of Western Europe
could generate considerably larger subnational revenues in
Eurasia. Raising the personal income tax in Russia to German levels

TABLE 5.5

Personal Income Tax Rates in the Former
Soviet Union, by Country, 2010
percent
Country

Minimum

Maximum

Armenia

10

20

Azerbaijan

30

30

Belarus

12

12

Georgia

20

20

Kazakhstan

10

10

Kyrgyz Republic

10

20

7

18

Russian Federation

13

13

Tajikistan

13

13

Ukraine

15

15

Uzbekistan

22

22

Moldova

Source: Europe and Central Asia region fiscal database.
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FIGURE 5.8

Personal Income Tax as Percentage of GDP in Selected Countries, 2009
or Most Recent Available
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(9.9 percent of GDP) and transferring the increase entirely to
subnational governments would raise their revenues by roughly
two-thirds. But central governments may be reluctant to authorize major increases in the personal income tax, particularly for the
benefit of subnational governments, which in some cases may be
controlled by opposition interests. Moreover, an increase in the
personal income tax would compete with the central government’s
efforts to increase tax revenues. There may also be legitimate policy reasons for keeping the personal income tax low. By and large,
the personal income tax is imposed on the same base (payrolls) as
the social contributions that support centrally financed health
insurance and pension schemes. Raising the tax could thus increase
the tax wedge between net and gross salaries, raising the cost of
labor and discouraging employment in the formal sector.
Raising Property Taxes
Local governments across the world impose property taxes
(figure 5.9). Except in France and North America, however, property
taxes generate very little revenue (0.4 percent of GDP in Germany,
1.1 percent in China, and 1.7 percent in the United Kingdom). In
France, they bring in 3.5 percent of GDP, but even this represents less
than 10 percent of the aggregate tax burden, including social security
taxes (IMF 2010).
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FIGURE 5.9

Property Tax as Percentage of GDP in Selected Countries, 2009 or Most
Recent Available
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Property tax revenues are generally inconsequential in Eurasia
(0.20 percent of GDP in Russia, 0.25 percent in Ukraine). Yields are
low because of a mix of politically motivated administrative failures
and deliberate policy decisions.
In strictly mechanical terms, the yield of the property tax is a function of four factors. The first is the completeness and accuracy of data
on the physical characteristics of the tax base. Land parcels may be
missing from the tax rolls or inaccurately measured. Data on
improvements (for example, buildings) may be missing, inaccurate,
or out of date.
The second is the unit cost factors used to convert the data on
physical characteristics into value estimates. Property valuations are
rarely based on market analyses of individual properties. They are
derived from a limited number of physical characteristics of each
property, which are converted to an estimate of market value based
on standard unit costs. (These unit costs are normally set out in a
table, which specifies a value per square meter of land and square
meter of built-area, varying by the property location and the building
characteristics.) Calculating unit costs can be difficult, particularly
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where underlying market data are unreliable. In countries with substantial inflation, unit costs can quickly become obsolete unless they
are indexed.
The third is the tax rate. In countries with low property tax yields,
taxes tend to be very low, and exemptions widespread. In Russia, residential buildings are exempt entirely, and the maximum tax on land
zoned for agriculture, housing, and dachas is just 0.3 percent.25 In
Ukraine, the maximum tax rate on land is 1 percent—fairly high—
but buildings are exempt.26
The fourth is the collection rate—the proportion of the billed
amount actually collected. Data on collection rates in Eurasia are not
available. Experience elsewhere, however, suggests that property
taxes can be very difficult to collect. Unlike the personal income tax,
which can be imposed through withholding, or the VAT, whose burden can be passed on to consumers through higher prices, the property tax must be collected directly from the taxpayer. Unless the
taxpayer faces a credible threat (such as the property seizure), compliance is normally poor.
Efforts to boost property tax yields could focus on all four of these
factors. A reinventory of properties (particularly in fast-growing
urban areas) could be used to update data on property characteristics.
Unit cost factors could be adjusted to reflect market values more
accurately. The tax on land could be raised, and the exemption of
buildings eliminated. Measures could also be taken to improve collection efficiency, including systematically monitoring overdue
accounts, increasing penalties, and auctioning off major delinquent
properties (auctions tend to have a particularly salutary demonstration effect on delinquent taxpayers).
But the property tax is a political poison. As a result, what
appear to be administrative weaknesses are in fact a reflection of
the political sensitivities surrounding the tax. Even countries
thought to have mastered subnational finance, such as China, face
their own hurdles (box 5.5). In addition, attempts to extend the
property tax to residential properties are likely to run afoul of a
particular anomaly in the post-Soviet housing market. Because
properties were transferred directly to their occupants during
privatization, there is little correlation between the value of a
housing unit and its owner’s ability to pay. A building tax on a residential apartment block might be easily affordable to some of its
occupants but beyond the means of others. All of these factors suggest that expectations concerning the potential yield of the property tax should be modest.
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BOX 5.5
Subnational Finance in China
China, as a rising economic power, is often looked to as a model for reform in many fields. But
China’s system of subnational finance is quite similar to those in Russia, Ukraine, and the larger
countries of Eastern Europe. Thus, it is a model for reform only in the few Eurasian countries
(such as Tajikistan) that still adhere to the former Soviet model.
China’s system of subnational finance is the product of a radical centralization of tax authority
instituted in 1994 and extended in 2002. Although it stabilized the division of taxing powers
between the central and subnational tiers of government, it left subnational governments with
almost no control over tax policy and only limited control over tax administration.
China has a four-tier structure of subnational government, consisting of provinces, prefectures, counties, and townships. The relationship between each tier is strictly hierarchical—the
central government defines the terms of its relationship with the provinces, the provinces with
the prefectures, and so forth. Under the 1994 and 2002 reforms, the central government
assigned the provincial governments fixed shares of some central government taxes—namely,
25 percent of the VAT, 40 percent of personal income tax and corporate income tax, and all of
some local taxes. Of these, the highest yielding are the gross receipts tax on businesses not
covered by the VAT and an income tax on enterprises owned by subnational governments (revenues from the enterprise income tax are retained by the government that owns the enterprise).
Local taxes also include a recurrent urban land tax and several taxes on real estate transactions.
They do not include recurrent taxes on residential buildings.
These tax revenues are supplemented by intergovernmental transfers, including holdharmless guarantees arising from the 1994 reform, equalization transfers, and many special
grants for capital works and calamities. Each province has the authority to determine how
much of its taxes it retains and how much it passes on to subordinate tiers of government. In
Gansu Province, for example, the province retains 40 percent of urban land tax, assigning the
rest to cities and prefectures.
With few exceptions, the central government sets all taxes. The 1994 law allows subnational
government control only over the urban land tax (within a band of rates set by the central government) and whether to introduce such contrasting taxes as one on entertainment and one on
the slaughter of livestock. The lack of formal revenue autonomy has led subnational governments to exercise “informal” revenue autonomy, particularly through the imposition of fees well
beyond what has been prescribed in the law (World Bank 2002a).
Provincial governments can exercise some control over the administration of taxes. One of
the important outcomes of the 1994 reform was a division of China’s tax administration system
into two separate bodies—a central tax administration to collect central and shared tax revenues, and a local tax administration to collect local taxes. This was a more incentive-compatible
continued
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BOX 5.5 continued
arrangement than the previous system, in which a single tax administration body collected all
types of taxes. Thus, provincial governments have direct control over the administration of the
gross receipts tax, the tax on subnational enterprises, and the urban land tax. Indirectly, they
have some influence over the administration of shared taxes. Provincial governments commonly provide performance bonuses to central tax administrators working at their level. Subordinate tiers of subnational governments have no such influence. Counties and prefectures thus
complain that the tax authorities do not address their interests adequately.
The government is considering granting some degree of subnational control over the rate of
local taxes. According to a November 18, 2010, announcement from the Ministry of Finance,
the government may allow provincial governments to adjust the rates of local taxes. The government is also considering introducing a recurrent tax on residential buildings.
Source: Authors.

Raising Housing Maintenance Charges
Before the breakup of the Soviet Union, the state was responsible for
housing. State enterprises constructed new housing, and state maintenance companies were responsible for maintaining the façades and
roofs of the apartment blocks that littered the Soviet landscape. These
services were highly subsidized.
After the breakup, individual units in apartment blocks were
typically transferred, without cost, to their occupants. Responsibility for maintaining exteriors and common areas fell, however, to
local governments (Lipman 2010). Their attempts to charge large
amounts for these services met immediate resistance. Many citizens were unaware that their previous rent payments included
payments for communal services and maintenance. Efforts to
establish homeowner associations—which would assume responsibility for external maintenance and common areas—have been
slow (box 5.6).
In the absence of homeowner associations (see chapter 2), Russia’s
housing policy envisions that municipally owned housing maintenance companies finance themselves largely through fees. The 1992
housing policy law authorized an increase in housing maintenance
charges large enough to cover their costs, with subsidies to be limited to low-income households. In 1993, the Council of Ministers
authorized local governments to set their own tariffs for housing
maintenance. But they were slow to implement full cost-recovery,
because continued state support of the housing sector was available
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BOX 5.6
Resistance to Homeowner Associations in the Former Soviet Union
Homeowner associations are, in principle, an attractive alternative to municipally owned maintenance companies. Paying fees to their homeowner association rather than to the municipality
ensures that the residents’ money is spent on their building. Homeowner associations also provide a means for residents to control the maintenance and utilities provided to their buildings.
Through their homeowner association, residents can decide what repairs are done and when
and whether to contract with private companies for managing and maintaining their buildings.
Homeowner associations in Eurasian countries have been slow to form, partly due to public
skepticism. According to the (Russian) Institute of Urban Economics, “the public is inclined to
believe that encouraging the formation of homeowner associations is just one more attempt by
the governmental authorities to shift the burden of housing management and maintenance on
to them. Regrettably, very often such suspicions turn out to be true” (Lipman 2010, 18).
The lack of instruments to force would-be free riders to participate has also hindered these
associations. The Russian Federation’s 1992 law on housing policy stipulates that unit owners in
multifamily buildings are to be considered co-owners of the common elements in their buildings
and envisions that homeowner associations will maintain these areas, which will contract out
these services. But membership in a building’s homeowner association is not mandatory in
Russia, and some residents refuse to participate. As of 2005, homeowner associations govern
only about 8 percent of multifamily buildings.
Ukraine initially required occupants to participate in homeowner associations once their
buildings were privatized. But in 1996, the Constitutional Court determined that this requirement violates constitutional protections against forced participation in economic entities. As a
result, homeowner associations govern only 6 percent of multifamily units in 2006.
Source: Lipman 2010.

to cushion shocks imposed by reforms in the rest of the economy—a
role that continued through the crisis of 1998 (Institute for Urban
Economics 2003). As of 2001, payments from residents covered only
about 60 percent of expenditures (including both maintenance
charges and utilities), with government subsidies financing the rest.
According to the Institute for Urban Economics, housing maintenance charges still fall far short of cost-recovery levels.
Raising Utility Tariffs
Urban public utilities inherited deteriorating assets and a consumer
base accustomed to high levels of subsidies. Immediate efforts to raise
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tariffs ran afoul of political constraints. In Russia, tariffs were kept
low deliberately during the post-transition slump. As a result, in 1994
household tariffs covered no more than 20 percent of the full cost of
service provision, with subsidies from the municipal owners financing the rest.
Attempts have been made to increase tariffs. In 1997, the Russian
authorities responded to the low level of cost-recovery by setting
national norms for recovery in all communal services. The norm
was fixed at 35 percent in the base year and scheduled to increase to
100 percent in 2005 (figure 5.10). After the 1998 financial crisis,
however, the real value of communal services tariffs eroded. While
consumer prices rose 80 percent, communal services tariffs rose only
15 percent. After the crisis, the government resumed a policy of permitting real increases in tariffs. In real terms, average tariffs doubled
between 2000 and 2004. Still, as of 2004 it was estimated that
charges to households were still equal to only 50–60 percent of the
federally defined “economically justified tariff.”27
The situation may have improved since then. In 2004, the federal
government enacted legislation (Law 210) requiring that municipalities impose tariffs on communal services companies high enough to
cover “full operating and capital investment costs.” It explicitly permitted municipal governments to impose tariff surcharges and connection fees to recover the costs of capital works. The law was
expected to take effect in 2006.28
FIGURE 5.10

Household Payments for Communal Services in the Russian
Federation, 1994–2005
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Even Tajikistan now has a tariff law. A World Bank (2005) project
appraisal document states that “in accordance with the provisions of
the law on state enterprises, the national communal services company (SUE-KILOMETERSK) as well as its subsidiaries operate on the
principle of financial autonomy and are independent of the state
budget. KILOMETERSK has the authority to set tariffs (though
approval of tariffs is subject to control by the state Anti-Monopoly
Agency).” In theory, tariffs set by KILOMETERSK should allow subsidiaries to self-finance both operation and maintenance and a minimum of capital asset replacement. But, in practice, the document
admits, the revenues of these enterprises, are in most cases not
enough to cover the actual cost of their operations.
Billing and collection has also been a problem in Eurasian countries. As of January 1, 2005, accounts receivable in Ukraine totaled
$588 million in the water sector and $723 million in the heating sector. In Georgia, a 1999 survey of 23 water companies found that the
collection rate in 2003 was 58 percent (the collection rate for households was only 42 percent; Government of Georgia 2004).
Various reviews of the water and heating sectors in Eurasian
countries yield a range of recommendations for improving billing
and collection. To address the specific technical problem of measuring consumption and assigning charges to residents of apartment
buildings, a report on Ukraine recommends installing bulk meters
at the entry point to each apartment building and then allocating
costs to units based on indicators, such as square meters and the
presence of water-using facilities (World Bank 2006c). Residents
would then be forced to join a homeowner association, which
would be responsible for collecting tariffs from individual households. In some countries, however, individual metering may not be
physically possible (box 5.7).
The Ukraine report also recommends initiating public information
campaigns (to convince customers that paying bills is the only way to
improve communal services) and installing modern billing and payments monitoring systems capable of sending timely bills for consumption, monitoring overdue accounts, and sending regular
reminders of overdue bills. It notes that some companies may need to
prepare new inventories of customers (to identify illegal connections
and ensure the accuracy of the indicators used to measure residential
consumption). They may also need to repair the smashed meters of
industrial and commercial consumers.
Tougher penalties for nonpayment may be required. In some cases,
the problem is a lack of appropriate legislation. Ukrainian legislation
prohibits communal services companies from charging penalties for
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BOX 5.7
Technical Constraints on Water Metering
Efforts to improve cost-recovery levels in water and heating have run afoul of technical constraints arising from the layout of interior heating pipes and water cutoff valves in apartment
blocks. Soviet apartment buildings were not designed to allow individual household consumption to be measured or service to be shut off. In Russia, residential water users are thus charged
based on water-use norms that the central government set. (Note that this information is from
1996 and may be obsolete.) In Tajikistan, residential water consumers (at least those with individual household connections) are charged flat rates, adjusted for factors affecting water consumption, such as the presence of an indoor bathroom.
Without water metering, consumer bills cannot be raised to reflect actual consumption, and
households have no incentive to conserve water or heat, driving up operating costs. And without a mechanism for shutting off services to individual housing units, utility companies cannot
shut off service to delinquent accounts without cutting off entire buildings. As a result, collection rates suffer.
Source: Pennell 1999.

late payment. Utilities also face legal and technical problems when
attempting to disconnect delinquent households. Although Ukrainian
legislation allows delinquent customers to be disconnected, the regulations setting out the procedures for doing so have never been issued.
Thus, each case must be decided by the courts.
Enforcing penalties already on the books is more important than
imposing tougher penalties. A report on water utilities in Georgia, for
example, found that the 23 companies it studied did not implement
formal collection control procedures (Government of Georgia 2004).
Rather, their accounting offices merely issued bills and sent collectors
to collect as much as they can.29 Failure to enforce penalties can also
arise from dysfunctional relationships between utilities and their
municipal owners.
A report on Russia’s water sector cites a lack of cooperation
between city governments and Vodokanals (the water company) as
the main cause of poor collection rates (Pennell 1999). Although city
governments are responsible for billing and collecting water charges,
they are indifferent to the financial situation of their water utilities.
Indeed, they fail to transfer whatever tariff revenues are received or
transfer them through promissory notes, bartered goods, or debt
swaps instead of cash.
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Raising Public Transport Tariffs
During the Soviet era, municipal urban transport companies carried
80–90 percent of traffic in cities. Services were highly subsidized, with
average cost-recovery of 10–25 percent. Some groups (the largest of
which were pensioners and schoolchildren) were given additional
discounts off already low fares. Others, such as veterans, rode for free.
In Russia, 64 categories of people were exempt from paying for public
transport, accounting for about 60 percent of travelers (World Bank
2002b). In Tbilisi, about half of all passengers enjoyed extra discounts.
After the breakup of the Soviet Union, central governments
reduced or withdrew their financial support to urban transport companies, shifting financial responsibility entirely to municipal governments. Although municipal governments could not afford the
requisite subsidies, transport companies did not try to increase fares
or even rigorously collect fares at prevailing levels. Passengers,
whose real incomes had fallen, resisted efforts to raise fares or
remove fare discounts.30 As a result, municipally owned urban
transport services in Russia suffered average losses equivalent to
about 30 percent of revenues in 2004. Tariff levels were enough to
cover only 45–65 percent of costs in 2003; suburban trains recovered just 20 percent (figure 5.11).31
FIGURE 5.11

Cost-Recovery Levels in Public Transit in the Russian Federation, by
Mode, 1995–2003
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Some better-off cities (such as Moscow) managed to sustain services, usually with the help of the federal government. But even
financial deficits there meant that maintenance and operations were
underfunded and fleet replacements deferred. In most cities in Russia
and Central Asia, deficits were so large that normal operations
became impossible. Only a small fraction of the fleet could be placed
in service, and people could not get to work.
Informal private operators rose to meet the demand (World Bank
2002b). Although services are improving in some areas—Tbilisi and
Yerevan are investing in new buses, for example—service levels on
publicly owned systems are generally declining, and some services,
such as tram systems in the Caucasus, are being closed (OECD 2007).
Financial recovery will require reform on both the revenue and
expenditure sides. On the revenue side, fares will have to be raised,
which may require adopting a more systematic regulatory framework. In most of Russia, for example, city governments set fares for
urban transport services, though in some cases they require approval
from the oblast level. According to a 2006 infrastructure financing
report, city governments adjust fares largely based on political considerations, tempered by some pragmatic concerns to ensure that
basic operating costs can be met (World Bank 2006a). No systematic
procedures consider the detailed operating and capital costs that
transport operators face, and no mechanism routinely reviews and
updates fares annually.
At the same time, exemptions will have to be cut. To make transit
affordable for some low-income households that may be priced out
by the move, higher tiers of government should provide social assistance (World Bank 2002b).
Financial recovery will also require improved efficiency on the
expenditure side. Overstaffing is still a problem in some companies,
and some countries still operate routes that are uneconomic. These
problems can be addressed, to an extent, by reducing the scale of
publicly funded services, allowing private operators to pick up the
slack. Under the most radical form of this approach, private operators
would function alongside the surviving public sector operators with
little or no licensing and little or no regulation or monitoring of performance. A less radical alternative would be to introduce competitive bidding for routes or groups of routes. Tenders would be based
on performance agreements, detailing the service parameters, quality
norms, internal performance indicators, fares, remuneration (subsidies), and performance incentives. Competitive bidding has been
instrumental in driving down costs in other European countries—the
European Union has reduced costs by 20–40 percent in this way.
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Although the initial effects may be partly lost in later rounds of tendering, evidence suggests that allowing market competition produces
lasting cost reductions (World Bank 2010c).
This approach has been tested in several World Bank projects in
Central Asia. In Kazakhstan, deregulation even allowed operators to
set fares.32 Large state-owned operators were broken into many
smaller joint stock companies, creating a pool of competitors
(World Bank 2002b). Cities in Uzbekistan and the Kyrgyz Republic
(excluding Bishkek) and many secondary cities in Russia have also
introduced market competition. Elsewhere public sector companies
have retained their dominance of the urban passenger market and
succeeded in halting the declines in passengers, restructuring their
service networks, maintaining or improving their service quality,
increasing cost-efficiency, and improving their financial position by
raising fares and receiving regular subsidy payments from the
authorities (Podolske 2010).

Conclusion
Most former Soviet Union countries have made remarkable strides
in transforming their urban finance systems. They have replaced a
system of subnational finance based on intraparty negotiations
with a range of systems generally based on stable revenue assignments and fairly transparent and mechanical transfer mechanisms. Big Eurasian cities can now tap their large and growing tax
bases. More city revenue could be gained, in principle, by improving the administration of the property tax, but the property tax
has political costs disproportionate to its yields. A more promising
route could be to raise the personal income tax. These measures
should be complemented by higher tariffs for housing maintenance, heating, and water supply and by efforts to improve their
administration.
For intercity rail passenger transport, tariffs passengers pay are
generally not high enough to pay for the full operating cost, as
they are in most countries worldwide. Railways in Eurasia typically compensate for losses on the passenger transport side through
cross-subsidies from freight transport revenues. Such a system is
unsustainable. Governments should permit tariffs to rise enough
to at least cover operating costs. Where doing so is not politically
acceptable, governments should compensate railway passenger
operators through public service obligation contracts, which are
common elsewhere (World Bank 2002b).
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The major expenditures required to address the maintenance
backlog for highways will have to be financed by taxes. Governments
can do so by raising broad-based taxes, such as the VAT, or by increasing road-related taxes, such as excises on fuel.

Annex 5A:

Financing Connectivity

During the Soviet era, strategic considerations made railways the
backbone of the long-distance transport system (see chapter 3). As
such, they were well funded and fairly well managed (World Bank
2006a). But soon after the transition, demand for both passenger and
rail services declined, sharply reducing revenue. At the same time,
motor vehicle use expanded dramatically, adding pressure to a road
network that was not designed to accommodate it. Demand for telecommunications services also increased.

Rail
The Soviet Union was served by a single integrated railway system,
Sovetskie Zheleznye Dorogi (SZD), which was financed largely from
tariff revenues. As a national monopoly, SZD had substantial scope to
use its tariff structure to meet wider social objectives through various
cross-subsidies. Freight tariffs were set to equalize the burden of
transport costs of different commodities. By ensuring that heavy
industries in remote areas were not rendered uncompetitive due to
high transport costs, the tariff structure helped spread economic
activity across the Soviet Union’s vast area. Profits on rail freight services were used to cover the operating losses associated with rail passenger transport and other nontransport social services, such as
hospitals and kindergartens for railway workers (World Bank 2006a).
SZD was disbanded in 1992 and succeeded by 19 regionally autonomous railway administrations. All faced changes. The breakup
resulted in a drop in freight volumes throughout the former Soviet
Union, largely thanks to declines in the heavy industry and manufacturing sectors, the partial severing of trade links among former Soviet
republics, and increasing competition from road transport (World
Bank 2006b).
Some successor companies were affected more than others. As
chapter 3 showed, freight volumes in Belarus, Kazakhstan, and the
Russian Federation have returned to their 1992 levels. By contrast,
volumes in Azerbaijan and the Kyrgyz Republic are less than half
their former levels. Traffic densities in Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia,
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and Ukraine are far higher than densities in the Caucasus or the
southern central Asian countries.33 Other things equal, companies
with higher densities are likely to be more profitable than countries with lower densities.
The successor companies also vary in operating efficiency and tariff regimes. Companies with high traffic densities tend to score high
on other indicators of operational efficiency.34 They also generally
manage to finance their operating costs through tariff revenues. But
in recent years, their tariffs have proven vulnerable to political
manipulation, favoring some sectors or industries and damaging the
financial viability of the railway companies. Moreover, it is not clear
that the ambitious expansion plans of some railway companies are
financially viable.
Belarus
Belarusian Railways is operationally efficient. Indicators of staff productivity and asset use—such as ton-kilometers per locomotive or traffic
units per wagon—compare favorably with those of European Union
countries. The company has historically financed itself through tariff
revenues. Over 2005–08, tariff revenues were more than enough to
cover operating and investment costs. Indeed, the company’s working
ratio averaged 68 percent and its operating ratio 78 percent during this
period—far better than EU25 (European Union-25) averages.35
There are, however, important cross-subsidies. Revenues from
international freight traffic (largely transit traffic) are subsidizing
both domestic freight and passenger services (World Bank 2010a).
Passenger service is particularly loss-making, with 2005–08 working
ratios of 125–135 percent. The rail system is vulnerable to downturns
in international freight traffic and to declining market shares in the
freight traffic market thanks to competition from road transport.
Belarusian Railways has an ambitious capital investment program.
It believes that to sustain its market share, it needs to achieve full
European Union interoperability on its key trans-European rail corridors (Corridors II and IX), which will require considerable upgrading of infrastructure. A World Bank transport sector policy note for
Belarus estimates that investment needs of Belarusian Railways
could be as much as $690 million a year. Much of this could be
financed from internal cash generation (World Bank 2010a). In
2008, the allowance for depreciation plus profits was $424 million.
The rest, however, would have to come from government grants or
borrowing, which would in turn require tariff levels high enough to
cover debt service.
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Russia
Russia’s new national rail corporation, RZD, has retained a strong,
competitive position in freight transport and dominates the national
market (World Bank 2006a). The company is operationally efficient
(World Bank 2011). Until recently, revenues were more than enough
to cover operating and investment costs—partly thanks to reforms
adopted in 2001 that improved flexibility in determining operating
tariffs and reduced cross-subsidies.36
The financial condition of the company has worsened since the
global recession. In 2009, the government rejected a proposed 14
percent increase in tariffs, approving instead an 8 percent increase.
It provided RZD with a Rub 40.6 billion subsidy to cover the difference. The government has also been forced to provide higher levels
of funding to cover RZD’s investment expenditures. This support
has come through equity injections or grants from special government funds.
The first phase of RZD’s transport strategy envisages annual
expenditures of more than $38 billion, more than 50 times the company’s investment expenditures during 2007–09. The plan expects
external sources to finance 90 percent of these expenditures. In addition to state capital injections, grants, and internal cash generation,
RZD has a record of financing its investment program through debt.
The company has continually received investment-grade ratings by
the international credit rating agencies, and the volume of its debt
issues has been rising. But the viability of the company’s capital
investment plan depends on its long-term profitability, which in turn
depends on maintaining tariff levels high enough to cover costs.
Although the recent Russia Public Expenditure Review notes that the
company could finance a scaled-back investment program through
bond issues, it also recommends a tariff policy for full cost-recovery
(World Bank 2011).
Ukraine
The financial condition of Ukraine’s railroad depends greatly on
freight volumes and government-regulated tariffs (World Bank
2010b). The state railway company, Ukrzaliznitsya, has historically
financed operating costs and investments from tariff revenues.
Doing so has been particularly difficult since the global economic
crisis, which caused freight volume (in ton-kilometers) to fall
24 percent.
Government-imposed tariff reductions for some types of rail
freight have also adversely affected Ukrzaliznitsya. Discounts to the
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coal, steel, chemical, and other industries, as well as mandated
loss-making passenger services (not fully compensated by the
government), have especially reduced the company’s ability to selffinance operations and necessary investments.37 Thus, profits,
which were Hrv 621 million in 2007, fell to zero in 2008. In 2009
the company, failing to make a payment on a syndicated loan, was
forced to cut investments in infrastructure and rolling stock by
50 percent. Since then, however, traffic volumes have recovered.
The company has restructured the syndicated loan and is now
ramping up investments.

Highways
Although rail transport still accounts for most freight traffic in the
former Soviet Union, road traffic has been rising rapidly. Because
the road network was not designed for the heavy vehicles today,
networks in nearly all the republics have deteriorated, heightening
the need for funding for road rehabilitation, reconstruction, and
maintenance.
In Russia, only a third of almost 50,000 kilometers of federal roads
are in good or fair condition. According to the Russia Public Expenditure Review, the rehabilitation and reconstruction of the federal highway network over a 6-year period could require a near tripling of
expenditures on federal highways (World Bank 2011). Rehabilitating
the subnational (regional) highway network could require a doubling of expenditures on subnational highways.
Unlike rail infrastructure (funded mostly by the railways themselves), road infrastructure depends largely on funding from the
government budget, as opportunities for toll roads are limited
(box 5A.1). How such budgetary support should be provided, particularly for road maintenance, is a subject of long-running controversy. The controversy centers on two issues: first, whether
funding for highway maintenance should be earmarked—that is,
financed from a fixed share of specified taxes and deposited in a
fund to be used only for road maintenance—and second, if so,
whether the taxes earmarked for this purpose should be roadrelated (box 5A.2).
Without a compelling case to the contrary (such as the systematic underfunding of road maintenance over many years), decisions
about the level and allocation of road maintenance spending should
be made through the overall budgeting process. By the same token,
policies on road taxes should be based on the same considerations
that apply to any other tax: their implications for the overall tax
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BOX 5A.1
Financing Highways with Toll Roads
Toll roads are, in principle, an attractive means of financing highway expenditures that satisfies
both the benefit equity and allocative efficiency objectives of road pricing. But opportunities to
use them in former Soviet Union countries are limited. In Russia, only a small percentage of the
trunk road network has traffic volumes high enough to support toll roads based on full costrecovery. Tolls could be set up on only about 20 percent of the federal trunk road network.
Even this opportunity has not been fully exploited. Although the legal basis for levying tolls
on the road network was established in 1998, efforts have been derisory.38 Russia has only one
toll section in its entire federal road network––a 20-kilometer detour around the village of
Khlevnoe in the Lipetsk region.
But policy toward toll roads may be changing. The federal government of Russia recently created a new road agency (AVTODOR) to plan and implement toll roads, and the government of
Belarus has decided to introduce tolling for trucks on all major trunk roads.
Source: Authors.

BOX 5A.2
Is Earmarking Road Taxes a Good Idea?
Any tax could be earmarked for road maintenance: a fixed percentage of the value added tax
(VAT), for example, or a share of the income tax. There are, however, three good arguments for
earmarking taxes on road users.
The first, and main, argument for earmarking funding for road maintenance is that it provides
a stable source of revenue, protected from short-term political pressures and the vagaries of
the annual budget process. Advocates of such earmarking point to the widespread tendency of
governments to underfund road maintenance—a practice that results in the rapid deterioration
of roads and the eventual need for far more costly road rehabilitation. Earmarking funding for
road maintenance may correct this tendency.
A second argument is based on benefit equity—that people who use a service should be the
ones who pay for it.
A third argument is based on the notion that earmarked road taxes can function as prices. By
confronting road users with the cost of the roads they “consume,” road taxes can ration consumption based on willingness to pay. Road users can opt for better roads at higher prices or
continued
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BOX 5A.2 continued
worse roads at lower prices. So, earmarked road taxes can create a market in roads that yields
the same allocative efficiencies as markets in more conventional products.
To function in this way, however, a market-clearing mechanism is needed. Decisions concerning the level and allocation of road taxes have to be made by an entity that accurately represents the collective interests of road users. Attempts to establish such entities have been
made—particularly in Africa where “second-generation” road funds are popular. Experience
suggests, however, that governments rarely allow such entities to set tax rates or spending priorities. Under these conditions, the allocative efficiency argument for earmarking road funds is
moot.
Opponents of earmarking argue that road spending is only one of many claims on the government budget. In their view, all sectors should compete for funding on an equal footing, unimpeded by earmarking.
As Gwilliam (2007) points out, views for and against are irreconcilable because they are
based on different assumptions about the budget process. Opponents of earmarking assume
that the budget process works; advocates of earmarking assume that it does not. Thus, Gwilliam argues that earmarking has to be evaluated case by case, predicated on a review of the
ability of the budgetary process to adequately fund road maintenance.
Whatever the merits of either arguments, there may be good political economy reasons for
earmarking road taxes: road users may be more willing to pay higher fuel taxes if they know the
revenues are earmarked for roads.
Source: Authors.

burden, where their burden will fall (and the resulting impact on
the distribution of income), and how they will affect the behavior
of taxpayers. Thus, increasing the tax on fuels would be justified to
encourage fuel efficiency but not to fund investments in roads or
their maintenance.
Earmarked road taxes were common in the Soviet Union, for
funding both road investment and maintenance. Before 1999, for
example, Russia had several road funds, financed from taxes on the
sale of oil and lubricants and the purchase and ownership of motor
vehicles. By far, the largest revenue source was the misnamed roaduser tax—actually a business turnover tax of 1 percent levied on all
firms that produced or traded goods—which generated revenues
equivalent to 2.2 percent of GDP. Fiscal reforms over 1999–2001
eliminated the road-user tax and phased out the other earmarked
taxes (World Bank 2006a). The result was a sharp drop in road
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funding, neglect of road upgrading and rehabilitation, and a general
deterioration of the road network from poor maintenance.
Even where road funds still exist, they do not always ensure stable
financing. Ukraine’s Law No. 1562-XII, for example, establishes a
fund to finance road construction, rehabilitation, repair, and maintenance. It also designates particular revenues that are to be paid into
the fund. State budget legislation has, in practice, suspended various
provisions of the law, and the specified funding has not always been
forthcoming.39 By contrast, Moldova recently allocated some taxes to
its road maintenance fund to persuade its external partners to provide loans and grants for much needed road rehabilitation.
There may nonetheless be a case for increasing road taxes as a
matter of overall tax policy. Fuel taxes in Eurasian countries are
low. In 2010, the fuel tax in Russia was about $0.10 a liter, though
the government intends to roughly double it by 2013. Ukraine
recently raised its fuel tax to $0.17 a liter. These taxes are a fraction
of what they are in Germany ($1.62 a liter) or the United Kingdom
($1.87; World Bank 2011).
Equivalent revenues could be raised through modest increases in
broader-based taxes. In Russia, revenues from fuel taxes (excluding
taxes on petroleum products) generated Rub 147.2 billion in 2009,
and another Rub 9.7 billion was generated from taxes on motor vehicles. These taxes raised revenues equivalent to 1.2 percent of consolidated government revenues. The VAT generated Rub 1,177 billion in
2009. The proposed doubling of the excise taxes on fuels would thus
raise the same revenue as a 13 percent increase in the VAT.

Telecommunications
Telecommunications services have been transformed since the
breakup of the Soviet Union. Cell phone services have filled the gaps
left in the old landline-based system, and broadband Internet services
have been introduced or expanded. All of these services have been
financed by the private sector.
A legacy from the Soviet Union is the large gap between coverage
of landlines in Russia and the Central Asian republics. In 2009, Russia
had eight times as many fixed-line telephones per capita as Tajikistan
(figure 5A.1). Cell phones have taken up much of this gap in telephone services, however. Uzbekistan now has one cell phone for
every two people. And Kazakhstan has as many cell phones as people.
Combined rates of cell phone and fixed-line coverage in Russia are
higher than the average in Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development countries (World Development Indicators 2011).
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FIGURE 5A.1

Number of Telephones per 100 People in Selected Countries, 2009
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The private sector will continue to finance the expansion of cell
phone services, which are commercially viable except in remote
areas (where public financing would be needed). These mobile networks have traditionally been voice-only systems, but they will likely
be upgraded to carry data over the next few years. Upgrading will
require little additional financing, as most new mobile network
equipment is already 3G capable.
Broadband coverage in Eurasian countries remains low (see chapter 3). In most countries, the private sector has financed investment
in broadband infrastructure. In less developed countries, such investments have been confined to major urban centers or trunk routes
connecting cities and border-crossing points. Investments in core
infrastructure will become more commercially viable as the volume
of broadband data traffic increases. Extending the networks beyond
core routes is likely to require public financing.

Notes
1. This story is drawn from Urban Institute (2010, 35–36).
2. This chapter looks at the financing of urban infrastructure. Annex 5A
presents the evolution of the system for financing intercity connectivity:
rail, road, and telecommunication services.
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3. Under its 1977 constitution, the Russian republic was divided into
91 first-tier units of administration: 48 provinces (oblasts), 16 autonomous regions, 6 territories, 6 Cities of Republican Subordination (jurisdictions directly subordinate to the Republic government, rather than to
provincial governments), and 15 autonomous areas within provinces or
territories.
4. Before 2005, executives at all three tiers were popularly elected. But in
2005, the government abolished direct elections for executives at the
first tier. Executives are now nominated by the president and subject to
approval by first-tier parliaments. At subordinate tiers of local government, executives are still chosen through local elections.
5. Although on paper the territorial reform law of 2005 grants local
councils greater autonomy than they previously enjoyed, the 2007
Law on the Supervision of Local Government gives the national government responsibility for drafting local budgets and empowers
regional governors to overturn decisions enacted by local councils.
The results of the 2006 local elections, which left most councils dominated by the president’s party, reinforced central control over local
government.
6. Despite attempts in Tajikistan to create a third tier of local government
with a locally elected executive, the sub-rayonal organizations
(jamoats) remain administrative appendages of their rayon governments and have few attributes of a separate tier. They do not have
their own budgets, but instead depend on line-item budget transfers
from their rayons. Until recently, each jamoat was headed by a chair,
who was nominated by the chair of the rayon. The new law on selfgovernment provides for a locally elected chair, chosen by (elected)
councilors from among their members. But beyond this change in
electoral arrangements, the law makes few specific changes in the
existing role of jamoats.
7. In the cultural sphere, responsibility remains to some extent facilitybased. For example, if a particular museum is assigned to a third-tier
subnational government, responsibility for operating it belongs to that
jurisdiction.
8. Although the law guarantees that the amount will equal at least
4 percent of the previous year’s gross domestic product (GDP), this stipulation is not reflected in the 2010 budget. The allocation for equalization transfers totals only GEL 522.6 million, or 2.9 percent of Georgia’s
2009 GDP. The budget does assign additional special and conditional
transfers, mostly for Tbilisi (GEL 196.6 million in 2010) and Batumi
(GEL 100.0 million in 2010) along with minor conditional transfers for
implementing delegated functions (GEL 10.3 million). Taken together,
these transfers represent 4.7 percent of Georgia’s 2009 GDP.
9. More precisely, the amount of the transfer is based on each jurisdiction’s
share of the aggregate expenditure gap of all jurisdictions, multiplied by
the total amount allocated to the equalization transfer.
10. The 2005 reform also established the framework for the division of
functional responsibilities among tiers of government, outlawed
unfunded mandates, imposed a uniform structure of local government
(consolidating the various forms of second- and third-tier subnational
governments into cities and rayons), and prohibited subnational
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governments from owning property “not related to their functions,”
prompting another round of privatizations.
11. The federal government retains all of the VAT and social insurance taxes
and roughly half of tax revenues from alcohol and petroleum.
12. D ifferent norms apply to different grades and different language
schools. For Tajik-language schools, the 2005 norms specify 1.06 fulltime-teacher equivalents for first grade and 1.81 for eleventh grade
(these norms were much lower than the norms for 2004). Norms are
slightly higher for Uzbek-language schools and slightly lower for
Russian-language schools. Norms for teachers’ salaries vary based on
seniority and academic qualifications (World Bank 2008).
13. Jurisdictions whose revenues exceeded their expenditure needs were
required to transfer part of the surplus to the state budget. The mechanism for doing so was never defined by regulation (Kononets 2002).
14. Shares are based on average actual revenues in 2007, 2008, and 2009
adjusted for inflation.
15. In 2010, one-third of total revenues in this category consisted of federal
cofinancing of the western highway project.
16. The figures for infrastructure services represent only subsidies to the
enterprises that provide these services. The city owns a range of enterprises, including two housing maintenance companies, a water company (Vodokanal), a heating company (and its subsidiary maintenance
company), a natural gas distribution company (which the city has a
51 percent interest in), various bus and tram companies, and the metro
(Sankt-Peterburgsky Metropoliten). As corporate entities, these companies do not report their own-source revenues (for example, tariffs) or
self-financed expenditures in the city budget. Subsidies to the companies as well as capital expenditures made on the companies’ behalf are,
however, reported in the budget.
17. These figures exclude spending by district administrations.
18. Expenditure figures are net of Kiev’s mandatory contribution to the
national equalization mechanism.
19. The special fund is a separate budget account, fed by the proceeds of the
motor vehicle tax, revenue from business activity, proceeds from the
sale of property, and fees paid by real estate developers earmarked by
the city for infrastructure network expansion in these new developments. Expenditures financed by the special fund are combined with
those financed from general revenues in figure 5.8.
20. Until 2008, both KievGas and Kievvodokanal were part of a KievEnergoHolding company. Kiev owned a 61 percent share in the company, with
two offshore companies owning the rest. In 2008, the municipality sold
25.4 percent of Kievvodokanal stock and 28.46 percent of KievGas stock,
reportedly to a company connected to the mayor’s son-in-law, which
then resold the shares offshore. The courts have since cancelled the sale.
21. Data for Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan are not
available.
22. Such an approach would increase, in principle, the aggregate tax burden
on big city residents in the same way that an increase in central government taxes would. But it can be argued that there is a more compelling
case for taking money away from taxpayers who benefit from the
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services financed by the taxes than from central government taxpayers
as a group.
23. Belarus, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Russia, and Ukraine assign all of the personal income tax to the subnational level. Using a broader definition of
the personal income tax, International Monetary Fund Government
Finance Statistics (GFS) data for Russia show that only 30 percent is
shared with subnational governments. In ruble terms, the data for subnational personal income tax revenues in the GFS are consistent with
those reported by the Russian Treasury.
24. These rates apply only to incomes above a minimum threshold level.
25. The government is reportedly contemplating a new property tax that
would cover both land and buildings (Voice of Russia 2010).
26. This rate applies only to land whose value can be determined. For other
land, the rate ranges from Hrv 0.015 (about $0.003) to Hrv 0.21 (about
$0.042) per square meter, depending on where the property is. In
regional centers (oblast capitals or major regional cities), the tax rate can
be increased by a factor of up to three. Even at this rate, however, a
1,000-square-meter lot in the center of Kiev would face a maximum tax
burden of $126.
27. As originally specified, the tariff set was based on standardized cost
parameters fixed at the federal level. It bore little relation to actual costs
and failed to consider capital investment requirements. The proportion
of tariff coverage rises to 70–80 percent if government-funded subsidies
to eligible households are included.
28. Note that this information is from 2005 and may be obsolete.
29. There are some exceptions. The Poti (Georgia) Water Company sues
customers with large outstanding accounts or cuts off their water.
30. In the mid-2000s, the Russian government attempted to delegate
responsibility for determining and financing transport subsidies to firsttier subnational governments and to replace fare discounts and free
passes with targeted cash payments. These reforms were met by widespread social protest as soon as they were introduced.
31. Performance was much better in cities participating in the Russian urban
transport project. According to a 2002 evaluation, the proportion of revenues raised from tariffs on bus and trolleybus companies increased
from about 10 percent or less in the early 1990s to an average of 78 percent in 2001, exceeding both formal and informal targets by large margins. Had the problem of exemptions been resolved, through either
elimination or fair compensation, most Russian companies would have
achieved a break-even position. As of 2002, the Russian government
was still resisting all attempts either to give up its power to impose
exemptions or to pay fair compensation.
32. In the Kazakhstan project, the aim was not to make formal performance
agreements but to improve the traditional budgeting approach, adding
productivity targets and explicit subsidy calculations to the existing
operating and capital budgets.
33. Densities are based on traffic units per kilometer of track. A traffic unit is
equal to one passenger or one ton of freight.
34. Data on the financial condition of railways in the Caucasus and central
Asia are not available. The low traffic densities of the rail system in
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these countries (except for Kazakhstan) nonetheless suggest that
financial viability will be difficult to achieve without higher tariff rates,
potentially leading to a vicious circle of declining traffic and declining
revenues.
35. The working ratio is defined as total operating expenses, excluding
depreciation and debt service, divided by revenues. The operating ratio
is defined as total operating expenses divided by revenues.
36. C ross-subsidies to passenger services have yet to be eliminated,
however.
37. In addition, in 2009 the government forced the railroad to provide free
freight transport to the coal industry. In exchange, the railroad was supposed to receive free electricity from a third party, something that never
materialized.
38. These regulations establish the basic rules for toll roads, including the
availability of a free parallel route, a preference for converting
construction-in-progress or reconstruction projects into toll roads, and
the rules for determining toll rates.
39. In 2010–11, excise taxes were raised, leading to large increases in sector
financing.
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